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Species Accounts

Aulzs (A1
cida e )

Dovekie
Alle alle (Linnaeus)
OTHER V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Little auk (British);
skonge (Danish);mergule main (French);Krabbentaucher (German);agpaliarssuk (Greenland);haftyrdill
(Icelandic);lyurik (Russian);alkekung (Swedish).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
11)

Alle alle alle (Linnaeus)
B R E E D S from northwestern Greenland (Thule area) locally southward, and from eastern Greenland, Jan
Mayen, Spitsbergen, Novaya Zemlya, and North Land
(USSR)south to southeastern Greenland. Also breeds on
Bear Island (Norway)and probably also on the New Siberian Islands. Probably breeds rarely in Bering Strait
area, including Saint Lawrence and Little Diomede islands, and possibly on Ellesmere Island. Until recently
also bred off northern Iceland (Grimsey Island).

aries sharply but narrowly tipped with white, the posterior scapulars narrowly streaked with the same;
underparts of body immaculate white (abruptly defined
against the dark brown of chest), the upper or outer portion of flanks broadly streaked with blackish; bill bGckj
iris dark brown; legs and feet grayish, with dusky webs;
inside of mouth light yellow.
W I N T E R PLUMAGE.
Malar region, chin, throat, chest,
and sides of nape white, the latter mottled with grayish
and the feathers of chest with dusky bases; otherwise
like the summer plumage. First-winter birds are more
brownish than are older age groups (Kozlova 1961).
J U V E N I L E S . Similar to the breeding plumage, but the
head and upperparts browner and less glossy, scapular
feathers unmarked, white markings above the eye very
small, and throat flecked with brown and not strongly
separated from the anterior breast (Glutz and Bauer
1982).
D O W N Y Y O U N GEntirely
.
sooty grayish brown, the underparts paler and more grayish. Iris blackish brown,
bill blackish, legs and feet dusky.

WINTERS

Measurements and Weights

Description (Adapted from Ridgway 19 I 9)

MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 108-22 m m (average of
11, 115.8);females 106.5-118.0 m m (average of 5,
I I 3.3). Exposed culmen: males I 3-1
m m (average of
11, 13.9); females 12.5-14.5 m m (average of 5, 13.9)
(Ridgway 1919). Eggs: average of 44, 48.2 x 33.0 m m
(Bent 1919).

A D U L T S I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Head,
neck, and chest plain dark sooty brown (clove brown),
becoming gradually darker on pileum and hindneck; a
short white streak immediately above upper eyelid; rest
of upperparts sooty black (slightly glossy), the second-

WEIGHTS.
The average of I I 7 breeding-season males
was 153.5 g, while 92 females averaged 146.8 g (Roby,
Brink, and Nettleship 1981).Bradstreet (198za)reported
slightly higher averages for birds taken over a broader
time span. Estimated egg weight, 28 g (Schonwetter

south from breeding range, in open water, to
Southampton Island, Ungava Bay, along the Gulf of
Saint Lawrence, southeastern Newfoundland, Nova
Scotia, the Bay of Fundy, rarely to New Jersey, and to
the Canary Islands, Azores, France, and the Baltic Sea.

I I . Current North American distribution of the dovekie, showing
colony locations, estimated breeding numbers, nonbreeding
range limits (broken line), and Eurasian range (inset).

1967). Newly hatched chicks average 21.5 g (Norderhaug I 980).

Identification
FIELD.This is only obviously small (dove-sized)
alcid found on the Atlantic coast, and in the breeding
season it has a sharply contrasting black-and-white pattern in which the black upperparts extend to the upper
breast. In winter, white extends up to include the
breast, throat, and lower cheeks and extends up around
the ear coverts to a point level with the eyes, leaving a
black semicollar in front of the wings. Calls are a series
of chirping or piping notes, uttered on the breeding
grounds. In flight the wing movement is very fast and
resembles that of a chimney swift.
IN THE

This is the only small alcid (wing under
12 rectrices and vertically aligned
scutes on the lower front of the tarsus. Additionally, the
bill is extremely short and is about as wide as deep at
the base.

IN THE HAND.

125 m m ) that has

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
Breeding occurs along high arctic and, to a more limited degree,
subarctic coastlines where the adjoining waters have
surface temperatures in August of o-6°C (Voous 1960).
Dovekies typically nest in large colonies on mountain
slopes, at altitudes of up to 300-500 meters, where
talus slopes and scree provide abundant breeding sites.
Most colonies are within easy flying distance of the sea,
but the birds locally extend up valleys and fjords to a
maximum reported distance of about 20 miles (32 kilometers) inland (Bateson 1961). However, Lovenskiold
(1964) stated that in Greenland much of the most
highly suitable scree breeding habitat is only a few hundred meters in width. The total altitudinal range of
nesting birds there is from a few feet above sea level to
about 600 meters, with maximum numbers associated
with scree deposits below perpendicular rock walls.
)
that the first requirement
Stempniewicz (198~ ajudged
of breeding habitat is that it be near the sea, and he observed no nesting farther than 6 kilometers inland.
Slope and exposure are also important, since they influence the rate of thawing of nesting sites. Sites having
high humidity are avoided, since they retain water, and
slopes of 25-35" are most suitable because they are
fairly stable and allow for easy takeoffs.
During the nonbreeding season the birds are pelagic,
tending to remain near the pack ice, foraging in the cold
waters of ice leads, where small planktonic crustacean

BREEDING AND NONBREEDING

populations are most abundant, and in the western Atlantic the species is limited in its southern distribution
by the warming influences of the Gulf Stream. Stormdriven birds sometimes occur well south of normal wintering limits, and occasionally "wrecks" occur when
such birds are driven to coastlines or even well inland.
This is perhaps the most
social of all the alcids; estimates of colony sizes are
sometimes so large as to defy credibility, such as those
at Thule, Greenland, which have been estimated at millions of individuals (Salomonsen I 967).However,
Lovenskiold (1964) stated that early estimates of numbers in Spitsbergen colonies were greatly exaggerated
and that a colony once estimated to have 10 million
birds perhaps held as few as I or 2 million. In western
Greenland Evans (1981) estimated a density of at least
0 . z ~nest per square meter, and on Spitsbergen the average nest density was judged by Stempniewicz (1981a) as
0.5-0.67 per square meter, while Norderhaug (1970)
judged a nesting density of up to more than I nest per
square meter on Spitsbergen. Roby, Brink, and Nettleship (1981) estimated that 7,000 pairs were present in a
Greenland study area of 15,400 square meters, or 0.45
pair
per
square meter. As one vroceeds south in the
breeding range the numbers and breeding densities decline, and many of the southernmost colonies have disappeared in historical times as the surrounding ocean
has gradually warmed. On wintering areas the birds
tend to be highly dispersed but are associated primarily
with offshore locations and avoid both ice-free and icecovered areas, attaining their highest densities in areas
having 75-99 percent ice cover (Renaud, McLaren, and
Johnson 1982).
SOCIALITY A N D D E N S I T I E S .

P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
A considerable number of predators have been identified as enemies of
dovekies, including white-tailed sea eagles (Haliaeetus
albicilla), parasitic jaegers (Stercorariusparasiticus),
peregrines (Falcoperegrinus), snowy owls (Nyctea scandiaca), and common ravens (Corvus corax), but probably the most serious predators on adults and young are
arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) and glaucous gulls (Larus
hyperboreus). Norderhaug (1970)stated that the parasitic jaeger and glaucous gulls are important predators of
eggs and nestlings, and glaucous gulls often kill adult
dovekies. Stempniewicz (1981a) agreed that the
glaucous gull is an extremely serious predator of adults
and chicks but found no evidence that the parasitic jaeger is a significant predator. According to Bateson
( I96 r ),glaucous gulls can catch adults in flight with relative ease, and arctic foxes often lie in wait at colonies
to pounce on incoming birds or crawl into nesting holes
after adults or young. In some areas they feed exclu-

sively on these birds in summer and may even cache
supplies of dead birds to use in winter. Roby, Brink, and
Nettleship (1981)judged that glaucous gulls are serious
predators of adults and young, and arctic foxes were
found to take both eggs and adults. Stempniewicz
(1981a)stated that the arctic fox prefers eggs and in trying to dig out nests sometimes causes them to cave in,
killing the birds or destroying the eggs inside. Young
and adult birds are mainly taken late in the breeding
season. In Greenland, the Inuit take large numbers during summer, and some winter hunting occurs in southwestern Greenland as well (Salomonsen 1967).The
white whale (Delphinapterusleucas) has been reported
and it has been sugto take adult birds (Bent 1919)~
gested that perhaps seals also feed on them to some extent.
General Biology
BEHAVIOR.
Norderhaug (1970)
investigated the kinds and amounts of food adults
brought to nestlings and found that it consisted of at
least 95 percent planktonic crustaceans (mainly Calanus). During the 26-29 day nestling period each chick
ate an average of 689.6 grams of plankton, which was
converted into an auk biomass of 92.8 grams. Bradstreet
(198za)determined that during May and June adult and
subadult dovekies ate nearly IOO percent copepod materials (especially Calanus), whereas during August amphipods became more important, composing 5 9 percent
of adult foods and 90 percent of subadult foods. After
fledging, adult males accompanied chicks to sea, where
both fed almost entirely on amphipods (especially the
hyperiid Parathemisto). Once abandoned by the adults,
the young continued to concentrate on these amphipods, but a small proportion of the sample also comprised arctic cod (Boreogadus)and calanoid copepods.
Golowkin, Selikman, and Georgiev (1972)found a similar high incidence of calanoid copepods in planktonic
samples taken from adults transporting foods to young
in August, with substantially lower quantities of Euphausiacea, Mysidacea, decapod larvae, and amphipods
(Hyperiidae)as well as a very few fish. Roby, Brink, and
Nettleship (1981)found that the average size of 204
"meals" (throat pouch contents) being brought to nestlings was 3.48 grams and that the food consisted mainly
of copepods (Calanus)and amphipods (Parathemisto
and Aspherusa).
Bradstreet (198za)demonstrated that dovekies
tended to select larger sizes of available prey species and
also selected certain types of prey, in four of the cases
analyzed taking large items in proportion to their abundance, while juvenile birds took amphipods at a rate
FOOD A N D FORAGING

15-20 times as great as that group's abundance in the
zooplankton population. Generally the birds took the
largest copepods available in the upper 50 meters of water and also the largest life stage of each species. During
the time that adults are feeding nestlings the pairs probably forage around the clock, feeding their young an
~
198 I ) to 8.5 (Norderhaug 1970)
average of 5 . z (Evans
times a day. Brown (1976)concluded it would be feasible for birds to forage as far as about IOO kilometers
from their nesting sites and still allow each member of
the pair to make four round trips a day to feed their
young; he observed adults feeding at ranges of at least
this far from Greenland nesting colonies. In contrast,
Evans (1981)observed that most food was obtained
within 2.5 kilometers of the colony and that the feeding
rhythms closely matched the die1 cycle of vertical migration in Calanus plankton (toward the surface at
night, returning to deeper waters during daylight).Most
observations on foraging dives indicate that the birds
typically undertake rather short dives of 30 seconds or
less, often less than zo seconds (Glutz and Bauer 1982).
M O V E M E N T S A N D MIGRATIONS.
Although not rapid
fliers, these birds are highly mobile, tending to forage at
considerable distances from their nesting colonies and
undertaking migrations of substantial length. Renaud,
McLaren, and Johnson (1982)studied spring migration
in the area of Lancaster Sound (south of Devon Island)
and western Baffin Bay and judged that a peak population of about 14 million birds may have been present in
this area in mid-May of 1978 while en route to their
Greenland nesting sites. Apparently northwestern
Baffin Bay and adjacent Lancaster Sound constitute an
important migratory corridor and staging area for most,
if not all, the dovekies nesting in northwestern Greenland. In late summer (September)when the birds leave
their colonies, they enter northern Baffin Bay and move
down the high arctic (western)side of the bay, avoiding
the West Greenland Shelf, and finally enter the Labrador
Sea in October. They remain in the northwest Atlantic
in the vicinity of Newfoundland until May (Brown et al.
1975).On the other hand, recoveries of birds banded in
Spitsbergen indicate a movement to the southern tip of
Greenland, followed by wintering on pack ice along its
southwestern coastline. Birds wintering in this region
may also include those nesting in East Greenland, Jan
Mayen, and probably other breeding areas farther to the
east (Salomonsen 1967).The time of arrival on breeding
areas is quite variable, typically being during the first
half of May in northern Greenland (Renaud, McLaren,
and Johnson 1982; Ferdinand 1969),whereas in
Spitsbergen they arrive during the first half of April
(Bent 1919), and in USSR breeding areas such as Franz

Josef Land they may even arrive as early as late February
or early March (Kozlova 1961). However, the laying period is more uniform, and at least in Greenland it seems
to be strongly correlated with the timing of the maximum availability of Calanus. Similarly, the early fall
departure from Greenland is associated with a rapid decline in the abundance of this source of food. Since the
birds molt and become flightless immediately after
breeding, they are apparently carried by currents across
northern Baffin Bay in September to the east coast of
Baffin Island (Evans I 98 I ) .

Social Behavior
TERRITORIALITY.
Norderhaug
(1968)has proved that mate retention and nest site tenacity occur in this species. Based on information obtained from banding more than I 1,000 dovekies in
Spitsbergen, he determined that mating between the
same male and female occurred for periods of up to at
least 4 years and that the pair often returned to the
same nest in subsequent years. Salomonsen (1967)also
reported that nest site tenacity occurs in Greenland
)
that 5 6 of 72
birds, and Stempniewicz ( I98 ~ anoted
nest sites were used in the following year, presumably
but not necessarily by the same birds. The age of initial
sexual maturity is not known with certainty, but it is
not likely to be earlier than the second year. Territorial
behavior is apparently limited to the nest site. Considering the very high density of birds typically occurring
in breeding colonies, a maximum territorial area of
about a square meter per nest seemingly is normal.
However, territorial fighting can be intense and appears
to center on a stone immediately next to the nest crevice, which serves as a takeoff and landing site, an observation and resting post, and a place for courtship,
including copulation. Preferred stones are those that are
flattened at the top and protrude far enough from the
surrounding surface to allow easy takeoff (Stempniewicz I 98 ~ a ) .
MATING SYSTEM A N D

V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.
Vocalizations of this species have
been most completely analyzed by Ferdinand (1969),
who recognized five calls of adults. One vocalization
heard only one time was a single-noted call that probably represents a warning or distress note. Predominant
during the breeding season is the trilling call, which is
produced by both sitting and flying birds and is the call
most frequently attributed to the species. It is a series of
three separate motifs lasting a second or more, each
motif being a series of rapidly rising and falling frequencies with many overtones, the second harmonic being
the loudest. Probably each individual bird has an acous-

tically unique trilled call, with variations in call length,
duration of the individual motifs, and substructure of
the motifs. Massed calling by birds in flight produces
"flock singing," which seems to exhibit coordinated
variations in frequency and amplitude. Calls uttered by
paired birds are of three recognized types. During aggressive encounters the birds simultaneously or alternately ~ r o d u c ea hoarse, unmelodious call that lasts a
few seconds. When sitting together on rock ledges pairs
may utter weak clucking calls that, like the aggressive
calls, sometimes take the form of an alternating duet.
Finally, a snarling call was heard while a pair was
searching for a nest site, when one of the birds lay down
on the ground and made quivering movements, the
other apparently uttering clucking calls. All these observed types of calls were constructed of only two (Ferdinand) to five (Riippell 1969) different acoustic units
that have been variously modified in length as well as in
the number and relative strength of their harmonic elements.
Displays of the dovekie are still only very imperfectly understood, but they have been described by Riippell (1969),Ferdinand (1979),and Evans (1981).The
posturing is apparently quite simple. Resting dovekies
assume a posture similar to that of singing birds or birds
carrying food to their young (fig. 3gA-C), although both
singing and food-carrying birds have distinctly enlarged
gular areas. Evans (1981)observed five major display
postures, three of which involved head wagging. Head
wagging, with the body low and the bill horizontal (fig.
39F),usually evoked the same response from the partner, especially if the two birds were at close quarters. If
head wagging was done from an upright walking posture
the response was less likely to be the same, and when
performed with the bill pointing upward it was more
apt to produce aggressive responses than when it was
performed with the bill tilted downward. Likewise, simply walking upright with the bill pointed downward (fig.
39E) usually evoked no response and was often used by
birds that had newly arrived in a group and were walking in close proximity to the others. Walking upright
with the bill pointed upward was occasionally seen and
evoked either aggression or no obvious response. Riippell (1969)described this as a "parade" posture and observed that the crown feathers are distinctly raised at
this time. Evans concluded that mutual head wagging is
a courtship activity and noted that after hatching it became a common ceremony between pairs, replacing earlier mutual head bowing movements. At such times the
birds would call and often touch bills during the ceremony, which lasted about 30 seconds, and the wings
would sometimes be drooped and fluttered. Riippell
(1969)compared head wagging to billing in puffins, ex-

39. Social behavior of the dovekie (mainly after Ferdinand
1969): A, resting posture; B, carrying food; C, singing; D, carrying pebble; E, "parade" with bill down; F, mutual head wagging; G, H, copulation.

cept that in dovekies the birds' bills usually do not actually touch. Pair members also perform "butterfly
flights" (Evans 1981), often preceded and followed by intense head wagging. These are downslope flights with
very slow wingbeats (3-5 per second, instead of the normal 12-18 according to Riippell), with associated calls
of the same trilled type uttered during head wagging.
Copulation is also preceded by head wagging. It occurs
on land (often on the stones nearest the nest cavity),
and during copulation the male droops his wings on either side of the female, who very briefly turns her head
back to nearly touch his (fig. 39G,H).This posture is
quite similar to that assumed by razorbills and murres
during copulation.
Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
The
nesting season is very short, and according to Evans
(1981) the entire breeding season (including pair forma-

tion) takes only 3 to 3.5 months, distinctly shorter than
in other North Atlantic alcids. There is a prelaying period of about a month, an egg-laying period of 16 days
(mostly between June 20 and 27 in Evan's study area),
and a combined incubation and fledging period of only
5 2 days. In Spitsbergen, Stempniewicz (1981a)reported
a hatching period of 10 days in one summer and 14 days
in the next breeding season, the latter being a year in
which snow cover persisted unusually long and delayed
the breeding cycle somewhat. Roby, Brink, and Nettleship (1981)estimated that the peak of egg laying at
Robertson Fjord, in the Thule area of Greenland, was
June 22-24 and the peak of hatching July 16-18.
The nest site is a rock crevice or the cavity formed
by rock rubble in talus or scree. Typically the nest has a
single entrance hole, often so small the bird can barely
squeeze through it. In large colonies the individual
nests may be interconnected by passages, allowing
emergency escape routes when the entrance is blocked
by a predator. The bottom of the nest site is of rock,
typically with a pebble lining made up of small stones
the adults gather in and around the nest (fig. 39D).
These stones prevent the eggs from rolling during incubation. Sometimes nests are in holes under large rock
blocks, in which case they may have earthen floors and
be enlarged by the birds' clawing (Stempniewicz 1981a).
Roby, Brink, and Nettleship (1981)found the highest
nest densities in talus areas having rocks 0.5-1.0 meter
in diameter.
LAYING.
Probably in most
cases no nest is actually built, though pebble gathering
probably requires some time. Certainly a good deal of
time and effort is spent in finding and then defending a
suitable nest site. Occupation of territories occurs as
soon as the nesting sites become snow free, and fierce
fighting may occur at that time (Stempniewicz 1981a).
However, Evans (1981)observed little aggressive behavior, and perhaps differences in nest-site availability
cause local differences in aggressiveness. Since only a
single egg is laid, each bird's egg-laying period is very
brief. As noted, entire colonies have highly synchronized egg-laying periods. Stempniewicz (1981a) reported that in the colony he studied (apparently totaling
about 70 territorial pairs) the egg-laying period was 10
days in one year and 13 days the following year. Although two eggs or young have on occasion been found
in a single nest, and adults exhibit a double brood patch,
there is no good evidence that dovekies ever lay more
than a single egg, according to Stempniewicz. However,
their abundant food supply during the prelaying period
not only allows dovekies to lay relatively large eggs, but
also promotes rapid chick growth (Evans I 98 I ) .
NEST BUILDING A N D E G G

I N C U B A T I O N A N D B R O O D I N G . Both members of the
pair incubate. During incubation the egg is placed on either side of the bird's axis, under one wing. When
alarmed the incubating bird can thus move the egg to
another part of the nesting cavity. The length of individual incubation sessions is quite variable, but on average
there are four alternations per 24 hour period. Birds
sometimes leave their egg unattended for several hours,
perhaps when disturbed by gulls or foxes. Evidently
both sexes participate about equally in incubation, and
if one partner should die the other may continue to incubate for at least 3 weeks. The incubation period averaged 29 days (range 28-3 I ) in Stempniewicz's study
(1981a), longer than earlier unreliable reports of 24 day
incubation periods. He also reported an average 4 day
hatching period between pipping and emergence from
the shell. He reported a 65.3 percent hatching rate from
98 eggs, while Evans (1981)reported a 65 percent hatching rate from zo eggs. Nest abandonment was apparently a significant cause of egg losses in both studies.

YOUNG.
During the first
24 hours after hatching the young bird is brooded almost constantly, and brooding gradually declines from
70 percent of the time on the 3d day to 10 percent by
the 8th day, with some brooding occurring as long as 20
days after hatching. Feeding begins immediately, both
inside the nest cavity and later (after about the 15 th
day) outside of it. By 3 days the chicks are able to run
about through the maze of nesting chambers and most
often defecate outside the cavity entrance. When they
begin to leave the nest cavity they often climb the nearest stone, where they spend increasing amounts of time
exercising their wings (Stempniewicz 1981a). Growth of
the young is very rapid, and by 23 days the chicks reach
their peak weight, then lose some weight. The number
of parental feedings also begins to decline after 21 days.
Down feathers are lost from the head, nape, and belly
by 19-21 days and are virtually all gone by 2 5 days.
Fledging occurs at 27-30 days (average 28.3 days)
(Evans]but may occur as early as 23 days after hatching
(Stempniewicz).Norderhaug (1970)reported an average
fledging period of 27.1 days. As they fledge, young birds
head out to sea singly, in groups of young, or as mixed
groups of adults and young. At the same time or earlier,
adults (both breeders and nonbreeders) begin leaving the
colony (Stempniewicz 1981a,b).Bradstreet (198za)reported that newly fledged chicks are attended by adult
males. Nonbreeders and subadults reportedly leave
Greenland colonies sooner than breeders, going to packice areas where they molt during late July and August.
By late August the adults from the Thule region abandon their chicks in northern Baffin Bay and leave the
GROWTH A N D SURVIVAL O F

area, probably flying farther south before molting and
thus reducing food competition with the chicks that remain behind (Bradstreet 198za). Stempniewicz has
made the interesting point that in this species the juvenal plumage of at least some populations closely resembles the adult breeding plumage, which might make i t
more difficult for predators to distinguish the younger
and doubtless more vulnerable birds from older ageclasses. A similar case seems to occur in razorbills and
at least a small percentage of thick-billed murres.
RATES.
Stempniewicz (1981a) estimated that in his study area
there was a 65.3 percent hatching success and a minimum 80 percent fledging success ( 5 I of 64 hatched
chicks, with I I of uncertain fate). Ten of 13 hatched
young (from zo original eggs) fledged (77 percent) in
Evans's (1981)study. Thus an overall breeding success of
SO- 2 percent is indicated by these two studies. Since
the incidence of nonbreeders (subadults or nonnesting
adults) is unknown, the actual recruitment rate cannot
be accurately estimated, but it can be no higher than
about 3 0 percent and is probably closer to half of that.
There are apparently no estimates of adult mortality
and survival rates, although Salomonsen (1967)noted
that of 397 band recoveries of adults banded at Thule,
41 were made in the same summer. Of the remaining
recoveries, 75 percent were in the first year, 17 percent
in the second, 7 percent in the third, and I percent in
the fourth. Banded adult birds from Disko Bay have
been recovered far less often, but one was captured 8
years after banding. These few data suggest a higher
adult mortality rate than seems typical of the larger
auks, but it would probably be dangerous to speculate
further.
BREEDING SUCCESS AND R E C R U I T M E N T

Evolutionary History and Relationships
The dovekie has traditionally been placed in a monotypic genus, usually close to the great auk, razorbill,
and murres. The American Ornithologists' Union (19831
considers Alle to constitute a monotypic tribe Allini,
which is placed nearest the Alcini (Uria and Alca] in
linear sequence. Voous (1973)inserted the genus between the murrelets and the auklets, producing a sequence that was later adopted by Glutz and Bauer (19821
and has also been recently adopted for The Birds of the
Western Palearctic (Cramp and Simmons 1985). Kozlova
(1961j described the dovekie's skull as relating it to the
murre group and listed it next to Alca in linear sequence. I believe it is indeed closest to the typical
murre/razorbill/great auk lineage, though perhaps its
marked foraging divergence (and associated morphologi-

cal adaptations) warrant tribal distinction. Its social displays (such as head wagging with billing, upward and
downward bill tilting, and copulatory behavior) are very
close to those of the razorbill, and it seems to me that
Alca might be its nearest living relative.
Population Status and Conservation
As possibly the most abundant of all the alcids of the
world, this species warrants no serious current concern
from conservationists. Its major breeding areas are all
remote high arctic sites, and though some peripheral
southern breeding sites have disappeared in historical
times this should cause no real concern and probably
simply reflects climatic trends. Although dovekies are
locally hunted and netted on their breeding areas in
considerable numbers, such hunting does not appear to
threaten their status (Salomonsen 1967).The birds are
well dispersed in their wintering areas, most of which
are well to the north of major oil shipping routes in
pack-ice areas of the Atlantic.

Common Murre
Uria aalge (Pontoppidan)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Guillemot (British);lomvie (Danish);guillemot de troll (French);agpa siggugtoq
(Greenland);Trottellumme (German);langvia (Icelandic); umigarasu (Japanese);tonkoklyuvaya kayra (Russian); sillgrissia (Swedish).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
12l

Uria aalge aalge (Pontoppidan)
from western Greenland (locally),Labrador, and
Quebec south to Newfoundland and (formerly)Nova
Scotia; around the coast of Iceland; from the Outer
Hebrides, Shetlands, and Orkneys south to eastern and
western Scotland; and central Norway from Lofoten to
the vicinity of Bergen.
BREEDS

offshore throughout its breeding range, extending farther south to Maine, casually to Massachusetts, New York, and New Jersey; and to northern
Spain, France, Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark, and
Germany.

WINTERS

Uria aalge californica (Bryant)
from northern Washington south to California.

BREEDS

offshore on adjacent seas. Casual south to
Newport Beach, Orange County, California.

WINTERS

Uria aalge inornata Salomonsen
from the Commander Islands, Saint Matthew
Island, and northwestern Alaska to Kamchatka, the
Kurile Islands, southern Sakhalin, eastern Korea, and
Hokkaido, and through the Aleutian and the Pribilof Islands to southern British Columbia.
BREEDS

offshore on adjacent seas north to the limit of
open water.

WINTERS

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Head and
neck plain olive brown or sepia to nearly clove brown,
little if any darker on pileum and hindneck, but sometimes slightly more grayish on crown; rest of upperparts
plain dark grayish brown (nearest chaetura drab or
fuscous, but more grayish than the latter),the secondaries narrowly but sharply tipped with white; underparts, including median portion of lower foreneck,
immaculate white except on outer portion of sides and
flanks, where broadly streaked with grayish brown; bill
black; inside of mouth yellowj iris dark brown; legs and
feet dull black or dusky. In the "bridled" color phase a
narrow white eye ring and postocular stripe are present.

ADULTS I N B R E E D I N G PLUMAGE

W I N T E R PLUMAGE.
Whole underside of head, foreneck,
malar, suborbital, and auricular regions, and stripe on
each side of occiput white, the latero-occipital area separated from the white below it, except posteriorly, by a
postocular stripe of dark smoky brown, extending along
upper edge of auriculars; bill and feet more brownish.
First-winter birds have fewer dark flank stripes and
more white nape stripes (Kozlova I 96 I ) .

JUVENILES.
Similar to winter adults but without white
on sides of occiput, and white of foreneck faintly mottled with grayish brown or dusky; bill smaller. There
are no black flank stripes, and the upper body feathers
are edged with brown (Kozlova 1961).
Y O U N GHead
.
and neck sooty black, finely
streaked with dull grayish white; upperparts plain deep
grayish brown or brownish gray, the sides and flanks
similar but paler; chest, breast, abdomen, and vent region immaculate white. Iris brown, bill bluish gray,
mouth pale flesh color, and legs and feet yellowish with
blackish markings (Harrison I 978).

DOWNY

Measurements and Weights
(of aalge).Wing: males 191.0-204.5
m m (average of 9, 197);females 185-208 m m (average
MEASUREMENTS

1 2 . Current
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of 16, 190.7).Exposed culmen: males 40.0-49.5 m m
(average of 9, 46.8); females 40-50 m m (average of 16,
43.5 ) (Ridgway I 9 I 9). Eggs: average of 64, 8 I x 50.5 m m
(Bent 1919).
The average of 41 summer males was 980.0 g
and that of 37 females was 988.9 g (Swartz 1966) at
Cape Thompson, Alaska. A sample of I z I males and
I 17 females from Newfoundland breeding areas averg respecaged 1,006 (77s-1,202) g and 979 (815~1,187)
tively (Threlfall and Mahoney 1980).The calculated egg
weight is 108-14 g for various North American races
(Schonwetter 1967). Newly hatched young weigh 66-79
g (Fields5 1977).

WEIGHTS.

Identification
FIELD.
The strongly black-and-white plumage
and moderately large body (size of a scoter or an eider)
separate this species from all other alcids except the
thick-billed murre and the razorbill. The razorbill has a
heavier and less pointed bill, and the thick-billed murre
has a thin white mandibular stripe in breeding plumage
and has more black on the upper face in the winter
plumage, producing a smudgy black area behind and below the eye. Both species utter hoarse, moaning calls.
The common murre has a rare "bridled" color phase in
which a narrow white eye ring and postocular stripe appear in the breeding plumage. This variation does not
occur in the thick-billed murre.

IN THE

The combination of relatively large size
(wing length at least 185 m m ) and a fairly long (culmen
at least 40 m m ) and tapered black bill distinguishes this
from all other alcids except the thick-billed murre.
Apart from the absence of a pale whitish bill stripe, the
common murre also has a more brownish crown, and
its bill depth at the nostrils is less than a third the
length of the exposed culmen.

I N THE HAND.

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
Breeding
colonies of common murres are largely restricted to
subarctic and temperate coastlines having surface water
temperatures in August ranging from 4°C in the north
to 19°C in the south, with the northern limit corresponding fairly well to the southern edge of the pack ice
in March. In other words, it breeds north to those
coastal areas that remain free of pack ice throughout
the year, whereas the thick-billed murre breeds north to
those areas that remain open only throughout the summer (Voous 1960).Within these limits, murres of both
species breed mostly on rocky coasts that usually have

BREEDING AND NONBREEDING

steep seaward cliffs, though low-lying coasts may also
be used if they are remote and predator-free. Stratified
rock layers providing nesting ledges, or weathered pinnacles and similar promontories, are important habitat
components (Tuck 1960).Where both species of murres
occur, the thick-billed murre is likely to occur on narrower cliff ledges and smaller promontories than the
common murre (Voous 1960).At least in the North Atlantic the common murre prefers flat places such as
rock ledges for nesting and avoids crevices, whereas
thick-billed murres are less rigid in their requirements.
In high-arctic areas where there are no common murres,
thick-bills occupy all kinds of sites, but where both occur together the thick-bills are forced into suboptimal
nesting areas, perhaps because the common murres arrive earlier and occupy favored nesting ledges, leaving
only the marginal sites for the tardy thick-billed
)
a rather broad range
murres. Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~illustrated
of habitats used as nesting sites for common murres on
the Saint Mary Islands of the Gulf of Saint Lawrence,
rarely including deep rock fissures with debris present
and even more rarely rock fields, where the birds occupy crevice habitats primarily used by razorbills. Nonbreeding habitats are coastal and pelagic areas extending
as far south as the I 5°C February isotherm, and probably north to the limits of pack ice. Typically they are
found in the offshore zone (at least 8 kilometers out to
sea), and no more than a few hundred kilometers offshore at their southernmost breeding limits (Tuck
1960).
-

-

S O C I A L I T Y A N D D E N S I T I E S . These are highly social
birds on the breeding areas, with maximum densities of
28-34 birds per square meter reported by Tuck (1960)in
three I meter plots in the densely occupied core of one
colony, with some birds occupying no more than 0.5
square foot of ledge. Apparently the birds prefer such
areas to less densely crowded ones, and especially after
incubation has begun the birds are not aggressive toward neighboring pairs. Fairly high densities sometimes
occur among wintering flocks of murres (either or both
species) as well; Tuck reported maximum densities of
about ~ o , o o obirds per square mile (3,900 per square
kilometer) on the Grand Banks area off Newfoundland
in February. However, the birds tend to be well spaced
while foraging, though still gaining the values of gregariousness in searching for shoaling fish.

COMPETITORS.
Certainly among the
major predators of murres are the larger gulls, which
often breed close to murres' nesting colonies. On the
Atlantic coast this includes such species as the great
black-backed gull (Larus marinus) (Johnson I 9 3 8), while
on the Pacific coast the glaucous-winged gull (L.
PREDATORS AND

glaucescens) is similarly important. Other gulls that
have been noted as egg or chick predators of common or
thick-billed murres, or both, include the glaucous gull
(L. hyperboreus) and western gull (L. occidentalis),
while common ravens (Corvus corax) and, in Europe,
carrion crows (C. corone) have been implicated (Tuck
1960; Glutz and Bauer I 982).The gulls, ravens, and
crows are more often scavengers than predators, since
the presence of one of the adults at the nest will keep
such birds away, and only when the colony is disturbed
can they easily obtain actively tended eggs or young.
Likewise, most murre nests are fairly inaccessible to
foxes (Alopex lagopus), and possibly even the snowy
owl (Nyctea scandiaca) is more often a scavenger than
an active predator, in Tuck's opinion. He did note that
rough-legged hawks (Buteo lagopus), goshawks (Accipiter gentilis), peregrines (Falcoperegrinus), and gyrfalcons (F. rusticolus) sometimes prey on murres, but even
these may largely content themselves with injured
birds.
Certainly the most serious competitor of the common murre is the thick-billed murre, whose nesting and
wintering ranges both partially overlap with those of
the common murre. Tuck (1960)mapped a total of more
than IOO murre breeding colonies, of which about a
third were of mixed species. Data on foods taken during
the breeding season (Swartz 1966)indicate a substantially lower proportion of invertebrates in the diets of
adult common murres, and to a lesser extent in chicks,
while comparable studies by Hunt, Burgeson, and Sanger ( I 98 I ) show similar differences in adult samples. On
the other hand, no major differences in the invertebrate
component were evident in the data of Belopolskii
(1957) Spring (1971)has correlated differences in the
morphology of these two species with differences in locomotor abilities and suggested that the thick-billed
murre is better adapted to feeding on invertebrates and
bottom-living fish, while the common murre is better
at chasing pelagic fish. The common murre's taller
stance and better walking ability also help it attain agonistic superiority during competition for nesting ledges,
while the thick-billed murre's greater flying efficiency
may be correlated with longer migratory flights and
long foraging flights during the breeding season.

General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
The common murre
feeds predominantly on schooling fish throughout the
year. A sample of 14 wintering birds from coastal waters
off Denmark was found to have been feeding entirely on
fish, primarily herring (Clupea harengus), mainly small
individuals up to about 6 centimeters. Other fish that

have been reported as prey include (Sprattus sprattus)
and sand launce (Ammodytes sp.), and all three of these
food sources have been found to be important for nestlings, particularly sprats (Hedgren 1976).Pearson (1968)
reported that in the Farne Islands, at least, this species
specializes on midwater fishes averaging about 8 grams,
with heavy use of sand launce 100-15 5 millimeters
long. Swennen and Duiven (1977)found that the species
tended (under experimental conditions) to take larger
and heavier prey fish than did either razorbills or Atlantic puffins, with the preferred weight of two prey species being 14-16 grams. Overlapping diets between
common and thick-billed murres have already been
mentioned, including the greater preponderance of fish
in the diet of the former species. Swartz (1966)judged
that in addition to a greater reliance on fish the common murre seems to have a specific preference for sand
launce. There were fewer polar cod (Boreogadus saida)
in samples from common murres than from thick-billed
murres, though in both cases this was the most frequent item in adult stomach samples.
Prey are captured by extended dives, mostly at
depths of 4-5 meters, but sometimes by bottom feeding
at 8 meters (Madsen 1957) Under pelagic conditions the
birds may dive even deeper, rarely as much as I 10-30
meters, at which depths it has been captured in crab
pots off coastal Alaska (Forsell and Gould 1981).Most
dives last less than 30 seconds, although dives of up to
74 seconds have been reported (Glutz and Bauer 1982).
Foraging tends to occur in flocks early in the breeding
season, but as the year progresses murres increasingly
forage individually. When bringing food to chicks they
nearly always carry only one fish at a time, holding it
lengthwise with the head inward (fig. 4oG). Fish up to
15 centimeters long can be swallowed by murre chicks
only about a week old, and the chicks require roughly
half their weight in food daily, tripling their hatching
weight (of about 75 grams) in 3 weeks (Tuck 1960).
M O V E M E N T S A N D MIGRATIONS.
Understanding the
migrations of common murres in most areas is complicated by their great similarity to thick-billed murres.
The relatively few birds breeding in western Greenland
are only partially migratory, wintering mainly in Sukkertoppen and Godthab districts and in small numbers
farther south (Salomonsen 1967).Based on banding information, it is known that the offspring of common
murres nesting at Funk Island (off Newfoundland) swim
northwest against the Labrador Current in company
with adults, reaching the Labrador coast by early August. By early October most of them begin to move
south, with some going through the Strait of Belle Island and most passing along the northeast coast of

occurs in higher proportions, suggesting that it may prefer to winter somewhat farther offshore than does the
common murre (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).
Most of the wintering, migrating, or nonbreeding
murres are organized in flocks of from fewer than 5
birds to more than 1,000, and collectively perhaps over
a million common murres winter throughout the
Kodiak area. This would represent a large part of the total nesting population of the Bering Sea and Gulf of
Alaska (Forsell and Gould 1981). As for other migrating
seabirds using this area, Unimak Pass is probably the
most important corridor to and from the eastern Bering
Sea (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).Probably in
most regions breeding birds winter as close to their
nesting colonies as the climate permits, to allow early
return and occupation of favorable nest sites. Thus in
some regions the birds may return to nesting areas
shortly after completing their postnuptial molt
(Birkhead 1978).

Social Behavior

40. Social behavior of the common and thick-billed murres (after Norrevang 1957 and photos of author]: A, side preening, B,
greeting, C, mutual bowing, D, preen solicitation, and E, allopreening in common murre; F, preflight posture, G, fish carrying, and H, food presentation by mate in thick-billed murre.

Newfoundland and apparently largely wintering with
thick-billed murres off the southeast coast. First- and
second-year birds apparently also summer off the south
and southeast coasts of Newfoundland, with some returning to breeding colonies in the second year and perhaps nearly all of them doing so by their third year
(Tuck 1960))although initial breeding may not actually
begin at that time. Movements off the Pacific coast are
still -very poorly known, but during winter and spring
the distribution of both murre species is greatly influenced by the location of pack ice, the birds often feeding
near its edge. Most of the birds winter over the continental shelf, especially in the vicinity of large colonies
(Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).A very important
wintering area for Bering Sea and northern Pacific coast
murres is the Kodiak archipelago, where common
murres are the most abundant seabird species, outnumbering the thick-billed murre about 30 to I in bays.
Murres also occur in offshore areas in slightly smaller
numbers, but in deeper waters the thick-billed murre

M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D TERRITORIALITY.
This species
exhibits both mate retention and nest site tenacity; 3
out of 6 pairs of common murres at Funk Island comprised the same birds in two successive years, and
banded murres have returned to the same colony, and
usually the same nest site, for at least as many as 5
years (Tuck 1960).Birkhead (1977~1)observed a 95 percent rate of site tenacity among 74 marked birds the following year. Since the sexes often arrive separately, with
males probably the first to occupy potential nest sites,
mate fidelity is probably achieved by the strong site
fidelity of the species. It is questionable whether murres
can in any way be called "territorial" (Norrevang I 9 5 7),
though when the birds first arrive ashore they exhibit
individual distance characteristics and a good deal of
bickering and jostling, which breaks down as pair bonds
are established or reestablished (Tuck 1960). Swartz
(1966) noted that in fighting associated with nest-ledge
selection birds sometimes left the ledge and continued
fights in the water. Five such sets of fighting birds were
found to be all males. Swartz has also suggested that at
least some pairing might occur before occupation of the
nesting ledges, since he observed copulation as early as
the day of arrival at cliff sites. Tschanz (1959) stated
that only the actual incubation site and a narrow strip
leading to the landing and takeoff site are defended by
breeding birds.
V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.
Vocalizations of this species have
been summarized and illustrated with sonograms by
Glutz and Bauer (1982).Adult vocalizations include a

general "nodding" call that occurs during ordinary
colony activities and a short or two-part call that indicates slight excitement. This grades into a much more
prolonged excitement crow or fighting crow, the latter
sometimes lasting over 5 seconds. Another prolonged
call is the "disapproval" call, a defensive call that may
be directed at intruding birds. Calls to the mate or
chicks include a contact or greeting bark, a copulation
call, and an attraction call. Calls of chicks include a
contact call, a whining note, and a loud position call
that helps adults recognize and locate their separated
chicks.
Displays of the common murre have been described
by Birkhead (1976, 1978).He recognized six appeasement postures, including three passive (aggressionavoidance signals) and three active ones (aggression-termination signals). Active appeasement displays include
side preening (fig. 40A), which serves as both an active
and a passive signal, a stretch away posture (a rapid inand-out movement of the neck) performed mainly by
incubating birds, and a turn away posture that was usually assumed during or after fights. These three signals
also serve as passive appeasement signals, as do two
forms of ritualized walking [a posture with head up and
neck stretched diagonally upward very similar to that
assumed immediately after landing, or a posture with
head down and neck stretched forward, usually with the
wings both raised) and the postlanding display. In this
posture the bird walks while maintaining the heraldic
posture assumed immediately after landing near conspecifics, with the wings extended upward and the
head, outstretched neck, and body all in nearly vertical
alignment. The postlanding display is probably a combination or mosaic posture, involving both postural recovery after landing and preparation for agonistic
interactions with nearby birds (Mahoney and Threlfall
1982).Threat display consists of a vertically erect posture, usually with the wings somewhat extended, combined with bill pointing or jabbing movements toward
the opponent. Display interactions between paired birds
consist of protracted greeting ceremonies (fig. 40B),including mutual billing or nibbling and mutual preening
(fig. 40E) Preening between paired birds is often preceded by a preen solicitation posture, with the bill tilted
upward and the eyes nearly closed (fig. 4oD). This often
results in the partner's preening the neck or head region
of the soliciting bird. Two displays of paired birds are associated with site ownership. One of these is mutual
bowing (fig. 40C), and the other is the postlanding display posture, which is performed more frequently at a
nest site than when landing at a loafing area. Mutual
bowing takes a form fairly similar to the preflight bowing movements of thick-billed murres (fig. 40F) and ex-

cept for the context might be easily confused with
them. Thick-billed murres also perform an "alarm bowing," a "head vertical, bill vibrate" posture comparable
to the corresponding "ecstatic" posture in the razorbill,
and a fish presentation display (fig. 40H) (Birkhead
1976).Some authors have questioned whether the last
is actually a functional behavior, for though birds often
carry fish in the bill for extended periods before the
young have hatched, they rarely actually present these
fish to their mates. Slow "butterfly flights" are sometimes also performed by murres; Tuck (1960)believed
these might be performed by birds that had been forcibly relieved of nesting duties by their mates. Birkhead
(1976, 1978)did not observe any aerial displays in
murres but indicated that one is present in razorbills.
Copulation is initiated by the female's falling or
leaning forward and uttering a call [Birkhead 1978).The
male mounts her from the side, using his wings to
maintain balance and usually drooping them over her
sides during treading (fig. 41G). At that time the female
throws her head back, gapes, and utters a hoarse call,
then the head returns to the plane of the body. The male
may also call during treading. After copulation the female rises and the male glides off her back (Tuck 1960).
Although monogamy is maintained, males also exploit
any available opportunities for copulation with other females. However, females rarely accept the advances of
strange males, which are very prevalent immediately
before egg laying (Birkhead 1978).

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence are from late May
to late July, with a peak during the second half of June.
Records from the Farallon Islands of California are from
early March to late July, peaking in the second half of
June (Bent I 9 I 9). At the northern edge of the species'
range at Cape Thompson, Alaska, egg records are from
late June to early September, with an approximate
month-long spread in hatching dates (Swartz 1966).
Even at this latitude there is a fairly high rate of egg replacement, especially if the loss occurs shortly after laying, with an average egg-replacement interval of about z
weeks. Repeated egg replacement is also typicalj a single female might thus produce several eggs in a breeding
season (Glutz and Bauer 19821, though only one offspring is raised per season. Birkhead (1980)reported that
only about 10 percent of the eggs in his study area were
replacement eggs and that egg-laying synchrony existed
at two levels, including a colony-level effect and an intracolony effect. Although level ledges on precipitous
slopes are the favored nest sites of this species, Bedard

( 1 9 6 9 ~noted
)
that the birds also use crevice and cavity
sites to a limited degree, so long as they are able to
stand and copulate there. Birkhead (1977a)reported that
the average width of ledges used by nesting birds on medium-density sites of his study area was only 0.29 meter; birds nesting in higher-density sites had a higher
breeding success rate than those occupying less dense
sites, apparently because sparsely spaced birds had
poorer antipredator defenses against gulls and also exhibited poorer breeding synchrony than did those nesting close to one another.
LAYING.
NO nest is built;
the egg is laid on the rocky substrate. A few pebbles or
other materials may be dropped at the nest site, perhaps
to reduce rolling of eggs, especially early in incubation
before the egg has become cemented to the substrate by
excrement and sediment. Although individual murre
eggs are highly variable in color and spotting pattern,
the birds have only limited egg recognition capabilities
and often will accept eggs laid by other murres or even
egg-shaped rocks (Tuck 1960). However, Tschanz ( I9 5 9)
concluded that common murres are unlikely to retrieve
an egg laid by another bird unless it strongly resembles
their own. The birds also recognize and respond to their
own specific nest sites and are unlikely to retrieve their
eggs when they are substantially displaced, such as into
the common activity area. At times, however, a bird
will defend a new territory around an egg that has rolled
away from its original site (Norrevang 1957).

NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G

BROODING.
Both sexes incubate
with similar intensity; Tuck (1960)believed that males
might even be more assiduous than females. Incubation
begins with the laying of the first egg. The bird places
the egg between its legs on the outstretched toe membranes; it normally maintains a semiupright posture
with its head toward the cliff ledge and the large end of
the egg also toward the cliff. Unlike razorbills, the birds
keep the incubating eggs constantly at the same angle
relative to the cliff, and there are fewer changeovers between pairs during incubation. Further, the shape of the
egg allows it to turn in a smaller circle than those of
razorbills (Ingold 1980).The incubation period is somewhat variable but averages about 32 days (Tschanz
1968; Hedgren 1980; Birkhead 1980), with reported extremes of 30.5 to 35 days.
INCUBATION AND

G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F YOUNG.
Because of the
high rate of egg loss in murres and the associated need
for renesting, the hatching period is relatively prolonged, even in northernmost areas. Swartz (1966)observed that although the peak of hatching of murres
(both species) at Cape Thompson occurred during a 10

day period, the entire hatching period extended more
than a month, with most late hatching the result of egg
replacement. Both adults feed the chick, which is rarely
left unattended. Nonetheless, there is often a fairly high
loss of chicks to exposure or falls during the first 6 days
after hatching, after which clinging, hiding, and thermoregulation abilities have become better developed.
Thermoregulation may not be completely developed
until shortly before the chick fledges (Tuck 1960).
Tschanz and Hirsbrunner-Scharf (1975)compared behavioral adaptations of murre and razorbill chicks in
terms of relative capabilities for survival on cliff ledges
and, as noted in the razorbill account, found numerous
significant behavioral differences. Birkhead (1977a) reported that the young are fed an average of 3.2 times a
day (maximum of 7), with the adult carrying back a single fish on each trip (average fish weight 8.8 grams) and
requiring an average of 82 minutes per foraging trip.
Plumage development and weight gain nevertheless proceed fairly rapidly, and fledging occurs about 3 weeks after hatching. At that time the chick is approximately
three times its hatching weight but only about 2 5 percent of adult weight, and it is still unable to fly. It leaves
the colony by scrambling, flying, or gliding down to the
sea in company with one of the adults, nearly always after dusk (Greenwood 1964). The young birds immediately leave the vicinity of the colony, and for the first
few weeks each chick is evidently tended by a parent.
Although Tuck (1960)believed such postfledging parental accompaniment is rare, Greenwood ( I 964) considered it normal and important for chick survival. Early
fledging probably has several advantages; it reduces the
time parents must transport food long distances to the
nestling, lets the chick learn to forage effectively while
it is still in the care of a parent, and allows an early
postnuptial molt by adults (Birkhead 1977a).
B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
Birkhead (1977a)reported that of 486 eggs laid in a
three-year period, 392 chicks hatched and 349 were
fledged, representing a breeding success of 0.72 fledged
young per pair. During a six-year study Hedgren (1980)
found a high rate of breeding success in all years, with
an average production of 0.8 young fledged per breeding
pair. Eggs laid late in the season, either by inexperienced birds or as replacements, suffered higher egg
or chick losses than did those produced earlier. Postfledging mortality rates of juveniles are still largely unknown, although Tuck (1960) noted that of 568 recoveries of murres (both species) that had been banded in
Canada, predominantly when chicks, 70 percent occurred during the year following banding. Birkhead
(1974)estimated an adult annual mortality rate of 12.1

percent based on recoveries of birds banded as adults,
and a similar estimate of I 3 percent annual mortality
for adults was made by Southern, Carrick, and Potter
(1965).Later, Birkhead and Hudson (1977)estimated a
slightly lower (9.5 percent) adult mortality rate and
stated that most birds probably do not begin breeding
until their 5th year. Because of band-loss problems in
long-lived birds it is very difficult to estimate mortality
rates, and 6 percent annual adult mortality may be
closer to the actual case (Birkhead 1974).This would result in an average life expectancy for adults of 16 years;
banded birds have been known to survive as long as 32
years (Glutz and Bauer I 982).

human disturbance during the breeding season. Finally,
losses from fishing nets are sometimes substantial;
Piatt, Nettleship, and Threlfall (1984)reported that such
losses may have represented from 3 to I 3 percent of the
breeding stock of some Newfoundland murre colonies
in recent years, or potentially more than the species' annual recruitment rates. This mortality is particularly
significant inasmuch as it typically occurs during the
peak of the breeding season and so probably leads to
nestling mortality as well.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Clearly the common murre and thick-billed murre constitute a superspecies, a group with a common ancestry
that probably became isolated as recently as early
~leisiocenetimes. Storer (1952)judged that the genus
Uria probably had an Atlantic Ocean origin and that the
thick-billed murre may have speciated in an area north
of Siberia, later moving south and encountering the
more temperate-adapted common murre. Only a single
convincing case of hybridization has been reported
(Tschanz and Wehrlin 1968),which is rather surprising
in view of the species' overlapping ranges, similar ecologies, and very similar vocalizations and displays.
Population Status and Conservation
Tuck ( I960) described changes in murre populations of
eastern Canada: in the Labrador Current region there
has been a general increase in numbers, whereas in the
Gulf of Saint Lawrence the murres have not fully recovered from a crash that occurred in the 1880s. Nettleship (1977)estimated an eastern Canadian population in
excess of ~,zoo,ooobirds, which he believed to be declining in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and stable or increasing in Newfoundland and Labrador. In Alaska,
where the two murres are perhaps the most numerous
of all pelagic breeding birds, they may have a combined
population of about ~o,ooo,ooo,with the two forms
probably fairly similar in overall abundance (Sowls,
Hatch, and Lensink 1978). In California the species is
probably increasing, although the large colony on the
Farallon Islands is still only a fraction of its original historical levels (Sowls et al. 1980).Surveys in Great Britain
have indicated a general decline in southern England
and Wales and varied population trends in Scotland. Oil
spills represent a constant threat to this species in
many parts of its breeding and wintering range, and the
birds are also highly sensitive to losses resulting from

Thick-billed Murre
Uria lomvia (Linnaeus)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Briinnich's murre; Briinnich's guillemot (British);Pallas's murre; kortaebbet
lomvie (Danish);guillemot de Briinnich (French);Dickschnabellumme (German);agpa (Greenland);stuttnefja
(Icelandic);hashibuto umigarasu (Japanese);
tolstoklyuvaya kayra (Russian);spetsbergsgrissla (Swedishl.

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
13)
Uria lomvia lomvia (Linnaeus)
from Somerset Island, northwestern Greenland,
Iceland, Jan Mayen, Spitsbergen, and Novaya Zemlya
south to northern Hudson Bay, northern Quebec, Labrador, and islands off the coast of Newfoundland; formerly to Maine and to northern Russia.
BREEDS

in open waters within the breeding range from
Greenland south into Hudson Bay and on the Atlantic
coast to New York, New Jersey, and sometimes South
Carolina; casually to Lake Huron, Lake Erie, Lake Ontario, and Lake Champlain; and from Iceland, northern
Norway, and the Kara Sea to northern France, Denmark,
northwestern Germany, and western Sweden.

WINTERS

Uria lomvia arra (Pallas)
along the coast of northeastern Siberia to the
Diomede Islands, Kotzebue Sound, and northern
Alaska; south to the east coast of Kamchatka, the Commander Islands, the Kurile Islands, the Pribilof Islands,
the Aleutian Islands, and Kodiak. Has bred in small
numbers on Triangle Island, British Columbia, since
1981.
BREEDS

1 3 . Current North American distribution of the thick-billed murre; symbols as in map
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W I N T E R S from Bering Sea south to Sakhalin and
Honshu, and to southeastern Alaska, less frequently to
British Columbia.

land. Estimated egg weight, 106 g (Schonwetter 1967).
Newly hatched chicks weigh about 70 g (Gaston and
Nettleship 1981).

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)

Identification

(sexes alike). Sides of
head and neck, chin, throat, and foreneck uniform clove
brown, passing into sooty slate blackish on pileum and
hindneck; upperparts plain sooty slate blackish (similar
to but rather more grayish than color of hindneck and
pileum), the secondaries narrowly but sharply tipped
with white; underparts, including median portion of
lower foreneck, immaculate white, the exterior feathers
of sides and flanks broadly edged on outer webs with
sooty blackish; bill black, the basal half (approximately)
of maxillary tomium bluish gray, sometimes conspicuously light colored; iris dark brown; legs and feet
blackish, tinged with reddish.

Like the common murre, this species is
about the size of a sea duck, but it is strongly black and
white, with a sharply pointed bill. The bill is more tapered than in the razorbill but is heavier than in the
common murre, and in any adult-stage plumage a narrow white mandibular stripe extends back along the
base of the upper mandible, which is lacking in the
common murre. Further, in breeding plumage the white
of the breast meets the black foreneck in a distinctly
acute peak rather than a nearly straight line. In winter
plumage the thick-billed murre has less white on the
sides of the face, with blackish extending below and behind the eye to the upper ear coverts. The white mandibular stripe is present as well but is less conspicuous
in winter. Both species utter hoarse moaning calls while
on the breeding grounds, sounding like a repeated arr,
a w k , or uggah.

ADULTS I N BREEDING PLUMAGE

PLUMAGE.
Whole throat, foreneck, malar, subocular, and lower auricular region white, but not extending above eye stripe as in aalge, and the lightcolored area of maxilla less conspicuous than in
summer; the lower part of foreneck faintly mottled
transversely with dusky; otherwise as in summer. Firstwinter birds exhibit mottling on the sides of the head
(Kozlova I 96 I ) and have smaller bills than older ageclasses (Gaston 1984).

WINTER

J U V E N I L E S . Dimorphic, some birds resembling summer
adults, with black chin and throat, and others similar to
adult winter birds (Gaston and Nettleship 1981).

YOUNG.
Above dusky grayish brown or sooty,
the head and neck finely streaked with pale buffy
grayish; throat, foreneck, sides, and posterior underparts
pale brownish gray, chest, breast, and abdomen dull
white. Closely resembles the common murre, but the
light barbs of the head are more buffy, the dorsal part of
the body more brownish and sometimes tinged with
cinnamon (Fjeldsi I 977).

IN THE FIELD.

I N T H E H A N D . The combination of a wing length of at
least 185 m m and a culmen length of at least 40 mm,
together with a tapered blackish bill, eliminates all
other living alcids except the common murre. The
thick-billed murre has a whitish bill stripe (most evident in summer; paler in winter and lacking in juveniles), and its bill is slightly heavier basally, so that the
bill's depth at the nostrils is more than a third the
length of the exposed culmen.

DOWNY

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males, 198-215 m m (average
of 5, 208.2); females 198-209 m m (average of 4, 203.5).
Exposed culmen: males 30.5-36.5 m m (average of 5,
34.3); females 31.0-37.5 m m (average of 4, 35.1) (Ridgway 1919). Eggs: average of 41, 80 x 50 m m (Bent 1919).
W E I G H T S . A sample of 79 males in summer from Cape
Thompson, Alaska, averaged 975.5 g; while 60 females
averaged 949.8 g (Swartz 1966).Gaston and Nettleship
(1981)reported smaller weights from Prince Leopold Is-

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
Thick-billed
murres are similar to the common murre in their choice
of breeding habitats, but they occur at considerably
higher latitudes, occupying arctic and subarctic coastal
areas with August surface water temperatures of from
0°C to about 10°C and overlapping with the common
murre in the zone of 4.5-10°C (Voous 1960).Almost all
the largest eastern Canadian and Greenland colonies of
thick-billed murres (and all the pure thick-bill colonies)
occur in an area north of the line of 10 percent sea ice
cover during late July and the first third of August (Gaston and Nettleship 1981).The birds are generally more
abundant on islands than on the mainland coasts, and
nesting birds favor areas where foxes are rare or absent.
In the winter the species is somewhat more pelagic
than the common murre and tends to occupy deeper
waters and more offshore zones (Forsell and Gould
1981).

SOCIALITY A N D D E N S I T I E S . Thick-billed murres are
sometimes as sociable as common murres, often nesting in direct bodily contact with neighbors, especially
on steep cliffs. Perhaps they do not normally occur in
such great densities as common murres when both species are nesting in the same areas, but at least in part
this is because common murres tend to displace thickbilled murres from the most favorable nesting locations,
forcing them into peripheral areas where suitable nest
sites are more scattered. Thick-billed murres are very
slightly smaller than common murres (contrary to
Bergmann's rule), and so it is possible that the common
murre may obtain the choicest nesting locations because it tends to arrive first and begin nesting sooner on
jointly used sites (Tuck 1960).In an area used only by
thick-billed murres, Gaston and Nettleship ( I98 I ) found
that the birds occupied the entire cliffside from about 6
meters above sea level, with the distribution determined by the locations of suitable ledges of hard strata.

P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
Almost certainly the
same general predators that affect the common murre
also prey on the thick-bills, although these would include the more arctic-adapted species of gulls such as
glaucous gulls (Larus hyperboreus). In spite of earlier
observations to the contrary, Pennycuick (1956)did not
consider glaucous gulls a serious problem in his study
area, and he also found no direct evidence of predation
by arctic fox (Alopex lagopus).A small percentage of
eggs were likewise lost to gulls in the colony studied by
Gaston and Nettleship (1981). However, the glaucous
gull locally not only takes eggs but also sometimes is a
serious predator on chicks leaving their nests at the
time of fledging (Daan and Tinbergen 1979; Williams
1975) Swartz (1966)noted that glaucous gulls and common ravens (Corvus corax) were the second most important cause of egg losses (after falls from ledges), and
foxes may also have caused some egg losses. Competition between the common murre and thick-billed
murre has been discussed in the account of the former
species, and it includes both nest site and foraging similarities. Sergeant (195I ) suggested that in mixed colonies on Bear Island (USSR)the thick-billed murre is the
dominant nesting form in smaller, more irregular sandstone cliffs and at the very edge of the clifftops, whereas
the common murre occupies flat-topped areas and both
species occur on long dolomite ledges. The common
murre always selects open and flat situations for nesting, while the thick-bill is less rigid in its requirements.
In Sergeant's view these differences relate to minor variations in postures assumed by the two species during
incubation. Williams (1974)has also analyzed nest site
characteristics of these two species on Bear Island.

General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G B E H A V I O R . AS noted in the account of the common murre, the foods of these two species are very similar except for an apparently higher
concentration by the thick-billed murre on crustaceans
and other invertebrates, at least during some periods.
Swartz (1966)noted that only 63.9 percent of the 176
thick-billed murres examined contained fish remains,
whereas 9 5.5 percent of the common murres did. O n
the other hand, invertebrates were present in 33.8 percent of the thick-bill samples, compared with only 6. I
percent of the common murres. Hunt, Burgeson, and
Sanger (1981)judged that invertebrates might be more
important to thick-billed murres both before the eggs
are laid and after the young have fledged, whereas during incubation and the chick-raising period there is a
heavy use of fish. Gaston and Nettleship (1981) determined that over 99 percent of the food provided to
chicks was fish (134 samples),nearly all arctic cod (88.2
percent) or sculpins (Triglops spp.). They found fish in
96 percent of the digestive tracts of 80 adults examined
(and containing food remains) between May and August
and found crustaceans in 21 percent.
Bradstreet (198zb)examined foraging behavior of
birds and mammals at ice edges during late spring and
concluded that thick-billed murres and other species
favor ice-edge habitats over open ocean because they
provide greater access to such favored foods as arctic
cod (Boreogadus saida). During two of three years of
study thick-billed murres fed largely (86-96 percent dry
weight) on this species, while in the other year they foraged proportionately more ( 5 0 percent dry weight) on a
pelagic amphipod (Parathemisto) that is not associated
with ice edges. In that year the birds were apparently
unable to obtain enough cod and thus ate large numbers
of the much smaller amphipods. This was during the
murres' prelaying to early incubation period. Foraging
depths are known to extend to 73 meters, and dives
may cover 30-40 meters in horizontal distance. While
foraging the birds typically remain underwater 54-71
seconds, but they may remain submerged as long as 98
seconds when frightened (Glutz and Bauer 1982).Gaston and Nettleship (1981) judged that the thick-billed
murre has a potential maximum foraging radius of IOO
kilometers during the chick-rearing season (zoo kilometers during the prelaying period) and an effective diving
depth of 20 meters. This mobility, together with the
species' ability to shift from fish to crustaceans when
necessary, helps explain why it is the most abundant of
the arctic seabirds.

The best information
on migration comes from the analysis by Gaston (1980).

MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS.

He judged that the murres of the Lancaster Sound area
leave their breeding areas shortly after breeding terminates, reaching Greenland in early September after apparently crossing northern Baffin Bay and there joining
birds from the northwestern Greenland colonies. Some
of these birds migrate down the eastern coast of Baffin
Island, probably mingling there with birds from Reid
Bay in Davis Strait. South of Davis Bay either all the
birds may move to the coast of Greenland, or some may
go directly to Labrador. From November onward there is
a movement from Greenland to Newfoundland that
may continue until at least January. Birds from Hudson
Strait pass eastward from there during September and
early October, passing the coast of Labrador in October
and arriving off the Newfoundland coast in November.
The return begins in late March, with the time of migration dependent upon pack-ice distribution. Those
heading for Lancaster Sound move first to Greenland
and then cross over to Lancaster Sound, arriving there
in late May or early June. The passage of Davis Strait
lasts about a month and involves at least 3.5 million
birds. Movements in the Pacific area are much more
poorly known, but as noted in the account of the common murre, there is a very large population of more
than a million murres wintering in the Kodiak archipelago, some of which are thick-bills. The total thickbill population in Alaska may number close to 5 million birds, and it is likely that most of these winter in
the Bering Sea, inasmuch as this species has been found
to be many times more numerous there than in the
Gulf of Alaska during pelagic surveys (Gould, Forsell,
and Lensink 1982). Probably at least most of the breeding birds winter as close to their nesting colonies as
pack-ice patterns allow, which would mean that many
winter in the central Bering Sea from waters north of
the central and western Aleutian Islands north roughly
to the vicinity of the Pribilofs.

Social Behavior
TERRITORIALITY.
Seasonal monogamy, with regular remating with the previous mate
and a return to the same nest site, is typical of this species (Tuck 1960).A small number of birds marked by
Gaston and Nettleship (1981) exhibited strong site tenacity and presumed mate retention. Overall breeding
success at sites occupied both years was substantially
higher (74.4 percent) than for sites used in only one of
the two years (57-66 percent), suggesting a distinct biological advantage of site fidelity, though the use of the
sites by the same birds in both years remained unproved. As in the common murre, territorial defense is
probably limited to the immediate nest site, a few

MATING SYSTEM A N D

square decimeters in area. Fights, probably over nest
sites, are often intense in the early part of the breeding
cycle, but after the beginning of egg laying those that
include bill grappling are rare. At least in one study plot
the highest intensity of fighting occurred during the last
10 days before egg laying, with a maximum observed
rate of 25.2 fights per IOO birds per hour (Gaston and
Nettleship 1981).
DISPLAY.
Tuck (1960)stated that the calls
of thick-billed and common murres appear to be remarkably similar, and more detailed comments have
been made by Pennycuick (1956)and Tschanz (1972).
Like those of the common murre, the calls tend to intergrade and to vary considerably in duration, loudness,
and tonal characteristics. Chicks have at least four distinct calls, including a "cheeping" call uttered by cold
or hungry chicks, a whining note, a bell-like call uttered
on actual contact with an adult, and a squealing threeor four-note "water call" that is most often given when
the chick is greatly frightened or about to fledge. This
last vocalization produces a strong agitated response
from adults. Representative sonograms of this species'
calls are provided by Glutz and Bauer (1982).
Displays of the thick-billed murre (see fig. 40) are extremely similar to those of the common murre. Major
differences between the species seem to consist of their
vocalizations as well as the obvious visual differences
associated with bill shape and color. The thick-billed
murre also utters a contact bark that is lacking in the
common murre, usually produced with sideways neck
bending and shaking of the whole body. Afterward the
bird bows so deeply that its bill may touch the substrate
(Williams 1974; Glutz and Bauer 1982).

VOICE A N D

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Records
of eggs from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and eastern
Labrador are from 5 June to 2 5 July, with a probable
peak during the latter half of June (Bent 1919). Likewise,
most egg laying in Greenland takes place during the latter half of June (Salomonsen 1967). On Prince Leopold
Island in arctic Canada the egg-laying period extended
from about June zo to late July, with a peak about the
first of July, and ranged from 35 to 45 days during three
breeding seasons. In spite of the high latitude, about 30
percent of the eggs lost were replaced, though pairs losing their eggs after June zo did not lay again. The replacement interval was 13-1 5 days (Gaston and
Nettleship 1981). Egg records iil the Bering Sea region
are from June 2 to September I, with a peak from midJune to mid-July, while records from north of the Bering

Strait are from July 3 to August I and a few records
from south of the Alaskan Peninsula are all for June
(Bent 1919). In a mixed murre colony at Cape
Thompson, Alaska, the major period of egg laying extended about a month, from late June to late July, with a
peak of initial laying lasting about 10 days and very few
replacement eggs laid after early August (Swartz 1966).
The preferred nest substrate consists of narrow
ledges on cliff faces; ledges as narrow as the length of
the bird's foot plus its tarsus are used. Since the birds
typically incubate by raising the sternum and having it
externally supported, they can push against the cliff
face and incubate their eggs in a nearly upright position.
Gaston and Nettleship (1981)analyzed various aspects
of nest sites with respect to breeding success. Sites with
a single immediate neighboring pair were most common, but breeding success increased with the number
of neighbors, up to two. Ledge slope (level or sloping toward or away from the sea) had relatively little effect,
with level sites having the highest breeding success.
Ledge width had little effect on breeding success, but
most nests were on narrow ledges (so narrow that the
tail hung over the edge]. Most sites were protected by a
rock wall on at least one side; generally breeding success increased with the degree of such protection. A
small percentage of the nest sites had cracks large
enough for chicks to hide in; such sites had higher average (but not statistically significant) breeding success.
Most nest sites lacked rooflike overhead protections,
and this did not seem to influence breeding success.
Some sites still had snow cover at the time of initial egg
laying; this seemed to have little direct effect on breeding success.
N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G L A Y I N G .NO nest

as such is
built, but like common murres the birds sometimes deposit pebbles in the vicinity of their nest sites. Pennycuick (1956) considered this a kind of "vestigial" nest
building. Gaston and Nettleship (19811 observed that in
spite of varying weather conditions, the egg-laying period at Prince Leopold Island varied only slightly in
three different years, and they judged that its timing
might be fixed in relation to certain events in the marine environment (such as timing of peak abundance of
foods for chicks) rather than occurring as soon as the
birds are physiologically capable of producing eggs.
They observed no instances of more than one egg replacement, although Tuck (1960)reported that at Cape
Hay two replacement eggs might be produced. He suspected that most egg losses he saw at Cape Hay were
caused by eggs' falling off their ledges, while some others resulted from rock falls or eggs' rolling into crevices

and a very few were taken by gulls. Gaston and Nettleship ( I98 I ) reported a rather low rate of egg losses, with
most of the observed hatching failures apparently resulting from infertility or dead embryos and most egg
disappearance occurring very shortly after laying.
I N C U B A T I O N A N D B R O O D I N G . Incubation

begins immediately after the egg is laid and, as noted earlier, is
typically done in a semierect posture. Both sexes participate about equally in incubation; Tuck (1960) believed the male might actually take the larger role.
Gaston and Nettleship (1981)estimated that the hatching success of initial eggs was from 76 to 84 percent
during three years of study, and eggs laid early in the
season had a greater hatching success rate than did
those laid later. There is some variation in observed incubation periods; Tuck (1960) noted that 60 percent of
~ o marked
o
eggs hatched 34 days after laying, 30 percent after 33 days, and 10 percent after 32 days. Gaston
and Nettleship (1981)observed a maximum range of
25-40 days, with modal lengths of 32-33 days in three
different years. They observed a hatching success rate of
75.7-84.0 percent for initial eggs and a slightly lower
(69 percent) rate for second nesting efforts. Tuck (1960)
observed a much higher rate of egg loss at Cape Hay and
judged that no more than 60 percent of the birds attempting to breed actually succeeded in hatching an
egg.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N G . AS soon as the
chick has hatched the adults begin to feed it, occasionally even bringing fish before the chick has escaped
from its shell. The average weight at hatching is about
70 grams (Uspenski 1958; Gaston and Nettleship 1981).
Typically, weight increases for the first 8-10 days of life
are at the apparent maximum possible rate, suggesting
that the adults provide all the food the young can handle. After 10 days there are divergences in weight that
seem to reflect variations in the parents' ability to
provision their young, and apparently after about 16
days the adults are unable to feed their chicks at a rate
that covers their metabolic needs. Thus weight gain
tends to decrease, and plateaus or even slight declines
occur just before fledging, probably because of the
chicks' increased physical exercise. However, there are
substantial individual differences in average weights at
fledging that could have strong effects on postfledging
survival probabilities (Gaston and Nettleship 1981). The
actual fledging age varies somewhat between individuals, in part because of a tendency for synchronized
fledging throughout a colony, but it averages about 20
days. Williams (1975)judged that synchronized fledging
is most likely to serve as an antipredator device (by

"swamping" the predators with available prey) when access to the sea is hampered by difficult terrain, and that
the risk of predation is greatest before and after the primary fledging hours of late evening. Typically the chick
leaps from its nest site and glides down the cliffside to
the sea, followed closely by one of its parents. By calling
to one another, adult and chick meet on the water and
then swim out to sea together. Williams's observations
suggest that thick-billed murres may protect their
young more intensely than common murres do, possibly because of their more restricted breeding sites.
Hatch ( I 9 8 3 ) studied initial postfledging survival in
both species of murres in Alaska and observed a very
high (nearly 50 percent) mortality rate in thick-billed
murre chicks during the first 5 days after fledging, at
least among those birds that remained in freshwater
ponds during this period. He found a very high positive
correlation between weight at fledging and immediate
postfledging survival, attributing the probable advantages of heavy fledging weight to ability to survive unfavorable weather and limited food supplies during this
critical period.
B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
During
their three years of study, the overall breeding success
rate (percentage fledged young relative to total initial
eggs) reported by Gaston and Nettleship (1981)ranged
from 68.4 to 78.8 percent, averaging approximately 0.73
fledged young per breeding pair. They judged that only
about 40 percent of the fledged chicks survived the fall
journey to their wintering areas, and thus the actual
maximum annual recruitment rate (addition of fully
grown young to the population) is approximately 0.2 j
young per pair. The difference between this estimate
and the actual recruitment rate depends on the incidence of nonbreeders in the population. If the species
has a normal annual adult survival rate of 91 percent as
and if only
estimated by Birkhead and Hudson (1977)~
4-6 percent of the banded chicks survive to their 5th
year (when most initial breeding probably occurs), then
is it quite possible that at least half of the general wintering population is made up of nonbreeding birds. Obviously a minimum recruitment rate of 9 percent would
be needed to maintain the population over long periods.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
This has been discussed in the account of the common
murre. The incidence of possible hybridization between
these two species in the wild is still uncertain but apparently is extremely small (Tschanz and Wehrlin 1968;
Cairns and deYoung 1981) considering the rather large
area of sympatric contact between them.

Population Status and Conservation
Nettleship (1977)judged that the breeding population of
thick-billed murres in eastern Canada numbered more
than 5 million birds, with probable declines occurring
in the eastern Canadian arctic and the Gulf of Saint
Lawrence and uncertain trends in eastern Newfoundland and Labrador. Much less is known of actual numbers elsewhere in the species' North American range,
but in Alaska the total numbers probably also are in the
vicinity of 5 million birds (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink
1979). Gaston and Nettleship (1981)stated that these
current very large populations are no guarantee of the
species' continued survival, especially since the birds
are concentrated in a few massive colonies that may be
the relicts of consolidations of earlier smaller ones.
These vast colonies depend on massive food supplies,
including a single species of fish (arctic cod) in the
Prince Leopold Island area, and a change in availability
could have calamitous consequences for millions of
birds. Murres are also highly vulnerable to oil spills, increased losses of eggs and chicks associated with human
disturbance to nesting colonies, loss of nesting sites
through erosion or earthquakes, and similar environmental problems (Tuck 1960). King and Sanger (1979)
assigned an oil vulnerability index of 70 to both species
of murres, one of the lowest indexes for the entire family but well above the overall average ( jI ) for marineoriented birds.

Razorbill
Alca torda Linnaeus
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Razor-billed auk; alk
(Danish);petit pingouin (French);Tordalk (German);
alka (Icelandic);gagarka (Russian);tordmule (Swedish).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
14)
Alca torda torda Linnaeus
B R E E D S from western Greenland and the Labrador coast
to southeastern Quebec, eastern Newfoundland, southern New Brunswick, and eastern Maine; and from Norway and northern Russia south to southern Norway,
southern Sweden, and southern Finland.
W I N T E R S from

southwestern Greenland (in small numbers) south to New York, rarely to New Jersey, casually

14.Current North American distribution of the razorbill; symbols as in map
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to Virginia and South Carolina; and from southern Norway and the Baltic to Portugal and the western Mediterranean Sea.

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Head and
upper neck plain dark brown (bright clove brown or
deep olive brown), becoming much darker on pileum
and gradually darkening into slate black on hindneck
and rest of upperparts; secondaries narrowly but sharply
tipped with white; a narrow white line extending from
anterior angle of eye to near base of culmen; underparts,
including axillaries and under wing coverts, immaculate white, this extending forward to and including the
lower foreneck; bill black, with one or more of the
transverse grooves whitish; interior of mouth yellow;
iris dark brown; legs and feet dull black.

ADULTS I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E

W I N T E R P L U M A G E . Whole under portion of head and
neck and space behind auricular region white; no white
line between bill and eye; bill without the basal lamina;
otherwise as in summer.

WINTER.
Similar in coloration to the winter
adult, but bill smaller and without grooves. The upperparts are more brownish, and there is only a pale stripe
from the eye to the bill (Kozlova 1961).
FIRST

JUVENILES.
Sometimes similar to the adult breeding
plumage; the entire head and neck black, with a narrow
white stripe from the eye to the culmen as in the adult
breeding plumage. This in turn is replaced by the firstwinter plumage when the bird is about 4 months old
(Heinroth and Heinroth I 93 I ). Plumage dimorphism occurs, with some young having juvenal plumages resembling the adult winter plumage (Gaston and Nettleship
1981).
Y O U N GHead,
.
neck, and underparts plain dull
whitish, usually more or less tinged above with
brownish buff; back, rump, and flanks varying from pale
brownish buff, more decidedly brownish posteriorly, to
dark sooty brown, the down dusky immediately beneath the surface; posterior and lateral underparts more
or less tinged with brownish buff or sooty brownish.
This plumage is lost by about 3 weeks of age (Heinroth
and Heinroth 1931). Iris brown, bill, legs and feet black,
mouth pale yellow (Harrison 1978)

DOWNY

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 188-201 m m (average of
7, 195.6); females 194-98 m m (average of 2, 196).Culmen: males 32.0-3 5.5 m m (average of 7, 34. I ) ; females

33.5-3 5 .o (average of 2, 34.2) (Ridgway 19 19). Eggs: average of 80, 75.9 x 47.9 m m (Bent 1919).
WEIGHTS.
The average of 81 adult males was 734.0 g
(range 514-8901, and that of 61 females was 700 g (range
620-800) (Belopolskii 1957) Bianki (1977)noted that 50
birds of both sexes averaged 701 g, and Spring (197I ) reported an average of 719 g for 1,442 birds. Estimated egg
weight of nominate torda, 90 g (Schonwetter 1967).
Newly hatched young weigh 54-74 g, averaging about
63 g (Dementiev and Gladkov I 968).

Identification
FIELD.
This is the only fairly large (over 12
inches long) alcid that is entirely white below and black
above, with a heavy black-banded bill that is distinctly
blunt tipped. When swimming, its bill and tail are often
tilted upward. At close range a narrow white line can be
seen extending from the eye to the tip of the forehead.
In winter the color pattern is similar, but the throat,
cheeks, and ear coverts are also white. On the breeding
ground, low gutteral or croaking sounds are uttered,
sounding like repeated arr, ood, or hurr-ray notes.

I N THE

HAND.This is the only living species of alcid
with a bill that is both black and strongly compressed,
blunt-tipped, and with a depth at the base nearly as
great as the length of the exposed culmen. Young birds
have somewhat less massive bills than adults, but even
in these the upper mandible is strongly decurved near
the tip, and the dorsal and ventral bill profile is nearly
parallel rather than tapered.

IN THE

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
This species
breeds along coastlines of temperate and subarctic seas
where there are August surface water temperatures of
between about 4°C and I 5°C and it also very rarely penetrates brackish water (in the Gulfs of Bothnia and of
Finland) (Voous 1960).Reported rare breeding on fresh
water (in Finland near Lake Ladoga and the USSR
border) is apparently erroneous (Glutz and Bauer 1982).
In general its breeding habitats are very similar to those
of common murres, with which it often shares breeding
colonies. However, it seeks out deeper nesting sites and
occurs in large colonies only to about 300 meters above
sea level (Glutz and Bauer 1982).In the western Atlantic the northern limit of the breeding range occurs in
temperate areas of eastern Canada and adjacent New
England, and the species occurs up the Low Arctic
coastline of western Greenland in small but generally
undocumented numbers (Brown et al. 1975 ) In Green-

BREEDING AND NONBREEDING

land the birds nest in rock crevices, in coarse boulders
of rough talus, and in holes in rock, the sites always
being sheltered and under cover. There they occur up to
about 300 meters elevation, but most nests are near sea
level, mainly on the small islands in the offshore fringe
of skerries (Salomonsen 1967). Suitable nesting sites
have foraging areas within a I 5-20 kilometer radius,
which are seldom in the littoral zone (Glutz and Bauer
)
nest site preferences of
1982).Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~compared
razorbills with those of other alcids breeding in the Gulf
of Saint Lawrence and reported nesting habitat overlaps
with common murre, black guillemot, and Atlantic
puffin. However, 82 percent of the nesting of razorbills
occurred in two habitat types, deep rock fissures with
associated debris, and boulder fields. A small amount of
nesting was also done in deep rock fissures lacking debris and in shallow vertical fissures. Most colonies were
within 60 meters of the sea, and none were more than
80 meters away. At Kandalaksha Bay, USSR, the birds
avoid forest-covered islands, and most nesting occurs in
areas of lichen-covered rocks.
During the nonbreeding season the birds are pelagic,
wintering mainly in cold-temperate waters and concentrating in offshore areas similar to those used by
murres, but apparently at least locally foraging on
rather different food types (Tuck 1960).
This is a colonial nesting
species, with the size of the colony no doubt reflecting
both the relative availability of suitable food resources
)
and the abundance of nesting sites. Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~and
Brown et al. (1975)have reviewed the locations and densities of Canadian and western Greenland breeding
sites, which typically support from a few pairs to as
many as 5,000 birds. Nettleship (1977)indicated that 44
known Canadian colonies had summer populations totaling over 38,000 birds, an average of 866 birds per
colony. In the most highly favored nesting sites (boulder
fields and deep rock fissures with associated debris) the
nesting density may range from 0.25 to 4 pairs per
square meter of surface area (average of 9 sites, 1.8 per
square meter) (Bedard 1 9 6 9 ~ ) .
SOCIALITY AND DENSITIES.

COMPETITORS.
The well-hidden nest
sites probably substantially reduce the predation rate,
though evidently some eggs are regularly taken by egg
predators, including gulls (Bedard 1969c) and some disappear from nests for uncertain reasons but presumably
taken by jackdaws (Corvus monedula), herring gulls
(Larus argentatus), or unknown egg predators (Plumb
I 96 5).Hudson ( I982) reported egg losses to herring
gulls, great black-backed gulls, jackdaws, and carrion
crows (Corvus corone). There is no doubt a much higher
predation rate on the vulnerable chicks; Lloyd (1979)
PREDATORS AND

judged that most of those disappearing from nest sites
were taken by herring gulls, and other large gulls such
as great black-backed gulls (Larus marinus) have been
implicated elsewhere in chick losses. In the Murmansk
coast area the largest numbers of eggs and young are apparently taken by great black-backed gulls and herring
gulls, while avian predators of adults in general have
been identified as sea eagles, peregrines, snowy owls,
and goshawks. Probable mammalian predators on nesting colonies include weasels (Mustela errninea), otters
(Lutra lutra), red foxes (Vulpes vulpes], and arctic foxes
(Alopex lagopus) (Kartashev I 960).
Competitors are most likely to be the two murres,
particularly the common murre, whose breeding range
and nesting site requirements broadly overlap with
those of the razorbill and whose foraging behavior is
also quite similar (Tuck 1960). The common murre is
substantially larger than the razorbill and thus has an
advantage when the two species are competing for the
. Atlantic puffin also
same nest site (Bedard 1 9 6 9 ~ )The
overlaps to some degree in both nest site usage and
foods eaten, but it is smaller than the razorbill and
should be at a corresponding competitive disadvantage.
The three species take prey fishes that differ in maximum and preferred size and weight, with the razorbill
closer to the puffin than to the common murre i n these
respects (Swennen and Duiven 1977)

General Biology
BEHAVIOR.
One of the most
complete food analyses available for the razorbill is that
of Madsen ( I95 7), which is based on a sample of I 20
birds (71 with food remains present) taken in Danish
coastal waters between November and February. Of
those with food present, 97 percent had remains of fish
and 83 percent had fed exclusively on fish, the remainder having also eaten crustaceans. One stomach
contained only crustacean remains, and another only
the remains of polychaetes. Of the fish, sticklebacks
(Gasterosteus spp.) had been eaten by 40 percent of the
birds, herring (Clupea harengus) by 34 percent, gobies
(Gobiidae)by 32 percent, cod (Gadidae)by 10 percent,
and other types in smaller amounts. Generally only a
single type of fish was present, but as many as four different types of fish prey were found in individual samples. Three types of fish (herring, sticklebacks, and
gobies) composed about 80 percent of the total food remains, while crustaceans (almost entirely Mysidae and
amphipods, probably Gammarus] made up about 10 percent of the remains. Lloyd (1979)reported that the primary food given chicks on Skokholm Island was sand
launce (Ammodytes),and other studies such as those

FOOD A N D FORAGING

from the USSR have generally supported the view that
sand launce, herring, and capelin (Mallotus)are major
foods during chick raising (Kartaschev I 960; Bianki
1977).
Fish and other prey are captured by extended dives in
shallow to fairly deep water. Madsen (1957)stated that
although the razorbill may sometimes dive to depths of
5 meters, it more often prefers depths of 2-3 meters for
bottom foraging. It also dives pelagically in water of
great depths, especially during winter, and may remain
submerged up to about 40 seconds (see tables 10 and
I I ) .A possible maximum diving depth of 120 meters
was established by Piatt and Nettleship (1985),and a
dive duration of s 2 seconds has been noted by Bianki
(1977).When carrying sand launce or similar-sized fish
back to their young, adults may handle anywhere from
I to 9 average-sized fish simultaneously, but 5 or 6 are
most frequent (Perry 1975).In the case of very small
fish, up to 20 might be carried, and the young are fed
sand launce from 76 to I 5 8 millimeters long, depending
on their age (Lloyd 1976a; Perry 1975).The rate of feeding young is quite variable, from about I to 7 times a
day, but typically from 2 to 5 times. Lloyd (1977)observed an average feeding rate of 4.7 times a day for control (unmodified)nests but an average rate of 9 times a
day for experimental nests in which a second chick had
been added. The total weight of food provided per day
averaged 22 grams in control nests.
MIGRATIONS.
Very little is known of
the migrations of birds breeding in western Greenland,
but they are believed to follow the Labrador Current
southward to winter off the Labrador coast (Salomonsen
1967).At that time of year they are easily confused with
murres, and so wintering distribution patterns are very
incomplete (Brown et al. 1975). However, data from
birds banded in Great Britain provide some indication of
movements and migrations in this species (Lloyd 1974).
In general, younger (first-year)birds have been found to
winter farthest from their natal colony (averaging 984
kilometers for 99 birds banded in the South Irish Sea),
while second-year birds have somewhat reduced migratory tendencies (936 kilometers for 30 birds), third- and
fourth-year birds even less (7I 5 kilometers for 18 birds),
and older age-classes the least (529 kilometers for 39
birds). Lloyd concluded that razorbills banded in Britain
are truly migratory during their first two years of life,
but in later years their behavior is more nearly one of
random dispersal away from their breeding colonies.
The birds typically return to their natal colony at the
end of their third year, although few birds breed before
the fifth year of life. After breeding, they return to the
same site year after year. One bird that was initially
MOVEMENTS AND

trapped as an adult was retrapped while breeding on
Skokholm eighteen years later.

Social Behavior
The mating
system is one of seasonally renewed monogamy. Mate
retention is the rule; on Skokholm 72 percent of colormarked birds paired with the same partners for two or
more years. Territorial defense must be limited to the
area of the nest site itself, considering the high breeding
Nest site tenacity
densities reported by Bedard (1969~).
is also very well developed in this species (Bianki 1977).
Perry (1975)has described the violent fights that sometimes occur at the mouths of nesting crannies and probably are associated with nest site defense. Sometimes
two nests may occur under the same rock, but typically
they are on opposite sides and separated either by natural partitions or by a certain distance if the birds use a
single roomy hollow. According to Bianki (1977),breeding by birds on the Murmansk coast of the White Sea,
USSR, may begin as early as the second year of life, although the youngest age-class for which nesting was
proved was of a 3-year-old. Lloyd and Perrins's (1977)evidence from Great Britain indicates a much more deferred period of four or five years to initial breeding.
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D TERRITORIALITY.

V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.
General vocalizations of razorbills
have been studied and classified by Paludin (1960)and
Bedard ( I969c), while Ingold ( I973) has investigated vocal signaling between parents and chicks and a comparative summary has been provided by Glutz and
Bauer (1982).Adult sounds are all rather similar in their
growling aspect, but they do differ in minor characteristics of duration, tone, and cadence. On their breeding
areas razorbills vocalize toward their eggs, toward their
chicks, toward their mates, and toward other razorbills
)
seven different
or enemies. Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~recognized
situations eliciting calls by adults, including a female
copulation call, a "salutation" call associated with mutual billing and preening, a call occurring during the initiation of incubation, a call uttered during hostile
interactions (the "ruee" posture and perhaps also during
beak lowering while gaping), a call directed toward the
nestling, an "alert" call, and a call uttered during the
"ecstatic" posture. Chicks have four types of calls, of
which the "leap call" is the loudest and carries farthest.
Parents learn to recognize their chicks on the basis of
acoustic characteristics of their calls during the first 10
days after hatching; they are able to find their own
chicks after the frequent separations occurring at their
"jumping off" age of I 6-23 days (Ingold I 973).
Display postures of razorbills are largely derived

from agonistic sources that have been variably ritualized. Birkhead (1976, 1978)has identified both
"threat" and "fighting" displays in razorbills but did not
observe any specific appeasement gestures comparable
to those he found in the more gregarious common
murre. Like murres and dovekies, razorbills perform a
"butterfly flight" immediately after taking off from
ledges, characterized by unusually slow wingbeats and
of doubtful display significance. Paired birds spend
much time in mutual billing, "nebbing," and caressing
) seem to variably grade into one another
(fig. ~ I C , Dthat
and head rubbing as well. These activities are used by
paired birds as greeting ceremonies and probably play
important roles in both pair formation and pair maintenance. Actual fighting is also done primarily by beak
and thus these billing
stabbing and biting (Perry 1975)~
activities probably derive from ritualized aggressive an)
two phases of
tecedents. Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~recognized
these activities, including "salutations" (billing and nibbling) and "mutual caresses." Intraspecific agonistic

postures include a beak lowering and associated gaping
,
with a growling call, performed to(fig. ~ I A )together
ward other intruding birds. This posture somewhat resembles "foot staring" behavior (fig. ~ I B )a, posture of
uncertain social significance often performed by
grouped adults and at times also performed by paired
birds during greeting ceremonies. Another posture of
special interest is the "ecstatic" (Bedard)or "head verti,
cal, bill vibrate" (Birkhead)posture (fig. ~ I A )which
consists initially of laying the head back in a manner
similar to but distinct from that of a mated bird solicit) with a vibrating throat, uting preening (fig. ~ I Cand,
tering a growling call. At times the head may be retracted until it almost touches the bird's back. In the
second phase the bird lowers its head, with open bill, to
its breast. This display is performed most frequently
during pair formation and chick raising; in the former
case it is a male display and in the latter is performed
by both sexes. Its function is still uncertain, but it may
serve as an advertisement signal for unpaired males and
later as a greeting ceremony (Glutz and Bauer 1982).
Birkhead 1976, 1978) stated that a "bowing" display occurs in razorbills that is comparable to the site ownership display of the same name in the common murre, as
well as similar postlanding and ritualized walking postures, although all of these were observed at a higher
frequency in the murre, probably because of the greater
needs for effective socialization in the latter species.
Furthermore, two other displays (fish presentation and
alarm bowing) that are present in the common murre
appear to be lacking in razorbills, apparently also as a
consequence of differences in sociality between these
two species.
Copulation may be performed without any specific
preliminary displays or may be preceded by billing and
;
and Bauer I 982).
rubbing behavior (Bedard I 9 6 9 ~ Glutz
It is apparently always performed on a solid substrate.
The male mounts from the side, and during treading he
balances himself on the female's back by flapping his
.
treading the male may remain
wings (fig. ~ I E )During
silent or utter high growling sounds, while the female
tilts her head upward, opens her beak, and utters a deep
growling call (fig. IF). The posture assumed by both
sexes during copulation is very much like that of the
common murre (fig. ~ I G ) .

Reproductive Biology
41. Social behavior of the razorbill (mainly after Glutz and
Bauer 1982):A, ecstatic and bill down postures; B, foot staring;

C, preen solicitation and allopreening; D; nibbling of mate's
feathers; E, F, copulation. Also G, copulation in common
murre, for comparison.

B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G S U B S T R A T E . In
North America the breeding season is fairly long, with
egg records in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence extending
from June 10 to ruly 2 5 (half between rune 21 and July
4), and Ungava records ( 2 only) are from June 13 to July

I (Bent I 9 I 9). In Greenland nesting also occurs in midJune (Salomonsen 1967) On the Saint Mary Islands of
the Gulf of Saint Lawrence there is an approximate 4050 day prereproductive period between the time of arrival (mid-April)and the start of egg laying, and this appears to be similar to the comparable period in
Greenland (Bedard 1 9 6 9 ~ ) .
Nest substrate characteristics observed by Bedard
( 1 9 6 9 ~in
) the Gulf of Saint Lawrence have been described earlier. Hudson (1982)stated that on Skomer Island, Wales, nest sites were either on small, exposed
ledges on cliffs having one or two walls but no roof or
were burrow or boulder sites having a roof and tended
to be either in excavated holes or gaps between rocks.
Of 1,688 pairs, 77.3 percent used ledge sites and 22.7
percent used burrow or boulder sites. In the Kandalaksha Bay area of the USSR the birds nested mainly
(65 percent) in hollows under boulders or rock fragments, less often (30 percent) in vertical or slightly sloping rock crevices or gaps open to the top, and rarely ( 5
percent) in rock cavities. The substrate was of bare rock
in most cases, rather than of fine-grained materials as is
typical of nesting guillemots in the same area (Bianki
1977). It is thus apparent that the razorbill is quite flexible in its nest site requirements, depending upon what
is available in the area, but it favors sites better protected than the open ledges usually used by murres and
more rocky and crevicelike than the burrows preferred
by puffins and guillemots.
N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G L A Y I N G . Razorbills do little
nest building as such. Bianki (1977)noted that nests
typically had a poor lining of stems, twigs, and similar
materials that seemed to have gotten there by accident
but that played a useful role in preventing the egg from
rolling about. Nearly all nests contain a single egg.
Bianki (1977) reported two eggs present in 0.5 percent of
the nests examined at Kandalaksha Bay, USSR, but in at
least one of these cases the second egg was addled. Bent
(1919)also noted that where two eggs have been found
together they were probably laid by two birds. Certainly
egg replacement after loss of an egg is quite regular.
Lloyd (1979)reported that 2 5 percent of the eggs lost in
her study area were replaced, compared with an estimate of 35 percent by Belopolskii (1957).Lloyd reported
an average 14 day interval between loss and replacement of eggs, while Kartashev (1960)noted a similar
I 2- I 8 day interval.

BROODING.
Both sexes incubate,
with the male probably slightly less involved (Bedard
1 9 6 9 ~ )Exchanges
.
of incubation are variable but usually
occur at intervals ranging from 30 minutes to more
than 6 hours. When the female approaches her mate to
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take over, she tickles his throat while uttering a cawing
sound and pushes him aside. After getting off the egg,
the relieved bird throws substrate materials to the side
and under itself (Perry I 97 5). Incubation lasted an average of 35.1 days in a sample of 239 eggs studied by
Lloyd (1979); Plumb ( I965) reported a range of 34-39
days in a sample of 29 eggs and a mean of 36.2. Hatching success is generally fairly high in razorbills. Plumb
(1965)summarized his own and earlier data for
Skokholm Island, indicating a hatching success of 3669 percent for generally small samples of from 31 to 86
eggs. Bianki ( 1977) observed that 84 percent of r 70 eggs
laid during two different years hatched, while Lloyd
(1979)reported an overall hatching success of about 70
percent (range 60-78 percent, depending on laying interval) for 785 initial and replacement eggs. Hatching success was slightly lower for replacement eggs than for
initial eggs and gradually declined as the season progressed. Birds that laid late in the season were mainly
younger, so age and previous breeding experience were
apparently important influences. The highest rate of
breeding success occurred in the 6 to 9 year age-classes,
partly because older birds laid relatively large eggs that
produced heavy chicks at hatching.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GThe
. prefledging
period of chick life has been studied by Tschanz and
Hirsbrunner-Scharf (1975),who compared the adaptations of razorbill and common murre chicks to their
usual environments (murrestypically being reared on
ledges in social situations, razorbills typically in burrows under more solitary conditions). Using cross-fostering experiments, they found that razorbill chicks
reared by common murres suffered higher mortality
rates from chilling, lack of food, and falling from ledges,
whereas murre chicks raised by razorbills exhibited
minimal chick losses. This was attributed to behavioral
differences among the chicks that are associated with
the two species' relative probabilities that chicks will
get dirty, be taken by predators, fall off the cliff, and
have traumatic interactions with strange adults. The
chicks remain in the nest for a rather variable period;
Plumb ( I96 5 ) reported three estimates averaging from
15.7 to 18.5 days, with extreme limits of 12 and 24
days. Brun (1958)noted an average chick weight of
I 6 5.4 grams immediately before fledging and an average
wing length of 70 millimeters at 16.5 days. Most chicks
still had traces of down around the neck and under the
wings when they left the nest. Hudson (1982)reported a
somewhat higher mean fledging weight, with no consistent differences in weight or fledging time for chicks
produced in ledge versus burrow sites. However, burrow
sites did produce a higher overall breeding success (0.7

young per pair vs. 0.5 5 for ledges), perhaps in part as a
result of the higher egg predation rate on ledges than in
burrows. Lloyd (1979)observed a very high (93 percent)
overall fledging success for three years, with fledging
success of chicks from replacement eggs averaging even
slightly higher (97 vs. 94 percent) than for those from
initial eggs. Most chick losses occurred during the first
week of nestling life, and the incidence of chick mortality was inversely related to chick weight at hatching,
suggesting that egg size is critically related to chick survival. Bianki (1977)also reported a very high (96 percent) fledging rate among 143 hatched eggs at
Kandalaksha Bay, USSR, and described the actual fledging process. He noted that one adult typically stood by
the nest, calling and luring the chick to leave it and enter the water. As soon as the chick did so, the adults led
it away from shore. Once the young are on the water,
the birds immediately begin to migrate away from their
nesting sites.
Perry (1975)has graphically described the nighttime
"epic journey" of the chicks as they leave their nests for
the first time, fluttering, hopping, and tumbling down
cliffsides to the sea, stimulated by the calls of their
waiting parents. Ingold (1973)determined that adults
can find their own chicks on the water among a group
of chicks, apparently by individual recognition of calls.
B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
An
overall breeding success of 8 I percent ( r38 young
fledged from 170 eggs) was reported by Bianki (19771,
while Lloyd (1979) observed an overall "nesting" (breeding) success of 0.71 fledged young per pair (including renesting efforts) for 735 initial and 54 replacement eggs
)
studied over a three-year period. Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~estimated a 66 percent overall breeding success rate (64
fledged young from 96 eggs) during two years of study.
There is probably a fairly high mortality rate of young
birds between their precocial fledging and their attainment of adult mortality rates; Lloyd (1974)noted that of
353 recoveries of razorbills banded as chicks 5 5 percent
occurred during the first year after banding, whereas
only 18 percent of the birds banded as adults were recovered in their first year after banding, suggesting that
juveniles are roughly three times as vulnerable as
adults. Bianki (1977)judged that 89.3 to 95.5 percent of
the birds banded as chicks die before they begin "mass
nesting." Lloyd (1974)estimated that there may be an
approximate z~ percent annual mortality rate of young
birds to the end of their fourth year of life and an annual
mortality rate of I I percent thereafter. A slightly lower
(8 percent) annual adult mortality rate was estimated by
Steventon (1979) Lloyd concluded that only zo chicks
per year need to survive to breeding age from every IOO
pairs to maintain a stable population. Estimates of re-

cruitment rates in this species, as in other alcids, are
impossible to make on the basis of breeding grounds
data, and there do not appear to be any estimates of the
incidence of first-year birds in wintering flocks.
Evolutionary History and Relationships
There seems little doubt that this is a very close relative
of the extinct great auk. Presumably both evolved in the
North Atlantic, with the great auk perhaps adapting to
colder waters and more arctic climates and probably
concentrating on larger fish. Possibly continued generic
distinction between them is warranted, based on the
secondary flightlessness of the great auk, but even that
point might be argued. (After this manuscript was submitted for publication, Strauch 1985 recommended the
generic merger of Alca and Pinguinus.)
Population Status and Conservation
Lloyd (1976b)has surveyed the world distribution of the
razorbill, concluding that approximately zo8,ooo breeding pairs might exist, with 9 percent in Canada and
New England and 70 percent in Britain and Ireland.
Nettleship (1977)judged that only the eastern Canadian
colonies in Newfoundland and Labrador are stable or increasing; elsewhere colonies appear to be declining. A
small but slowly increasing number of birds are now
nesting in two areas of Maine (Mantinicus Rock and
Old Man Island) (Korschgen 1979). In Greenland the
numbers appear to be very small (under 500 breeding
pairs), but the counts are probably very incomplete. The
colonies in Britain and Ireland may be relatively stable,
but those in the Gulf of Saint Lawrence have been declining since 1960, perhaps because of oil pollution and
toxic chemicals in the birds' diet. Danger from these
two sources is considerable to razorbills, which often
winter in or migrate through major oil shipping lanes or
areas of offshore drilling. Losses from fishing nets, hunting, human disturbance of nesting colonies, and other
natural factors such as adverse weather have also been
cited as problems for this species.

Great Auk
Pinguinus impennis (Linnaeus)
NAMES:
Garefowl; gerjrfugi
(Danish);grand pingouin (French);Riesenalk (German);
beskrypaya gargarka (Russian];isarukitsoq (Greenland).

OTHER VERNACULAR

Distribution
Extinct. Last certain records of living birds were two
taken in early June 1844 on Eldey, Iceland. Previously
bred on Funk Island (off Newfoundland), on Iceland,
probably on Saint Kilda, and possibly on Shetland and
the Faeroe Islands.

Description
B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Chin, throat, foreneck, and sides of head and neck uniform velvety dark
snuff brown or soft blackish brown, passing gradually
into brownish black on pileum and hindneck; a large
oval patch of white covering greater part of space between bill and eye; upperparts uniform black, the secondaries tipped with white; underparts, including chest,
immaculate white, this ending anteriorly in an angle on
median portion of upper chest or lower foreneck; bill
black, its grooves whitish; iris dark brown; legs and feet
black. Tail of 14 rectrices (Ridgway 1919).

PLUMAGE.
Similar to the breeding plumage,
but with chin and throat white. The white lore area is
reduced, and there is a gray stripe from the eye to the
ear region and an extension of the white cheek area forward above this stripe to the eye (Luther 1972).

WINTER

BIRDS.
Not described,
but probably similar to those of the razorbill.

JUVENILES AND FIRST-WINTER

DOWNY

YOUNG.
Covered with dark gray down (Luther

1972).

Measurements and Weights
M E A S U R E M E N T S . Wing: approximately 146 mm. Exposed culmen: 80-89 mm. Total body length 736-62
m m (Ridgway 1919). Eggs: average of 40, 123.7 x 75.5
m m (Bent 1919).

NO weights available. Adults estimated by
Bedard (196gd) and Kartashev (1960)to weigh approximately 5,000 g. Bengtson (1984)estimated the egg
weight as 325 g, or 6-7 percent of adult weight. Schonwetter (1967)estimated an average egg weight of 372 g,
which he judged to represent I r .7 percent of adult
weight. The range of fresh egg weights was estimated at
327-466 g.
WEIGHTS.

Epilogue
The great auk has been extinct for almost I 50 years,
and all that remain as evidence of its existence are
about 80 mounts or skins, a moderate number (79)of
eggs, and a very few skeletons, scattered around the museums of the world like so many dusty artifacts of an

ancient civilization. Indeed, all that biologists can now
do to learn any more about this fascinating species is
sift these relicts like scavengers searching through a refuse pit in hopes of finding anything that might glitter
and attract attention. The last record of any living great
auks dates from June 1844, when a group of Icelanders
captured and killed what was probably the last pair of
nesting birds on Eldey, an islet off the southwest tip of
Iceland that was the great auk's best-known breeding
site. This was an ingnominious end for a species that
represents the ultimate in alcid evolution, a bird that
had so fully perfected its wings for underwater swimming that they had lost the capability of flight. The
great auk thereby abandoned its fate to the avaricious
and predatory nature of humans and effectively signed
its own death warrant, as had the dodo and various
other flightless and defenseless birds before it. As Beni
(1919)has aptly stated, the birds initially were hunted
for food, later were used for bait or killed for their fat or
feathers, and finally and most ironically were exterminated because the rarity of their skins or eggs made
them valuable to collectors.
The frustration and sadness associated with this loss
are like seeing the scraps of notes for a projected novel
by Hemingway or da Vinci's preliminary sketches of a
planned monumental sculpture. Yet we have so little
evidence about the biology and behavior of the great
auk that it is perhaps better to write a simple eulogy
than to try to reconstruct a posthumous biography. A
fairly complete summary of information on the species
was published by Grieve (1885)within a few decades after its extinction, and more recently Bengtson (1984)
has assembled as much information as possible on the
biology and behavior of the great auk.

Black Guillemot
Cepphus grylle (Linnaeus)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Sea pigeon; tystie (British); white-winged guillemot; guillemot a miroir
(French);Gryllteiste (German);serfag (Greenland);
teista (Icelandic); chistik (Russian);tobisgrila (Swedish).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
151

Cepphus grylle atlantis Salomonsen
from southeastern Quebec, Newfoundland, and
southern Labrador south to Maine; and from the Shet-

BREEDS

I5

. Current North American distribution of the black guillemot; symbols as in map

I 80

I I.

land Islands, northern Norway, northern Finland, and
northwestern Russia south to Ireland, Isle of Man,
northern England, and islands in the Kattegat.
in open waters off the breeding places south
to Massachusetts and Rhode Island, rarely to Long Island and New Jersey, northern France, Belgium, Netherlands, northwestern Germany, and southern Norway.
WINTERS

Cepphus grylle ultimus Salomonsen
from Melville and Ellesmere islands south to
Melville Peninsula, Southampton Island, the eastern
shore of Hudson Bay and James Bay, and northern Labrador; western Greenland from Hall Land south to Disko
Bay. Has also bred on west shore of James Bay (Cape
Henrietta Maria).
BREEDS

W I N T E R S off the breeding grounds, wherever there is
open water, north to northern Greenland, moving south
in Hudson Bay and James Bay.

Cepphus grylle arcticus (Brehm)
in Greenland, from Disko Bay in the west and
Blosseville coast in the east, south to Cape Farewell, intergrading with C. g. ultimus near Disko Bay and with
C. g. mandtii south of Scoresby Sound.
BREEDS

WINTERS

in open waters off the breeding range.

Cepphus grylle mandtii (Mandt)
from northeastern Greenland, Jan Mayen,
Spitsbergen, Bear Island, Franz Josef Land, Novaya
Zemlya, Vaigach Island, New Siberian Islands, Bennet
Island, Wrangel Island, and Herald Island south to the
arctic coast of Siberia. Also local in northern Alaska
(Cape Thompson to Barter Island) and Herschel Island,
Yukon.
BREEDS

in open waters throughout the breeding range,
and south in Bering Sea from Bering Strait to Saint Lawrence Island, northwestern Alaska, in the Kara Sea,
Barents Sea, and along the arctic coast of Russia and the
northern Alaskan coast.

of mouth vermilion; iris dark brown; legs and feet vermilion, the claws blackish.
W I N T E R PLUMAGE.
Wings and tail only as in summer;
rest of plumage pure white, the pileum, back, scapulars,
and upper part of rump variegated with black, the whole
of concealed and part of exposed portions of the feathers
being of the latter color; legs and feet paler red. Firstwinter birds differ from adults in having transverse
brown markings on the underparts and wings.

JUVENILES.
Similar to the winter plumage but white
wing patch broken by blackish tips to all the feathers,
the secondaries and primary coverts with terminal spots
of white, rump and underparts indistinctly barred with
dusky, and pileum showing little of concealed dusky.
D O W N Y Y O U N GPlain
.
deep sooty brown, darker on
head, paler and more grayish on abdomen. Bill black,
legs and feet dark brown, mouth pink (Harrison 1978).

Measurements and Weights
(of atlantis). Wing: males 154.0-174.5
m m (average of 2, 164.2);females 156-71 m m (average
of 2, 163.5).Exposed culmen: males 31-34 m m (average
of 2, 32.5); females 29.0-33.5 m m (average of z, 31.2).
Eggs: average of 54, 59.5 x 40 m m (Bent 1919).
MEASUREMENTS

W E I G H T S . Six breeding-season males from Cape Dorset
ranged 333-410 g, averaging 386 g, and four females
ranged 325-434 g, averaging 372 g (Macpherson and
McLaren 1959). Substantial racial variation occurs. Estimated egg weight of nominate grylle, 50 g (Schonwetter
1967).Newly hatched young weigh 29-40 g, averaging
33.9 g (Dementiev and Gladkov 1968).

WINTERS

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
A D U L T S I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Plain
fuscous black or very dark fuscous, faintly glossed with
greenish, especially on back, scapulars, and rump; posterior lesser, middle, and distal half of greater wing
coverts immaculate white, forming a large patch on the
wing, sometimes superficially uninterrupted but usually broken by exposure of the black of basal portion of
greater coverts, which also have the greater part of inner
webs black; axillaries and under wing coverts, except
along edge of wing, immaculate white; bill black; inside

Identification
I N T H E FIELD:
This fairly large (teal-sized)alcid is easily
recognized in breeding plumage by its entirely black
color save for white upper and lower wing coverts and
by its red feet. In the water the white upper wing
coverts show up as oval patches. In winter the birds are
generally white, becoming somewhat darker on the upperparts, but the wings remain unchanged in appearance. First-winter birds have their white wing
patches mottled with black-tipped feathers. The species
is fairly silent but sometimes utters faint, shrill piping
whistles.
I N T H E H A N DThe
. brilliant white upper wing coverts
of all birds older than yearlings (which have duskytipped white coverts) identify this as a guillemot, and
the normal presence of only 12 rectrices and of white

rather than gray under wing coverts separates it from
the pigeon guillemot.
Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
The breeding range of this species extends broadly along the Atlantic coast from arctic to temperate seas having
August temperatures ranging from o to 16°C. Rocky
seacoasts are the primary breeding habitat, although
nesting also occurs in a few areas of sandy coastlines
where sheltered nesting sites are provided by driftwood,
abandoned structures and similar human artifacts, and
the like. Steep seacoasts are avoided, and instead the
birds tend to occupy areas near the high tide line that
contain accumulated rocks and boulders at the foot of
rock faces, rock piles along the shoreline, or in areas
where caverns and crevices of rocky coastlines are
abundant. During the nonbreeding period the birds are
highly pelagic, generally remaining close to the limits
of pack ice in winter and then often feeding on crustaceans and planktonic materials associated with the
edges of pack ice (Voous 1960).

BREEDING AND NONBREEDING

S O C I A L I T Y A N D D E N S I T I E S . Black guillemots are relatively noncolonial, with their distributions determined
primarily by the occurrence of suitable nesting sites.
Asbirk (1979)found that 37 percent (154 pairs) of the
population he studied bred as solitary pairs (nests at
least IO meters apart), while the remaining 63 percent
nested in colonies of from z to 28 pairs. The densest
colonies were found where preferred boulder nest sites
were numerous and close together. Similarly, Preston
(1968)reported that at Kent Island, New Brunswick, the
distribution of breeding birds was primarily a function
of substrate conditions, and the size and density of the
breeding population were determined by the availability
and density of nest sites. The colonial or "aggregate"
group of birds he studied was associated with the tops
of two neighboring ledges on one shoreline, while the
"nonaggregate" group was widely scattered along storm
beaches and in gaps between the island's cliffs. In the
"aggregate" group nearly all the nests were no more
than 60 feet from their nearest neighbor, while in the
"nonaggregate" group only about 40 percent of the nests
were this close together, and some were as far as 600
feet apart. The total estimated breeding population of
Kent Island ranged from 3 5 to 43 pairs during the years
of Preston's study. Cairns (1980, 1981) reported populations of 145 and about zoo breeding pairs at two study
sites in southern Quebec, with densities up to about 5 5
nests per 50 meters of coastline, and Asbirk (1979)
found about 410 pairs nesting on a 10 hectare island in

Denmark (41pairs per hectare). Probably the largest and
densest concentrations in North America occur in a few
areas of arctic Canada along the north coast of Devon
Island and its vicinity, where three colonies with from
about 2,000 to ~ o , o o opairs are believed to be present
(Brown et al. 1975).
COMPETITORS.
Asbirk (1979)reported
that the most important predators of eggs and chicks in
his study area consisted of herring gulls (Larus argentutus) and probably also greater black-backed gulls ( L .
marinus) and hooded crows (Corvus corone). O n Kent
Island the primary predators of eggs and young are probably herring gulls, though American crows (Corvus
brachyrhynchos) have also been implicated as egg predators (Winn 1950; Preston 1968).A number of other
possible predators of adults or young have been suggested (Kartashev 1960; Bianki 1977),but there seems
to be little direct evidence of their importance.
Competitors include other fish-eating species and
species that compete for nesting sites. Preston (1968)
found no evidence for significant competition for either
foods or nesting sites on his Kent Island study area, and
Asbirk (1979)suggested that competition for nest sites
with common shelducks (Tadorna tadorna) may sometimes force guillemot pairs to move to other locations.
)
nest site choice of six species
Bedard ( 1 9 6 9 ~compared
of seabirds in his study area and found a limited overlap
in site utilization among the black guillemot, razorbill,
and Atlantic puffin, with z percent of the puffin nests
and I 3 percent of the razorbill nests occurring in the
nesting sites most favored by black guillemots (shallow
vertical rock fissures), while 29 percent of the guillemot
nests were in habitats more frequently used by puffins
and razorbills. Besides being predators of eggs and
chicks, the larger gulls are sometimes significant kleptoparasites of guillemots, stealing the food carried by
adults as they try to approach the nest to feed their
chicks (Winn 1950).
PREDATORS AND

General Biology
BEHAVIOR.
A sample of 26 birds
collected in coastal waters off Denmark during fall and
winter included mostly fish remains. Fish was a more
or less important part of the sample in 89 percent of the
birds, and 63 percent had also eaten crustaceans. Three
of the birds had fed exclusively on fish, 3 exclusively on
crustaceans, and 4 had eaten polychaetes. Among the
fish, gobies (Gobius spp.) were the most important single component, with 73 percent of the sample having
eaten this species, while 3 or more birds contained remains of butterfish gunnels (Pholis gunnellus), stickFOOD AND FORAGING

lebacks (Spinachia),or viviparous blennies (Zoarces).
More than half of the birds had eaten only one kind of
fish, while 8 had eaten two kinds, and z had eaten three
kinds. Crustaceans were found in 73 percent of the
stomachs, with crabs (Brachyura),shrimps
[Crangonidae),prawns (Palaemonidae),isopods, and lobsters (Galathea)all represented. In general, fish constituted about two-thirds of the food and crustaceans
one-third, the fishes including both free-swimming and
bottom-dwelling forms. Other studies from European
waters indicate that Pholis is one of the principal foods
taken there, and it is likewise one of the most important chick-rearing foods of the species in the Kent Island
area (Winn 1950; Preston 1968).Preston observed that
Pholis made up 68 percent of more than 500 identified
prey items brought to chicks, while a sculpin (Myoxocephalus) and a shanny (Ulvaria)composed 18 and 9
percent respectively. Nearly all of the observed prey
items were benthic forms occurring in the littoral zone.
Like the pigeon guillemot, this species forages in
fairly shallow waters during the breeding season,
mainly diving in depths of 1-8 meters and staying underwater for up to a minute. Probably the birds have a
maximum diving depth of 40- jo meters, and the maximum observed diving time is I 12 seconds (Piatt and
Nettleship 1985). O n Kent Island the birds Preston observed fed mainly around emergent ledges and over offshore shoals; the types of food taken varied somewhat
by year and by time of day as the birds shifted their foraging areas in accordance with the tides. He did not find
any evidence for sexual differences in foods taken or in
the kinds of foods eaten by adults and those brought to
the young. Slater and Slater (1972)reported that
guillemots at Fair Isle, Scotland, fed their young entirely on fish ranging from 8 to 20 centimeters, primarily butterfish, sand launce (Ammodytidae),codlike
fish (Gadidae),sea scorpions (Taurulus),flatfish
(Pleuronectidae), and other undetermined types. Different pairs fed their young on differing proportions of
these prey types, which typically were caught near
shore, with each pair apparently foraging in similar
places during each excursion. Bradstreet (1980)found
that foraging during spring by pelagic birds in the Barrow Strait region typically occurred at the ice/water interface, with some feeding done under the ice edges,
mostly on arctic cod (Boreogadus)and amphipods. At
coastal ice edges arctic cod made up almost loo percent
of the food samples, while at offshore ice edges a substantial dietary component was amphipods (Onisimus
and Apherusa).
M O V E M E N T S A N D MIGRATIONS.
Because of the species'
tendency to winter in northerly areas, migrations are

probably poorly developed or essentially absent for
many breeding populations. Salomonsen (1967)reported
that Greenland birds begin to disperse in September and
October, not seldom northward, with a definite southward movement beginning in October and continuing
slowly through November. Many of these birds winter
in leads in the ice associated with tides or riptides, or in
leads in fast ice, occasionally as far north as northern
Thule district and even in Hall Land. Banding results
suggest that a uniform displacement of the various
northern breeding populations occurs in winter, although the birds in the more southerly open water areas
are essentially stationary. Birds of the year especially
tend to move north along the coast after fledging in August, in part moving passively with the current. Likewise birds of the year tend to begin their spring
migration later than older birds, with most of them
moving back to their (presumably)natal breeding areas
or spending the summer immediately to the south of
them. During spring in the Barrow Strait area
guillemots tend to occupy interface areas of land or ice
and marine waters, especially ice edges, feeding on such
cryophilic foods as fish and crustaceans that are associated with these habitats, particularly the undersurface
of the ice (Bradstreet 1979).

Social Behavior
TERRITORIALITY. The black
guillemot is a monogamous bird that typically retains
the same mate from year to year and utilizes the same
nest site in successive years. Of 42 pairs Asbirk (1979)
marked in one year, all but 14 remained intact the following year. In 6 of the remaining pairs one of the members had probably died, while in 3 pairs both members
had found new mates. In the 4 remaining cases of mate
change it was not possible to determine if the original
mates had died. Five pairs remained intact for at least 3
years, and one pair persisted at least 4 years. The estimated overall "divorce" rate was 7 percent annually. Of
10 pairs that retained their mates for the following season, the breeding success in the second year was 45 percent, while 8 pairs that changed their mates had a
breeding success of 36 percent the second year. Similarly, Petersen (1981)reported that of 16 pairs, 4 remained intact for at least 4 years, and that there was a
"divorce" rate of only j percent annually. Territorial defense in this species appears to be limited to the nest
site itself, a perching site (often a stone) in the "assembly area" of the shoreline, and another perching site
above the nest, the last being most strongly defended.
Occasionally only a single perching site is present (AsMATING SYSTEM AND

birk 1979). Preston (1968)similarly found that terrestrial activity was concentrated at the nest site, a
nearby perch rock, and a communal roosting area. The
perch and nest site were both defended, but there was
little indication of mate defense.
Vocalizations of breeding birds include the "scream," a high-pitched and prolonged piping
call uttered with a wide-open bill during alarm situations (fig. 42F). A more shrieking sound is uttered during direct lunging attack on another bird and may
continue in the air during overt chase as a "duet flight."
At lower threat intensities a twittering call is uttered in
conjunction with the "twitter waggle" display (fig.
42H), and a whistled note is used as an appeasement
gesture during "hunch whistling" (fig.4zC).When sitting on the tops of their nest sites the birds may utter a
quick staccato piping call or "nest song" at the approach
of other guillemots, and a similar rapid staccato piping
is uttered during billing behavior between members of a
pair (fig. 421) (Asbirk 1979).A few other calls are associated with particular postures or situations, as noted below.
Agonistic posturing includes an alert, neck stretching posture associated with the alarm scream (fig. 42FJ
and several aggressive postures. High-intensity aggression is marked by open-bill lunges, while at lower levels
of threat the birds walk toward an intruder in a hunched
posture (fig. 4zG), with the wings partially opened and
the wingtips sometimes dragging. At still lower intensities the bird stands in an oblique posture with bill
pointed downward and utters a twittering whistle while
waggling the head from side to side in a "twitter waggle" posture (fig. 42H). At times the wings may be
raised stiffly over the back while the body is lowered,
exposing their white undersides (fig. 4zH) and apparently enhancing the appeasement aspect of the display.
Birds on established perch sites respond to intruders by
"hunch whistles" (fig. 4zC), during which the head is
tossed upward and backward several times while the
bird maintains a crouched posture and alternately opens
and closes its bill as it utters rising and falling piping
notes. Hunch whistling may also occur between members of a pair, probably as an appeasement signal. During water chases two birds sometimes perform
"leapfrogging," when the trailing individual takes off,
flies over the lead bird with whirring wings (fig. QD),
and alights ahead of the former lead bird with upraised
wings and opened bill (fig. 4zE). Another display on water is swimming in line, performed by as few as 2 or as
many as zo birds (fig. 42A), during which the neck is
stretched and the bill is opened as a loud peeping call is
uttered. This is a variably formalized chase during

V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.

42. Social behavior of the black guillemot (after Asbirk 1979):
A, in-line swimming; B, in-line walking; C, hunch whistling;
D, leapfrog flight; E, landing after leapfrog flight; F, alarm
scream; G, H, aggressive walking, followed by twitter waggling
and wing raising; I, billing; 1, precopulatory circling; K, copulation.

which actual surface, aerial, or underwater chases may
also develop. On land a similar ritualized chasing may
also occur (fig. 42B), with the displaying bird assuming a
very upright posture and strutting about on its toes.
Displays that are limited to mates include billing and
copulatory behavior. Billing is often done by birds
standing or sitting near each other, with their bills alternately bobbing from side to side as a piping call is uttered. When billing on water, the two birds move in
circles around themselves and around one another. A
similar circling behavior also occurs on land before copulation. Here the male assumes an erect posture, utters
a series of staccato calls, and struts around the female,
who walks around in a more hunched posture (fig. 4zJ).
When ready for copulation the female squats and the
male mounts, trampling with his feet. The female typically remains motionless during treading (fig. 4zK),
then she rises up and throws the male off her back.

Copulation evidently never occurs in the water (Asbirk
1979; Preston 1968; Winn 1950).

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from Maine extend from June 12 to July 16, those
from the Bay of Fundy and Nova Scotia from June I I to
July 6, and those from the Gulf of Saint Lawrence from
June 8 to July I 5 . A few records from Hudson Bay and
Cumberland Gulf are from June 10 to July 24 (Bent
1919).Preston (1968)found that on Kent Island the first
eggs were laid in late May or early June, with observed
yearly variations in the first egg ranging from May 28 to
June 8. Laying continues about a month, with nearly all
clutches being started before July and the first chicks
hatching in late June or early July. Cairns (1981)found
nearly a month's difference in breeding phenology in
two study areas of southern Quebec, corresponding
roughly to differences in springtime air temperatures at
the two locations. Mean hatching dates on the two
areas were ~ u n e26 (Saint Mary's Islands) and July 15
(Brandypot Island), with approximately a month-long
spread in each area. Finally, in northern Alaska there are
a few egg records from July 6 to August I, and nestlings
have been seen as late as September 10 (Divoky, Watson,
and Bartonek I 974).
The nesting substrate of black guillemots is highly
variable, depending on local conditions. Asbirk (1979)
found that most (57 percent) of 41 I nests in his study
area were under and between stones, while 43 percent
were under fish boxes or driftwood. In Greenland the
birds variously nest among boulders, in talus, under
rocks, or in narrow cliff crevices (Salomonsen 1967).On
sandy beaches in northern Alaska the birds have been
found using crevices in driftwood piles, in depressions
of sand dunes, in natural sand burrows, and among or
under various kinds of man-made debris, such as pieces
of plywood, boxes, or collapsed huts (Divoky, Watson,
and Bartonek I 974

BREEDING SEASON AND NESTING

N E S T B U I L D I N G E G G LAYING.
Evidently guillemots
modify their nesting sites little if at all. They have apparently never been seen carrying materials into their
nests, and at most they scratch out a weak deepening of
the nest cavity to receive the eggs (Asbirk 1979) The
egg-laying period is probably dependent upon the age of
the birds, with the older birds laying eggs statistically
earlier than the younger age-classes and the younger
birds also producing statistically smaller clutches. Asbirk found that the average clutch size of 386 Danish
nests was 1.85 eggs, with single-egg clutches laid later
than average and apparently by young and inex-

perienced birds or possibly by individuals that had
changed nest sites. Among known-age birds there was a
progressive increase in average clutch size with age, so
that birds breeding for at least their third season had an
average clutch of 2.0 eggs. Preston (1968)also observed a
relation between clutch size and the breeding experience of the female, with first-year breeders averaging
1.44 eggs and older age-classes averaging 1.77 eggs. He
also noted that clutch sizes tended to decrease over the
laying season (from 2.0 eggs during the first week to 1.0
during the fifth week) and that clutch sizes were larger
(1.82 VS.1.34 eggs) in the nonaggregated component of
the population. The average interval between successive
eggs of a clutch is about 3 days, with extremes of z to 6
days. Replacement clutches are sometimes produced by
birds that lose their clutches early in the season, often
after intervals of 12-23 days following egg loss (Asbirk
1979).In Iceland egg replacement occurs only if incubation of the initial clutch is not well advanced (Petersen
1981).
I N C U B A T I O N A N D BROODING.
Incubation begins only
after the second egg is laid, and often not until 4 or 5
days after laying in single-egg clutches (Preston 1968).
Both sexes participate more or less equally, with fairly
frequent shifts of incubation typical. Asbirk (1979)observed that minimum incubation shifts ranged from
less than an hour to more than 4 hours and judged that
these short periods were related to the species' relatively abundant source of nearby food, which requires
little searching effort or flying time. The incubation period of the first-laid egg was found by Asbirk to average
31.9 days (38 nests), while the second egg required an
average of 28.5 days to hatch (41 nests). The two eggs
thus usually hatch within a day of one another. If one of
the two eggs should fail to hatch it is removed from the
nest cavity, as are the shells of hatched eggs (Preston
1968).
G R O W T H A N D SURVIVAL OF Y O U N G
The
. newly
hatched chicks are brooded for 3 or 4 days, after which
they have attained sufficient thermoregulatory ability
so the parents can leave for prolonged periods. Feeding
typically begins on the day after hatching, and the prey
fish are carried to the chicks one at a time by both
adults. Feeding trips are nearly continu6us through the
day, starting at about sunrise and lasting through late afternoon, with up to 4 trips per hour during peak feeding
periods but averaging 1-2 trips per hour, with morning
and afternoon peaks. Feeding rates are higher in twochick nests than those with a single chick but not quite
twice as high. By experimentally adding a third nestling
to two-chick broods, Asbirk (1979)found that in 5 of 9

cases the parents were able to raise all three chicks to
fledging, whereas in similar experiments with razorbills, Atlantic puffins, and rhinoceros auklets the adults
have generally been unable to raise extra chicks. Asbirk
found that no correlation existed between the number
of feedings per hour and the age of the chicks, though
the length of the fish brought to the nest increased with
chick age, and the number of feedings per hour also increased with the number of chicks in the nest. The
fledging period was reported as 35-40 days by Preston,
3 1-5 I days (averaging 39.5) by Asbirk, and 39-40 days
by Winn (1950) Before fledging there is typically a
slight weight loss, in Asbirk's study averaging 6 percent
of the chick's peak weight, which in some years averaged slightly higher than average adult weight. At fledging time the adults may lure the chicks to water with a
fish, after which they are apparently taken to feeding
areas offshore (Winn 1950). Postfledging contacts between adults and young are still uncertain, but the
young are believed to be essentially independent of parental care after fledging.
RATES.
Preston (1968)found that egg losses constituted 88 percent of total prefledging mortality on Kent Island,
mostly as a result of destruction by gulls, chilling, and
flooding. Losses were much higher (78 vs. 42 percent) in
one-egg clutches than in two-egg clutches, perhaps because the former were probably mostly produced by inexperienced birds breeding in suboptimal nesting sites.
However, fledging success for one-chick and two-chick
broods was nearly identical (9I and 88 percent respectively), with most chick losses occurring during the first
week after hatching, perhaps from chilling. Overall, an
average of 0.73 young per nesting pair was fledged, but
the productivity in the "aggregate" area was substantially lower than in the "nonaggregate" area (0.58 vs.
0.93 young per pair), which Preston attributed to possible unknown crowding effects on clutch size and hatching success. Cairns ( I98 I ) found a similarly reduced
hatching success for one-egg versus two-egg clutches (32
vs. 58 percent) and a lower fledging success (38 percent)
for chicks hatched from one-egg clutches than two-egg
clutches (63-67 percent). The overall breeding success
was 12 percent for one-egg clutches and 39 percent for
two-egg clutches, with most chick losses occurring during the first few days after hatching. Contrary to Preston's findings, breeding success was evidently not
related to habitat structure or nesting density (Cairns
1978, 1980). Asbirk (1979)reported an overall hatching
success during three years of 59 percent and a rearing
success of 54.8 percent, resulting in a breeding success
of 32.3 percent and o. 5 9 young fledged per nest. Pe-

B R E E D I N G SUCCESS A N D R E C R U I T M E N T

tersen (1981)determined that 93 5 Icelandic eggs had a
79.5 percent hatching success, and 89.2 percent of the
young were raised to fledging, representing an overall
breeding success of 70.9 percent. Asbirk reported significant differences in hatching and rearing success associated with nesting habitat; nearly twice as many eggs
and chicks disappeared from nests under stones as from
driftwood nests. However, overall hatching success was
identical in the two habitats, whereas fledging success
and overall breeding success were higher under stones
than under driftwood. Hatching success was similarly
identical in solitary versus colonial nesters, whereas
fledging success and overall breeding success were
higher in colonial nesters. Additionally, all earlier nests
had a higher overall breeding success than late nests,
and older known-age nesting birds had a higher breeding
success than younger birds. Asbirk (1979)determined
that nesting is sometimes attempted by birds at 2 years,
although some 2-year-olds in the colony probably did
not breed. He estimated an annual adult survival rate of
82-89 percent, compared with estimates of 77-85 percent by Preston (1968).Few I-year-olds were seen at the
colony studied by Asbirk, and an uncertain number of
2-year-olds bred, so that the actual recruitment rate is
impossible to judge at present. Salomonsen (1967)noted
that 7 I percent of 730 band recoveries of this species
were of birds in their first year, and an additional 10 percent were of year-old birds. Thus if 75-80 percent of the
postfledging population consists of prereproductive
birds, the annual recruitment rate of colonies producing
0.6 young per nesting pair would be about I 2- I 5 percent, or close to available estimates of adult survival
rates. The oldest age-group in the band recoveries summarized by Salomonsen was I 3-year-olds.
Evolutionary History and Relationships
The close relationship and probable evolutionary history of the black, spectacled, and pigeon guillemots
have already been discussed by Storer (1952),who considered them three allopatric species having no known
hybrids. He believed that the separation of the black
and pigeon guillemots probably occurred when the Bering Strait was closed during the late Pliocene or early
Pleistocene, with carbo presumably separating from columbalike stock at the same time in the nearly isolated
Sea of Okhotsk. The central position and relatively generalized morphology of the genus Cepphus in the family
Alcidae have also been noted earlier. Hudson et al.
(1969)considered the nearest relative of Cepphus to be
Uria, and Storer (1952)has also discussed the evolutionary history of these two genera. An adaptive radiation of
alcid types from a generalized Cepphuslike ancestor, ex-

tending in one direction toward more efficient underwater divers of the murre and razorbill groups and in the
other direction toward semiterrestrial birds such as the
puffins that are well adapted for burrowing and walking,
can be readily visualized.

Population Status and Conservation
Nettleship (1977)did not attempt to estimate the numbers of black guillemots breeding in eastern Canada but
judged that in most areas their population trends were
uncertain, while in the Scotian Shelf, Gulf of Maine,
and Bay of Fundy areas the birds were probably increasing. As noted earlier, numbers are probably highest in
arctic Canada, where colonies numbering in the thousands have been reported (Brown et al. 1975).The total
population of breeders and nonbreeders in central and
eastern Canada may be from 50,000 to ~oo,ooobirds
(Renaud and Bradstreet 1980). About 3,400 pairs were
nesting along the coast of Maine in the early 1970s~and
the birds have been slowly increasing there since 1900
and have expanded their range to the Maine-New
Hampshire border (Korschgen 1979).The birds are probably increasing along the north coast of Alaska, where
numbers are still only in the hundreds but where they
appear to be invading previously unoccupied habitats
(Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978).An oil vulnerability
index of 70 has been assigned to the species (King and
Sanger 1979).

Pigeon Guillemot
Cepphus columba Pallas
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Sea pigeon; guillemot du
pacifique (French);Taubenteiste (German);chistik
(Russian).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
16)
Cepphus columba columba Pallas
B R E E D S from the Chukotski Peninsula and Diomede Islands to southern Kamchatka, and from Saint Lawrence
and Saint Matthew islands and the Aleutians west to
Attu, Bogoslof, and Shumagin islands, Kodiak, and
southeastern Alaska south to Santa Barbara Island and
San Luis Obispo County, California.

W I N T E R S from the Pribilof and the Aleutian islands to
Kamchatka and the Kurile Islands (casually to Sakhalin
and Hokkaido) and to southern California. (Birds breeding on the Kuriles represent a different subspecies.)

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9 )
(sexes alike). General
color plain fuscous black, the tips of scapulars and interscapulars more slaty, the rump and upper tail coverts
uniformly more slaty (between dark mouse gray and
iron gray), the underparts and anterior portion of head
more sooty (between clove brown and bone brown); posterior lesser wing coverts, middle coverts, and tips of
greater coverts white, the white tips to the last becoming gradually broader on proximal coverts until from
about the middle of the series the black is quite concealed and the white blends with that of the middle and
lesser coverts, which also are dusky beneath the surface; axillaries and under wing coverts brownish gray,
paler toward edge of the wing, the innermost postcarpal
coverts mostly dull white, the third series from secondaries broadly tipped with dull white; bill black; interior
of mouth vermilion; iris dark brown; legs and feet vermilion, claws black.

ADULTS I N BREEDING PLUMAGE

P L U M A GWings
E.
and tail as in summer; rest
of plumage pure white, the pileum, back, scapulars, and
upper part of rump with feathers blackish on concealed
and part of exposed portions; legs and feet paler red.
Second-winter birds resemble adults, except for dark
crossbars generally marking the abdomen and breast,
and some mottling on the wing patch (Kozlova 196 I ) .

WINTER

TUVENILES.
Similar to the winter plumage, but white of
wing coverts tipped with dusky, secondaries and primaries with terminal spots of white, rump and underparts
indistinctly barred with dusky, and pileum with less
black. During the first fall and winter the underparts become whiter, with fewer brownish crossbars present
(Kozlova 1961).
D O W N Y Y O U N G . Plain dark sooty grayish brown, darker
on anterior portion of head, paler and more grayish on
abdomen.

Measurements and Weights
M E A S U R E M E NWing:
T S . males 161-80 m m (average of
11, 173.6); females 166-81 m m (average of 14, 177.5).
Exposed culmen: males 30.0-3 3.5 m m (average of I I,
31.7); females 29.5-34.5 m m (average of 14, 32.8) (Ridgway 1919). Eggs: average of 5 I, 60.5 x 41 m m (Bent
1919).

16. Current North American distribution of the pigeon guillemot; symbols as in map
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II

WEIGHTS.
A sample of 53 adults averaged 450 g (Drent
1965). The estimated egg weight is 5 5 g (Schonwetter
1967).Average hatching weight, 43.7 g (Drent I 965).

Identification
I N T H E F I E L D . This Pacific-coast counterpart of the
black guillemot closely resembles the latter, but in
breeding plumage its white upper wing coverts are partially crossed by black bars, so that no clear oval patch
is produced in standing or swimming birds. Both species
have bright red legs and feet. In winter plumage the
pigeon guillemot is perhaps somewhat browner
throughout, especially first-winter birds, which are
blackish above and mottled with dusky on the throat
and breast. Older birds in winter are almost wholly
white below, and their scapulars are broadly edged with
white. Both species utter faint, shrill whistling notes.

HAND.This is the only Pacific-coast alcid with
white upper wing coverts and brownish gray under wing
coverts; the latter feature also separates it from the
black guillemot. Furthermore, the black guillemot has
1 2 rectrices while this species normally has 14.
IN THE

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
Pigeon
guillemots have much the same general breeding habitat requirements as described for the black guillemot.
The southern end of its North American breeding range
corresponds to the 16°C isotherm of surface waters in
August, and its northern limits to the 5°C isotherm, or
slightly more temperate than that of the black
guillemot. Not as much information on nest site requirements is available as for the black guillemot, but
what is present suggests a similarly plastic adaptation
to a variety of possible sites, the usual common criterion being a concealed and sheltered location for the
eggs (Thoreson and Booth I 958; Lehnhausen 1980). Like
black guillemots, the birds seem disinclined to excavate
their own burrows but may enlarge burrows in clay
banks previously dug by swallows. At least in rocky
habitats the nests are usually very close to water, often
near the high-tide line, and since the birds can take off
from nearly level surfaces they need not place their
nests on strongly sloping substrates as do, for example,
puffins (Lehnhausen 1980).During the nonbreeding season the birds are nonpelagic and probably fairly sedentary, although no banding data are available to confirm
that supposition. The birds rarely move into water more
than 50 meters deep (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982)
and instead tend to spread out thinly along coastlines in
winter (Forsell and Gould 1981).

SOCIALITY A N D D E N S I T I E S . These birds nest singly or
in small colonies; as in the black guillemot, nesting distribution is probably dictated by the location of available sites rather than by any colonial tendency of the
species. Drent (1965)worked on a colony of 100-1 10
pairs on Mandarte Island, British Columbia, and Thoreson and Booth (1958)stated that most colonies on Deception Island, Washington, numbered 5-18 pairs.
Density estimates seem unavailable, but on Triangle Island, British Columbia, an estimated IOO pairs breed
(Vermeer, Summers, and Bingham I 976). This island is
only about I square kilometer in area; thus a breeding
density of zoo birds per square kilometer exists there.
Searing (1977)estimated a breeding density of 28 birds
per linear kilometer of beach at Kongkok Bay, Saint
Lawrence Island, or about one bird per 1,000 square meters of cliffs.
P R E D A T O R S A N D C O M P E T I T O R S . Probably the usual
crow and gull predators affect the egg survival of this
species; of these the northwestern crow (Corvus
caurinus) has been mentioned specifically as a serious
egg predator (Bent 1919). In British Columbia the species' breeding distribution is apparently affected by land
predators such as the mink (Mustela vison) (Drent and
Guiguet 1961).
Possible competitive interactions of the pigeon
guillemot with other seabirds have been investigated by
Scott (1973),who compared breeding biologies and foraging strategies of pigeon guillemots with those of common murres and two species of cormorants. He
observed overlapping breeding phenologies but major
differences in nesting habitats among the four species.
He also found substantial differences in relative offshore foraging distributions, with the cormorants foraging closest to shore, the pigeon guillemot feeding
somewhat farther out on bottom-dwelling species, and
the common murre primarily concentrated on midwater fish species well away from shore. Lehnhausen
(1980)made a somewhat similar comparison of the
pigeon guillemot and three other species of alcids that
breed at Fish Island, in the Wooded Islands group of the
Gulf of Alaska. He found no evidence of asynchronous
breeding cycles among these species and also found a
high degree of daily foraging synchrony. Thus he determined that all four species had peaks in foraging activity during morning hours and that all but one (the
parakeet auklet) had a second evening period of foraging. Pigeon guillemots and parakeet auklets interacted
agonistically more often than did any other combination of species, and the guillemots invariably displaced
the auklets. Interactions between tufted puffins and
pigeon guillemots were also frequent, and in this case

the puffins always displaced the guillemots.
Lehnhausen suggested that these interactions were related to similarities in nest site requirements for these
species and may reflect competitive interactions associated with this limited environmental resource.
General Biology
Most of the available
information on foods of the pigeon guillemot derives
from identification of prey species brought to nestlings.
However, since it has been determined in the black
guillemot that these are not significantly different from
the foods eaten by the adults themselves, they may
probably be taken as representative of the species.
Drent (1965)observed that of 662 items brought to
chicks, 508 were fish, 6 were shrimps, and the remainder could not be positively identified. The fish
most frequently tallied were blennies (Xiphisteridae,
Pholidae, Stichaeidae, Lumpenidae), while sculpins
(Cottidae)were second most numerous. Small numbers
of fish representing other families were also observed. A
sample of 78 fishes collected from guillemot nests in
California included a total of 24 species, of which
sculpins composed over 50 percent. This concentration
on cottids indicates a strong tendency for the birds to
forage in sandy portions of the benthic zone, sometimes
to considerable depths, since some of the species represented are known to occur in depths of 40-1 50 meters.
However, most of them are to be found on or over rocky
bottoms within the subtidal zone. Eldridge and Kuletz
(1979) examined 1,229 food samples brought to chicks
in Prince William Sound, Alaska, and established that
their relative frequencies were sand launce (Ammodytidae) 53.1 percent, blennies 19.2 percent, sculpins
14.2 percent, codfish (Gadus)2.0 percent, flatfish
(Pleuronectidae, Bothidae) I. 5 percent, invertebrates 9.5
percent, and the remainder unidentified. Thoreson and
Booth (1958)noted that the major types of foods
brought to chicks in their study area in Washington
were sand launce, smelt (Hypomesus),blennies (Epigeichthys and Xiphister), snake eels (Lumpenus),sole
(Lepidosetta),and lamprey eels (Entosphenus).
],
guillemots are less
According to Storer ( r g ~ z pigeon
prone to forage close to shore than are black guillemots,
and he related their larger body size to the fact that they
largely inhabit windward coasts, where they may be
forced to forage more pelagically. Drent ( I96 5 ) observed
that foraging by adults near the nesting colony was distinctly rare; they primarily foraged in shoal waters
about 4-5 kilometers away. Lehnhausen (1980)saw
some birds foraging near shore or tide rocks but judged
that they might be inexperienced breeders, nonbreeders,
FOOD AND FORAGING BEHAVIOR.

or off-duty incubating birds. My own observations of
diving alcids at Sea World, in San Diego, indicated that,
unlike murres and puffins (which engaged in nearly
continuous swimming while foraging), pigeon
guillemots went directly to the bottom and "hovered"
there by paddling their feet as they probed nooks and
crannies for food.
There is little specific
information on this, but the general evidence is that
pigeon guillemots are highly sedentary. At least as far
north as British Columbia and Washington, the birds are
probably almost wholly resident, moving in the winter
from exposed coastlines to sheltered bays and inlets and
rarely occurring more than a mile offshore (Martin and
Myres 1969).They are also resident in Alaska, at least
throughout the Gulf of Alaska and the Aleutians, where
they are abundant in neritic habitats and are generally
dispersed as single birds or at most small groups (Gould,
Forsell, and Lensink 1982; F. Zeillemaker, pers. comm.).
MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS.

Social Behavior
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D TERRITORIALITY.
Mate retention
in this monogamous species was proved by Drent
(1965)~
who observed that 4 marked pairs remained together as long as four successive seasons, and determined only one definite case of "divorce." Similarly, he
established that there were 6 cases of birds' using the
same nest site for a minimum of four seasons, 7 cases of
use for no fewer than three seasons, and 6 cases of at
least two seasons. There were 6 cases of nest site
changes, in 5 of which the original nest site was unusable. Nesting territories are established before egg laying, and site defense extends to nearby perch sites on
beach boulders. Perch sites are used to promote contact
between pairs, as places to spend leisure hours, and as
copulation sites. Drent observed that these defended
beach sites were about I meter in diameter, and that
pairs that had changed nest sites sometimes retained
their perch sites of the previous year. The perch site was
often very close to the pair's nest site, but in one case it
was about 30 meters away.

DISPLAY.
Vocalizations have been described
by Drent (196s)and to a more limited degree by Thoreson and Booth (1958).A flight intention call, like a
continuously repeated tsip, sometimes is uttered, as
when flying to the feeding grounds from the colony or
when about to bring fish to the young after a delay. Like
the black guillemot, alarmed birds stretch their necks,
gape, and utter a very long, drawn-out wheeeoo note. It
may be uttered at the sight of approaching gulls, crows,
humans, or other alarming stimuli, and sometimes also

VOICE A N D

during flight, when it has a peculiar vibratory quality.
Drent noted two variations of the alarm scream. One included an introductory staccato ticking and was given
in response to the sight of tufted puffins; the other was
a hissing and reedy variant uttered by a pair surprised
on their nest. Other vocalizations occur in association
with specific display postures and will be mentioned in
that context.
Display postures, as described by Drent, appear to be
virtually identical to those of the black guillemot. In agonistic encounters, one bird may make a sudden rush at
its opponent, with its bill oriented toward the object of
the attack and the wings often slightly spread. There is
no call associated with this lunging posture. If the lunge
is made on the water the antagonist might dive, and it
might also take flight in an attempt to escape. If so it
may be followed by the pursuer in the air in a "duet
flight," which is probably purely agonistic in nature
rather than having anything to do with courtship. Likewise, bill dipping is a signal of mild alarm that is performed at all times of the year under varying
stimulation and probably has nothing to do with courtship. As in the black guillemot, the hunch whistle display is performed both in the water and on land, and a
very similar or identical posture is assumed (see fig.
4zC). The hunched posture is accompanied by a loud
piping and repeated weep note, and at high intensity
when on land the wings are raised and the neck is
stretched. This posture discourages the intruding bird or
may grade into overt aggression or appeasement behavior. The "twitter whistle" is a common appeasement
signal; as in the black guillemot, it is performed either
on land or in the water, and by both sexes. The tail is
cocked, the wings are slightly spread, and the outstretched head and neck are waggled sideways (see fig.
42H). Twitter whistling is mostly limited to encounters
with territorial intruders but may rarely be performed
in the context of a triumph ceremony toward the mate
after a fight. Paired birds perform mutual twitter billing
either on water or on land. As in the black guillemot
(fig. 4211, their bills rarely actually touch; instead they
simply pass and repass one another as the pair utters
soft twittering notes, punctuated at intervals with a
more melodious "trilled song" that is uttered with
wider bill gaping. Mutual billing and twittering presumably are important pair-forming and pair-maintaining
mechanisms and are used as a greeting ceremony by
pairs throughout the breeding season. Copulation is performed on land, generally on the pair's perch site. It is
generally preceded by mutual billing and twittering, followed by circling behavior apparently identical to the
corresponding display of black guillemots (see fig. 4zJ)
During treading the female is usually passive, but rarely

she may utter the alarm scream or throw her head back
and gape at the male in a murrelike manner. Treading
normally lasts 30-75 seconds, and copulatory behavior
is most intense during the 12 days immediately before
egg laying. No copulation was observed in pairs after
the laying of the second egg, and none was observed earlier than 28 days before the laying of the first egg.

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from California are from early May to mid-July,
with a peak in mid-June.Washington and British Columbia records are from May 9 to July I 3, also peaking
in mid-June. A small number of records from southern
Alaska are from June 15 to July 5 (Bent 1919). In Drent's
(1965)studies on Mandarte Island, he observed an extreme range of 42 days in clutch commencement over
four years and an average initiation date of June I I . He
saw three types of nest substrates used there, including
boulder cavities or cracks in boulders, chambers in the
soil capped by boulders, and abandoned rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) burrows. Nearly all cavities of suitable size were used. Lehnhausen (1980)analyzed nest
sites at Fish Island and found that rocky slopes and cliff
face sites were used about equally. In rocky slope habitats nearly all the sites were within 13 meters of the
high-water line, and all the nest chambers examined
were in dead-end passages. Most of the cliff face sites
were in vertical cracks, with highly variable entrance dimensions. The mean entrance height and width were
I 5.9 and 18.9 centimeters respectively, and similar dimensions were typical of the nest chamber. The birds
apparently preferred sites with relatively small entrances and tended to favor those that were generally
rectangular. This species has also been seen nesting on
bridges in Oregon and beneath wooden piers in the
Aleutians (F.Zeillemaker, pers. comm.).

LAYING.
Except when burrows are dug or enlarged in clay banks, nest building as
such probably does not normally occur in pigeon
guillemots. Apparently no materials are ever brought
into the cavities, and the eggs are typically deposited on
the bare substrate. Drent (1965)reported a median egg
laying interval of 3 days (range 1-41, with the first egg
typically hatching 32 days after laying and the second
one in 29.8 days. Thus the first-laid egg typically
hatches first, though there are occasional exceptions.
The incidence of renesting after loss of the initial clutch
is still undetermined but probably is similar to that of
the black guillemot. Thoreson and Booth (1958)believed that the single-egg clutches they observed toward
NEST BUILDING AND E G G

the end of the season were probably the result of destruction of the initial clutch. Drent determined that in
the colony he watched intensively 30 percent of the
birds were nonbreeders; these included yearlings and a
substantial number of 2-year-olds. Some 2-year-old
males were seen trying to copulate, but the age of initial
breeding was not established.
I N C U B A T I O N A N D B R O O D I N Both
G . sexes incubate,
probably at least intermittently from the laying of the
first egg and continuously from the day or so after the
laying of the second egg. Most incubation bouts last less
than an hour, but overnight incubation periods without
shifts seem to be the rule. The roles of the sexes are
similar, but in one nest studied by Drent the male was
present 62 percent of the observed time. Losses of eggs
before hatching are sometimes fairly high. At one
colony studied by Thoreson and Booth 62.6 percent of
the eggs failed to hatch, apparently in part because of
human disturbance. Taking all colonies into account,
there was a 46.1 percent failure rate for 78 eggs. In one
area most egg losses resulted from heavy rainfall that
caused chilling or nest desertion.

G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GThe
. young are initially fed within 24 hours of hatching and continue to
be fed until fledging, which occurred an average of 35
days later (range 29-39) in Drent's (1965)study area.
The adults carry in prey, one item at a time; fish are
grasped by the head, and the tail dangles out one side of
the bill. Drent saw 662 items brought in during 5 5 3
hours of observation, or 1.2 prey items per hour. Both
sexes play active and approximately equal roles in this
parental feeding. Feeding occurs throughout the
daylight hours, and the young are brought greater numbers of prey as they grow older. The initial hatching
weight of approximately 44 grams is increased to an
average fledging weight of 41 I grams, 91 percent of average adult weight (Drent).At fledging time the chicks are
coaxed from the nest by their parents, after which they
may simply waddle to the water or, if necessary, fly or
glide down from higher sites. The adults then reportedly cease to tend their chicks and instead join the
colony of nonbreeders while the young birds feed in the
nearby kelp beds (Thoreson and Booth). Alternatively,
the chicks may be convoyed out to deeper waters and
tended by the adults for about a month after leaving the
nest (Storer).Thoreson and Booth saw young in the area
for at least 10 days after all the adults had left, probably
for the open sea. In their study area there was a high
prefledgling survival rate (86 percent of 58 chicks), but
no other comparable data seem to be available.

B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
The
limited data at hand suggest that breeding success in
this species is probably rather similar to that of the
black guillemot, and it is likely that both have essentially the same strategies in terms of average clutch
size, period to reproductive maturity, mate retention
and nest site tenacity, and patterns of nestling growth
and development.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Some comments on these points have been made in the
black guillemot account. Kozlova (1961) has noted that
the genus Cepphus approaches the gulls in its cranial
structure and considers that the guillemots are nearest
Uria, Synthliboramphus, and Brachyramphus within
the family Alcidae. She believed that the Pacific Ocean
forms of Cepphus had their origins in Pliocene times
from an Atlantic Ocean ancestral type similar to grylle.
She accepted three Pacific Ocean species of Cepphus, regarding the Kurile Islands population (snowi)as a distinct species rather than a subspecies of columba. Only
in a few northern Alaskan locations do the ranges of the
pigeon guillemot and black guillemot overlap (Sowls,
Hatch, and Lensink 1978), and no hybrids between
them are known.

Population Status and Conservation
No detailed estimates of the North American population size of the pigeon guillemot are available, but
tallies of state and provincial breeding colonies suggest
that there are at least zo,ooo birds south of Alaska, with
another much larger group, perhaps totaling zoo,ooo
birds (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978), in Alaskan waters. In Alaska there are a few relatively large colonies
of 3,000 to 4,000 birds at localities such as Anagaksik
Island, Mitrofania Island, and Jude Island, all along the
Alaska Peninsula, and others in the Aleutians. Manuwal and Campbell (1979)judged that the species might
be increasing in British Columbia, but the population
trends in southeastern Alaska and Washington were unknown to them. In California the population on the
Farallon Islands has slowly recovered from an all-time
low in I 9 I I, but the state's population is highly vulnerable to coastal oil spills because of its essentially inshore habitat distribution (Sowls et al. 1980). King and
Sanger (1979)assigned this species an oil vulnerability
index of 84, based on a variety of distributional, behavioral, and other characteristics, one of the highest
given to any of the alcids and substantially higher than
the index (70)they calculated for the black guillemot.

Marbled Murrelet
Brachyramphus marmoratum (Gmelin)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Long-billed murrelet;
guillemot marbre (French);Marmelalk [German);
madara-umisuzume (Japanese);dlinnaklyuvy pyzhik
(Russian).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
17)
Brachyramphus marmoratum marmoratum (Gmelin)
B R E E D S apparently on islands and near the coast from
southeastern Alaska to northwestern California. In
Alaska, probably a common to abundant breeder in
southeastern and south-coastal areas, a resident and
probable local breeder in the Alaska Peninsula and also
the Aleutians, and a casual summer visitor in western
areas (Kessel and Gibson I 976).
W I N T E R S from southern Alaska to southern California,
casually north to the western Aleutians and the Pribilof
Islands.

Description
A D U L T S I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Upperparts dark sooty brown (dark fuscous), the interscapulars, scapulars, feathers of rump, and upper tail coverts
tipped with deep rusty (sayal brown to Verona brown),
producing broad bars; underparts with feathers mostly
white but broadly margined terminally with fuscous,
sometimes so broadly as to reduce the white to an irregular spotting; the chest, sides, and flanks sometimes
nearly uniform fuscous; axillaries and under wing
coverts uniform fuscous; bill black; iris dark brown;
legs and feet flesh color (Ridgway 1919).
W I N T E R P L U M A G Upperparts
E.
dusky [dark fuscous), interrupted by a nuchal band of white, the interscapulars,
rump feathers, and upper tail coverts tipped with gray;
scapulars mostly white, especially the inner ones; entire underparts, including malar, auricular, and suborbital regions and lower half of loral region, immaculate
white, the sides and flanks more or less striped with
dusky grayish; axillaries and under wing coverts uniform fuscous, as in summer [Ridgway 1919). First-winter birds are more brownish above than adults, and the
underparts are mottled with brown (Kozlova 1961).

JUVENILES.
Above uniform dusky [fuscous blackish),
the nape somewhat intermixed with white; white

scapular patch less distinct than in winter adults; lores
almost wholly dusky; underparts white, transversely
mottled with dusky or fuscous nearly everywhere, but
more especially on chest, breast, and sides; bill smaller
and weaker than in adults.
D O W N Y Y O U N G . The down is long, soft, and thick, but
absent below the eyes and around the bill. The back and
head are yellowish buff, the back mottled with black,
and the head and neck have distinct black spots. The
undersides are light buffy gray, becoming darker on the
flanks. The bill is black, and the legs and feet are
pinkish white to gray in front and black behind. The iris
is brown [Binford, Elliott, and Singer 1975; Harrison
1978).

Measurements and Weights
(of marmoratum). Wing: males 121.5129.0 m m [average of 10, 126.I ) ; females I 12-27 m m
(average of 6, 121.7). Exposed culmen: males 13.5-1 6.5
m m (average of I o, I 5. I ); females I 5 -I 6 m m (average of
6, 15.4)(Ridgway 1919). Eggs: average of 11 listed by
Day et a]. (1983)was 59.8 x 37.6 m m (extremes 57-63 x
35.0-39.5).
MEASUREMENTS

WEIGHTS.
Sealy (197~ areported
)
that 37 adult males
averaged 21 7 g (range 196.2-252.5 g) and 37 females
averaged 222.7 g (range 188.1-269.1 g). TWOeggs
weighed 38.5 and 41 g (Kiff 1981).A newly hatched
chick weighed 34.5 g (Simons 1980).
Identification
I N T H E FIELD.
This small auklet-sized bird is the only
alcid south of Alaska that is a mottled brownish during
the breeding season, and in winter it is the only one
south of Alaska that has a white scapular stripe. In both
plumages it closely resembles the Kittlitz murrelet, and
in southern Alaskan waters these two species can perhaps be separated by the shorter exposed bill of the Kittlitz, its more uniformly brownish color in the breeding
season (back mottled with white and not distinctly
darker than the flanks and breast), and by its greater
amount of white on the face in winter (separating the
eyes from the black crown). The call is a hoarse, drawnout squawk.

H A N DThe
. combination of small size (wing under 130 m m ) and a very short tarsus (15-17 m m ) that
has an entirely reticulated scale pattern provides separation from all species except the Kittlitz murrelet, which
has a much shorter exposed culmen (less than I 5 mm,
compared with at least 25 mm in the marbled murrelet).
IN THE

17.Current North American distribution of the marbled murrelet (lightly shaded), and inclusive distribution of the Xantus
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murrelet (hatched).The Asian range of the marbled murrelet is
shown on the inset map.

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
The total
breeding distribution of this species is poorly understood, but it apparently is limited to fairly warm waters
of the west coast of North America and the east coast of
Asia, approximately between the August surface water
isotherms of 9°C and I 5°C. It is most closely associated
with the humid coastal areas supporting wet-temperate
coniferous forests with redwood, Douglas fir, and other
ecologically similar species, but it also inhabits coastlines along tundra-covered uplands along the Alaska
Peninsula and in the Aleutian Islands. In winter the
birds move farther south, sometimes as far as southern
California, but some wintering occurs on protected waters as far north as the Kodiak area of Alaska (Forsell
and Gould 1981) and as far west as the Aleutians (F.
Zeillemaker, pers. comm.). For most of the year the
birds seem to prefer semiprotected waters of bays and
inlets, making only limited use of rocky coastlines
(Hatler, Campbell, and Dorst 19781, but in California
they sometimes occur well offshore in the open ocean
during winter months.
BREEDING A N D NONBREEDING

DENSITIES.
Very little information is
available. Certainly the birds are usually found in low
densities and appear to be rather nonsocial, although local concentrations may occur in rich foraging areas.
Counts during June and July in British Columbia indicate that only rarely are more than 10 birds seen together as a group, and that groups of singles and pairs
constitute about 70-90 percent of the total numbers
seen (Hatler, Campbell, and Dorst 1978).Sealy ( I97 5 a)
noted that during late June and early July he observed
an average of 7 birds per flock, and a maximum of I I,
among 7j flocks in this same general area. As many as
268 birds, including at least 43 pairs, have been seen on
May surveys in Barkley Sound in Pacific Rim National
Park. Surveys of Barkley Sound in early June have revealed as many as IOO pairs in that area (Guiguet 1971).
There may also be a considerable flocking of birds immediately before the appearance of the first young at
sea, for which an adequate explanation is still lacking
(Scaly 197ja).
SOCIALITY AND

P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
Nothing is known of
possible predators on eggs or young, but presumably
some of the larger owls might be predators of nesting
adults and chicks. Peregrines (Falcoperegrinus) have
been reported as possible predators of adults and juveniles as well (Sealy 197ja). Likewise, little can be said of
potential competitors, but the Kittlitz murrelet is probably the most significant one in areas where both species occur. The ancient and marbled murrelets are
broadly sympatric in their breeding distributions, but

the ancient murrelet forages predominantly on two species of euphausiid crustaceans during the early part of
the breeding season and begins to eat fish only toward
the end, whereas the marbled murrelet concentrates on
fish during most of the breeding season, taking a euphausiid crustacean only during the very early part of
this period. The two species also differ considerably in
their foraging areas, with the marbled murrelet an inshore forager (within joo meters of shore and in water
usually less than 30 meters deep), while the ancient
murrelet is an offshore forager, usually found over 2
kilometers from land (Sealy I 97 5 c).
General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
Sealy's ( 1 9 7 s ~stud)
ies on this species are by far the most complete of any
available. He examined 7 5 adult and subadult birds
taken between March and August as well as 6 newly
fledged juveniles. He found that among invertebrates
the most numerous food items were euphausiid crustaceans (Thysanoessa),mostly longer than 24 millimeters, and these were eaten mainly before June I . During
the rest of the sampling period fish predominated, primarily sand launce (Ammodytes)in the size classes up
to 60 mm fork length, but with smaller numbers of viviparous sea perch (Cymatogaster)of comparable
length. Smaller numbers of fish representing several
families (Scorpaenidae, Osmeridae, and Stichaeidae) and
of similar lengths were present in small quantities. The
major fish prey, sand launce, belongs to a group of fish
in which the young of the previoas fall and winter tend
to migrate to surface waters and move inshore in late
spring, when they would become available to the
murrelets. The fall and winter diet of the species is essentially unknown, but samples from a few birds suggest that Cymatogaster may remain an important food
item, and possibly also mysid and schizopod crustaceans (Sealy 197jc).
Foraging in spring is done mainly by pairs or by single subadults, and later in early July mixed flocks of
adults and subadults begin to form. Nearly all foraging
is done in fairly shallow water, close to shorelines. The
breeding season of the species may be influenced by the
seasonal availability of inshore fish foods, especially
Ammodytes, at least in the area of the Queen Charlotte
Islands (Sealy 197jc). The abundance of various fish
that Sealy found to be murrelet foods more or less corresponded to their apparent relative seasonal abundance
in the study area, but evidently the birds select only a
small spectrum of the available zooplankton.
M O V E M E N T S A N D M I G R A T I O N S . There is no evidence
for substantive migration in this species; instead, the

birds often seem to move to more protected inlets and
bays during the winter season. Perhaps as many as
13,000 marbled and Kittlitz murrelets winter in the
Kodiak Island area of Alaska (Forsell and Gould 1981),
and almost certainly the great majority of these would
be marbled murrelets. There is an extremely large wintering population of marbled murrelets in the northern
Gulf of Alaska, with no evidence of migratory movements; instead, fall dispersal occurs through inshore
and offshore waters, with a few birds wintering at the
heads of bays and fjords (Islieb and Kessel 1973). There
are marked seasonal variations in abundance of marbled
murrelets in the Queen Charlotte Islands (Sealy 1975~1)
and also along the west coast of Vancouver Island
(Hatler, Campbell, and Dorst 1978), but at least in part
these may reflect ecological shifts rather than major
geographic changes in location. Certainly marbled
murrelets do exhibit occasional marked population
movements southward into California, and likewise
there have been a few cases when the Asiatic race perdix has strayed into North America (Sealy, Carter, and
Alison 1982).

Social Behavior
M A T I N G SYSTEM A N D TERRITORIALITY. Sealy ( 1 9 7 ~ a )
presented evidence that marbled murrelets may remain
paired throughout the year, inasmuch as they arrived at
his study area already in pairs, and they have also been
observed in pairs while at sea, during both summer and
winter. Nothing is known for certain of the incidence of
mate retention and nest site tenacity in this species.
Binford, Elliott, and Singer (1975)suspected that the
nest site they found had been used traditionally, based
on its well-constructed and seemingly highly tended
condition. Hirsch, Woodby, and Astheimer (198I ) found
a nest only 10 meters away from a previous year's nest
site, further suggesting that nest site fidelity does occur.
However, the solitary nesting typical of the species suggests that there is no special need for territorial defense
behavior.

DISPLAY.
Almost nothing is known about
the vocalizations or social behavior of this species.
Byrd, Gibson, and Johnson (1974) observed courtship
displays in May at Adak Island, Alaska, in which both
members of a pair would extend their bills upward,
utter shrill calls, and paddle around furiously in unison
along a seemingly random path. These displays lasted
several minutes, and then the birds dived repeatedly.
The birds are apparently highly vocal at other times,
with flocks of adult or subadult birds reportedly producing a continuous din throughout the day at about the
VOICE AND

time the young are fledging (Guiguet 1950) and with individual birds said to utter high twittering notes. Adults
are very quiet during incubation or brooding, and chicks
are likewise apparently very quiet, producing only
muted sounds even when handled (Simons 1980). Binford, Elliott, and Singer ( 1975 ) heard no sounds from the
fledgling they observed, from the time it was found until it died.

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE.
Few ac(1974)
detertual egg records are available, but Sealy
mined the egg laying period in the Queen Charlotte
Islands area from the reproductive condition of females.
There the egg laying dates during a two-year period
spanned 6 to 7 weeks, between about May I 5 and late
June or early July. Day, Oakley, and Barnard (1983) summarized data on 8 known and I probable marbled murrelet nests; all but one contained unhatched eggs, and
the remaining one a hatched chick. Dates of the nests
with eggs ranged from June 3 (Kodiak Island) to August
I (East Amatuli Island, Alaska). They ranged in elevation from 68 to 690 meters above sea level and from less
than I to 24 kilometers from the coastline (4 less than
I, 3 between I and 10, and I more than 10).The nest
sites varied considerably in slope and directional aspect,
though a possible preference for shady north-facing
slopes has been suggested. The mean elevation of nests
where trees were present was 570 meters; for nests beyond tree limits it was IOO meters, and for all nests it
was 304 meters. Of 6 nests, 4 were in IOO percent vegetative cover, ranging from lichens to lush grasses,
shrubs, and coniferous trees. Although a few nests have
been located on ground sites (e.g., Kiff 1981; Simons
1980; Hirsch, Woodby, and Astheimer 1981; Hoeman
1965),it seems likely that tree nesting is usual (Binford,
Elliott, and Singer 1975; Harris 1971; Kuzyakin 1963).
The nest found in California's Big Basin Redwoods State
Park was 45 meters above the ground, a short distance
out on a nearly flat-topped limb of a very tall Douglas
fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) in a virgin forest habitat
(Binford, Elliott, and Singer 1975 ) By comparison, a nest
found in the USSR was 6.8 meters above the ground in
an only moderately large larch (Larix dahurica) and was
placed on a cushion of lichens growing on a horizontal
branch (Kuzyakin 1963) In both cases the nest was between 6 and 10 kilometers air distance from the sea. In
areas north of the tree line marbled murrelets apparently nest at low to medium elevations, in generally
heavily vegetated areas, thus overlapping to some degree with the nesting habitat of the Kittlitz murrelet.
However, the available evidence suggests that they may
B R E E D I N G SEASON A N D NESTING

nest at generally lower elevations and in heavier cover
immediately around the nest. When nesting on the
ground, both species seem to select crevices or sites at
the bases of large rocks, perhaps to improve protection
from predators, provide a more stable microclimate, and
also give protection from falling rocks or snow (Day,
Oakley, and Barnard 1983).
NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G LAYING.
Although nest
building behavior is still undescribed, the structure of at
least one tree nest has been well described (Binford,
Elliott, and Singer 1975). Apparently it was built of materials at hand, with no additional loose materials
brought in. The rim was originally composed of naturally growing mosses and later was built up of feces that
formed a ring held together by the meshwork of mosses.
These droppings were presumably made by the chick
but possibly also came from the adults. The bowl of the
nest was a depression in the bark of the trunk, with no
apparent bill or claw marks. The bark color closely
matched that of the breeding adults, and the brownish
moss and weathered droppings were similar in color to
the paler parts of the chick's natal down. By comparison, one ground nest was simply a shallow depression with no nest materials, and apparently no effort
was made to hide the egg. Nonetheless, the downy
chick proved to be extremely well concealed in this environment (Simons 1980).Another ground nest was in a
grottolike rock cavity, where the egg was placed on bare
rock (Johnstonand Carter 1985).
All the evidence available (Sealy 1974)suggests that
the clutch consists of a single egg, and thus the egg laying period for an individual female is one day. Harris
(1971)reported a case of two nestlings' falling out of a
tree that had been cut down by loggers, but Sealy believes the tree may have contained two separate nests.
A single brood patch is present in each adult, supporting
the contention that single-egg clutches are at least the
normal situation.

BROODING.
Sealy (1974)estimated
the incubation period of this species at approximately
30 days, based on indirect information. Simons (1980)
discovered an incubating murrelet on a ground nest on
East Amatuli Island, of the Barren Islands group, Alaska,
on July 8, which hatched on August I . He followed the
incubation behavior carefully and found that, except for
a brief period following a severe storm, the nest was attended every day. Both adults incubated and were almost entirely motionless and quiet during this time.
The incubating birds faced the sea (75 meters away) and
flattened themselves at the sight or sound of ravens
(Corvus corax) or glaucous-winged gulls (Larus
glaucescens).The adults performed 24-hour incubation

INCUBATION AND

shifts, exchanging places during the evening. Hatching
occurred 2 5 days after the nest was discovered, and on
the apparent day of hatching the chick was already
alert, with well-developed vision and hearing, and exhibited self-defensive reactions.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F YOUNG.
Simons's (1980)
observations were the first prolonged ones for this species. He judged that initial brooding following hatching
lasted 12-24 hours, and the chick may have also been
brooded later on during the night. He found that the
chick weighed 39 grams on the probable day of hatching, doubling this weight by the 5th day and tripling it
by the 9th. The primaries began to emerge on the 5 th
t the chick had well-advanced
day, and by the ~ 1 sday
growth of juvenal feathers in spite of still being covered
by most of its down. Feather development was nearly
complete by day 25, and during the next z days nearly
all the down feather tips had fallen or been preened
away, revealing the distinctive juvenal plumage. Evidently much of the down was actually swallowed by the
chick after periods of self-preening. The chick apparently was fed daily by the adults, which in two observed
cases appeared shortly after sunset, fed the chick, and
remained at the nest for an average of only 7 minutes.
Up to three small fish were brought simultaneously by
a parent. On one occasion the adult was seen to present
the chick with a single fish, probably a capelin (Malotus), about 8 centimeters long. Indirect evidence suggested that the chick may have been fed several times a
night. A feeding frequency of twice a day (once by each
parent) was indicated by observations in the same area
the following year (Hirsch, Woodby, and Astheimer
1981). By weighing the chick after feeding, Simons was
able to estimate that the average load size was 14.3
grams. Chick growth was relatively rapid, and the upper
asymtote of total weight was estimated at 144 grams,
together with a fledging weight of about I 50 grams.
This was estimated to occur about 27-28 days after
hatching, although the exact time of fledging was not
determined. When last observed at that age, the chick
was easily capable of walking the short distance from
the nest to the sea. Its wings were then fully developed,
and it appeared almost ready for independent flight. Observations of a chick at nearly the same location the following year indicated a 28 day fledging period. In that
case the chick's weight at fledging was 140 grams, and
its upper asymtote was reached at 166 grams. In this
case fledging evidently occurred when both parents
came to the nest at twilight and called to the chick. It
then left its nest and walked about on the rock ledge
above it. By the next morning it and its parents had left
the site, but a few days later a pair with a chick were

observed in a cove only 0.5 kilometer from the nest
(Hirsch, Woodby, and Astheimer 1981).It seems likely
that chicks in elevated tree nests fly to the coast, rather
than walk or swim, in spite of the substantial distances
that are sometimes involved (Binford, Elliott, and Singer
1975) Sealy ( 1 9 7 ~ ajudged
)
that the newly fledged
chicks probably fly out to sea at night. Of the first 12
fledglings he saw at sea in early July, I I flew at his approach, some for at least a kilometer. He believed the
young birds assume independent lives once they reach
the sea and noted that although adults sometimes are
seen with fledged chicks the chicks are more often seen
alone. The young birds feed by diving among kelp beds,
feeding largely on sand launce. Over half (62.2percent)
of his observations of young were of lone chicks; the
next most commonly observed groupings were of two
chicks (14.1 percent) and of a chick with two adults (9.1
percent) (Sealy 1974).
B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
NO direct information is available on this. Carter and Sealy
(1984)estimated that some 1,445 breeding pairs in the
Barkley Sound area produced about 1,200 fledged young,
or 0.83 young per pair. The one-egg clutch size and
seemingly hazardous nest sites used by this species
suggest that a rather low reproductive rate might be
typical. No information on longevity is available.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Certainly the marbled and Kittlitz murrelet represent a
typical superspecies, and both presumably had their
origins in the northern Pacific area. The Kittlitz murrelet is distinctly more arctic-oriented and thus may have
speciated in the Bering Sea, while the marbled murrelet
probably had its origins farther south, presumably along
North American or Asian coastlines of the northern Pacific. The only significant distinguishing structural difference that they have evolved is in their bill lengths,
which possibly relates to undocumented minor foraging
differences. The breeding plumage differences between
them are apparently adapted for maximum protective
coloration advantages in heavily shaded (marbled)
versus open alpine tundra (Kittlitz)habitats. Possible
behavioral isolating mechanisms between them are still
unknown; there are obviously both temporal and ecological overlaps in nesting. Structurally the genus
Brachyramphus is closely related to Synthliboramphus,
and both forms were probably derived from an original
Cepphuslike ancestor in the Pacific area (Kozlova I 96 I),
perhaps in late Miocene or Pliocene times. These
murrelets have a pelvis structure that is unusually
broad and short and that presumably makes them less
efficient divers than the other murrelets and perhaps is

related in part to at least the marbled murrelet's unusual nesting behavior (Storer 1945; Kuroda 1954).
Population Status and Conservation
Islieb and Kessel(1973) estimated a total marbled murrelet population of several hundred thousands, possibly
in the millions, in the North Gulf Coast and Prince
William Sound region of Alaska. An additional total of
about 15,000-zo,ooo Brachyramphus murrelets is believed to winter in the Kodiak archipelago region of
Alaska (Forsell and Gould I 98 I), and collectively these
two regions constitute the prime wintering areas of
seabirds in south-coastal Alaska. There are no collective
estimates for British Columbia, Washington, or Oregon,
and there is no clear indication of the species' possible
population trends there (Varoujean 1979; Manuwal and
Campbell 1979).A speculative state total estimate of
2,000 birds has been made for California (Sowls et a1
19801, with the assumption that the population is declining because of loss of redwood forest breeding habitat. Another marbled murrelet population of unknown
size occurs on the Asian side of the Pacific Ocean. The
species has been assigned an oil vulnerability index of
84, somewhat above the average calculated for the entire group of Alcidae (King and Sanger 1979).The birds
evidently are highly scattered, as well as extremely elusive, on their breeding areas. Thus the only foreseeable
major threats to them seem to be possible oiling losses
in major wintering areas (such as Prince William Sound)
and, to a much lesser extent, breeding habitat destruction. Carter and Sealy (1984)documented a fairly substantial local mortality resulting from gill net fishing in
Barkley Sound, British Columbia, representing about
7.8 percent of the potential fall population and about 32
percent of the estimated fledged young of the year.

Kittlitz Murrelet
Brachyramphus brevirostre (Vigors)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Short-billed murrelet;
guillemot de Kittlitz (French);Kurtschnabelalk (German); korotkoklyuvy pyzhik (Russian).

Distribution of Species (See Map 18)
B R E E D S locally along the Alaskan coast from Point
Hope and the Wales area southward in coastal and adjacent montane tundra to the tip of the Alaska Peninsula

and west on the Aleutians at least to Atkai also east to
Glacier Bay. Also breeds locally in Siberia, probably
from Wrangel Island to the Okhotsk basin.
in the southern parts of its breeding range,
from the Aleutians east to Glacier Bay, and off the coast
of Asia south to northern Japan.
WINTERS

Description
ADULTS I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Predominant color of upperparts dusky (varying from nearly
black to nearly dark gull gray according to angle of
view], the surface glossy and this dusky color broken everywhere (except on wings and tail) by irregular streaks
or longitudinal spots of light buff, these broadest on
scapulars, rump, and upper tail coverts, the nape with
buff predominating; wings grayish dusky, the middle
and greater coverts and secondaries narrowly margined
terminally with pale gray or grayish white (the distal
coverts also narrowly edged with the same], the inner

18. Inclusive known breeding distribution of the Kittlitz murrelet (lightly shaded], with the probable wintering range
( d n r k l y shaded) and reported nesting sites ( d o t s )also indicated
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webs of secondaries broadly tipped with white; middle
rectrices narrowly tipped with white, the outermost
rectrix white with a dusky shaft streak on distal portion, the next two (on each side) similar but with the
dusky distal streak broader, the fourth (from outside)
with inner web white, the fifth and sixth with inner
web mostly white; loral, suborbital, auricular, and
malar regions, chin, throat, and upper foreneck light
buff, narrowly and sparsely streaked with blackish; rest
of underparts white, the lower foreneck, upper chest,
and sides of lower neck thickly marked with U-shaped
bars of blackish, the sides and flanks similarly but more
irregularly marked (the markings on outer portion assuming the form of irregular spots), the lower chest,
breast, and abdomen with much fewer and narrower irregular bars of dusky, the vent region and under tail
coverts nearly immaculate white; axillaries and under
wing coverts uniform deep brownish gray (nearly hair
brown); bill black; iris dark brown; legs and feet blackish (Ridgway I 9 I 91.

PLUMAGE.
Pileum, crescentic bar immediately
in front of eye, a broad bar across sides of upper chest
(the two nearly meeting in front), and upperparts generally, deep slate gray, with a silky gloss, the feathers of
back and rump narrowly tipped with white, many of
them showing a darker slate color beneath surface;
scapulars mostly white, with slate gray predominating
on outer webs; entire underparts, and all of head and
neck except as described (including a collar across
nape), immaculate white; wings and tail as in summer
(Ridgway I 9 I 9).
WINTER

JUVENILES.
Very similar to the winter plumage, but
with barring or vermiculations on the face, nape, and
underparts and with dark barring on the tail (Devillers
1972).
YOUNG.
The down of the body is mostly medium gray, with blackish bases showing in places and
the back suffused with buffish yellow. The head and
throat are buffish yellow with black spotting, becoming
gray on the breast and pale gray on the belly. The bill is
black, the legs and feet are pink in front, becoming
brownish black behind. The iris is dark brown
(Thompson, Hines, and Williamson 1966; Harrison
1978).

DOWNY

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 129-41 m m (average of
2, 135); female 127 mm. Exposed culmen: males 9.510.5 m m (average of 2, 10);female 10.5 (Ridgway 1919).
Eggs: the average of 9 listed by Day et al. (1983)was
60.0 x 37.3 m m (extremes 57.8-62.5 x 35.6-39.0)
WEIGHTS.
The average of 14 adults was 224 g, and a single egg weighed 34 g (J. Bedard, quoted in Sealy 1972).
Estimated fresh egg weight, 41 g (Schonwetter 1967) A
newly hatched chick weighed 35.7 g (Thompson, Hines,
and Williamson 1966).

Identification
I N T H E FIELD.
This murrelet is likely to be observed
from the Aleutian Islands to the southern coast of
Alaska, where it might be confused with the very similar marbled murrelet. However, in breeding plumage the
Kittlitz murrelet is more uniformly patterned with mottled brown above and below and lacks the dark
brownish back and contrasting white scapular pattern
typical of marbled murrelets. Its bill is also shorter,
which might be a helpful field mark with immature
birds. In nonbreeding plumage the Kittlitz murrelet is
the only murrelet in which the white of the face is so

extensive as to extend above the eye, separating it from
the dark crown.
HAND.This species can be identified by its
unique combination of fairly small size (wing less than
142 mm), a very short tarsus (15-17 mm) that is entirely reticulated in its scale pattern, and a bill with an
exposed culmen length of only 9-1 I mm. In plumage it
is often very similar to the marbled murrelet, but the
lateral rectrices tend to be white or mostly white rather
than brownish or only narrowly edged with white on
the outermost pair. In young birds the outer rectrices
are mostly white with brown spots or bars, while in
adults a variable number of outer rectrices are entirely
white except for dusky shaft streaks.

IN THE

IDENTIFICATION.
There is a complete overlap of
size and color of the eggs of Kittlitz and marbled murrelets, although most Kittlitz eggs are olive green as opposed to greenish yellow in ground color. Nests of
marbled murrelets are usually at low to medium elevations in heavily vegetated habitats, while those of Kittlitz murrelets are usually at higher elevations in rocky,
unvegetated areas. Close observation or photography of
the adult is thus necessary for certain nest identification.
NEST

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
This species
has a breeding range that is still largely uncertain. It
seemingly is limited in North America to rocky glacial
moraines in alpine or arctic tundra communities near
the coastlines of Alaska from about the vicinity of Le
Conte Bay west through the Aleutians and north to
Point Barrow, along a narrow gradient of August surface
ocean temperatures of approximately 6-I~OC.Scree and
talus accumulations along fairly steep slopes may be an
important component of breeding habitat, based on the
very limited number of nests found so far (Day, Oakley,
and Barnard 1983). Very little is known of the habitats
used in the USSR, but the description of a single nest
(Kishchinski 1968) in a rocky alpine setting 700 meters
above sea level corresponds closely to the conditions
that have been described for North American nests.
Nonbreeding birds or off-duty breeders spend the summer months in inshore areas, especially along glaciated
coastlines. During winter the birds tend to disperse
through both inshore and offshore waters but probably
are most abundant in bays and nearshore habitats, becoming rare at the heads of fiords (Islieb and Kessel
1973; Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).Their winter
distribution patterns are difficult to discern because of
similarities to marbled murrelets in appearance and

ecology, but surveys in the Gulf of Alaska indicate a
ratio of marbled to Kittlitz murrelets of about 16 to I
(Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).
S O C I A L I T Y A N D DENSITIES.
Apparently nesting is done
in a solitary, dispersed manner, since two nests have
never been found together. There is no way of judging
either breeding or wintering densities with any accuracy.

These presumably include any of the mammalian or avian predators likely to
be active on tundra environments, including gyrfalcons
(Falcorusticolus), snowy owls (Nyctea scandiaca), and
foxes (Alopex lagopus, possibly also Vulpes fulva).It is
likely that the Kittlitz murrelet's major competitor is
the marbled murrelet, as noted in the account of that
species. However, they exhibit only limited overlap in
breeding habitats, and their comparative foraging behavior is still unstudied.
PREDATORS A N D COMPETITORS.

General Biology
BEHAVIOR.
Practically nothing is
known of the foods of this species. Presumably they are
very similar to those of the marbled murrelet, namely
small fish and planktonic crustaceans. Kishchinski
(1968)believed that because of its small and weak bill
the Kittlitz murrelet may feed only on invertebrates, in
contrast to the stronger- and longer-billed marbled murrelet, which is largely fish eating. However, it seems
likely that at least during the chick-raising period the
birds depend on fish for feeding their young.

FOOD AND FORAGING

MIGRATIONS.
What little is known
of this species suggests that migratory movements are
probably very limited, with the birds shifting ecological
locations in winter but probably not migrating very far,
at least at the southern limits of their range. In the waters of upper Unakwik Inlet and upper College Fiord
and in those adjoining the Malaspina-Bering ice fields
the birds winter in great numbers, outnumbering all
other alcids in this area. A substantial number of nonbreeders or postbreeders move to Prince William Sound
in late July and August; about 57,000 birds were observed there once, mainly in the fiords and bays at the
northern and western edges of the sound (Islieb and Kessel 1973).The birds have also been seen in very small
numbers in the Aleutian Islands during winter, but
probably those nesting on the west coast of Alaska migrate south into the Gulf of Alaska. The birds that presumably breed on Saint Lawrence Island also no doubt
move out of that area in winter.

MOVEMENTS AND

Social Behavior
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D T E R R I T O R I A L I T Y . Nothing is
known of these, but presumably the birds follow the
usual alcid pattern of mate retention and possibly also
nest site tenacity. So far there seem to be no cases of
nests found in the same area in successive years, and for
a solitary species precise nest site tenacity would be of
questionable value in any case.

DISPLAY.
Nothing has been written on
these subjects.

VOICE A N D

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE. Much of
the available information on this species' breeding season is indirect. Sealy (1977)analyzed patterns of wing
molt from museum specimens and reported that the
prealternate (prenuptial)molt occurs rapidly between
mid-April and mid-May, bringing the birds into reproductive plumage. The prebasic (postnuptial)molt is
marked by a simultaneous loss of the flight feathers,
which does not begin until late August. All told, the
breeding season from initial egg laying to fledging probably spans the period from early June to mid-August.
Day, Oakley, and Barnard (1983)analyzed the information available from both published and unpublished
sources and listed a total of 14 definite and 3 probable
nest records. Counted collectively, the records include a
span of egg records from June 10to July 26, with one
record for the first ten days of June, four records for the
second, and five for the third, none for the first ten days
of July, five for the second, and two for the third. Females with shelled eggs in their oviducts have been
collected as early in the season as May 29 (Thayer
1914). One egg from a nest near Cape Thompson probably hatched on July 27 or 28 (Thompson, Hines, and
Williamson 1966).Likewise the pipping egg in the nest
found near Cold Bay by Bailey (1973) probably hatched
shortly after its discovery on July 22. All of this suggests that the eggs are typically laid in June and hatch
by late July. This would mean that most or all fledging
should occur by mid- to late August, assuming a fledging period of between 13 and 24 days (Bailey 1973).
The nest substrate can now be fairly readily characterized, thanks in large measure to the efforts of Day,
Oakley, and Barnard (1983).Elevations of the known
nests have ranged from 230 to 1,070 meters, averaging
5 70 meters, and all but one of the three additional probable nests also fell within this range. Where coastal forests are present the birds tend to nest relatively high.
Such nests averaged 800 meters elevation, while those
B R E E D I N G SEASON A N D NESTING

found where no trees occur averaged only 520 meters.
In the arctic tundra at the northern edge of the nesting
range the average elevation of nests was 340 meters, and
the mean elevation of all nests in areas beyond the tree
limits was approximately 420 meters. Of 9 nests, 7
faced in northerly directions, and the average slope of 7
nests was 40'. The average straight-line distance to the
coastline was 16.4 kilometers for I I nests but was 75
kilometers for one nest and 23 for another, suggesting a
great energy drain for foraging adults and considerable
stress for fledging young in reaching the coast. In 6
nests there was a stream large enough to support
fledged young at an average mean distance of 600 yards.
Only 2 of 10 nests had a vegetative cover of more than 5
percent, and even in these the vegetation was mostly lichens, mosses, and short herbs. Eight of the nests were
on the lower side of a rock at least as large as the incubating bird, and in another case the nest was in a natural depression made by a frost heave. One nest was at
the top of a mountain, but the average vertical distance
below the peak was about 145 meters for 6 others. All
told, it appears that the birds are largely limited to
rocky sites in tree-free habitats, in particular talus and
scree areas with an abundance of lichen-covered rocks
that closely match the dorsal color of the nuptial
plumage. Nesting below such rocks not only may provide some protection from visual predators but might
also offer shelter from winds and falling rocks. Such
rocks might also offer visual clues for adults to find
their nests when returning in twilight. Particularly in
the northern parts of their breeding range, the birds may
favor nesting sites with streams nearby to help transport the chick to the coast. This is in contrast to marbled murrelet chicks, which evidently fledge at a later
state of development and probably regularly fly to the
coast (Day, Oakley, and Barnard 1983).

I N C U B A T I O N A N D BROODING.
An incubation patch is
present in both sexes, and there is no reason not to believe that both participate fully in both incubation and
brooding. The incubation period is not known with certainty but is probably very close to the approximately
30 days in the marbled murrelet.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N G . Nothing has been
reported on the feeding of the chick, the rate of chick
growth, or other details of nest life. Bailey (1973)observed a nest that had contained a pipping egg on July
22 and held a downy chick when next visited on July
28. The nest was again observed on August 4, when the
chick had wing quills but otherwise was still downy.
When the nest was visited again on August 15 the chick
was gone, presumably having fledged. If this is the case,
the chick would have left when I 3-24 days old, depending on the hatching date and the actual date of fledging.
A chick that was found making its way to sea in early
August was only 40 percent of adult weight and had a
wing-chord length 79 percent that of an adult (Day,
Oakley, and Barnard 1983).By comparison, Sealy (1975a)
judged that marbled murrelet chicks fledge at about 21
days, at about 70 percent of adult weight and with a
wing length 86 percent that of adults. The fledging period is now known to be about 28 days (Hirsh, Woodby,
and Astheimer 1981)~
with 40 percent of adult weight
attained by about 20 days after hatching. This suggests
that a 20-21 day fledging period may be close to the situation typical of Kittlitz murrelets, or about a week
shorter than the fledging period of the marbled murrelet. This seemingly shorter fledging period and appreciably lower body weight by 3 weeks after hatching may
reflect the fact that the birds tend to nest a good deal
farther inland than do marbled murrelets, and adequate
food carrying by adults for their chick may simply become more stressful earlier in the posthatching. period.
Day, Oakley, and Barnard (1983)suggested that Kittlitz
chicks probably fledge primarily by fluttering down hillsides into nearby stream drainages and thus eventually
reach the sea. This is presumably done without any parental guidance or postfledging care, since no adults
were seen with the chick just mentioned, and adults
have not been observed in company with chicks in
coastal areas.
-

LAYING.
It is doubtful that
any nest building as such occurs in this species; there is
no indication that materials are brought to the nest site,
and the sites are otherwise seemingly unmodified by
the birds. The eggs distinctly are colored for concealment (mostly olive green with darker brownish and
blackish spotting, rather than mostly greenish yellow
with darker spotting as in marbled murrelets). Since all
the evidence indicates that a single egg constitutes the
clutch, the egg-laying period may be considered as lasting only a day. Nothing is known of possible renesting
after egg loss. As in the marbled murrelet, the egg is
very large relative to the weight of the female and presumably is formed over a period of several days. This
fact, plus the short breeding season, suggests that renesting following clutch loss would be infrequent at
best.
NEST BUILDING A N D E G G

B R E E D I N G SUCCESS A N D R E C R U I T M E N T

RATES.
NO in-

formation is available on these subjects.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
As noted in the account of the marbled murrelets, these
two forms constitute a superspecies and differ mainly in
their relative ecological adaptations for breeding in high
arctic habitats. They may also differ in their foraging

behavior and foods taken, but that remains to be
proved.
Population Status and Conservation
So little is known of this species that almost nothing
can be said with any certainty. The largest number of
birds have been observed in the area of Prince William
Sound and the North Gulf Coast of Alaska, where the
midsummer population may number a few hundred
thousand birds. The highest counts (57,000 birds) made
in Prince William Sound during this period (late July,
early August) presumably include a substantial number
of immature nonbreeders and possibly some failed
breeders but would exclude all unfledged juveniles and
probably most breeders. Nothing is known about the
size of the Asian component of this species1population.
It has been assigned (King and Sanger 1979) an oil vulnerability index of 88, the same index given the whiskered auklet, which is the highest of any alcid and
indeed the highest of any bird. Certainly the apparently
high concentration of these birds into a fairly small area
in summer renders them highly vulnerable to possible
oil losses. On the other hand, the birds seem able to
nest widely over the high arctic tundra of coastal
Alaska, and it seems unlikely that breeding habitat
losses are likely to influence its status.

Xantus Murrelet
Synthliboramphus hypoleucus (Xantus de Vesey)
NAMES:
Scripps' murrelet;
guillemot de Xantus (French);Lummenalk (German);
pato nocturno (Spanish).
OTHER VERNACULAR

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
17)
Synthliboramphus h. scrippsi Green and Arnold
B R E E D S on Anacapa and Santa Barbara islands, southern
California, and on Los Coronados, Todos Santos, San Benito, and Natividad islands, western Baja California.
W I N T E R S north to Monterey Bay, casually to Point
Arena, California.

Synthliboramphus h. hypoleucus [Xantus)
B R E E D S on Guadalupe Island, western Baja California.
coastally, north casually to the vicinity of
Catalina Island, southern California, and south to Cape
San Lucas.

WINTERS

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9I 9)
A D U L T S I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Upperparts, including whole of loral region and upper half of
auricular region, slate color or deep slate gray, the
scapulars, interscapulars, and wing coverts slate blackish centrally, the primaries and primary coverts dull
blackish slate narrowly margined with slate color; a
narrow white crescent mark beneath lower eyelid; entire underparts, except outer portion of sides and flanks,
immaculate white; outer portion of sides and flanks
slate gray, some of the feathers tipped with white; under
wing coverts immaculate white; inner webs of primaries grayish white passing into gray distally and toward
shafts; bill black, basal portion of mandible pale bluish;
iris dark brown; inner side of tarsi and upper surface of
toes and webs pale blue, the outer side of tarsi and underside of feet dusky.
W I N T E R PLUMAGE.
Similar to the summer plumage,
but with white on sides of head involving most of the
loral, suborbital, and auricular regions.

JUVENILES.
Not yet described but probably comparable
to those of craveri.
DOWNY YOUNG
Upperparts
.
uniform black; underparts,
including malar and suborbital regions, immaculate
white; a flank patch of grayish black or dusky gray, confluent with black of rump; thighs blackish. The downy
plumage of this species is considerably lighter underneath than in craveri, the light area extending in scrippsi up the face to the auricular area (Jehland Bond 1975).

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS. Wing: I 11-28 m m (average of 33
from Los Coronados, I 19.1); females I I 5-27 m m (average of 37 from Los Coronados, 120).Exposed culmen:
males I 5.6-21.4 m m (average of 41 from Los Coronados, 18.0);females 16.0-21.3 mm (average of 36 from
Los Coronados, 18.2)(Jehland Bond 1975).Eggs: average
of 152, 53.5 x 36 mm (Bent 1919).
WEIGHTS.
Males 138-85 g (average of z5, 15 5.4); fe,
(Jehland Bond
males 130-84 g (averageof z ~ 161.8)
1975).The estimated egg weight is 37 g (Schonwetter
1967).The weight at hatching is I 7.3 percent of average
adult weight, or about 27 g (Thoreson, in press).
Identification
This species may be seen from southern
California southward and resembles a miniature murre
in its black-and-white plumage pattern. Its bill is narrow, black, and pointed, separating it from similar auk-

I N THE FIELD.

lets, and the eye is dark rather than white. It differs
from the extremely similar Craveri murrelet in that it
has entirely white under wing coverts. It also has less of
a semicollar in front of the wing and a more sinuous
junction of dark and white on the side of the head, and
the dark cheek markings do not extend below the base
of the lower mandible. Its call is a series of high, thin
whistles.
I N T H E H A N D . The combination of small size (wing under r 30 mm], a moderately long tarsus (22-25 mm), and
a moderately long tail (30-33 mm] separates this species from all other murrelets except the Craveri. Measurements apparently do not adequately separate these
species; instead the wing covert pattern and other
minor plumage differences mentioned above must be
utilized. Minor differences in bill ratios between the
two species are noted in the account of the Craveri murrelet.

and on the Cassin auklet. Although western gulls
(Larus occidentalis] may take some chicks, the major
cause of mortality to unattended chicks and eggs was
found by Murray (1980)to be deer mice (Peromyscus
maniculatus]. The island fox (Urocyon littoralis) may
also be a significant predator in some areas, although it
is absent from Santa Barbara Island. One remarkable observation of a western gull's capturing an apparent
healthy adult rnurrelet on the water and swallowing it
whole is of interest (Oades 1974).Peregrines no longer
occur on Santa Barbara Island, but they probably were
once important predators too.
Probably the Cassin auklet and storm petrels
such as the ashy storm petrel (Oceanodroma
homochroa) compete with this species for nest sites,
though no specific information on this seems to be
available.

General Biology
Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G H A B I T A T S . This species
breeds primarily in rocky habitats on islands off the
California coast, with more limited nesting on sandy
beaches. Apparently it is essentially residential, with its
breeding limits lying approximately between the August surface temperature isotherms of IS-20°C or the
February isotherms of 12-18°C. The largest colony is on
Santa Barbara Island, where the climate is mild and the
sparsely vegetated coastline consists mostly of sheer
cliffs and a few narrow, rocky beaches. Slopes with rock
outcrops and abundant crevices are probably the preferred nesting habitat (Murray et al. 1983) During the
nonbreeding season the birds are pelagic, often occurring well away from shoreline.

At least on Santa Barbara
Island, nest sites are clumped, probably because of the
patchy distribution of suitable nest sites. There the
nearest-neighbor distances were estimated by Murray et
al. (1983)as averaging 5 meters, with 172 such internest
measurements ranging from o. I 5 to 40.0 meters. The
Santa Barbara nesting population has been estimated as
6,000-~o,ooobirds (Murray et al. 19831, and the island
has an area of 2.6 square kilometers; thus the average
estimated breeding density is about 2,000-3,800 birds
per square kilometer.
SOCIALITY AND DENSITIES.

In areas where feral
cats (Felis cattus] occur they are probably important
predators, but they no longer occur on Santa Barbara Island. There the major predator of adults is the barn owl
(Tyto alba], which seems to concentrate on this species
PREDATORS AND COMPETITORS.

BEHAVIOR.
Little specific information has been available on the foods and foraging adaptations of this species. Recent studies by Hunt et al.
(1979)indicate that larval stages of the northern anchovy (Engraulis mordax], sauries (Scomberesocidae),
and rockfish (Scorpaenidae)are the most important food
resources. Of these the anchovy is the most important,
and its relative availability may have important impact
on the breeding success of the birds.

FOOD AND FORAGING

MIGRATIONS.
Probably few if any
real migratory movements occur in this species, but certainly dispersal (primarilynorthward) by nonbreeding or
postbreeding birds does occur. Thus, vagrants (presumably of scrippsi] have been observed off British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon, and, more remarkably, a
possibly mated pair of hypoleuca was collected off Cape
Flattery, Washington (Jehland Bond 1975).This location
is well over a thousand miles from the species' northernmost regular breeding area, although extralimital
nesting of this subspecies has recently been documented on Santa Barbara Island (Winnett, Murray, and
Wingfield 1979).This form apparently regularly
wanders north to the coast of California and perhaps occasionally strays substantially beyond.
MOVEMENTS AND

Social Behavior
TERRITORIALITY.
Both mate retention and nest site tenacity have been established in
this species. Of 5 pairs of birds banded at their nests in
1977 and observed in 1978, 3 retained both their mates
and their nest sites. Of zo banded individuals, I 3 main-

MATING SYSTEM A N D

tained the same nest sites for three years and 4 for four
consecutive years, while a 5th bird remained under the
same bush but moved its nest location slightly (Murray
et al. 1983).Any territorial behavior is certainly limited
to the nest cavity itself, inasmuch as nests have been
found as close as 0.15 meter apart. Visits to prospective
nest sites may begin as early as 2 months before egg laying, although most visits began 2-3 weeks before egg
laying according to Murray et al. (1983).
V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.
Vocalizations have not been described in detail but consist in part of a trilled whistling
"song" produced by congregations of birds on the water
near their breeding colonies (Jehland Bond 1975). Similarly, there are no descriptions of social behavior patterns in this species, which like the other murrelets is
nocturnal on the breeding grounds.

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G SEASON A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from the Coronados Islands are from March 30 to
July 6, with a probable peak between May 27 and June
I7 (Bent 1919).Jehl and Bond (1975)determined a similar spread of dates but calculated a slightly earlier peak
of May I 5-20. They also indicated a peak laying period
of between mid-April and early May for the Guadalupe
Islands. The egg records from the Santa Barbara Islands
extend from March 8 to early July, with a usual peak in
April but with substantial year-to-year variations in laying patterns. An estimate of laying synchrony (the
spread of laying dates for the 80 percent of the clutches
falling closest to the mean laying date) indicated that in
three different years this varied from 24 to 47 days, with
an average of 35.6 days (Murray et al. 1983). Nest locations are quite variable, but on the Santa Barbara Islands
the birds most commonly use rock crevices. Murray et
al. (1983)reported that 70 percent of 224 nest sites they
observed were in rock crevices, while a shrub
(Eriophyllum nevinii) accounted for 21 percent, other
plants 6 percent, the burrows of rabbits and burrowing
owls (Athene cunicularia) 3 percent, and man-made
structures 2 percent.

N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G LAYING. Murray et al. (1983)
found no indication of active burrowing or other nest
construction, including lining nests with vegetation.
Visiting of nesting burrows begins about 2 or 3 weeks
before the onset of egg laying, with the birds typically
initially grouping offshore in staging areas at dawn and
dusk. Each night the birds begin flying to the nesting
grounds immediately after dark, with a peak movement
2 or 3 hours after dark and a second activity peak just
before dawn as the birds return to the sea. At least dur-

ing daylight the first egg is unattended by the adult
birds after it is laid and before the laying of the second
egg, which on average is 8 days after the first (range 512 days). This unusually long interval between the two
successive eggs is related to the very large relative egg
size, which Murray et al. (1983)estimated as 22.2 per)
to be 23.7
cent of adult weight and Sealy ( 1 9 7 ~ bjudged
percent. Normally the clutch is of two eggs; of 296
nests examined 25 percent had single-egg clutches and
17 contained three or four eggs, the latter almost certainly the efforts of two females. There is no evidence
that the birds ever rear more than a single brood per season. However, laying of replacement clutches was confirmed by Murray et al. (19831, who found that a pair
that abandoned their first clutch in late May after it
failed to hatch began a second clutch 20 days later.
They found a high incidence of egg loss as a result of
predation by deer mice. Thus, of 470 eggs laid, 28 percent were lost to mice before clutch completion, and
another 16 percent were lost after the laying of the second egg, at least in part because of human disturbance.
Other causes of egg loss included abandonment (10 percent before clutch completion, 4 percent afterward) and
accidents (3 percent). Another 5 percent of the incubated eggs failed to hatch. All of these losses resulted in
a hatching success of only 39 percent.
I N C U B A T I O N A N D BROODING.
Incubation typically
does not begin immediately after the laying of the second egg; instead there is an average 2 day interval before
incubation commences. Even after incubation begins
the eggs may remain unattended for up to 4 days. On
average there was a cumulative total period of 2.9 days
during the incubation period during which the eggs
were left unattended in 45 nests (range 0-19 days), and
over 60 percent of the nests were unattended for at least
one day during the incubation period. Embryos have
been found to survive as long as 4 days of continuous
neglect, though the chicks hatched from such neglected
eggs weighed less on hatching than those from more
fully attended nests. Egg neglect also extends the length
of the incubation period, which in continuously attended nests averages about 32 days. The birds exhibit
unusually long incubation shifts, which in one year of
study averaged 2.77 days (66.5 hours) and in a second
year 3.14 days (75.4 hours), virtually identical collectively to the 72 hour average that has been reported as
typical of the marbled murrelet. Murray, WinnettMurry and Ilunt (1979)hypothesized that egg neglect in
this species allows the adults more time to forage for
patchily distributed food resources that are difficult and
time consuming to locate. During the period of most
prevalent egg neglect the adult birds managed to gain

more weight foraging than they had lost in incubation,
and by the late stages of incubation they had regained
an average weight only slightly below that typical of the
prelaying stage. Hatching in this species is fairly prolonged, with initial pipping 2-5 days before hatching.
Where both eggs are present the two eggs usually hatch
almost simultaneously, but sometimes up to 24 hours
may elapse between the emergence of the two chicks.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GNewly
.
hatched
young are highly precocial and average about I 5 percent
of the adult weight. However, the length of their tarsi is
98 percent of the average adult length. They are not fed
at the nest before leaving it, and Murray et al. (1983)reported that they lost an average of 8 percent of their
hatching weight before departure. Chicks I and z days
old have body temperatures within 3°C of adult temperatures and thus probably can withstand substantial
chilling. They typically lefi their nests I or z nights after hatching and rarely remained in the nest as long as 5
days. Departure was exclusively at night and followed a
period of intense vocalization, after which both adults
and chicks emerged from the nesting cavity. Typically
the parents took off and flew to the sea almost immediately, leaving their chicks behind. These then made
their way to the cliff edges, where they were blown off
or jumped into the surf 75 meters or more below. Although no subsequent observations of families were
made, it is likely that there are rapid reunions between
parents and chicks and a gradual movement offshore
during the first night at sea. The young are able to dive
easily at this stage, apparently using their still downy
wings and feet for propulsion under water. In subsequent sightings of 5 broods both parents were in attendance in all cases, and in 3 of these the families were
more than 18.5 kilometers offshore (Murray et al. 1983).

RATES.
There
is no direct information on these topics. Hatching success was very low (39 percent) in the only available
study (Murray et al. 1983),but apparently there was low
chick mortality on the island. Losses of chicks after
they reach the sea are undocumented and probably impossible to judge.

B R E E D I N G SUCCESS A N D RECRUITMENT

length and progressively longer and weaker bill structure, although the possible ecological reasons for these
relationships are still obscure.
Population Status and Conservation
The Santa Barbara Islands population of this species is
certainly the largest single population component, and
at least in the 1970s it probably numbered about 6,00010,000 birds. It is possible that the deer mouse population, which represents the single greatest source of egg
mortality, may have increased in this century with the
increase in introduced grasses. All the other known
colonies are small, no more than I S O birds. Because of
their restricted breeding range, the species is particularly vulnerable to possible losses from oil drilling
off the southern coast of California.

Craveri Murrelet
Synthliboramphus craveri (Salvadori)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
None in general English
use; guillemot de Craveri (French);Craveri-lummchen
(German);pato nocturno de Craveri (Spanish).

Distribution of Species (See Map 19)
on islands in the Gulf of California, north to
Consag Rock, and probably on the west coast of Baja
California north at least to the San Benitos-Cedros area
(Jehland Bond 1975).Occurs in autumn north to Monterey, California.

BREEDS

within the breeding range, south to the
Sonoran coast.

WINTERS

Description
Upperparts, including whole of loral and orbital regions and upper portion
of auricular region, plain blackish slate; a whitish bar or
crescent mark beneath lower eyelid and a less distinct
one immediately above upper eyelid; underparts, except
sides and flanks, immaculate white; sides and flanks
plain dull slate color or brownish slate; under wing
coverts brownish slate gray, some of the larger ones and
tips of some of the smaller coverts white or grayish
white; inner webs of primaries grayish white only to-

ADULTS I N SUMMER A N D WINTER.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
The relationships of the Xantus and Craveri murrelets,
which often have been placed in a separate genus (Endomychura) from the other murrelets, are clearly with
Synthliboramphus rather than with Brachyramphus
(Jehland Bond 1975). As noted by Jehl and Bond, this
group of species forms an interesting morphological
north-south cline in decreasing wing length and leg

19. Current North American distribution of the ancient murrelet, ( u n s h a d e d ) ,and the inclusive distribut~onof the Craveri
murrelet ( s h a d e d ) ,with broken lines indicating limits of non-
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breeding ranges. The Asian range of the ancient murrelet is
shown on the inset map.

ward base; bill black, iris dark brown; legs and feet
bluish (Ridgway I 9 19).
JUVENILES.
Very similar to adults, but with darker
(nearly dead black) upperparts and numerous fine but
rather conspicuous blackish spots on the tips of the
feathers of the sides of the breast and body (Bent 1919).
D O W N Y YOUNG.
Seal brown down covers the upperparts, which are slightly redder and paler than in adults,
and fine transverse markings of whitish besprinkle the
back and rump, but not the crown or wings. The throat
is grayish, the abdomen is white, and the sides of the
body and wing surfaces are nearly the same shade of
brown as the crown and back (Bent 1919).

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 107-23 m m (average of
41, 116.1);females 111-24 m m (average of 30, 117.8).
Exposed culmen: males 18.0-22.5 m m (average of 42,
19.8);females 18.2-22.4 m m (average of 29, 19.9)(Jehl
and Bond 197 5). Eggs: average of 34, 52.3 x 34.9 m m
(Bent 1919).
WEIGHTS.Males, 128-49 g (average of 6, 137.1); females 131-37 g (average of 5, 134.8)(Jehland Bond
1975). The estimated egg weight is 35 g (Schonwetter
1967).

plumage differences noted above provide for in-hand
separation (Jehland Bond 1975).
Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
This species
has the southernmost range, and one of the most restricted, of all the Alcidae, being limited to the islands
and perhaps the adjoining coastlines of the Gulf of California and probably also to a few islands off the west
coast of the Baja Peninsula, north apparently to the San
Benitos Islands, where it would encounter the Xantus
murrelet during the breeding season. Surface ocean temperatures during August in the Gulf of California average about ZS"C,while those on the adjoining lower west
coast of the Baja Peninsula average zo-zs0C. February
surface water temperatures within the Gulf of California are not much colder, averaging up to about zo°C.
Within that region, certainly most and perhaps nearly
all breeding is limited to island situations, but coastline
nesting might occur on areas of shoreline that are isolated and protected from terrestrial predators by precipitous and extensive cliffs (DeWeese and Anderson
1976).In general the birds are known to breed only near
high-tide limits in rocky habitats having crevices large
and deep enough to provide both access and relative
safety. Otherwise they are essentially pelagic, often
being found well offshore in open ocean.

DENSITIES.
Density limits on this species are probably set by the abundance and distribution
of rock crevices suitable for nesting, but there do not
appear to be any estimates of breeding densities available.
SOCIALITY A N D

Identification
This species is largely limited to the
Mexican coastline and closely resembles the Xantus
murrelet, but it has grayish rather than white under
wing coverts, it lacks white tips to the feathers of the
flanks, and its black cheeks extend below the base of
the lower mandible. It also has more of a blackish semicollar in front of the wing, producing a rather sinuous
border below the black and white. Its call is a trilling
whistle.
IN THE FIELD.

I N T H E HAND.
The combination of small size (wing under I 30 mm), a moderately long tarsus (21-25 mm), and
a fairly long tail (over 30 m m ) separates this species
from all other murrelets except the Xantus murrelet.
This species has a slightly shorter average wing length
than the Xantus and a very slightly longer average culmen length, although there is almost total overlap.
However, bill shape is slightly different in the two species, with the Craveri murrelet having a relatively less
robust bill. The resulting bill ratio (bill depth relative to
culmen length) is thus 0.27 for the Craveri murrelet and
0.31-0.35 for the Xantus murrelet. Additionally, the

P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
Probably terrestrial
predators, such as feral cats and introduced rats (Rattus
spp.), are important at least locally, but DeWeese and
Anderson (1976) did not find any positive evidence of
their influence in the nesting areas they observed. Both
occur on some of the islands of the Gulf of California
and are likely to be locally significant. DeWeese and
Anderson did find evidence of predation on adults by
peregrines (Falcoperegrinusj and also by barn owls
[Tyto alba), leading them to conclude that these two
species are the most important of the naturally occurring predators for nesting birds. If the Craveri and
Xantus murrelets do exhibit any sympatry in their
breeding ranges, as has been suggested by Jehl and Bond
(1975),the two must compete for nesting sites and possibly for other resources such as food. The two forms
may even hybridize on the San Benito Islands, although
the extent and genetic significance of such hybridization is unknown.

General Biology

Social Behavior

F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
Very few specimens
have been analyzed as to their food consumption, but
DeWeese and Anderson (1976)examined the stomach
contents of 5 birds. Three groups of fishes predominated
in this sample, and all were present in 4 of the 5 birds
analyzed. These include rockfish (Sebastes, Scorpaenidae), thread herring (Opisthonema! Clupeidae),
and a lantern fish (Benthosema, Myctophidae). Of these,
the rockfish was found in the largest numbers and the
lantern fish in the smallest. The largest fish were 40-70
millimeters long, and similar-sized fish were seen being
fed to dependent chicks. Fish found in small numbers
and in only a single stomach included jacks (Caranx!
Carangidae), mackerels (Scomber, Scombridae), and an
unidentified flatfish as well as two other unidentified
fish. Except for the lantern fish, all the specimens found
were larval fishes. Additionally, many unidentified
shrimps and a squid were found in a single specimen.
The composition of these stomach contents indicates that the birds had been foraging at or near the surface, over deep waters. DeWeese and Anderson (1976)
noted that they never saw the murrelets feeding in close
association with other seabirds; in 99 of 104 observations the birds were foraging alone. Additionally, the
groups of foraging murrelets were typically small, only
rarely consisting of large numbers of pairs or multiple
parent-chick groups. The maximum number of pairs
seen in any group
of paired
birds observed between mid.
February and early March was 17, but only 12.6 percent
of 142 paired birds observed were seen as solitary pairs.
Thus it seems that foraging is mainly done in very
small groups that tend to be rather widely scattered.

M A T I N G SYSTEM A N D T E R R I T O R I A L I T Y . NO studies of
marked birds are available to test the degree of monogamy, mate retention, and nest site fidelity typical of this
species. However, the occurrence of paired birds as early
as February might suggest either that mates are retained
through the winter or that pairs are formed while still
on the ocean, at least a month before initial nesting activity. Indeed, a high frequency of male/female duos
among birds collected at sea during the nonbreeding period suggests a year-round monogamous mating system
(DeWeese and Anderson 1976) These authors suggested
that most birds arrive at the nesting areas between January and April. There is one case of a nest site that was
known to be occupied yearly from 1972 through 1975
(when it was destroyed), although the identities of the
individual birds using- the site were not established.

After the breeding season there evidently is a northward movement of birds
during fall (August to October) toward California, when
they are regular from northwestern Baja California to
Monterey and have rarely strayed as far north as
Oregon. Confusion in the field with the Xantus murrelet has obscured the actual migratory status and nonbreeding distribution of the species, especially at the
northern end of its range. The birds also may range an
uncertain distance south beyond the Gulf of California
along Mexico's west coast during the fall and winter, at
least to the vicinity of Mazatlan and Sonora, and they
have been reported offshore in the Pacific as far west as
Guadalupe Island. By late December the numbers in the
Gulf of California begin to build, with the birds evidently by then already in pairs. Occupation of breeding
colonies may begin as early as February, and the northward postbreeding dispersal begins during June and July
(DeWeese and Anderson 1976).

MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS.

V O I C E A N D DISPLAY. Nothing is known of the social
behavior patterns of this species. The calls of both the
Xantus and Craveri murrelets have been described as
trilling whistles, which might be slightly less musical
and "drier" in the Craveri, but the calls are so similar
that vocalizations are probably unlikely to play any significant role as an isolating mechanism between the
two (Jehland Bond 197s).An early observer described
the species as having three distinct vocalizations, of
which the one associated with "displeasure" is very
harsh (Bent 1919).

Reproductive Biology
-.
SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from the Cape Region of Baja California range from
February 6 to April I I, with a probable peak between
February 14 and 24 (Bent 1919).DeWeese and Anderson
(1976)assembled information suggesting that the nesting period extends from February to early April and the
period of hatching and nest departure probably occurs
primarily in April and May. Bancroft (1927)noted that
during April chicks could be seen that ranged from only
a few days old to almost full-grown, suggesting that
there is a rather unsynchronized breeding season. The
usual nesting substrate is evidently a rock cavity or crevice, but there are also records of the birds' nesting in
ground burrows, under large rocks, and among bushes.
3
Of 9 sites found by DeWeese and Anderson (1976)~
were in narrow crevices, 2 were in shallow holes in
rocky slopes, 2 were under rocks, I was in a shallow
hole in a cave, and I was under a low cliff base. These
sites ranged from 0.3 to 5.5 meters above the high-tide
level, averaging 3.0 meters. The historical records cited
by Bent (1919)suggest that the birds most often nest in
BREEDING SEASON A N D NESTING

rock crevices, the nest site being a depression in the
earth at the end of the crevice. According to Bancroft
(1927)the birds nest only in entirely dark sites and may
slightly work the sand in the nest itself to provide a
suitable substrate.
LAYING.
The nest sites described above suggest that little actual nest building is
normally done, though it is possible there is some burrowing or digging. There is no information on the interval between eggs, but with an average adult female body
weight of about 135 grams and an estimated egg weight
of 3 5 grams, the relative egg weight would be 25 percent, or higher than any of the ratios of the other murrelets reported by Sealy ( I97 5 c). This suggests that there
is probably a substantial interval between the laying of
the two eggs, as in the ancient murrelet. Two-egg
clutches are probably normal; DeWeese and Anderson
(1976)noted that 6 of 8 nests they observed had z eggs,
and both of the single-egg clutches were unattended and
the eggs damaged or old. Of 63 museum sets that they
examined, 5 3 were two-egg clutches, 3 were three-egg
clutches, and 7 were single eggs, for an overall average
of 1.94 eggs per clutch. Excluding the three-egg clutches
and including their own field data, DeWeese and Anderson calculated an average clutch of 1.88 eggs for 67
clutches.
NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G

BROODING.
Certainly both sexes incubate, but nothing is known of their relative roles, the
lengths of incubation bouts, or related information. An
early collector (W. W. Brown) reported that many males
were collected on the nests during daylight hours and
estimated the incubation period as 22 days (Bent 1919).
This would be a very short incubation period, and i t
seems very probable that the incubation duration might
be closer to 31-33 days and thus comparable to those of
the Xantus and ancient murrelets. This seems especially likely considering the species' very large relative egg size and the fact that chicks are highly
precocial.
INCUBATION AND

Y O U N GFrom
.
z days of
age the chicks take to the sea and become pelagic (Bent
1919; Bancroft 1927) This probably occurs under cover
of darkness, though the actual departure from the nest
sites does not seem to have been described. Once the
chicks have departed they are usually attended by both
parents (Bancroft 1927). The young evidently remain
with their parents at least until late June, after which
they cannot be distinguished from them.
GROWTH A N D SURVIVAL O F

B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
DeWeese and Anderson (1976)reported an average brood
size of 0.84 young per adult during brood counts in April and May of 197%and 1974. They tallied a total of 62

adult-chick groups, which collectively had I I I adults
present, or 1.8 adults per brood. These 62 groups had 93
chicks present, indicating an average brood size of I. 5
chicks. They noted that during April the number of
chicks per adult approached I .o, while May counts averaged slightly less than 0.5 per adult, suggesting substantial early chick mortality. There are no estimates
available of recruitment rates in this species.
Evolutionary History and Relationships
Jehl and Bond (19751noted that there is some evidence
of extremely limited hybridization between the Xantus
and Craveri murrelets on the San Benito Islands, where
they estimated that the breeding murrelet population
might contain 20-30 percent craveri, based on observations in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Assortative mating seems to be occurring there between the Xantus and
Craveri murrelets, but there some individuals with facial patterns intermediate between the two races of hypoleuca. Evidently on the San Benito Islands these two
races are undergoing limited gene flow between them.
On Guadalupe Island the local birds (subspecies hypoleuca) have longer, thinner bills than are typical of the
Xantus murrelet, more closely resembling craveri, although Jehl and Bond did not suggest hybridization as a
reason for this trend. They did suggest that the Craveri
murrelet may have very recently extended its breeding
range north to Guadalupe and the San Benito Islands,
where it has come into contact with both races of the
Xantus murrelet. The taxonomic problems associated
with this complex situation are severe, but it seems
clear that at least the Craveri murrelet should be regarded as a species distinct from hypoleuca. It is fairly
easy to imagine craveri speciating from a disjunct population of an ancestral form similar to hypoleuca that
became isolated in the Gulf of California and adopted
an essentially sedentary existence there. In the process
it evolved some slight differences in bill shape and
length as it adapted to local foraging conditions, but it
has not undergone any great divergence in plumage and
probably evolved few if any modifications in its social
behavior and vocalizations.
Population Status and Conservation
It is virtually impossible to guess the total population of
the Craveri murrelet. Thoreson (in press] made a tentative estimate of 6,000-10,000 birds, but without indicating its basis. In any case, this species is almost
certainly the rarest of the North American alcids, and
since its breeding grounds are outside the national
boundaries few if any direct conservation measures can
be applied to it.

Ancient Murrelet
Synthliboramphus antiquum (Gmelin)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Black-throated murrelet;
gray-headed murrelet; guillemot antique (French);Silberalk (German);umisuzume (Japanese);starik (Russian); pato nocturno antiguo (Spanish).

Distribution of Species (See Map 19)
from the Commander Islands and Kamchatka
to Amurland, Sakhalin, the Kurile Islands, Korea, and
Dagelet Island; and from the Aleutian, Sanak, and
Kodiak islands to Graham and Langara islands in the
Queen Charlotte group, British Columbia, casually to
northwestern Washington (Carrol Island).
BREEDS

W I N T E R S from the Commander Islands south to Fukien,
Taiwan, and the Ryukyu Islands; and from the Pribilofs
and Aleutians to northern Baja California. Casual inland occurrences during winter are frequent in this species.

Description
A D U L T S I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E (sexes alike). Pileum,
hindneck, and loral region uniform dull black, the
malar, suborbital, and auricular regions, chin, throat,
and upper foreneck uniform deep fuscous or clove
brown, with a rounded or convex outline on foreneck;
supra-auricular region and sides of occiput narrowly
streaked with white, forming a more or less broken
broad stripe, the lower hindneck similarly but more
sparsely streaked; back, scapulars, and rump uniform
gray (between slate gray and neutral gray); wing coverts
duller or more brownish gray (between neutral gray and
deep mouse gray), the flight feathers darker; upper tail
coverts and tail dull blackish or dusky; sides of neck,
lower foreneck, and rest of underparts except sides and
flanks immaculate white; sides and flanks uniform
sooty black or fuscous black; under wing coverts white;
bill grayish lilaceous white or bluish white, darker
basally, with a stripe of black along culmen; interior of
mouth bluish white; iris dark brown; legs and feet
grayish white faintly tinged with violet blue, the outer
side of tarsus more bluish, the joints and webs dark
bluish gray (Ridgway 1919).

PLUMAGE.
Throat immaculate white, the chin
(sometimes upper throat also) slate grayish; white
streaks on supra-auricular region, sides of occiput, and
lower hindneck wanting; sides and flanks white, the
outermost portion striped with slaty or grayish dusky;

otherwise as in summer. First-winter birds have darker
chins and many dark flank feathers (Kozlova 1961).
JUVENILES.
Birds in their first fall plumage have the
throat mostly or wholly white, sometimes with dusky
on the chin. Some short, off-white feathers are present
on the crown and nape and on both sides of the crop
(Kozlova 1961).
Y O U N GThe
. upperparts are jet black, including
the back, wings, crown, and sides of the head to a point
below the eyes; there is a whitish auricular patch behind the ear, and the dorsal region and occiput are
clouded with bluish gray. The underparts are pure
white, slightly tinged with yellowish (Bent 1919).

DOWNY

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 130.5-140.5 mm (average of 3 , 134.7);females 132-38 mm (average of 6,
I 35.5).Exposed culmen: males I 3- 14 m m (average of 3 ,
13.3);females 12.5-1 5 .o m m (average of 6, 13.2) (Ridgway 1919). Eggs: average of I , 61.1 x 38.6 m m (Bent
1919)
WEIGHTS.
The average weight of 75 adult males was
206.3 g, while 79 adult females averaged 205.7 g. The
average of 15 fresh eggs was 44.9 g (Sealy 1976).Newly
hatched chicks average 30.7 g (Sealy 1976).

Identification
This is one of the commonest murrelets
offshore along the western states, and it sometimes occurs well inland after storms. In breeding plumage it
has a distinctive black face and throat, with a white
stripe above and behind the eye, white "eyelids" and a
distinctive white bill, and a unique area of black and
white barring along the back and sides of the neck,
somewhat like a loon's. In winter it resembles the marbled murrelet with a black "cap" and a paler back. Its
nest call is a shrill whistle; piping notes are sometimes
uttered while at sea that are quite different from those
uttered at the nest.

I N THE FIELD.

HAND.
The combination of fairly small size
(wings under 141 mm), a moderately long tarsus (25-28
mm) that has a scutellate pattern on the lower front surface, and an outer toe longer than the middle toe serves
to separate this species from the other murrelets with
which it might be confused. In all the other North
American murrelets the tarsus is entirely reticulate and
the outer toe is no longer than the middle toe.
IN THE

WINTER

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
In North
America the breeding distribution of the ancient murre-

let is restricted to an area of coastline in which the August surface water temperatures range from about 9°C
to 14OC, while in Asia the breeding range extends south
to where August surface water temperatures approach
or reach zo°C. The birds are associated with rocky
shorelines as well as sandy ones, but areas supporting
rank growths of matted grasses are apparently preferred
for nesting. Nesting also commonly occurs among
rather dense growths of tall coastal forests, such as
those of western hemlocks (Tsuga heterophylla) and
other rain-forest types, in which the underbrush is
rather sparse and a thick moss carpet covers the slopes,
and nests are usually placed among and under tree
roots. Typically nesting is done within a few hundred
meters of the shoreline, usually on vegetated slopes and
embankments or the slopes and tops of bluffs (Sealy
1976).During winter the birds favor inshore areas of the
coastline, often foraging inside the belt of kelp that lies
several hundred yards offshore and provides a breakwater for the surf. They also forage to some extent in the
surf itself and occasionally may be found several miles
out in the open ocean (Bent 1919).However, they apparently only rarely extend out beyond the limits of the
continental shelf (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).
S O C I A L I T Y A N D DENSITIES.
This is a highly social species; Nelson and Myres (1976)estimated that in the late
1960s and early 1970s perhaps as many as 50,000 birds
were breeding along I .6 kilometers of the Langara Island coastline. Earlier observations suggest that even
,
higher densities occurred in the I 940s and I 9 ~ o swhen
populations may have been five to ten times higher
than these more recent numbers. In Alaska an estimated 400,000 birds nest at 40 known sites, an average
of 10,ooo birds per site. The largest known colony there
is of an estimated 60,ooo birds at Forrester Island
(Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1979).

COMPETITORS.
Certainly the peregrine falcon is a serious predator of this species. On
Langara Island the ancient murrelet is the peregrine's
principal prey species, at least during the breeding season, and in recent years the sharp decline of the murrelet population has been paralleled by comparable
declines in falcons and their productivity (Nelson and
Myres 1976).In that area the introduced black rat
(Rattus rattus) is the only mammalian predator of significance. The rat seems to concentrate on eggs but occasionally might take newly hatched nestlings and even
possibly incubating adults. After hatching and during
the early fledging of the chicks from their nests they are
probably able to avoid most predation by the large gulls
and the northwestern crow (Corvus caurinus) because
of their nocturnal departure (Sealy 1976). Competition
PREDATORS A N D

with the marbled murrelet may occur to some degree,
but as noted in the account of that species these birds
utilize rather distinctly different foods, at least during
the breeding season. Likewise, there may be local competition for nest sites with Cassin auklets and possibly
also with storm petrels, but since the murrelets seem so
highly adaptable to varied nesting sites, this is unlikely
to be a serious problem.
General Biology
BEHAVIOR.
The best information
on the foods of this species comes from the work of
, collected 61 adults and 30 subadults
Sealy ( 1 9 7 ~ a )who
during the prebreeding and breeding season, as well as 9
newly fledged juveniles. The adult ancient murrelets apparently feed almost exclusively on the planktonic
crustacean Euphausia early in the season, at least from
late March through early to mid-April, after which they
suddenly shift to Thysanoessa. In the first case the prey
species are mostly less than 24 millimeters in length,
while in the latter they are mostly larger. Thysanoessa
continues to be an important food for adults through
the summer, but during late May and June there is a significant addition of fish, primarily sand launce (Ammodytes) and secondarily viviparous sea perch
(Cymatogaster)to their diets. Since ancient murrelets
are not known to feed their young, this dietary change
is not a reflection of parental feeding but instead is evidently an actual dietary shift, possibly brought about by
increased availability of sand launce as they migrate to
the ocean surface and begin to move toward shore at
this time. Subadult ancient murrelets collected during
that same period were also foraging on a mixture of
Thysanoessa, Ammodytes, and Cymatogaster, together
with small amounts of larval decapods and other minor
prey types. The samples from newly fledged chicks indicate that the birds concentrate almost entirely on larval
Ammodytes.
Sealy observed that both adult and subadult ancient
murrelets fed in flocks, and although i t occurred
throughout the day, feeding seemed to be concentrated
during the morning hours from about 6:oo A.M.to noon.
Breeding individuals typically would spend 72 hours at
sea foraging before gathering at a common staging area
and then returning to the breeding colony, while those
that had been incubating 72 hours would leave the
colony by night and fly to the staging areas. In the
morning some individuals would leave such staging
areas in small groups of 4-12 individuals and fly directly to the foraging grounds, which were usually from
at least 2 kilometers up to I 5 kilometers offshore. Subadults were found to have a daily cycle similar to that of
FOOD AND FORAGING

adults, but it was not learned whether they too had a 3
day foraging cycle. Although some subadults were observed foraging well away from shore, they also were
regularly seen feeding in coves and bays near land. Sealy
did not see any downy young feeding with adults on the
foraging grounds, and his downy young were all collected in bay areas near shore. Observations of the
chicks indicated that they can readily swim and dive,
using their feet rather than their wings for propulsion,
but their actual methods of feeding are still largely unknown.
There are certainly
some migratory movements in these birds. They seem
to be rather rare during winter in the Gulf of Alaska,
but some wintering occurs north to the southern Bering
Sea and west into the Aleutians. During winter the
birds regularly migrate south as far as California's
southern coastlines, and stragglers have reached Baja
California. There have also been an almost astonishing
number of inland records for this species, occurring as
far east as Ontario, Michigan, Quebec, and Louisiana.
Munyer (1965)has summarized these and concluded
that most relate to weather disturbances over the Pacific coast. Most of the records are from late October or
November, suggesting that most sightings are made during the major fall migration. In northern California the
birds arrive during November, at a time when surface
water temperatures are declining, and they depart from
California rather abruptly in March, when water temperatures are again increasing (Ainley I 976). When they
arrive on their breeding areas at Langara Island the surface water temperatures are about 7"C, and these waters
have risen to about 11°C in June as family groups begin
to leave the colonies. The birds apparently begin to disperse widely after this departure, in part moving southward into areas of British Columbia where they are not
known to nest. By mid-July, when the young are adult
sized, they begin moving back into inshore waters,
while the adults stay well offshore and undergo their
postbreeding molt (Sealy and Campbell 1979).
MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS.

Social Behaviot
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D TERRITORIALITY.
Sealy (1976)
classified age-groups as yearlings, 2-year-olds and adults
and considered the first two groups "subadults." About
zo percent of the birds on the nesting colonies were
found to be subadults; although they vocalized and engaged in aggressive behavior, Sealy was unable to learn
if any of these birds bred successfully. He did determine
that three pairs of birds banded one year were recaptured the next at the same nest site, suggesting that

both mate retention and nest site tenacity prevail. Further, single members of two additional pairs used their
same nests the following year, although the identities of
their mates could not be determined. Territorial defense
of nesting burrows is strongly developed, and a good
deal of aggressive chasing occurred in conjunction with
this, according to Sealy. Courtship probably occurs on
the nesting slopes during the night, but details of pair
formation are unknown.
DISPLAY.
Vocalizations are only poorly described, but they include a whistling call note variously
described as "rather shrill," "faint," "piping," and "low
and plaintive" (Bent I 9 I 9). Sealy ( I976) heard a
"rasping' call uttered by an adult when it and two
flightless young were closely approached by a boat.
Displays likewise are totally undescribed for this essentially nocturnal species. Sealy (1976)did not see a
single copulation during some 300 hours of observation
during the breeding season and suggested that perhaps it
occurs in the nesting burrow at night. Vocalizations and
probably also displays are common on the nesting
slopes during the night throughout the prelaying and incubation periods, and apparent "play" in the form of
short flights, chases, and simultaneous dives also occurs
on the staging areas during this period, according to
Sealy.

VOICE AND

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE.
Egg records for the Sanak Island area of southern Alaska extend
from June I I to July 28, with a peak in late June. Other
southern Alaskan records are from May I to July 16,
with a probable peak between May zo and June 1I (Bent
1919). Studies by Sealy (1976)during two years on Langara Island of the Queen Charlotte Islands group indicated an overall range of clutch initiation from April 22
to May z ~with
,
a peak during the last week of April
and the first week of May. By mid-June 90 percent of the
adults had left for sea with their chicks, indicating that
nearly all hatching had occurred by mid-June, though
there are apparently a few records of breeding lasting as
late as mid-July. Sealy found no evidence of renesting in
murrelets that had lost their clutches and considered
that this was probably not a regular part of their breeding biology. He believed that sightings of apparently
breeding birds on the nesting slopes in mid-July may
have been of nonbreeding subadults. Of I 5 I nests he observed, most were along the tops and slopes of bluffs
and were usually within 500 meters of shore. Burrows
were under fallen trees, in the roots of standing trees,
and in grass-covered talus slopes. In almost go percent
BREEDING SEASON A N D NESTING

of the nests there was an accumulation of salal
(Gaultheria shallon) leaves and/or the needles of western hemlock as well as a grass lining. In nearly all the
nests the birds incubated in total darkness. Typically
the burrow is excavated to a length of up to 4 feet, and
there is an apparent preference in British Columbia for
sites under stones, roots, or fallen logs over nesting in
grassy slopes (Drent and Guiguet 1961).However, on
Sanak Island they have often been found nesting among
rank grasses, under which a shallow cavity only a few
inches deep is dug out and lined with dried grasses (Bent
1919).
NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G LAYING.
Adult females producing their first eggs evidently do not visit the colony
for about a week, or until the shell is fully formed and
the egg is ready to be laid. They next appear about a
week later and lay the second egg. Thus all initial burrow defense and nest preparation must be done by the
males. These birds typically arrive at their nesting colonies on Langara Island in early April, about 2 weeks before the first eggs are laid. Thus there must be a
minimum z week period of territorial establishment
and burrow digging or renovation of old nesting sites.
Arrival on the nesting slopes is closely associated with
twilight, just as departure is closely associated with
dawn, the first arrivals and last departures averaging
about an hour after sunset and before sunrise. Of a total
of I 5 I active nests Sealy observed, 147 had clutches of
two eggs, indicating that deviations from two-egg
clutches must be quite rare. These exceptions are typically one-egg clutches; the even rarer clutches of more
than two eggs probably reflect the efforts of two females. In the case of 19 clutches, the intervals between
the laying dates ranged from 6 to 8 days, averaging 7.
The relatively large eggs of murrelets, averaging about
22 percent of the adult female weight in this species,
probably accounts for the unusually long interval between the deposition of the two eggs (Sealy 1 9 7 ~ b ) .
I N C U B A T I O N A N D BROODING.
Both sexes incubate, beginning after the second egg of the clutch has been laid.
Both sexes share equally in the task, with 72-hour
shifts, and the changeover invariably occurs at night.
This is the longest incubation shift period known for
any of the Alcidae. Once incubation has begun, the two
birds are evidently never in the burrow together during
the day. Since incubation begins with the second egg,
hatching of the chicks is essentially synchronous, or at
least occurs within about an hour. In Sealy's (1976)
study, the second-laid egg hatched 34.9 days after it was
laid, and the first-laid one 42.1 days after it was laid.
Hatching is relatively prolonged, with the chick typically emerging 4 days after the first signs of pipping.

The weight of 26 newly hatched chicks averaged 30.7
grams, or I 5 percent of average adult weight according
to Sealy. He did not provide any estimates of hatching
success.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GThe
. newly
hatched young are highly precocial and are not fed by
the adults between the time they hatch and their departure for the sea, which in Sealy's study averaged 2.2
days after hatching. The chicks normally hatch at night,
and during their prefledging period they are brooded
continuously, usually by the same adults. A small proportion of chicks might spend 3 or 4 days in the nest before departing, but since they are not fed during this
time and suffer substantial weight loss of about 10 percent per day, there would be a significant penalty for remaining in the nest any longer than absolutely
necessary. Upon leaving the nest the chicks have attained a body temperature nearly as high as that of
adults, and so presumably the timing of departure is
largely set by the attainment of this level of thermoregulation. There is apparently some variation in the
chicks' being accompanied by their parents during nest
departure. Sealy observed groups of up to 10 unaccompanied chicks as well as adults with young. O n several
evenings he saw young birds begin to scramble down to
the sea before the nighttime arrival of adults from the
staging areas, though presumably they were still in contact with the adults that had been brooding them. Essentially all of this departure is done during the hours of
darkness; by dawn adults with young are not found
within 10 kilometers of shore, indicating a truly remarkable mobility of the chicks so shortly after hatching. Sealy observed that the tarsi of newly hatched
chicks are nearly as long as those of adults; thus the
young are able to walk and swim very effectively at an
early age as well as to dive using their feet for propulsion. It is unknown how many of these newly hatched
chicks are taken by predators, but the combination of
their nighttime departure and the probable "swamping"
effect of so many prey appearing so suddenly and being
available for such a relatively short time (about a
month's maximum duration) may reduce the effectiveness of predators. Very little information is available on
the postfledging behavior and movements of these
birds. Family groups of adults with still-downy young
have been observed as far as 30-40 miles offshore, although relatively few sightings have been made. It is
thus likely that substantial dispersal of families occurs
after the breeding areas are vacated, and during the period of chick growth the adults undergo their postnuptial molt. Sealy and Campbell (1979)summarized the
available data on observations of family groups; of zo

such sightings 14 were of no more than z adults and I
or z downy young. Of these, I I cases had z adults in attendance and 3 had a single adult. In all, there were I .3
young per adult in the groups, and 1.8 young present per
group. These data support the notion that biparental
care is typical following the nest departure and that
there is little gregariousness among fledged families of
birds.
RATES.
Nothing of a substantive nature can be said about nesting success or fledging success in this species, or about
possible recruitment rates.

Cassin Auklet
Ptychoramphus aleutica (Pallas)
NAMES:
Aleutian auk; sea quail;
starique de cassin (French);Dunkelalk (German);aleutskiy lyzhik (Russian);alcuela nortamericana (Spanish).
OTHER V E R N A C U L A R

B R E E D I N G SUCCESS AND RECRUITMENT

Evolutionary History and Relationships
The nearest relative of the ancient murrelet is the Japanese murrelet, which differs only slightly from it in appearance, primarily by having a distinct head crest.
What is known of the biology of the Japanese murrelet
also strongly suggests the two species have nearly identical breeding behavior and ecology (Thoreson, in press).
Kozlova (1961)judged that these two species of the
genus Synthliboramphus had their origin in Pacific
Ocean waters and, together with Brachyramphus,
evolved from a Cepphuslike ancestor. The genus is also
obviously a close relative of Brachyramphus, in which
the legs are even shorter and the pelvis is even broader
than in this genus, presumably reflecting differential
walking abilities.
Population Status and Conservation
The breeding population of Alaska has been estimated
as 400,ooo birds (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978)~
though this figure reflects the considerable uncertainty
inherent in censusing a nocturnal species that is dispersed for most of the year. There may be as many as
190,000 pairs in at least 30 breeding colonies in British
Columbia (Sealy and Campbell 1979); in both southeastern Alaska and British Columbia the directional
trend of the population is still unknown (Manuwal and
Campbell 1979). At least in Alaska the species has been
seriously affected by the introduction of arctic foxes
into islands where the birds formerly bred in large numbers, and thus it is likely that the general trend has been
downward. Likewise in British Columbia some colonies
are a tiny fraction of their earlier numbers for reasons
that are still unknown but might be related to changes
in planktonic density in recent years (Nelson and Myres
1976).The species has been assigned an oil vulnerability index of 74, below the average calculated for
the Alcidae (King and Sanger 1979).

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
zol
Ptychoramphus aleutica aleutica (Pallas)
B R E E D S on the Sanak Islands, Shumagin Islands, and locally in the Aleutians, south to San Geronimo and San
Martin islands, Baja California, and Guadalupe Island.
WINTERS

from southern Alaska to northern Baja Cal-

ifornia.
Ptychoramphus aleutica australe van Rossem
off the west coast of Baja California from the
San Benito Islands south to Asuncion and San Roque islands.

BREEDS

WINTERS

within the breeding range.

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Upperparts plain grayish dusky or
dull blackish slate, inclining to dull brownish slate on
hindneck and postocular region, the rump and upper
tail coverts more decidedly slaty, the back and scapulars
tinged with the same; a whitish spot above the upper
eyelid and a less obvious one on the lower eyelid; malar
and rictal regions, chin, throat, and foreneck plain
brownish gray (between quaker drab and deep mouse
gray); under wing coverts brownish gray, some of the
larger coverts grayish white; rest of underparts immaculate white; bill black, the basal third of mandible yellowish or flesh colored; iris white; legs and feet bluish
and dusky. This plumage is initially attained in the
third year of life (Manuwal I 972).

ADULTS

TUVENILES.
Similar to adults in coloration, but with a
whitish throat and a paler breastband and generally less
blackish throughout; iris brown.
YOUNG.
Upperparts deep sooty grayish brown,
the sides and chest similar but paler; chin, throat,
breast, and abdomen dull grayish white. The iris is
brown, and the legs and feet are pink. There is a bare
area of skin around the eyes. By 10 days the legs darken
to grayish black, with a light blue cast on the tarsus and
upper toes (Thoreson, in press).
DOWNY

zo. Current inclusive distribution of the Cassin auklet, including
colony locations and limits of nonbreeding range.
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Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 109.~-12g.om m (average of 8, 120.7); females 120-22 m m (average of 3, 121).
Exposed culmen: males 18.5-20.0 m m (average of 8,
19.3); females 18.5-19.0 m m (average of 3, 18.8). Eggs:
average of 60, 46.9 x 34.3 m m (Bent 1919).
WEIGHTS.
In winter and spring, males 146-209 g (average of I s, 173.0 g);females 141-83 g (averageof 10,
I 64.5 ) (museum specimens).An unsexed breeding sample of z5 birds averaged 188 g (Vermeer and Cullen
1982).The calculated egg weight is 28 g (Schonwetter
1967).Newly hatched chicks average 17.8 g (Manuwal
1972).
Identification
FIELD.
This little auklet is fairly common in offshore areas south of Canada and appears almost uniformly blackish while swimming, except for white eyes
and a pale spot at the base of the lower mandible. In
young birds the throat is somewhat whitish, and their
bills are smaller. There are no significant changes during winter. Their calls resemble the creaking of a rusty
gate or a chorus of frogs.
IN THE

I N T H E HAND.
This small auklet has a wing length of
less than I 30 m m and a bill that is tapered, subconical,
and wider than high at its base, without any special ornaments or bright coloration at any time. In all
plumages the birds are generally slate gray, with whitish
spots near each eyelid, though only the upper one is
conspicuous. The species is difficult to sex externally,
but any bird with a bill depth of 10.3 millimeters or
more is likely to be a male (Nelson 1981).

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G H A B I T A T S . This species
breeds on rocky to sandy coastlines of North America,
mostly in grassy or other nonforested habitats, on both
flat and sloping terrain and sometimes several hundred
meters from the coast. Substrates that provide preexisting cavities or those that the birds can easily dig into
are used for nesting. The breeding distribution extends
from a zone where August surface water temperatures
range from about 10°C in the north to 20°C in the
south, with peak densities near the colder limits. In the
winter the birds are primarily found well offshore in the
open ocean, sometimes up to 50 miles from the coastline.

DENSITIES.
Triangle Island in British
Columbia, which has a total area of little more than a
square kilometer, had a breeding population of approx-

SOCIALITY A N D

imately 35 9,ooo pairs in I 977, representing an almost
incredible density of roughly 7,400 birds per hectare or
0.74 breeding bird per square meter. Obviously the
breeding birds were distributed nonuniformly, with
minimum densities of 0.1-0.19 pair per square meter
typical of the shrubby central plateau area that was
mostly covered with salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis),
salal (Gaultheria shallon), and Pacific crabapple (Malus
fusca). Densities were highest (up to 1.1 pairs per square
meter) on an open summit area dominated by herbaceous forms such as saxifrage (Saxifraga newcombeii),
brome grass (Bromus sitchensis), licorice fern (Polypodium vulgara), and spiny wood fern (Dryopteris austriaca). Breeding densities were also high in other
vegetationally similar areas where there was short herbaceous vegetation and low, wind-pruned salmonberry
interspersed with bare ground. Manuwal (1974b)found
the highest breeding densities (1.09 burrows per square
meter) in vegetated depressions and similar areas with
soft soil substrates, and the lowest densities (0.02 burrow per square meter) on rocky plains with shallow soil.
His overall burrow density figures for all habitat types
on Southeast Farallon Island averaged about o. I 3 burrow per square meter, and the total population of the 37
hectare island had an extrapolated average density of
2,850 breeding birds per hectare.
P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
At least at the northern limits of the range in the Aleutian Islands the introduced arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) is a very serious
predator. It can easily dig out Cassin auklets' burrows in
their usual soft soil substrates, and apparently many
areas that once supported the species have virtually lost
them to arctic foxes (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978).
Farther south introduced rats (Rattus spp.) are known to
and
be damaging to nesting birds (Sowls et al. 1980)~
western gulls are sometimes significant predators on
fledging chicks (Thoreson 1964).It is very likely that
the larger owls take adult birds, but the auklet's essentially nocturnal behavior probably helps to reduce predation from diurnal aerial predators. Nevertheless,
peregrines (Falcoperegrinus) have been mentioned as
serious predators near auklet colonies on the Coronado
Islands (Bent 1919), though the species has since been
extirpated from that area.
Competitors of the Cassin auklet include other cavity-nesting birds that use similar crevices or burrows.
Manuwal(1974b)listed among these the tufted puffin,
the pigeon guillemot, and two storm petrels
(Oceanodroma homochroa and 0 . leucorhoa). Of these,
only the storm petrels are small enough to use auklet
burrows, and typically they nest in crevices with openings too small for auklets to pass through. Farther north

the auklets nest in company with the rhinoceros auklet,
but this species is limited to nesting on slopes, and so
competition between the two is limited to such areas.
Where puffins and rhinoceros auklets nest in company
with Cassin auklets, the latter occur in low densities,
perhaps as a result of displacement through the extensive burrowing of these larger species (Vermeer et al.
1979). Cassin auklets probably nest in close proximity
to some of the other small auklets as well, but these are
almost exclusively rock crevice and cavity nesters. The
ancient murrelet overlaps substantially with the Cassin
auklet in its breeding range, and it seems quite likely
that some competition for nest sites occurs between
these species.

MIGRATIONS.
There is little direct
evidence of any major migrations in this species,
though the winter distribution of the rather large Alaskan breeding population is still unknown. The birds are
common in the Gulf of Alaska from April through
November but either are lacking in winter or at least
have not yet been found in large numbers (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982; Islieb and Kessel 1973).They
may winter in small numbers off the west coast of Vancouver Island, but they are highly pelagic at that time
and are easily overlooked. It seems likely that the adult
birds disperse well offshore in areas rich in zooplankton
and probably move only the minimum distance necessary from their breeding colonies.

General Biology

Social Behavior

F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
This species' major
breeding season prey in California waters consists of euphausiid crustaceans (especially Thysanoessa spinifera),
hyperiid amphipods (Phromema),larval squids, and the
megalop stage of a decapod crab, all of which are primary components of micronekton (Manuwal1972).
Studies in British Columbia (Vermeer and Cullen 1982)
indicate that there the birds rely, at least during the
breeding season, on copepods (especially Calanus),euphausiids, amphipods, and various small fish; the fish
are primarily taken near the end of the breeding season
as plankton populations decline. Their planktonic prey
ranges in size from 6 to 30 millimeters, and their fish
prey from I S to 45 millimeters. The species' heavy reliance on Thysanoessa spinifera in southern California
waters may relate to its being the only euphausiid
around the Farallon Islands that is abundant in surface
waters during daylight hours. The same species is also a
major food of Cassin auklets off Vancouver Island
(Payne 1965).
This species, together with the crested, least, and
parakeet auklets, has a sublingual pouch adapted to
food storage in adults that must carry foods back to
their developing chicks. Since foraging occurs diurnally
and the chicks are fed at night, this pouch allows the
birds to store foods for from 24 hours to possibly as long
as 36 hours before passing it on to their chicks. The
pouch occurs in adults of both sexes and apparently develops at the time of the first breeding attempt, reaching its greatest length at or near the time the young
fledge. A bird with a full pouch can carry as much as 35
grams of material (or nearly zo percent of adult body
weight], although the average meal size is about
grams (Speich and Manuwal 1974).Vermeer and Cullen
(1982)reported a slightly smaller (17.6 grams) average
meal size for birds in their study area.

MOVEMENTS AND

TERRITORIALITY.
This species is
monogamous, with pair bonding lasting at least up to 3
years (4 known instances) and possibly permanently. At
least in California, where the birds are resident, a pair
may periodically visit their nesting burrows throughout
the year, and there is a high level of nest site tenacity.
Seven of 16 birds from the apparently excess potentially
breeding ("floater") population that attained nesting
sites in one year were found back in the same burrow
the following year. Additionally, at least some fledged
young returned to within 100-150 meters of their
hatching site when they matured (Manuwal 1972,
1974a) The birds are highly territorial in spite of their
propensity for dense nesting, and territorial defense typically centers on the burrow entrance. If both members
of the pair are present near the burrow, the mate is also
defended. However, it is still not certain that the male
is the primary defender, since there is no sexual dimorphism in color and very little in weight. Territorial defense varies directly with population density and with
the reproductive cycle. Much of this defensive behavior
is directed toward "floater" birds that are seeking available nest sites. Manuwal judged that slightly over half
these "floaters" were adults (3 years old or older), while
the rest were yearlings and 2-year-olds. (Manuwal 1972,
1974b).
MATING SYSTEM A N D

DISPLAY.
Adults on their breeding grounds
are highly vocal; Thoreson (1964)recognized at least ten
different variants of their calls. During mating, greeting,
and other social activities the sounds made resemble
the chirring of katydids or crickets. The individual
kreet notes are sometimes trilled and vary somewhat in
duration, pitch, and frequency of utterance. Communal
chorusing is common, with sudden changes in rhythm
and in intensity of trilling. Paired birds not only per-

VOICE AND

form mutual trilling calls but also utter some twittering
notes, while fighting individuals produce more growling
sounds. The warning call is a loud kreer, and during
greeting ceremonies in the nest chamber a series of gutteral notes are uttered. During calls the throat is puffed
out considerably (the sublingual pouch possibly serving
as a resonating chamber), and the entire body vibrates.
Display postures have also been described by Thorwhose sketches provide the basis for figure
eson (1964)~
43. According to him, paired birds perform various recognition and greeting movements. Probably one of the
more important of these is billing (fig. 43A), during
which mated birds nibble one another's bills and the
feathers at the base of the bill, while uttering repeated
krr or chirr notes. Two other displays of mated pairs are
circling and passing. During circling, one member of the
pair moves partly around its mate to a facing or mounting position, occasionally raising the wing nearest its
mate while doing so (fig. 4 3 D ) The wings may also be
raised during antagonistic encounters, such as when a
bird is being threatened or pecked by a neighbor (fig.
43C). In threatening another bird, the bill is directed toward it and the back feathers may be ruffled (fig.43F).
During passing, one of the pair members gets up from a
sitting position and moves ahead of its mate, half-running and half-hopping (fig. 43B) This action may in turn
be performed by its mate, producing a kind of leapfrogging extending as far as 5-6 meters. This behavior often
terminates with one member of the pair's turning to
perform billing with the other, or with both birds' flying
back to the original starting place. Head bowing, head
bobbing, and head waggling movements also are extremely common. In head bowing (fig. 43G) the head is
rather quickly lowered to a nearly vertical position and
then returned to the horizontal. In head bobbing (fig.
43H) the vertical movements are less extreme but also
rapid. During head waggling (fig. 431) the head and bill
are moved laterally. Head bobbing and head waggling
are both commonly performed by paired birds.
One observation of copulation was made by Thoreson (1964).This occurred at night, among a group of
more than 50 birds, on a rock he had seen defended by a
pair. Treading was preceded by head bowing, head waggling, billing, twittering calls, and intermittant kreek
notes. Then one member of the pair squatted and the
other mounted. Postcopulatory behavior included mutual billing and head waggling as well as probable comfort movements such as wing flapping and feather
rustling. This is the only fairly detailed description of
copulation yet available for any auklet, and it will be of
interest to learn if it or comparable behavior (nocturnal
terrestrial copulation outside the nesting chamber on a
regular resting site) is typical of the other auklets as

43. Social behavior of the Cassin auklet (afterThoreson 1964):
A, billing; B, passing; C, attacking; D, wing raising; E, regurgitation of food; F, threat; G, head bowing; H, head bobbing; I,
head waggling.

well. Certainly it is rather similar to the situation in
guillemots, where copulation often occurs on a defended resting rock near the nest site.

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Egg records for the Farallon Islands extend from April 3 to July
20, with a peak during the first half of June (Bent 1919).
According to Thoreson (19641, fresh eggs have been seen
on the Farallon Islands until mid-August and possibly
even to late November. Lower California records are
from March 10 to June 8, those from the Santa Barbara
Islands are from May 16 to June 29, and those from the
Sanak Islands (Alaska)are from June 6 to July 3 (Bent
1919). A few egg records from British Columbia are
from April 18 to June I, and nestlings have been seen
between June and August. Manuwal(1979)observed
that during two successive years the duration of laying
initial clutches on the Farallon Islands was 47 and 65
days, and there were also overlapping periods of replacement egg laying that lasted 46 to 94 days. Finally, in one

of the two years there was a j3 day period during which
second clutch (double-brooding)eggs were laid. In that
year there was a total period of I 34 days when eggs were
known to be present. This period generally corresponded to times of high availability of zooplankton in
the adjoining waters. During the two years of the study
an average of I 3 percent of the pairs laid replacement
eggs when their first eggs were lost, and 4. j percent laid
second clutches following successful rearing of a chick
that same season. Thus this is the only species of alcid
for which double-brooding has been proved, although it
has been suggested as possible for Xantus murrelets,
based on their equally long egg season (Bent 1919).
The nesting substrate is quite variable, but the highest nesting densities were found by Manuwal(1972,
1974a) in vegetated depressions, railroad beds, and
grassy plains with deep soil, all of which allow easy burrowing. Some nesting also occurred in rock cavities or
crevices, such as in talus slopes, rock walls and piles,
and bare rock outcrops. However, nest site temperatures
are more stable in sod burrows than in rocky sites,
which might help explain the species' preference for soil
sites over rock crevices or cavities. In all, about half of
the nests Manuwal found in the Farallon Islands were in
rock crevices and the rest were in burrows, apparently
because of the limited number of preferred burrow nesting sites. Vermeer et al. (1979)reported that slope angle,
density of tufted hairgrass (Deschampia caespitosa),
density of rhinoceros auklet burrows, and altitude were
all statistically significant as factors influencing burrow
densities in British Columbia. Thus the birds prefer
nesting in short vegetation such as hairgrass and away
from rhinoceros auklets. Both the slope angle and the
altitude factors may be related to the fact that the birds
evidently avoid nesting near rhinoceros auklets, which
are limited in their nest sites to steep slopes from
which they can easily take flight. Excluding this factor,
it may be said that the birds preferred to nest in open
and short vegetation on all slopes and at all elevations,
at least up to roo meters. On forested islands the birds
typically nest at the edges of the forests, burrowing in
moss- or grass-covered ground.
LAYING.
This species typically excavates its own burrows in soft soil. Thoreson
(1964)reported that excavation of new burrows and repair of old ones may begin as early as December, with
both members of the pair actively taking part. Most burrows begin at the base of a solid object, such as a tree
root, and they may vary from less than z feet to about 4
feet (0.7-1.2 meters) in length, depending on location
and the hardness of the soil. Digging is done only at
night, and a burrow may require at least 3 months to
complete. Tunnels of separate pairs do not intersect,

NEST BUILDING A N D EGG

and blind side branches are only exceptionally present,
dug mainly when a replacement egg is to be laid after
losing the first. About 24 percent of burrows checked in
early February (a month before earliest egg laying in the
Farallons) contained apparently paired birds, suggesting
a fairly early occupancy of available burrows. Although
resident pairs in a colony do not appear to lay their eggs
with any clear degree of synchronization, Manuwal
(1g74a)mentioned that one "floater" bird that had occupied a vacated burrow the day before was already incubating an egg, suggesting that at least some "floaters1'
would nest if they could find nest sites. Indeed, Manuwal determined that from 37.5 to 70.0 percent of the
"floaters" that he provided with nest sites (by removing
original territory owners) laid eggs, though their reproductive success rates were quite variable during the
two years of his experiment. Eggs are normally laid near
the back of the burrow, and incubation typically begins
almost immediately. However, Manuwal (1974a)noted
that about 8 percent of the eggs laid are not immediately incubated, and indeed most of these are never
incubated, for reasons he could not explain. Only one
egg is laid, even though the birds have two well-developed incubation patches.
INCUBATION AND BROODING
Both
. members of the
pair incubate, typically shifting incubation duties every
24 hours. Manuwal(1974a) determined an average incubation period of 37.8 days, with a range of 37-42
days, for 86 eggs. One female that lost her mate continued to incubate alone for ro days, incubating the egg
every other day, before she finally deserted it. Egg losses
are fairly high during the preincubation and incubation
stages; Manuwal(1979)found that 26.2 percent of 664
first-clutch eggs were unsuccessful, and there were
higher rates of egg loss in replacement clutches and attempted second nestings. Collectively there was a 28.8
percent mortality of eggs in all nests studied, with
clutches laid before the mean laying date more successful than later ones.

G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GThe
. parents alternate brooding their chick for the first 5-6 days after
hatching, and it is then left alone in the burrow while
the adults forage, returning each night to feed their
chick. The average fledging period for 16 chicks was reported as 41. I days (range 35-46) by Manuwal(1974a)
and 44.7 days (range 41-50 days for 17 birds) by Thoreson (1964).By the time the young are 37-38 days old
they reach their maximum rate, after which they begin
to lose weight at the rate of 2.5 percent per day until
they fledge. The chick is fed once a night by each of its
parents, who regurgitate food stored in their sublingual
pouches (fig. 43E). Toward the end of the fledging period
the intensity of parental feeding declines, but some

adults may feed their chicks up to the time of fledging,
and others may even continue to return to the nest with
food after the chick has left it. Evidently the parents do
not always accompany their fledged chicks, since Manuwal found many pairs back in their nest sites several
days after their chicks had fledged. The chicks make
several short flights before the extended flight that occurs at fledging. At this time the birds are vulnerable to
predation by western gulls, though some gulls will also
pull auklet chicks from burrows or even take adults
that are nesting in shallow burrows. Nevertheless, most
chick mortality evidently occurs close to the time of
fledging, especially as a result of gull attacks.
B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
Thoreson (1964)found that 26.6 percent of the pairs in
75 nests succeeded in rearing a chick to fledging. Of 664
first-clutch eggs, Manuwal (1974a)estimated that 60.1
percent resulted in fledged chicks, while the breeding
success of 91 replacement eggs was 52.7 percent and
that of 97 second-nesting eggs was 15.5I percent. Besides the reproductively active component of this population there is a second "floater" component of surplus
potential breeders that was estimated by Manuwal
(1974b)to be about z~ percent of the total population.
About half of these are adults, and 80 percent have had
no previous breeding experience. These "floaters" are
able to enter the breeding population as established
breeders die or they become otherwise able to obtain
nest sites. Manuwal was not able to judge mortality
rates of the "floater" component but judged the annual
mortality rate of breeders to be about 19 percent per
year.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Judging from an analysis of leg and wing musculature,
this genus may not be very distantly removed from the
puffin group (Hudson et al. 1969).Storer (1945)detected
no major differences between the hind limbs of
Ptychoramphus (which typically digs its own nest burrow) and those of the other auklets, all of which nest in
rock cavities or crevices. He judged it to be the most
primitive of the auklets based on its lack of specialization of the bill rhamphotheca and its absence of head
plumes. Certainly the auklets and puffin group form a
fairly homogeneous assemblage, with a progressively
higher development of digging adaptations apparent as
one proceeds from the typical auklets through the Cassin auklet and the rhinoceros auklet to the puffins. I believe the Cassin auklet is perhaps best retained as a
monotypic genus, which best expresses its somewhat
uncertain degree of relationship to the other auklets and
the puffins.

Population Status and Conservation
In California the Cassin auklet has a variable conservation status, having disappeared from some historical
breeding sites, but it now may be more common on the
Farallon Islands than at any other known time in history (Sowls et al. 1980).This habitat is now essentially
saturated, judging from the high percentage of "floaters"
in the population, and the high philopatric tendencies
of the birds probably reduce chances of range extension.
The birds are still abundant on the coast of British Columbia, but the population trends there as well as in
western Washington are unknown (Manuwal and Campbell 1979).In Alaska the birds have suffered greatly
from introduced arctic foxes in some areas, but at present, with the foxes gone from many islands, they may
be recovering (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1979).The
species was assigned an oil vulnerability index of 84,
one of the highest of all the alcids (King and Sanger
1979),and certainly in southern California the danger of
oil pollution poses a serious threat to its continued survival (Sowls et al. 1980).

Parakeet Auklet
Cyclorrhynchus psittacula (Pallas)
NAMES:
Baillie brushkie (Aleutians); starique perroquet (French);Rotschnabelalk (German); umiomu (Japanese);belobryushka (Russian);
sukluruk (Saint Lawrence Island).
OTHER VERNACULAR

Distribution of Species (See Map z I )
from the Sea of Okhotsk to the vicinity of
Kolyuchin Bay, northeastern Siberia, and from the Diomede Islands, Fairway Rock, the Commanders, the
Pribilofs and Sledge, Saint Lawrence, and Saint Matthew islands south to the Aleutian Islands and to Prince
William Sound, southern Alaska.
BREEDS

from the Bering Sea south to Sakhalin Island,
the Kuriles, and Honshu, and to the coast of Alaska;
much more rarely south to California.

WINTERS

Description (Adapted from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Upperparts plain dull slate blackish, gradually passing into
dark hair brown or grayish fuscous on chin, throat, and
foreneck (sometimes chest also), the sides and flanks
uniform grayish fuscous; rest of underparts immaculate
ADULTS I N B R E E D I N G P L U M A G E

Number u n k n o w n
A

Under 1 . 0 0 0
1,000

A

-

10.000

I0.ooo-loo.ooo
Over 1 0 0 . 0 0 0

21.Current

inclusive distribution of the parakeet auklet, including colony locations (Alaska)and general breeding range
(Asia).The wintering areas are shaded.

white, the chest, however, usually more or less clouded
with grayish fuscous; whole undersurface of wing plain
grayish brown (between hair brown and fuscous), some
of the larger coverts (sometimes, at least) with a narrow
shaft streak and small terminal spot of grayish white;
elongated pointed plumes extending in a line from
lower eyelid backward and downward across auricular
region, white; bill orangy red or salmon, the nasal
shield dark horn color, the tomial tumor pale flesh
color; iris white; legs and feet pale bluish gray or bluish
white, the side of tarsus and toes blackish, webs blackish centrally, and joints of toes dusky; interior of mouth
whitish. The auricular plumes and bill plates are probably initially acquired during the second summer after
but the definitive
hatching (Bedard and Sealy 1984)~
breeding plumage is apparently not attained until the
third year.

plumes reduced. Several accessory bill ornaments are
also lost during the nonbreeding period.

W I N T E R PLUMAGE.
Similar to the summer (breeding)
plumage, but throat, foreneck, sides, and flanks white,
like rest of underparts, or partly so, and white auricular

M E A S U R E M E NWing:
T S . males 144.5-152.0 m m (average of 10, 148); females 140.5-1 52.0 m m (average of 10,
145.8).Exposed culmen: males 14.5-1 6.5 m m (average

TUVENILES.
Similar to the winter plumage, but bill
smaller and duller red (inclining to brown) and entire
underparts, including throat, and foreneck, immaculate
white. The iris is bluish gray, the bill pale black, the
mouth cavity yellow, and the tarsi are bluish above and
gray below (Bedard and Sealy 1984).
D O W N Y Y O U N GAbove
.
uniform deep smoky gray or
sooty grayish brown, the chin, throat, and chest similar
but paler; rest of underparts pale brownish gray. The iris
is black, the bill gray, and the tarsi and feet are gray, becoming darker below (Bedard and Sealy 1984).

Measurements and Weights

of 10, I 5.2); females 13.0-15.5 m m (average of 10, 14.2)
(Ridgway I 9 I 9). Eggs: average of 33, 5 4.3 x 37.3 m m
(Bent 1919).
WEIGHTS.
The average of 7 breeding males was 317.6 g
(Bedard 1969a), and 17 unsexed adults averaged 280 g
(Sealy 1968).The average weight of 3 eggs was 37.5 g
(Sealy 1968); calculated fresh weight is 42 g (Schonwetter 1967). Newly hatched young average 28.1 g (Sealy
1968).

Identification
FIELD.The bill of this species serves to identify
it in any plumage. It is short and stubby, with the lower
mandible more strongly upcurved than the upper mandible is decurved, producing a nearly circular profile. In
the breeding season the bill is orangy red, and the black
face has a white stripe extending back from the eye
along the side of the neck. In winter the white stripe is
lacking, the bill is blackish, and the body is distinctly
bicolor, with white flanks and underparts and a uniformly dark head and upperparts. The call is a clear,
vibrating whistle, uttered on the breeding grounds.

IN THE

This fairly large auklet (wing 140-52
m m ) can be identified by the unique circular bill, which
has a depth about equal to its length and an upper mandible that is strongly convex both in the culmen profile
and in the profile of the cutting edge. The lower mandible thus has a unique concave cutting edge, and its tip
is sharply pointed and strongly recurved.
IN THE HAND.

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
Breeding in
this mostly high-arctic species occurs along rocky
coastlines of the Bering Sea, primarily within the area
where surface ocean temperatures in August range from
5°C to lo°C. Nesting is mostly confined to the rocky
crevices of cliffs and cavities of associated talus and
scree accumulations near the sea itself but may possibly
extend locally a very short distance inland on talus- or
scree-covered slopes. During the nonbreeding season
the birds are pelagic, possibly overwintering far from
their breeding colonies in subarctic to temperate or possibly even subtropical oceanic environments (Could,
Forsell, and Lensink 1982).
BREEDING A N D NONBREEDING

S O C I A L I T Y A N D DENSITIES.
Little specific information
is available on colony densities in this species, but an
estimated I 50,000 birds breed on Saint George Island in
the Pribilofs, which has about 3.5 square kilometers of
coastal cliff habitat, representing a density of 43,000

birds per square kilometer. Similarly, about 34,000 nest
on Saint Paul Island, which has about 0.j square kilometer of cliff habitat, or 68,000 birds per square kilometer. Finally, some zo,ooo birds nest on Little Diomede
Island, a tiny rocky promontory off the west coast of the
Seward Peninsula. Under such conditions the breeding
density might approach ~oo,ooobirds per square kilometer of nesting habitat. In general, however, the birds
are somewhat less colonial than the smaller auklets,
since they are more prone to nest in crevices in cliffs
and thus perhaps somewhat less restricted to the cavities associated with talus slopes. Searing (1977)estimated an average density of 30 birds per hectare on a
cliffside habitat but noted that most were nesting under
large boulders near the top of the cliff and thus were excluded from the estimated densities.
COMPETITORS.
Although little specific information is available, it is likely that many of
the same avian and mammalian predators affect the parakeet auklet as mentioned for the Aethia species. Sealy
(1968)indicated that cliff-nesting individuals are probably less vulnerable to such predators as arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) than are those that nest in talus slopes,
but as with the Aethia species there seems to be a significant loss of both eggs and nestlings to voles (Microtus and Cleithrionomys).
PREDATORS AND

General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
Bedard (1969a)has
provided the most complete information on the foods of
this species, basing his conclusions on the analysis of
1%
samples from the gullets of birds collected before
hatching time and from 8 5 neck-pouch samples obtained during the chick-raising period. The early summer samples, as well as later ones, had a preponderance
of carnivorous planktonic forms of crustaceans such as
hyperiids and pteropods as well as various larval fish
(probably mostly Ammodytidae and Cottidae) and
cephalopods. Additionally, the birds took a higher proportion of larger plankton than did either the least or
the crested auklet. The appearance of bottom-dwelling
flatfishes and Mysidacea in the samples suggest that the
upturned mandibles may be used for scooping up foods
from the bottom or near-bottom levels, though some
surface-dwelling forms also appeared in the samples.
Hunt et al. (1980) analyzed 5 5 throat-pouch samples
taken in the Pribilof Islands area and found a high use of
euphausiids and polychaetes. Fish remains amounted to
26 percent of the contents by volume and consisted
mostly of walleye pollock (Theragra).In both areas the
species evidently ate a wide array of plankton, inverte-

brates, and fish larvae and as such was able to utilize
both oceanic and neritic waters.
MIGRATIONS.
It is possible that this
species undergoes a greater migration than the other
auklets, judging from the numbers of birds that have
washed ashore or been seen along the coasts of the
western states from Washington to California. There are
no winter records from the Gulf of Alaska and few from
southeastern Alaska or British Columbia, so it is possible that wintering occurs in oceanic areas farther to the
south (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).They have
been observed around the Pribilofs as late as December
and as early in spring as February and March, suggesting
that at least some birds probably overwinter in the
vicinity of breeding areas (Preble and McAtee 1923).

MOVEMENTS AND

Social Behavior
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D T E R R I T O R I A L I T Y . Scaly (1968)
judged that parakeet auklets "probably" retain their
mates from year to year, but he was unable to follow
banded birds for more than one year. He judged that
nest site tenacity does occur, since a pair displayed on
snow directly over a nest crevice that had been used the
previous year and occupied it a few days later when the
crevice became snow-free. Manuwal and Manuwal
(1979)were unable to identify definite territorial behavior and judged that any territory that is defended is
very small. As in the other auklets, it is probably limited to the defense of the nest site itself. Lehnhausen
(1980)only rarely observed aggressive interactions
among parakeet auklets, and Manuwal and Manuwal
observed threats in conjunction with defense of individual distance on both shore and water but rarely observed direct combat.

DISPLAY.
Manuwal and Manuwal(1979)
have described a flight intention call uttered from land
or water at the approach of danger or at other times before flight. Similar calls have been observed in the Cassin auklet and rhinoceros auklet. Thoreson (in press)
has also mentioned that the birds utter a loud, trilled
chil, chi, chi, chi-chirrrripnote and other calls. The
usual trilled call is rather musical and tends to rise in
pitch. He noted that a mated bird would often land near
the nest site and uttered trilled or warbled songs until
its mate arrived, after which the two would duet and
bill momentarily. If an intruder appeared the birds
would raise and open their bills, utter trilled chirring
notes, and wave their heads toward the intruder.
Displays have so far been only very poorly described
for this species. During limited observations on the Pribilof Islands, I observed repeated billing ceremonies beVOICE AND

44. Social behavior of the parakeet auklet (after photos by author):A, resting posture; B, C, trilled call postures; D, bill raising threat; E, billing with wing raising; F, billing without wing
raising.

tween apparent pairs (fig.44E,F),during which the birds
would face each other, utter duetting calls, and pass
their bills back and forth in front of one another, sometimes touching. On some occasions the wings would be
partially raised during this ceremony. During probable
threats the birds assumed a relatively erect posture,
with the bill pointed upward nearly vertically (fig. 44D)
Manuwal and Manuwal(1979) recognized two stages of
this display, with a low-intensity form that simply involved neck stretching but not bill raising. They also
observed water chasing, involving one bird's lunging toward another on the water surface. At times single birds
of unknown sex will utter a call from the perch site.
During this call the neck is extended forward, the bill is
opened, and the head is tilted upward briefly (fig.
44B,C), while the neck is somewhat enlarged and possibly the throat pouch is expanded. No descriptions of
copulation are available, but Manuwal and Manuwal
(1979)observed two attempted copulations on water following intensive duetting between pairs. They also
noted that duetting occurred primarily but not exclusively between paired birds.

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Actual
egg records for this species are not very numerous. Sealy
and Bedard (1973) judged that on Saint Lawrence Island
egg laying during one season extended from June z I to
July 7, with a mean egg-laying date of June 23. Most
other information also indicates that egg laying occurs
during June. Hunt, Burgeson, and Sanger (1981)estimated that on the Pribilof Islands egg laying probably
occurred the third week of June and hatching the last
week in July. Sealy and Bedard similarly estimated that
the hatching period on Saint Lawrence Island extended
from July 24 to August 3 and the fledging period from
August 29 to September 7. The best description of the
nesting substrate is that of Lehnhausen (1980),who examined I 5 nest sites. Of these, 13 were in rock and
boulder slopes between high-tide line and the base of
cliffs, one was in a cliff face crevice, and one was in a
crevice between soil-covered rocks below a cliff. No
nests occurred in soil burrows or in grassy slopes, and
all were enclosed and inaccessible. The nest entrances
were quite variable in size but had an average area of
228.3 square centimeters. Entrances were typically rectangular, and there was an average distance of 122.5
centimeters to the nest (4 samples). Slopes into the nest
varied equally between positive and negative, and in
rocky slopes the nests were always on the lower portions of such areas, usually less than zo meters above
high-tide line. Sealy and Bedard (1973)examined 49 nest
sites and found a wide variety of cavity and crevice sites
being used. In every case, however, the egg was situated
in almost total darkness and was always under a rock or
peat (Sealy 1968). Sealy noted that the average nest entrance perimeter for parakeet auklets averaged 38.4 centimeters, only slightly less than is typical for crested
auklets, and also apparently slightly less than the average entrance size encountered by Lehnhausen (1980).
Both observers reported that in most cases the bird entered the nest from above.
NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G LAYING.
There is probably
little, if any, actual nest building. Sealy and Bedard
(1973)noted that the birds do not accumulate nesting
materials, though the egg is sometimes deposited on a
layer of small pebbles. Only a single egg is laid, but one
case of replacement laying was documented by Sealy
and Bedard, in which a new egg was laid about 16 days
after the first had been destroyed. They noted that of 3 I
eggs laid, 10 were lost during incubation, representing a
67.7 percent hatching success.

I N C U B A T I O N A N D BROODING.
Both sexes incubate, beginning immediately after the egg is laid. Sealy (1968)
reported the weights of fresh and pipped eggs as averag-

ing 37.5 and 34.8 grams, respectively, and representing
13.3 and 12.4 percent of average adult weights. He established an average incubation period of 35 .z days for 4
eggs (range 35-36 days) but was unable to determine
the relative roles of the two sexes or the durations of
the incubation shifts. However, during mid- to late June
the birds show a daily activity cycle on Saint Lawrence
Island with a single peak early in the morning (Searing
1977), suggesting that changeovers probably occur each
day at about that time. During mid-July, about when
hatching should be starting, the period of colony attendance still peaked in the morning, but a larger number
of birds were present throughout the day. Manuwal and
Manuwal(1979)found a similar trend toward later arrival during the latter part of the breeding cycle as well
as a longer time spent at the colony. During the late
stages of incubation or the early nestling phase the birds
spent about 60 percent of their time at sea feeding and
about 40 percent at or near the colony. The peak frequency of flights to the nesting rocks occurred in midJuly. Evidently parakeet auklets spend more time feeding each day during the nesting season than do least and
crested auklets, which exhibit a double peak of daily
colony attendance (Sealy and Bedard 1973).
Y O U N GSealy
.
and Bedard
(1973)found that of 21 hatched chicks, 16 survived to
fledging, representing a 76.2 percent fledging success.
The most important predators of nestlings were found
to be microtine rodents (Microtus and Clethrionomys),
though wounds made by these animals were not always
fatal. They also established an average fledging period of
35.3 days, with extremes of 34-37 days, for 6 chicks.
The weight of chicks at hatching averaged 28.1 grams
and peaked at 28-29 days, when it averaged about 250
grams. Thereafter it declined slightly to an average
fledging weight of 222.6 grams, about 78 percent of
adult weight. Thermoregulation is attained by only 3-4
days after hatching. Before fledging the birds spent a
good deal of time flapping their wings near the entrance
to the nest, and all of 4 birds observed to fledge did so
They flew directly to the
between 3:00 and S:OOA.M.
sea, with no apparent involvement of their parents in
the departure or in subsequent activities on the water.
GROWTH A N D SURVIVAL OF

B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T R A T E S . The
estimate by Sealy and Bedard (1973)of a breeding success of 5 1.6 percent, based on I 6 chicks fledging from
3 I eggs, is the only reasonable sample size. Hunt, Burgeson and Sanger (1981)noted that 4 chicks fledged
from 6 nests under observation. It is believed that it
takes 3 years to attain sexual maturity (Sealy and Bedard 1973)~
but no estimates of recruitment rates are
available.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Kozlova (1961) pointed out a number of similarities in
the skulls of this species and the typical puffins and
noted some adaptations in the pelvic area associated
with improved terrestrial locomotion. Like the other
auklets, this species does have a throat pouch, although
Kozlova noted that it is smaller than in the other auklets. It seems probable to me that the parakeet auklet is
most closely related to Aethia, though an affinity with
the rhinoceros auklet and typical puffins is certainly
not impossible. (Strauch 1985 recommended the merger
of Cyclorrhynchus and Aethia after the submission of
this manuscript.)

Population Status and Conservation
All the North American breeding colonies are found in
Alaska, which has been roughly estimated to support
about 800,ooo birds in 125 known breeding sites (Sowls,
Hatch, and Lensink 1978).Nothing is known of possible
population trends. The species was assigned an oil vulnerability index of 80 by King and Sanger (1979).

Least Auklet
Aethia pusilla (Pallas)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Choochkie (Aleutians);
knob-billed auklet; starique minuscule (French);
Zwergalk (German);ko-umisuzume (Japanese);
konyuga-kroshka (Russian).

Distribution of Species (See Map 2 2 )
on the north coast of Chukotski Peninsula, the
Diomede Islands, and from Cape Prince of Wales south
through the islands in the Bering Sea, including the
Pribilofs, to the western Aleutian and Shumagin islands, and east to the Semidis.

BREEDS

more or less white, the proximal secondaries (sometimes proximal greater coverts also) more or less distinctly tipped with white; acuminate feathers on
forehead and lores, and elongated sharp rictal and auricular plumes white; underparts mostly white, more or
less spotted or blotched with blackish or blackish slate,
this frequently forming a distinct and uninterrupted
band (of variable width) across foreneck, usually in
abrupt contrast anteriorly to the immaculate white of
throat; axillaries and under wing coverts white and pale
gray; bill dusky basally, dark reddish terminally; iris
white; legs and feet pale bluish. Adult plumage ("definitive alternate") is probably attained in the third year of
life. Second-year birds exhibit head ornaments, a
knobbed culmen, a white iris, a speckled throat, and
heavily mottled underparts. About 20 percent of birds
on the breeding grounds are in this plumage (Bedard and
Sealy 1984).
W I N T E R P L U M A G E . Similar to the summer plumage,
but underparts, including sides of neck, continuously
white; the chin, however, is slaty, as in summer; white
pointed feathers of forehead and such usually less developed, sometimes almost entirely lacking, bill without
the knob at base of culmen. Iris white, at least in adults.

TUVENILES.
Similar to the winter adult but bill smaller;
a few short white feathers on head, and more white on
scapulars. Iris gray.
D O W N Y YOUNG.
Entirely plain dark sooty grayish
black, the underparts paler and more grayish. Iris blackish gray, bill medium gray, tarsi and feet gray.

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 90.0-97.5 m m (average
of 10, 92.9); females 88.5-96.0 m m (average of 10, 93.6).
Exposed culmen: males 8-9 m m (average of 10, 8.6);females 7.5-9.5 m m (average of 10, 8.5) (Ridgway 1919).
Eggs: average of 57, 39.5 x 28.5 m m (Bent 1919)

at sea off the coast of eastern Siberia south to
Kamchatka, Sakhalin, and the Kurile Islands, off northern Japan, and off the Aleutian Islands.

WEIGHTS.
The average of 26 breeding males was 86.3 g
(Bedard 1969a), and 125 unsexed adults averaged 92 g
(Sealy 1968). The average weight of 14 eggs was 17.5 g
(Sealy 1968);estimated fresh weight is 17 g (Schonwetter 1967).Newly hatched young average 12.3 g (Sealy
1968).

Description (Modified from Ridgway 19 I 9)

Identification

(sexes alike). Upperparts slate blackish (sometimes inclining to glossy
black), passing into dark slate color on suborbital and
malar regions and chin, the scapulars intermixed with

FIELD.
This is the smallest of the auklets and is
likely to be encountered only in arctic waters around
Alaska. In summer the small size and white throat
patch, bounded by black on the head and sometimes the

WINTERS

A D U L T S I N B R E E D I N G PLUMAGE

I N THE

22. Current inclusive distribution of the least auklet, including
colony locations (Alaska)and general breeding range (Asia).
The wintering areas are shaded.

breast, are distinctive; the bill is orange with a yellow
tip and a small dorsal knob, there are short white cheek
plumes resembling a small mustache, and a white stripe
extends back from the eye. In winter the combination
of a white scapular stripe and a very small size serves to
identify the species. First-year birds resemble adult
breeders but have smaller bills, lack the knob on the
bill, and have smaller or absent cheek plumes. Their
voices are a mixture of twittering, cackling, and squealing notes.
HAND.The tiny size of this species (wing under
mm), together with the very short bill (culmen 710 m m ) that is slightly higher than wide at its base and
has a small compressed knob during the breeding season, provides for easy identification.

IN THE
IOO

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
This is a
high-arctic species with a coastal breeding distribution
that extends south only to the Alaskan Peninsula and
the Aleutians in North America, or approximately be-

tween the coastline limits having adjacent surface waters ranging from 5°C to 10°C during August.
Additionally, the birds nest only in talus slopes, where
crevices and interstices are provided by rock rubble of
appropriate dimensions. Typically these habitats consist
of cobbles and boulders up to about 5 meters thick,
with a base of parent rock or an accumulation of
smaller weathered particles that have gradually been deposited there. The range of rock diameters in the rubble
most suitable for least auklets is from less than 0.3 to
about 0.5 meter, with a sharp drop-off in usage in areas
with average rock sizes above 0.3 meter, at least in part
because of competition with crested auklets and probably also the other larger auklet species (Bedard 196913;
Sealy 1968).However, Byrd and Knudtson (1978)found
no direct correlation between average boulder size and
breeding densities of this and two other species of
Aethia at their study area; the highest concentration of
least auklets was in a boulder field partially covered by
a layer of soil and vegetation. Outside the breeding season the birds are pelagic; the most northerly breeding
birds must move south in advance of the winter ice
limits, and at least in spring they apparently concen-

trate along the ice edge to the north and east of the Pribilof Islands (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).
S O C I A L I T Y A N D DENSITIES.
Bedard (1969b)estimated
breeding densities of least auklets on Saint Lawrence Island, finding that in various quadrats the estimated densities ranged from about I to I Z O birds per zoo square
meters, averaging about 46 birds for 30 quadrats. Searing (1977)reanalyzed Bedard's data for the Kongkok
basin and added new information of his own that indicated a considerably higher average breeding density of
65 birds per zoo square meters. He thus believed that
the colony there had increased about 95 percent in the
10 year period separating the two studies. Densities
were found to vary with several physical environmental
factors as well as the presence of crested auklets. Contrary to Bedard, Searing found no negative effect from
the presence of crested auklets; instead, there was a
positive correlation. Densities were highest on very
steep slopes, on deeper mantles of scree, and on plots
with angular rather than rounded rock rubble. There
was also a negative correlation between auklet density
and the distance of the plot from the nearest edge of
continuous scree.
P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
Sealy (1969)reviewed
various possible predators of auklets on Saint Lawrence
Island and suggested that, at least there, such potential
predators as peregrines (Falcoperegrinus) and gyrfalcons
(F. rusticolus) are rare, while the more common jaegers
(Stercorarius spp.) and snowy owls (Nyctea scandiaca)
probably have a negligible effect on the birds. However,
herring gulls (Larus argentatus) and glaucous-winged
gulls (L. glaucescens) are probably important predators
of chicks and possibly take some eggs as well.
Glaucous-winged gulls are the most important predators of adults and fledged young in the Aleutians (F.
Zeillemaker, pers. comm.). Certainly the arctic fox (Alopex lagopus) is a very serious predator on nesting birds
and their chicks wherever it has been introduced, as are
free-running dogs where they are present near colonies.
Last, voles ( Cleithrionom ys rutilus and Microtus spp.)
probably cause significant loss of nestling auklets locally by puncturing eggs, killing chicks, and occasionally even wounding adult birds (Sealy 1982).On Buldir
Island in the Aleutians the peregrine may be an important predator on least auklets, and a moderate number
may also be taken by bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) (Searing 1977).
Competitors no doubt include the other auklets,
with which the least auklet must compete for nest
sites. As noted earlier, the least auklet can use rubble of
smaller diameter than can the other considerably larger
species, but the whiskered auklet is only about 44 per-

cent larger than the least auklet and can thus be expected to compete most strongly with it. Byrd and
Knudtson (1978)found no significant differences between the crevice sizes used by least and whiskered
auklets, though their small sample sizes precluded
strong conclusions on this point. In any case, whiskered
auklets made up no more than about z percent of the
combined species population in their study area, and
thus at least in that location they would not have constituted a serious competitive factor.
General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
Bedard (1969a)provided the first detailed analysis of least auklet foods, examining a total of 269 samples of food taken from
gullets or neck pouches from the time of arrival until
the end of the chick-rearing period. He found that during that time least auklets forage almost exclusively on
planktonic crustaceans, especially the copepod Calanus
finmarchicus, which has a cycle of summer abundance
similar to its relative occurrence in the diet of the least
auklet. At times during the summer when this form is
scarce, the birds use such prey as small hyperiids, caridean larvae, and some other planktonic forms. In general the birds' diet seems to overlap strongly with that
of the crested auklet, but they take substantially
smaller prey items. The birds can hold up to 2.5 cubic
centimeters of food in their gullets and another I I in
their neck pouches, although the average actual amount
carried in the neck pouch was less than 8 grams, or
somewhat under 10 percent of the adult body weight. A
smaller sample of stomach remains (of 10 birds) was
analyzed by Searing (1977),who noted a much larger
proportion of decapod larvae eaten in his area, perhaps
because his birds were collected only during July. Analysis of foods taken from I Z food pouches indicated that
nearly all the foods brought to chicks during August
were copepods (mainly Neocalanus). Finally, a sample
of 258 throat-pouch contents (mainly regurgitated material) from the Pribilof Islands analyzed by Hunt et al.
(1980)indicated a similar summer dependence upon calanoid copepods for feeding their young, though the
adults themselves may feed more on euphausiids at this
time. Recently Springer and Roseneau ( I 98 5 ) concluded
that the distribution of copepod biomass in the Bering
Sea controls the number and distribution of nesting
least auklets in that region.
Foraging during the breeding season is apparently
done quite close to the nesting colony; Searing (1977)
reported that it occurred mainly within z kilometers of
shore and along approximately 5 miles of beach near the
nesting colony. However, a part of the population appar-

ently flew considerably farther to feeding areas off the
northwestern cape of the island. There the birds foraged
mostly alone, in pairs, or in small aggregations. Bedard
(196913)noted that foraging occurs in a bimodal daily
rhythm, at daybreak or early morning and again in the
afternoon. Although Bedard reported that birds tend to
be scattered when foraging, he sometimes saw them in
very dense groups, foraging in a narrow strip of the littoral zone.
M O V E M E N T S A N D MIGRATIONS.
Very little information
is available on migration in these birds, though it is
generally believed that they are fairly sedentary, moving
only as far as is needed to provide open water for foraging during winter. Evidently no large wintering flocks
have ever been found, although the birds' small size and
their tendency to forage in a dispersed manner would
reduce the probability of finding such groups. In any
case it is apparent that few if any winter in the Gulf of
Alaska (Forsell and Gould I 98 I ; Gould, Forsell, and
Lensink 1982), and more likely that they winter near
the limits of sea ice in the Bering Sea, or close to their
breeding areas in the case of the Aleutian Island colonies. There are questionable unsubstantiated reports by
natives that the birds sometimes continue to use rock
crevices in the Aleutians for winter shelter, thus providing food for arctic foxes (Murie 1959).In the Saint Lawrence Island area they are usually seen near shore in
mid-May, about a month before initial egg laying (Searwhereas in the Pribilof Islands they are usuing 1977)~
ally seen by mid- to late April, almost 2 months before
egg laying.

Social Behavior
TERRITORIALITY.
Sealy (1968)
has demonstrated that mate retention and nest site tenacity occur in this species. Of 3 pairs of birds banded
in one year, z were recaptured the following year at the
same nest sites, and one member of the third pair was
also recaptured. Of 5 nest sites used by marked birds, 4
had at least one adult present from the pair that had
used the nest the previous year, and the fifth nest site
had been destroyed in the interim. Apparently the arriving birds can recognize the location of their nest sites
even when the slope is still covered by snow, and they
distribute themselves accordingly. The birds apparently
defend only the single nesting interstice or actual nest
site, although the hidden nature of these sites made it
impossible for Sealy to obtain direct information on this
point.
M A T I N G SYSTEM A N D

V O I C E A N D DISPLAY. SOfar no detailed descriptions of
voice and display have been provided for the least auk-

let. As with the Cassin auklet, a great deal of chorusing
is typical, and it is thus very difficult to discern and describe the calls of single birds. These include rather
high-pitched chattering or squeaking notes sometimes
described as sounding like tree frogs (Hyla),Calidris
sandpipers, or budgerigars (Melopsitticus undulatus).
Thoreson (in press) recognized at least three distinct
calls among the birds he observed. One is a warning or
alert call, in which the bird stands erect and utters short
repeated cheeps or "squeaky chirrs." A second aggressive note, chee-chee-chee, is accompanied by pecking,
lunging, or other agonistic behavior. Finally, mated pairs
perform duets of constantly repeated chee notes while
billing and head waving.
Probably a good deal of courtship occurs at sea or
within the nesting cavity. The only obvious displays
that occur on nesting slopes are the extended billings
and head wavings done by paired birds, which probably
help form and strengthen pair bonds. Copulation has
never been observed on the surface of the nesting slopes
and was only once seen (by J. Bedard) at sea. Mr. V. Byrd
(in litt.) once observed an attempted copulation in water
about 0.5 kilometer from shore, and he informed me
that a similar attempt was seen a few days later (in midMay) by another observer. Sealy (1968)happened to interrupt a copulation while searching crevices with a
flashlight for active nests. In that case the male was already mounted on the female's back, and the birds
stopped all activity upon being disturbed. Sealy believed
that copulation probably occurs during the rather short
period (at least at Saint Lawrence Island) between snow
melt and the start of egg laying.

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G S U B S T R A T E . On
Buldir Island egg laying occurs over a short period from
late May (estimated earliest date May 24) to early June,
with an estimated 80 percent of the eggs laid by June I
(Byrd and Knudtson I 978; Knudtson and Byrd i 982). Egg
records from the Pribilofs extend from May 24 to July 7,
with most eggs probably laid in June (Bent 1919; Preble
and McAtee 1923).During two different years Sealy
(1968)observed a total spread of egg-laying dates from
June 12 to July 5 , although he noted that J. Bedard had
found an extreme date of July 21, which possibly was a
re-laying attempt. In each of the two years observed by
Sealy there was a distinct concentration of laying into a
period of about 10 days. Although his data were limited,
he believed that most eggs were laid in early-morning
hours.
As noted earlier, all nesting by this species occurs in
talus and scree accumulations of cobble and boulders,

especially those that provide openings large enough for
least auklets but too small for the larger auklets. Of 26
nest sites studied by Knudtson and Byrd (1982),nearly
twice as many had soil as rock substrates, and most of
the eggs were deposited on flat rather than depressed
surfaces. The average crevice volume was I 17.6 square
centimeters, or about 30 percent smaller than the average crevice used by whiskered auklets and not a great
deal larger than the volume of the adult bird. Sealy
(1968)noted an average nest-entrance perimeter of only
23.9 centimeters, almost half that typical of crested and
parakeet auklets. The average distance from the nest
entrance to a landing perch was only 0.5 meter.
LAYING.
NO nest is built,
and probably the nest chamber is not modified in any
way, judging from the fact that most eggs are laid on flat
rather than depressed substrates (Knudtson and Byrd
1982).Only a single egg is laid in this species, and there
is very little evidence of regular egg replacement in the
case of early egg mortality. Thus, Bedard (1967)observed
only one apparent case of egg replacement, and Sealy
(1968)noted two possible instances (out of a two-year
sample of 64 clutches); both of the latter cases occurred
when eggs were chilled by flooding during snow melt.
He calculated that fresh eggs weighed an average of 19
percent of adult body weight, while pipped eggs averaged 14.6 percent, or among the highest relative weights
of any alcids, exceeded only in the murrelets. During
two years of study the average egg-laying date varied by
17 days, but the standard deviation of the spread in
dates varied only from 3.1 to 4.4 days in those two
years.

NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G

B R O O D I N Both
G . sexes incubate,
probably beginning immediately after the egg is laid.
However, there is still no information on average shift
lengths or other aspects of the roles the two sexes play
in this part of the breeding cycle. Byrd, Day, and
Knudtson (1983)pointed out that during the breeding
season there is a net movement of birds to the colony,
suggesting that both members of many pairs spend the
night on land. They judged that during incubation birds
are able to feed only every other day, indicating 24-hour
incubation shifts. Sealy (1968)established an average incubation period of 3 I .z days for the least auklet (range
28-36 days in 15 nests), and Byrd and Knudtson (1978)
reported an average period of 35-36 days. Searing (1977)
reported a hatching success of 49 percent for 70 nests,
though part of this loss was attributed to investigatorinduced predation by gulls and foxes attracted to the
nest markers. Knudtson and Byrd (1982)found a hatching success of 68 percent for 28 nests, with infertility or
embryo death a major source of prehatching mortality.
INCUBATION AND

GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF YOUNG
After
.
hatching,
the chick is brooded continuously for about 5 days, until it is able to maintain a constant body temperature.
Thereafter the chick is fed by both parents, who make
multiple trips each day between foraging areas and the
nest, with distinct peaks of activity in morning and evening hours (Byrd, Day, and Knudtson 1983).Growth
rates of chicks have been measured by Sealy (1968),Searing (1977),and Byrd and Knudtson (1978).Searing estimated a 32 day fledging period, and Sealy reported an
average of 29.2 days. The maximum chick weight was
reached at about 34-25 days in both Searing's and
Sealy's samples but by the 18th day in the fairly large
sample of Byrd and Knudtson. A loss of anywhere from
about 10 to 35 percent of the maximum chick weight
then occurs before fledging. Sealy (1981)observed that
young hatching earlier in the season fledged at a heavier
weight than those hatching later, and the fledging period tended to diminish as the season advanced. He
speculated that early breeding might be a selective advantage in this species, especially in years that are phenologically late. The fledging success of chicks was
estimated at 56 percent (of 16 young) by Searing and 75
percent (of 12 young) by Byrd and Knudtson. Fledging
typically occurs during darkness (in the Aleutians at
least), and gulls sometimes take laggard chicks that are
still visible on or near shore the following morning
(Knudtson and Byrd 1982).After fledging there is a rapid
abandonment of the breeding colony as both adult and
young birds become progressively pelagic. Nothing is
known of the length of parental attachment to chicks
during the postbreeding season.

RATES.
Overall breeding success rates were estimated as 5 I percent (of 28 eggs) by Knudtson and Byrd (1982)and as 34
percent (of 70 eggs) by Searing (1977),the latter probably
being biased downward because of increased predation
associated with observer influences and the former possibly an overestimate because most egg monitoring began after incubation was well under way. Thus an
estimate of the breeding success as about 40 percent
may be fairly reasonable. There is no good information
on the incidence of nonbreeders in the population, and
no independent estimate of recruitment rates based on
the percentage of juveniles in the fall migrant population.

B R E E D I N G SUCCESS AND R E C R U I T M E N T

Evolutionary History and Relationships
The three species of Aethia are probably fairly closely
related, and there seems to be no good basis for judging
relative relationships among them.

Population Status and Conservation
It is extremely difficult to estimate population numbers
and possible trends in this species, largely because of
the frequently enormous colony numbers, their hidden
nest sites, and the marked temporal fluctuations in
colony attendance (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978).In
the Saint Lawrence Island area and perhaps on the Pribilofs the least auklet has increased greatly in recent
years, probably because of changes in copepod populations (Springer and Roseneau 1985).However, in some
other areas the birds have disappeared as breeders, possibly as a result of predation by introduced arctic foxes,
but the birds' use of rock talus rather than soft substrates probably reduces the influence of foxes on breedan oil
ing success. The least auklet was assigned
vulnerability index of 80 by King and Sanger (1979),
about average for the family.

2 3 . Current inclusive distribution of the whiskered auklet, including colony locations and wintering areas [shaded).

Whiskered Auklet
Aethia pygmaea (Gmelin)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Pygmy auklet; starique
pygmee (French);Bartalk (German);shirahige-umisuzume (Japanese);malaya konyuga (Russian).

Distribution of Species (See Map 2 3 )
B R E E D S in the Commander Islands, in the central
Kurile Islands, possibly in the Near Islands, and from
Buldir Island eastward in the Aleutians to Unimak Pass
(Krenitzin Island group: Ugamak, Tigalda, Avatanak,
and Rootok islands).

in the breeding range south to the Kuriles, casually to Japan.

WINTERS

Description
(sexes alike). Upperparts plain grayish dusky (nearest dark neutral gray),
darkest on pileum and sides of head, more slaty on
scapulars, rump, and upper tail coverts, gradually passing into dusky gray (between chaetura drab and dark
quaker drab) on chin, throat, and foreneck, this passing
through dull neutral gray on chest into white on vent
region and under tail coverts; under wing coverts
wholly grayish brown (hair brown); ornamental head
plumes white, except the recurved frontal crest, which
is dull blackish and grayish dusky; bill bright red (blood
red to scarlet),its tip and a narrow space around base of
mandible whitish, iris white; legs and feet bluish gray,
tinged with violet, the joints darker gray, the webs and
soles blackish (Ridgway 1919). In year-old birds the
plumes are shorter and the bill is less deep than in
adults (Kozlova 1961).

ADULTS I N BREEDING PLUMAGE

WINTER PLUMAGE.
Not materially different from the
breeding plumage (all the ornamental plumes being retained), but color of bill duller, the nasal cuirass being
dusky instead of red (Ridgway 1919).First-winter birds
lack ornamental plumes and have a uniformly brownish
bill and a bluish gray iris color (Kozlova 1961).

TUVENILES.
Contrary to published descriptions, almost
entirely blackish both above and below, with no trace of
white on the underparts or facial markings. The iris is
bluish gray, and the bill and feet are brownish (F. C .
Zeillemaker photos).
Y O U N GDensely
.
covered by dark fuliginous
down dorsally, becoming lighter and more grayish on
the abdomen (Bent I 9 I 9).

DOWNY

Measurements and Weights
M E A S U R E M E NWing:
T S . males 104-11 m m (average of
7, 107.2); females 103.5-116.0 m m (average of 4, 109.1).
Exposed culmen, males 7-10 m m (average of 7, 8.3); 4
females 9 m m (Ridgway 1919). Eggs: the average of 6
was 46.1 x 31.9 m m (Byrd and Knudtson 1978).
WEIGHTS.
The average of 60 breeding adults was 120.7 g
(range 102.0-1 37.5) (Byrd and Knudtson 1978).The calculated egg weight is 26 g (Schonwetter 1967). Newly
hatched young average r 9.8 g (Byrd and Knudtson I 978).
Identification
FIELD.This species is likely to be encountered
only in the western Aleutian Islands, where the distinctive triple white facial plumes and the forward-pointing
crest provide a unique combination of field marks.
These plumes are retained even during winter, so only

I N THE

immature birds would pose an identification problem.
These are similar to juvenile crested auklets but have
three indistinct white facial stripes. Vocalizations are
still unstudied in detail but include a harsh, somewhat
catlike mew note (C. V. Byrd, in litt.).
HAND.The combination of small size (wings
under 120 mm), a red bill that is very short (culmen 710 mm), with linear to narrowly oval nostrils and wider
than deep at its base, is unique to this species.

I N THE

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
This species
has a subarctic distribution that during the breeding
season is strongly restricted to the coastlines and islands of the northern Pacific where the August surface
water temperatures are from about 8°C to 10°C. Coastal
cliffs, with talus accumulations, provide the favored
breeding habitats, which appear to be almost identical
to those of the least and crested auklets. The birds are
pelagic in winter but apparently remain as close as possible to their breeding grounds.

DENSITIES.
AS with the other Aethia
species, densities on the breeding grounds are probably
determined by the distribution and abundance of breeding sites. In the western Aleutian Islands such as Buldir
the birds are far less common than least or crested auklets, and on sample census plots their densities ranged
from o to 1.3 percent of the total auklets present. On a
4.3 hectare area of talus habitat at Buldir Island the
maximum estimate of whiskered auklets present varied
from goo to 1,000 birds, depending on the kind of
census technique used (Byrd, Day, and Knudtson 1983).
In the Fox Islands (between Unimak Pass and Umnak
Island) an estimated density (of birds visible on the water from a passing boat) of about 1,000 birds per square
kilometer was recorded before and during the breeding
season by Byrd and Gibson (1980).In the eastern Aleutian Islands the birds occur as scattered pairs wherever
rock crevices in cliffs are available for nesting, and
about zoo pairs were found scattered over 33 different
islands (Nysewander et al. I 982).
SOCIALITY AND

P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
Although specific information is lacking, it is probable that the same major
predators (gulls, eagles, falcons, and possibly voles) affect this species as have been found to influence least
and crested auklets in the same areas. Byrd and
Knudtson (1978)found a few whiskered auklet remains
at the aeries of both peregrines (Falcoperegrinus) and
bald eagles (Huliaeetus leucocephalus), in numbers approximately comparable to the species' relative abundance in that area.

Certainly the crested and least auklets are likely to
be the major competitors of the whiskered auklet, both
for food and for nest sites. Virtually nothing is known
in detail of the diet of whiskered auklets, except that it
is a plankton forager and thus probably eats much the
same foods as the other Aethia forms. Similarly, its
nest-site requirements (at least as to volume of cavities
used) are statistically inseparable from those of the least
auklet, while both of these species use cavities significantly smaller than those occupied by the crested auklet (Byrd and Knudtson 1978)

General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G BEHAVIOR.
Almost no published
information is yet available on this species, but limited
information suggests that it forages primarily on gammarid amphipods, with smaller amounts of other amphipods and a few decapods and gastropods [Stejneger
1885). Cottam and Knappen (1939)examined the stomachs of 5 birds, noting that 3 contained nothing but
copepods (Xanthocalanus),while I consisted mostly of
crustaceans (amphipods, isopods, and copepods) as well
as a fish [Scorpaenidae)and I had a mixture of unidentified crustaceans and possibly some mollusk eggs.
Feeding flocks of birds tend to form at riptides from
spring through fall, and the same kind of foraging behavior may also be typical through winter. Up to 5,000
individuals sometimes gather at such locations, where
there are upwellings of material from lower levels. Feeding is done during daylight hours, with movements to
and from breeding colonies mainly just before dusk and
again early i n the morning (G. V. Byrd, in litt.).

MIGRATIONS.
There is no evidence
for any large-scale migration in this species, at least in
North America. Most sightings in the Bering Sea have
been from Unimak Pass west to Buldir, and all indications are that this is a very sedentary species (Gould,
Forsell, and Lensink 1982).However, there are apparently some movements within the Aleutian chain, for
one of the largest flocks seen there (about 9,000 birds)
has been in the Andreanof Islands area in spring, where
only 800 were later seen during the breeding season, the
birds possibly having moved eastward to the Islands of
Four Mountains area for nesting (Byrd and Gibson
1980).

MOVEMENTS AND

Social Behavior
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D T E R R I T O R I A L I T Y . There is no evidence yet on mate retention and nest site fidelity, both
of which have been established for the other species of
Aethia. Very probably territorial behavior is also compa-

rable to that typical of the other species, being limited
to defense of the nest site itself. G. V. Byrd (in litt.)
noted that pairs of all three of the Aethia species called,
displayed, billed, and competed for attention in a manner roughly similar to that described by Thoreson (1964)
for the Cassin auklet; he also noted that crested auklets
were dominant in aggressive encounters with least and
whiskered auklets and that whiskered auklets usually
were dominant over least auklets.
V O I C E A N D DISPLAY. G. V. Byrd (in litt.) noted that the
voice of the whiskered auklet is a harsh mew, a bit like
that of a cat, and is uttered frequently. Otherwise, virtually nothing has been noted on the calls of this species. Its displays are evidently very much like those of
least and crested auklets, and probably detailed acoustic
and postural analyses will be needed to provide any real
information on similarities or distinctions among the
three.

Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
The
breeding season in the Commander Islands evidently
begins fairly early, since Stejneger (1885)observed a
nestling as early as June 30. Similarly, Byrd and
Knudtson (1978)reported that on Buldir Island of the
Aleutians nesting occurred at the same time as for least
and crested auklets, with most of the eggs of all three
species laid over a 10-12 day period. Eggs of all species
were found on May 3 I, and back-dating on the basis of
hatching dates indicated that the earliest eggs were laid
about May 24. About 80 percent of the whiskered auklet eggs had been laid by June I, and none were laid after June 4. This resulted in a peak hatching period at
about the end of June and early July. Although in some
areas of the Aleutians scattered pairs may nest in rock
crevices in cliffs, talus slopes provide what is probably
the optimum breeding habitat for whiskered auklets.
This species is about 40 percent larger than the least
auklet and about 50 percent of the size of the crested
auklet and thus should be able to occupy intermediatesized nesting cavities. Knudtson and Byrd (1982)did
find a comparable relation between body size and average nest crevice volume. For the whiskered auklet the
average nesting cavity volume was 162.5 cubic centimeters, but there was substantial variation and no significant statistical difference from the average they
determined for the least auklet. Of I I nest sites, 9 were
on rock substrates, and the eggs were usually placed on
depressions in the pebbles.
N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G LAYING.
Except for possibly
digging out a depression in the substrate to receive the
egg, this species builds no nest. The time between

colony occupation and initial egg laying is not known
but is likely to be similar to that for the least and
crested auklets. Only one egg is laid, and probably little
if any renesting occurs after failure of the first egg.
I N C U B A T I O N A N D BROODING.
Evidently incubation
begins almost immediately after the egg is laid, and undoubtedly it is performed by both sexes. The only available estimate of the incubation is that of Byrd and
Knudtson (1978),who determined (within a 1-3 day
spread) a 35-36 day period for this species. During incubation and brooding the birds are largely nocturnal,
and it is likely that there are 24-hour shifts by the two
parents. In a small (7 egg) sample, 6 hatched, representing a hatching success of 86 percent (Byrd and Knudtson
1978).
GROWTH AND SURVIVAL OF YOUNG
The
. only information available on growth of the young comes from Byrd
and Knudtson (1978).They determined an average
weight at hatching of 19.8 grams for 4 birds. From then
until the 18th day there was a rapid rise in average
weights to a peak of I 12.3 grams (for 3 birds). By the
21st day the weight had dropped to I O I .S grams, or
about 84 percent of adult weight. It is likely that fledging occurs not long afterward, for in the other species of
Aethia fledging typically occurs when the young are at
about 88 percent of adult weight (Sealy 1968).Byrd and
Knudtson (1978)noted that 3 of 6 hatched chicks survived to fledging, a 50 percent fledging success rate.
Feeding of young is probably more or less continuous
through the daylight hours after the chicks have
hatched, although Byrd, Day, and Knudtson (1983)observed a lull in activity of crested and least auklets in
mid-afternoon and noted that whiskered auklets
seemed to have a similar periodicity of daily activities,
except that they tend to leave the colony earlier in the
morning and arrive back later in the evening. Probably
fledging in this species also takes a form similar to that
described for least and crested auklets, though actual
observations on it are still lacking.

RATES. TOO
few eggs and young were followed by Byrd and
Knudtson (1978)for them to establish any estimate of
breeding success rates in this species, but it is likely to
have rates very similar to those of least and crested auklets.

B R E E D I N G SUCCESS A N D R E C R U I T M E N T

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Very little can be said of the evolutionary affinities of
this species. It is interesting that in size the least, whiskered, and crested auklets make up a neat series of size-

types, each about 50 percent larger than the next
smaller one, and these morphnlogical relationships are
likely to be of ecological significance if not of evolutionary interest. It is also of some interest that these
three broadly sympatric species of auklets have more
elaborate facial and bill characteristics than does the allopatric Cassin auklet.

Population Status and Conservation
The most recent information suggests that there are
something in the neighborhood of ~ 5 , o o obirds in Alaskan waters, with breeding probably occurring on at least
ten islands. Tbe largest known colony of about 3,000
birds is on Buldir Island, but possibly 2,000 occur at
Yanaska Island, and fewer than 1,000 per colony are
probably present on Koniuji, Chagulak, and Herbert islands (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978) Actual nesting
records are present only from Umnak, Chagulak, Atka,
and Buldir islands, but it is very probable that at least
z5,ooo birds occur in the Aleutian Island area (Byrd and
Gibson 1980). The species was assigned an oil vulnerability index of 88, the highest of any alcid or indeed
of any bird (King and Sanger 1979).This fact, together
with its very small North American population size,
makes the whiskered auklet a special concern for conservationists. Control or removal of introduced arctic
foxes from the few known nesting sites is one possible
means of assisting the species, and reducing human disturbance at these sites is another.

Crested Auklet
Aethia cristatella (Pallas)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Crested stariki; sea quail;
canooskie (Aleut);starique cristatella (French);Schopfalk (German);etorofu umisuzume (Japanese);bolshaya
konyuga (Russian);sukispuk (Saint Lawrence Island).

Distribution of Species (See Map 24)
on the eastern end of the Chukotski Peninsula,
the Diomede Islands, Sakhalin, and the central Kurile
Islands, and in North America from the Pribilof and
Aleutian islands east to the Shumagin Islands, Alaska.

BREEDS

in open waters within the breeding range,
south to Hokkaido and sometimes Honshu, and east to
the vicinity of Kodiak Island.

WINTERS

Over 1 0 0 . 0 0 0
24. Current inclusive distribution of the crested auklet, including colony locations (Alaska)and general breeding range (Asia).
The wintering areas are shaded.

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Upperparts, including recurved frontal crest, plain slate blackish; forehead and entire underparts plain brownish gray,
paler on posterior underparts; narrowly pointed auricular plumes white; bill, including suprarictal plate, orangy red or reddish orange, the tip more or less whitish
or yellowish; iris white, legs and feet pale violet gray,
the joints darker, webs blackish, and soles black. Firstyear birds have smaller and probably duller bills than
adults (Kozlova 1961).

crest begins growing in November and attains full size
by mid-winter (Kozlova 1961).

ADULTS I N BREEDING PLUMAGE

WINTER PLUMAGE
Similar
.
in coloration to the breeding plumage, but bill smaller (through shedding of supranasal cuirass, suprarictal plate, and other parts) and
grayish, with a pale orange tip. In first-year birds the

JUVENILES.
Similar to winter adults, but crest only
about 5 m m long, iris pearl gray, bill blackish gray, and
tarsi gray, becoming darker below. The postocular stripe
is gradually developed during the first fall of life.
Uniform sooty grayish black, slightly
paler below. Iris initially black, becoming blackish gray,
bill medium gray, tarsi and feet light gray above and almost black below. This plumage is lost after 30-32 days
(Bedard and Sealy I 984).
DOWNY YOUNG.

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 125-43 m m (average of
10, 134.8);females 131-37 m m (average of 7, 134).Ex-

posed culmen: males 10-12 m m (average of 10, I I .z);
females 10.5-1 1.5 m m (average of 7, 10.9) (Ridgway
1919). Eggs: average of 30, 54.2 x 37.9 m m (Bent 1919).

stay as close to their breeding colonies as winter conditions permit, presumably near the edge of the sea ice
boundary.

WEIGHTS.
The average of 192 breeding adults was 286 g
(Sealy 1968).The average weight of 10 eggs was 40.5 g
(Sealy 1968); estimated fresh egg weight is 41 g (Schonwetter 1967). Newly hatched young average 29.3 g
(Sealy 1968).

S O C I A L I T Y A N D DENSITIES.
Bedard (1969b)estimated
breeding densities of crested auklets on Saint Lawrence
island to range from 4 to 47.1 birds per zoo square meters of nesting habitat, averaging 23 birds. Searing (1977)
made similar estimates for the colonies in Kongkok Bay
and found an average of 23.6 birds per zoo square meters in two different habitats, with the lowest numbers
on an inland slope of Owalit Mountain. He found that
the density of breeding birds was positively correlated
with the orientation of the sample plot relative to the
nearest water (plots facing the coast having the highest
density of birds), with the depth, volume, and diameter
of the boulders (higher numbers being present in areas
of deeper scree composed of larger boulders), and with
the percentage of the plot covered by scree. These results differed somewhat from those of Bedard (rgbgb),
who found a high correlation between boulder size and
crested auklet density on his sample plots. Thus crested
auklet density was highest where average boulder size
ranged from about 0.6 to 0.8 meter and declined rapidly
in areas of smaller rocks (which have cavities too small
for the birds to use), and the species was nearly absent
in areas with boulder diameters above I .o meter, where
the cavities are typically occupied by larger alcids such
as puffins.

Identification
I N T H E F I E L DThis
.
small auklet is the only one that
has both a forward-tilted black crest and a single narrow
white stripe extending back from the eyes. The smaller
whiskered auklet has somewhat similar traits but also
has a white "mustache" and flaring "eyebrows." The
crested auklet also has a heavier, bright orange- to
yellow-tipped bill. In winter adults the crest is smaller
and the white facial plumes are somewhat less visible.
Immatures lack distinct crests and have reduced facial
striping; at that stage they most resemble immature
whiskered auklets, but juveniles of that species have
three indistinct white facial streaks. Crested auklets are
extremely noisy on the breeding ground, uttering loud
chirping, grunting, or honking sounds while in their
nesting burrows. When in flight or while perched on
nesting cliffs they often emit a distinctive doglike
yelping note that is easily distinguished from the more
croaking calls of parakeet auklets or the high-pitched
chirping of least auklets.

H A N DThis
.
auklet has the combination of a
moderately large size (wing 125-43 m m ) and a red bill
that is short (culmen 10-12 m m ) and during the breeding season has an enlarged lower mandible and a conspicuous concave horny plate in the rictal area.

IN THE

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
This is a
high-arctic breeder with an overall range and habitat requirements very similar to those of the least and whiskered auklets. The breeding range includes rocky
coastlines of the arctic that have adjoining surface water
temperatures in August of about 5°C to 10°C. Precipitous coastal slopes, with associated talus accumulations at their bases, provide optimum breeding habitats;
under some conditions of clifftop accumulations of
talus the birds may also nest as far as a kilometer from
the coast (Bedard 1969b).During the nonbreeding season the birds are pelagic, but little detailed information
is available on their actual distribution and habitats at
that time. Like the other Aethia species, they probably

COMPETITORS.
Both the peregrine
(Falcoperegrinus) and the bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) have been implicated as predators of crested
auklets on Buldir Island of the Aleutians, based on the
evidence provided by prey remains found at eyries (Byrd
and Knudtson 1978).These authors also observed
glaucous-winged gulls (Larusglaucescens) actively
hunting and catching adult auklets, taking birds (species unspecified) from the air, from land, and from the
sea, and possibly also taking a few auklet eggs. Fred
Zeillemaker (pers. comm.)has also seen these gulls take
both adult and fledgling crested auklets. Sealy (1968)
found that free-ranging dogs were often seen hunting in
auklet colonies, and he noted that auklet remains, predominantly of crested auklets, were often found near
their spoor. As with the other auklets, voles (Microtus,
Cleithrionomys, or both) were found by Sealy to be predators of eggs and chicks, taking from 1.9 to 3.4 percent
of the eggs in two different years and killing 5.3 percent
of the nestlings in each of the two years.
Competitors include the other similar-sized auklets,
especially those of the genus Aethia. Bedard (1969a)did
a thorough study of foods and foraging behavior in least,
crested, and parakeet auklets and found that although
PREDATORS AND

all species feed in the same areas and apparently use the
same depth range, ecological segregation between least
and crested auklets is achieved by variations in bill size
that impose obligatory foraging differences. Segregation
between the crested and parakeet auklets apparently is
based on innate differences in prey preferences, minor
differences in the foraging apparatus, and behavioral differences in foraging activities. Apparently all species
can dive to similar depths (of about 3 5-40 meters), but
the least auklet seems to feed in shallower waters, and
the crested and parakeet auklets have substantial differences in the shapes and areas of their wings that presumably influence their underwater swimming ability.
Competition between the crested auklet and the other
auklets also exists for nest sites, especially between the
most similar-sized forms. Byrd and Knudtson (1978)reported that the average volume of crested auklet nest
sites was significantly larger than that of those used by
least and whiskered auklets, while Sealy (1968)found
only minor differences in entrance perimeters in the
nest sites of crested and parakeet auklets and slightly
larger differencesin the average distances between the
nest opening and the perching/landing site. He found
no obvious physical differences in the nest sites of these
two species but noted that parakeet auklets are very lethargic or cautious in entering their nests after landing
on nearby or more distant perches and typically enter
from above. Crested auklets usually enter the nest
rapidly after landing nearby, usually from the side or below. Thus there may be minor differences in the orientation and relative distance of suitable perching and
landing sites preferred by the two species that promote
segregation between them.
General Biology
The study by Bedard
(1969a)provides the best information on this species
and is based on the analysis of 107 gullet samples obtained up to the time of hatching and I 35 neck-pouch
samples obtained during the chick-rearing period. As in
the least and parakeet auklets, crustaceans dominated
all the samples, and there were marked seasonal variations in the relative abundance of particular types, with
a strong shift in the case of the crested auklet to concentrate on euphausiids during the chick-raising period
and a secondary use of Calanus copepods. During the
prehatching period, amphipods (Hyperiidea, Gammaridea) and Mysidacea were important food components, while decapods, larval fish, and other groups
remained unimportant throughout the entire period.
Searing (1977)made a few additional observations in the
same area, but with far smaller sample sizes. He examFOOD AND FORAGING BEHAVIOR.

ined 12 neck pouches of adults during the chick-rearing
period and found that virtually all of the contents were
copepods, especially Neocalanus, and very few euphausiids were present, perhaps because of a "bloom" of
Neocalanus that year. A sample of zo throat pouches
from the Pribilof Islands in summer indicated that there
the birds concentrate on euphausiids during this period,
while amphipods were of secondary importance (Hunt
et al. 1980).
Searing observed that crested auklets mostly fed in
the vicinity of the Northwest Cape of Saint Lawrence
Island (about 30 miles from his study area), though
some also foraged in an area about 3 miles offshore from
the nesting colony. Bedard (1969a)estimated that a
crested auklet pair must feed its young an average of 80
grams a day and that the average load carried in its neck
pouch was only about 21 grams, with an additional
small amount carried in the bird's gullet. Thus at least
two trips per day by each member of the pair would
probably be needed to keep the chick supplied with
food. Like the other auklets, crested auklets tend to
have a bimodal activity cycle associated with foraging,
with early morning and late evening peaks (Byrd, Day,
and Knudtson 1983).
M O V E M E N T S A N D MIGRATIONS.
Very little information
is available on migrations of this species, which only
rarely strays south of Alaskan waters. It is rare that
groups have been seen far from their breeding islands in
Bering Sea waters, although there seems to be an eastward winter movement of some birds into the Kodiak
archipelago, and wintering rarely occurs as far east as
Prince William Sound. There is apparently also a pelagic dispersal during winter southward from Unimak
Pass to at least 33' N (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink
1982).In the Pribilof Islands area large numbers overwinter, with the winter numbers apparently several
times greater than during the summer, so birds from
other nesting colonies probably overwinter in this general region (Prebleand McAtee 1923).

Social Behavior
Mate retention
and nest site tenacity were proved by Sealy (1968),who
noted that one pair of banded birds returned to the same
nest site the following year. He also reported ( 1 9 7 ~ d )
that 4 birds captured and marked in June, while waiting
for the snow covering nesting sites to melt, were later
seen in the same locations, either incubating eggs or
carrying food to their chicks. He was unable to obtain
any direct evidence on territoriality but judged that defense was probably limited to the entrance or interstice
of the nest site itself.

MATING SYSTEM A N D TERRITORIALITY.

V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.
Thoreson (inpress) has provided
the only description of vocal variations in this species.
He noted that single birds on land utter barking or
trumpeting (awka)or crowing (coooh-awka-coo)notes
while waiting for their mates to land. Trilled variations
of these sounds produce a cackling sequence that is the
most frequent vocalization of grouped birds. When
cackling, the bird holds its head high, its throat swells,
and its breast vibrates (fig. 45A,B). Cackling may be preceded by a faint squeaking note. Duetting is performed
by paired birds during billing sequences, and also is
stimulated by the arrival of a third bird on a ledge already occupied by a pair.
Kharitonov (1980)has provided the only available account of display posturing in the crested auklet. During
threatening posturing the neck is stretched and the
head is directed so that the crest is pointed toward the
opponent, with the body assuming the shape of the letter S (fig. 4 5 C ) Fighting may occur between as well as
within sexes. When preparing to utter his call the male
often shakes his head and preens his neck feathers, alternating this behavior with a stretched neck posture
(fig. 4 5 D ) The call posture (fig. 45A,B) serves both as a
mating signal and as a threat toward other males. Paired
birds often sit opposite one another and bill, uttering
low trilled sounds (fig. 45E) During the male's mating
call the female sometimes assumes a low posture with
the neck feathers slimmed (fig. 4 5 G ) A somewhat similar posture may at times be assumed by grouped males,
in which the birds seem to investigate the substrate;
this sometimes occurs during male conflict behavior as
an apparent displacement posture.
Copulation evidently occurs both on water and on
land. Thoreson (in press) saw what he considered attempted copulations on the water by pairs that had separated themselves from grouped birds. In this behavior
one of the birds would vigorously and repeatedly plow
through the water toward the other. Sealy (1968)observed two cases of copulation within the nest cavities.
These were seen by illuminating the cavity with a
flashlight, which caused the birds to immediately
"freeze" and cease their sexual behavior. He observed no
attempted copulations by birds standing on the snow
while waiting for their nest sites to become available.

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE.
Records
of egg laying from Buldir Island, Aleutian Islands, extend from May 24 to June 7, and hatching dates range
from July I to 16, with a laying peak about the beginning of June and a hatching peak between July 5 and I z
(Byrd and Knudtson 1978).Sealy's (1968)records of egg
BREEDING SEASON AND NESTING

45. Social behavior of the crested auklet (after Kharitonov 1980
and photos by author): A, B, calling posture; C, threat posture;
D, preliminary to calling posture; E, billing; F, investigation of

substrate posture; G, female courtship posture.

laying for two years at Saint Lawrence Island range from
June 14 to July 14, with a substantial year-to-year variation in mean laying date but a small (4-6 day) range in
the standard deviation of laying in a single year. Bedard
(1967)and Searing (1977)determined that the egg period
on Saint Lawrence Island extended from June 14 (backdated estimate) to mid-August, with probable laying
peaks (in two years) of late June and early July and
hatching peaks (in three years) ranging from July 29 to
August I I . Egg dates for the Pribilofs range from June
16 to July 10 (Preble and McAtee 1923). The nesting
substrate invariably consists of the crevices and cavities
associated with scree and talus fields. Knudtson and
Byrd (1982)reported that the average nesting cavity of
this species was I 17.6 cubic centimeters, significantly
larger than those of least and whiskered auklets. Sealy
(1968)found an average nest-entrance perimeter of 40.3
centimeters for I 6 nests of this species, only very
slightly larger than the average he reported for the
slightly smaller parakeet auklet. As noted earlier, only
very subtle differences, if any, exist in the nest-site pref-

erences of these two species. About half of the 5 2 nest
sites Knudtson and Byrd examined had rock rather than
soil substrates, and in most nest sites the eggs were deposited in depressions among the pebbles or in the soil.
In one area they found groups of 10-20 birds nesting in
cavelike chambers in the talus, with eggs of adjacent
pairs placed as close as I 5 centimeters apart where visual isolation occurred and a meter or more apart where
there was no such isolation.
N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G L A Y I N G . These birds do little
if any nest building, though a certain amount of
scratching to make a substrate depression is evidently
typical. On Saint Lawrence Island the birds appear on
nesting slopes about 10 days after they are initially
sighted on offshore leads and about 5 days after they become visible from shore. Arrival on the nesting grounds
may occur from a month to 6 weeks before the first eggs
are laid, depending on the rate at which snow and ice
disappear from the talus slopes and scree fields where
the birds nest (Searing 1977).Much of this time is probably spent in establishing or reestablishing territorial
ownership of potential nesting sites and in waiting for
these sites to become suitable for egg laying. Only one
egg is laid, and Sealy (1968)observed only z possible
cases of renesting following the abandonment of the initial egg. In one case the egg was addled and in the other
it had apparently been chilled by runoff water. Sealy
judged the egg weight of fresh eggs as 14.2 percent of
average adult weight and that of pipped eggs as I I .S percent, indicating an average 19 percent weight loss in the
course of incubation.

BROODING
Incubation
.
is performed
by both sexes, probably in about equal amounts. Very
little is known of the lengths of incubation shifts, but
24-hour incubation cycles are probably typical of the
auklets, with shifts occurring each evening. Thus birds
returning to the colony in the evening probably relieve
their mates at that time or at least before the next
morning, when the latter leave to spend the day foraging (Sealy 1972; Byrd, Day, and Knudtson 1983). Sealy
(1968)determined the average incubation period to be
35.6 days (range 34 to 37 days for 6 eggs), including an
approximate z day pipping period. Byrd and Knudtson
(1978)noted that crested auklets incubated for 41 days
in their study area, a rather surprising difference from
Sealy's estimate. Losses of eggs during the incubation
period amounted to 24 percent (of 36 eggs) in Byrd and
Knudtson's study area; most were the result of early
embryo death or infertility, while cracking accounted
for a small percentage of the losses. Searing (1977)reported that only I I of 48 (23percent) of the eggs he had
under observation hatched successfully, with high
INCUBATION AND

losses resulting from infertility or embryo death and
progressively lower losses resulting from predation and
breakage.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N G . Information on
the rate of chick growth has been provided by Sealy
(1968)~
Searing (1977),and Byrd and Knudtson (1978)
Sealy reported that chicks fledged an average of 33 days
after hatching, when the primary length was 84.5 percent of adult length and the chicks were about 80 percent of adult weight. Typically the birds reached about
91 percent of adult weight by their 27th day and then
lost about I I percent of their weight. Byrd and
Knudtson reported an average maximum chick weight
at the 19th day and a drop of about 12 percent by the
23d day, suggesting an earlier fledging period in that
area. Searing was able to measure only z chicks after
the 17th day, and thus his data are of limited value. He
was also unable to calculate fledging success because of
his small sample. Byrd and Knudtson estimated a fledging success of 67 percent for 21 chicks. Fledging of auklet chicks is apparently not preceded by a period of
starvation as in puffins, and Sealy (1968)further noted
that it usually occurred during the night or early morning hours. Upon taking flight the chicks would head directly toward the sea, usually landing about half a
kilometer from shore. He observed that the adults were
not directly involved in this process and believed that
the chicks become totally independent upon fledging.
Chicks that are blown off course and land inland on the
tundra are at least sometimes taken by predators or die
from other causes before reaching the sea. However,
most chick mortality probably occurs shortly after
hatching and before the birds develop effective thermoregulation at 3 or 4 days of age (Knudtson and Byrd
1982).On Buldir Island most crested auklets fledged
during the first 10 days of August, whereas on Saint
Lawrence Island fledging occurred from mid-August to
early September.

B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
Knudtson and Byrd (1982)estimated a breeding success
of 5 I percent, based on an initial sample of 36 eggs. Except for this estimate, no specific information is available on reproductive success of the species, nor are
there any estimates of adult survival rates.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
As noted earlier, the crested, whiskered, and least auklets all seem to form a close-knit evolutionary group,
with no obvious closer or more distant relationships evident among them given the structural and behavioral
information now available.

Population Status and Conservation
Breeding in North American waters is confined to
Alaska, where an estimated z million birds occur in 38
known colonies, but many of the major colonies are
still only very incompletely surveyed (Sowls, Hatch, and
Lensink 1978).There is no way of knowing whether
the population trend is up or down, and differing censusing methods result in quite different estimates of
numbers for the same colony (Byrd, Day, and Knudtson
1983). King and Sanger (1979)assigned the species an oil
vulnerability index of 76, about average for the family
Alcidae.

Rhinoceros Auklet
Cerorhinca monocerata (Pallas)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Horn-billed auk; unicorn
auk; macareus rhinoceros (French);Nashornlund (German); utou (Japanese);dlinnoklyoryi tupik (Russian);alcuela rinoceronte (Spanish).

Distribution of Species (See Map 2 5 )
from USSR's Maritime Province, southern
Sakhalin, and the southern Kurile Islands south to
Korea and northern Honshu; and from at least as far
west as Kenai peninsula, southeastern Alaska, to northwestern Washington, southwestern Oregon, and California (at least to Farallon Islands and possibly Point
Arguello). Probably breeds locally in the Aleutians
(Buldir)and along the Alaska Peninsula.
BREEDS

from the southern part of its breeding range
southward off the coasts to Korea, Japan, and Baja California.

WINTERS

flanks; a line of straight, elongated, lanceolate white
feathers originates at posterior angle of eye and extends
backward along sides of occiput to nape, and another
broader series starts at the rictus and extends backward
beneath suborbital and auricular regions to or beyond
posterior end of the latter; bill orangy yellow or dull orange with culmen and both anterior and posterior edges
of the hornlike supranasal appendage black; iris brown
to pale amber; legs and feet whitish yellow, darker on
joints of toes, the inner tarsi and soles blackish. Firstyear birds have shorter white facial plumes than adults,
and their bills are shorter and more slender, with only a
small basal knob.
W I N T E R P L U M A G E . Coloration as in summer, but with
reduced head plumes and corneous supranasal horn and
gonydeal ridge lacking. First-winter birds lack brown in
the throat and breast area and have only a few hairlike
brown plumes behind the eye and at the base of the bill
(Kozlova 1961).

JUVENILES.
Similar to winter adults but lacking white
head streaks and with bill smaller and darker. The chest
and abdomen feathers are white, with pale brownish
tips (Kozlova 1961).
D O W N Y Y O U N G . Uniform sooty grayish brown, slightly
paler on underparts of body. Iris brown, bill and legs
blackish.

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 175-83 m m (average of
6, 177.8);females 169-81 m m (average of 6, 175.6). Exposed culmen: males 32.5-36.0 m m (average of 6, 34);
females 32.5-36.0 m m (average of 6, 34) (Ridgway
1919). Eggs: average of 39, 68.5 x 46.2 m m (Bent 1919).
The average of 48 breeding adults was 520 g
(Vermeer and Cullen 1982), and 5 I adults averaged 5 21 g
(Leschner 1976).The calculated egg weight is 77 g
(Schonwetter 1967). Newly hatched chicks average 54 g
(Wilson 1977).

WEIGHTS.

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Upperparts sooty blackish, the scapulars, interscapulars, and
feathers of rump indistinctly tipped with dark sooty
grayish; sides of head deep hair brown (or between hair
brown and fuscous), passing gradually into lighter hair
brown or mouse gray on malar region; chin, throat,
chest, sides, and flanks white, more or less clouded
with brownish gray, especially on breast, the posterior
under tail coverts brownish gray; axillaries and under
wing coverts uniform brownish gray, like sides and

ADULTS I N BREEDING PLUMAGE

Identification
I N T H E FIELD.
This species is intermediate in size between the puffins and the typical auklets and has a bill
that is heavier than in the auklets but more slender
than in puffins. The iris is amber, the bill is mostly orange, with a distinct "horn" at its base during the breeding season, and there are white plumes that produce a
white "mustache" and a long white crest reaching from
above the eye to behind the nape. In winter these white
feathers are shorter and relatively faint, but the bill is

25. Current North American distribution of the rhinoceros auklet, including
colony locations and limits of nonbreeding range (broken line).

24 1

still distinctly orange tinted, becoming blackish along
the culmen ridge. First-winter birds lack white plumes
and have smaller bills than adults, but the white markings begin to appear between December and March.
Adults utter growling and moaning calls, and chicks
make shrill piping sounds.
H A N DThis
.
species can be recognized by the
combination of its fairly large size (wing 169-83 m m )
and an orangy yellow bill that is fairly long (culmen 3240 mm), highly compressed with a variably large knob
present at the base of the culmen, and edged with blackish. Young birds and nonbreeding birds lack a distinct
knob but show a swelling in the appropriate area, at
least in winter adults. A blackish culmen seems typical
of birds in all age categories.
IN THE

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
During the
breeding season this species occupies coastal areas having adjacent August surface water temperatures ranging
from 12°C to 15°C in North America (and up to about
23°C in Asia), primarily on sloping coasts that are free
of digging predators and have a thick soil mantle and
variable (usually grassy) vegetational cover, but rarely
extending to steep cliffs. The species' southern breeding
limits in North America appear to have been rather
variable in historical times, perhaps as a reflection of
varying environmental conditions, including probable
changes in abundance of favored prey species. It is pelagic in winter, usually occurring in nearshore habitats
but rarely coming close enough to shore to be visible
from land.

BREEDING AND NONBREEDING

S O C I A L I T Y A N D D E N S I T I E S . Vermeer (1979)investigated nesting densities of this species on Triangle Island, British Columbia, and found that some I 3,380
pairs nested in an area of apparently less than 5 hectares
(my estimate), while another 1,500 pairs were within an
approximate I hectare area. Nesting densities thus
must have been in the vicinity of 1,500-3,000 nests per
hectare, or 0.15-0.3 nest per square meter. Richardson
(1961)estimated burrow densities on one area of Destruction Island to be 132 in 14,040 square feet, or about
0.1 per square meter. Wilson (1977)estimated burrow
densities of up to 0.67 per square meter on Protection
Island, Washington, and Leschner (1976)indicated densities of 0.20-1.3 burrows per square meter on Destruction Island. Heath ( I9 I 5 ) reported a much higher
nesting density of up to 400 burrows in 600 square feet
(7.2 per square meter!) on Forrester Island, Alaska.

COMPETITORS.
Certainly this species
is vulnerable to various mammalian and avian preda-

PREDATORS A N D

tors. Wilson (1977)listed the great horned owl (Bubo
virginianus) as the major cause of adult mortality, accounting for nearly 60 percent of 44 known-cause mortalities on Protection Island. Dogs or cats accounted for
a few birds as well. Leschner (1976)judged that gulls
killed some nestlings, apparently by pulling them from
burrows or catching them outside. The widespread occurrence of introduced arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) is
believed to be why this species is absent from nearly
the entire length of the Aleutian Islands, except for the
fox-free Buldir Island (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978).
Competition with puffins for food may be a significant factor in the distribution and abundance of this
species. Vermeer (1979)noted a substantial overlap in
the kinds of foods adults brought to their chicks in rhinoceros auklets and tufted puffins at Triangle Island, although the two species nested in different parts of the
island. Generally, puffins tend to nest in relatively open
and steeper areas of slopes and cliffs where takeoff is
easy (Leschner 1976; Richardson 1961). Rhinoceros auklets typically occur in areas of more gentle slopes and
often in fairly wooded sites, where they sometimes even
land in trees and then flutter down and walk the remaining distance to their nest burrows (Vermeer 1979).
However, the two can occur together, as they apparently
do at Goat Island, Oregon (F. Zeillemaker, pers. comm.).
General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G B E H A V I O R . Most of the available
information comes from studies of samples of prey
being delivered to chicks. Thus Leschner (1976) analyzed a total of I 19 food samples over a two-year period,
finding that night smelt (Spirinchus starksi), sand
launce (Ammodytes hexapterus), northern anchovy (Engraulis mordax), surf smelt (Hypomesuspretiosus), and
Pacific herring (Clupea herengus) were the major items
fed to nestlings. Wilson (1977)analyzed 212 samples,
also taken during the chick-feeding period, and found a
rather different array of prey species, although sand
launce, herring, and anchovies were also present and
predominated in the samples. In weight these three food
types made up from 63 to 83 percent of the foods in
Leschner's samples and from 91 to 97 percent in
Wilson's samples. Wilson reported that the average load
carried varied from 29.5 to 32.3 grams for the two years,
and the average number of fish per load averaged 5.6 in
both years. Vermeer (1979)noted a different group of
prey fish fed to chicks in Triangle Island, the most important forms being sand launce, bluethroat argentines
(Nansenia candeda), Pacific saurys (Cololabris saira),
and rockfish (Sebastes entomelas), but almost no use
being made of herring. Wilson noted that in nine stud-

ies of foods provided chicks, sand launce or capelin
(Malotus)occurred in all, while in four studies of foods
eaten by adults sand launce appeared in only one and
euphausiids appeared in two. That summary did not inwho
clude the analysis of Baltz and Morejohn (1977)~
analyzed the foods of 26 wintering adults and found a
high proportion of squid (Loligo)as well as a rather wide
variety of fish, especially anchovies and rockfish
(Sebastes).
Evidently this species is opportunistic in its foraging
behavior, feeding on a geographically and seasonably
variable food supply. The birds also seem to eat a higher
proportion of crustaceans than do the typical puffins,
but nearly all of these species (the tufted puffin being an
exception) tend to feed heavily on inshore, subtidal prey
(Wehle 1980).
MIGRATIONS.
These birds are at
least somewhat migratory, occurring rather commonly
during winter along the entire California coast, but especially around the Santa Barbara Islands. However,
some wintering probably occurs as far north as the
Kodiak Islands area of Alaska (Forsell and Gould I 98 I ).
Some birds also winter in southern Puget Sound of
Washington and in areas such as Georgia Strait in British Columbia.

MOVEMENTS AND

Social Behavior
Richardson
(1961) stated that banding returns, although few, show
that the birds retain their mates year after year. Returns
of 6 birds indicated that 3 returned to the same burrows
the next year. Two of these 6 returned a year later, and I
returned two years later, to adjacent burrows, the original ones having been destroyed. Leschner (1976)found
that mate retention occurred in I of 4 pairs, but she was
unable to establish the point for the remaining 3 pairs.
She also observed a return to the same nest site for at
least 4 of I I pairs. Territorial defense in the rhinoceros
auklet probably includes the nesting burrow and its entrance, the approach path to the burrow, and a specific
raised area near the burrow that is used for taking off,
landing, and as a resting place. The actual area defended
may vary with population density but is typically rather
small, and the intensity of defense is strongest in the
prelaying and egg-laying stages (Wehle 1980).
MATING SYSTEM A N D TERRITORIALITY.

Richardson (1961)attempted to
describe the calls of this species, including a commonly
heard one consisting of five to seven rather highpitched, groaning notes, with the accent and longest
pause usually on the second or third and the last few
notes fainter and dying away. The calls of different indiV O I C E A N D DISPLAY.

viduals varied in pitch, stress, and number of notes,
which Richardson thought might help birds locate their
mates. Single, low-pitched notes were sometimes heard
from within burrows, and likewise a single groanlike
call note and a rasping squeak were heard from birds on
the water. Wehle (1980)considers the single-note call a
threat call. A preflight call was noted by Manuwal and
Manuwal(1979).
Displays of this species have been described by Thoreson (1983),who noted that billing between pairs helps
maintain pair bonds, and this behavior was observed
both on water and on land. As in the typical auklets,
the bills pass each other closely as the birds make slow
and deliberate movements, but they do not usually
touch. Territorial ownership of a burrow was apparently
indicated by an "upward huff" stance in which the bird
stood erect, with its bill open and pointed upward (similar to the crested auklet posture shown in fig. 45B) and
with the wings often partly spread. During this posture
the air was blown though the throat in distinctive
"huffs." At times birds adopted an immobile posture, as
if staring off into space. An aggressive posture was the
hunch walk, in which the neck is stretched forward and
the body is somewhat hunched as the bird walks slowly
and deliberately toward its opponent. A similar "low
neck-forward profile" posture was adopted when walking near the burrow (similar to that shown in fig. 45G).
A bowed-head display
- . has been seen in this species and
also the typical puffins, in which the bird holds its head
low and horizontal to the ground and additionally tilts
its bill down so that it nearly touches the feet. The
function of this display is still not known for rhinoceros
auklets, but in puffins it may be a billing invitation display or an aggressive display (Wehle 1980).Behavior patterns leading to copulation as well as copulation itself
remain undescribed.

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from southern Alaska range from May 10 to June
22, with a peak between June 9 and 20 (Bent 1919).
Leschner (1976)summarized egg-laying dates for a variety of localities, noting that at Forrester Island, Alaska,
egg-laying occurs from the last week of May to midJune. At three sites in British Columbia it ranged from
the second week of May to June 7. Three Washington
sites ranged from April 30 to June 17. At Destruction Island there is considerable synchrony in egg laying, with
a total span of 37 and 46 days in the two years under
study by Leschner, but with 80 percent of the eggs laid
during the first 18 and I 5 days respectively. Wilson
(1977)concluded that there are significant differences
B R E E D I N G SEASON A N D NESTING

among the populations of three islands (Smith, Destruction, and Protection) in Washington, with temporal variations between these populations in the same breeding
season and also variations within populations between
breeding seasons. Wilson considered these the probable
result of annual and local variations in the environment
that affect the distribution and abundance of food resources.
The nest is invariably in a burrow, typically excavated by the birds themselves. Although some burrowing may occur during the prelaying period, most newly
dug burrows are not used in the same season, probably
because there is not enough time both to dig a new burrow and to complete the breeding cycle (Wehle 1980).
LAYING.
In Washington, digging is at a peak from late March through April but continues through July. The birds use both their feet and
their bills, with the higher areas excavated by the bill
and a lower channel dug by the feet. The length of the
tunnel probably varies with soil condition, but tunnels
as long as 2s feet have been described, and the average
is probably 8-10 feet. Some burrows have a blind side
passage, and many have wide areas that may allow the
mate to pass. The last few feet tend to slope downward,
and there may be a slight drop-off from the end of the
burrow to the nest chamber itself. A week or two may
be sufficient time to dig a 6-8 foot burrow in suitable
soil, with the birds working nightly. Evidently both
sexes take part in burrow excavation (Richardson 1961).
The egg is laid in a small chamber that may be unlined or have a small accumulation of vegetation. There
is fairly good evidence that replacement eggs are laid
when the first is destroyed. Leschner (1976)found that
two eggs that had been expected to hatch within known
incubation periods hatched 12 and 14 days late, and a
third that was lost just before hatching was 20 days
late. In another case an adult was seen incubating a
fresh egg 9 days after its first egg had been deserted.

NEST BUILDING AND E G G

B R O O D I N Although
G.
incubation
presumably begins at the laying of the egg, this is not
invariable, and delays of up to 8 days before initiation of
incubation (at least during the daytime) have been reported (Wilson 1977).Both sexes incubate, with nocturnal shifting of mates but with apparently no very
regular lengths of incubation shifts, and it is possible
that mate shifting does not occur every night
(Richardson 1961). Wilson (1977)stated that during the
early phases of incubation the incubating bird might
not be relieved for as long as 4 days, and furthermore
that eggs may be deserted for as long as 3 days. He reported an average incubation period of 44.9 days, with
28 cases ranging from 39 to 5 2 days. A similar 45.6 day

INCUBATION AND

period was found by Leschner (1976)for 10 cases, with a
range of 42 to 49 days. The time between pipping and
hatching is typically less than 24 hours. Wilson (1977)
reported that during two years a sample of 162 burrows
with eggs had an overall hatching success of 63.5 percent, but a high rate of nest desertion apparently was induced by the study itself.
G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GNestling
.
periods
in this species are fairly prolonged and rather variable,
apparently as a result of local or yearly variations in
food supplies. The average period has ranged from as
short as 48.3 days to as long as 5 6 in various studies,
but with reported ranges of 3 5 to 60 days (Wehle 1980).
Active brooding is done only for a few days, rarely as
many as 9. Until a week or so before fledging the young
are fed once or twice a night, and adults typically carry
back rather substantial loads of fish in their bills-as
many as 13 fish but averaging 6.4 in 37 cases. Collectively the loads may weigh up to about 3 0 grams
(Richardson 19611, but they average about 16.8 percent
of the bird's body weight (Sealy 1973b). Vermeer and
Cullen (1979)judged that the average meal fed to the
chicks was 29.6 grams, or I 1.4 percent of adult weight,
and that the mean fledging weight was 36 I grams, or
69.4 percent of adult weight. They found that chicks
hatching later in the season grew more slowly and
reached a lower weight peak before fledging than did
those hatching earlier. Leschner (1976)similarly found
major differences in average number of fish per load and
average total load of fish brought to nestlings in two different years, which she believed was responsible for differences in growth rates and asymptotes reached by
chicks during the two years. Vermeer (1980)reported
that the relative timing and types of prey available for
feeding chicks may thus influence the reproductive success of this species. On the other hand, Leschner observed a fairly high fledging success rate of 46 fledged
chicks from 56 hatched eggs, or 82.1 percent, without
major differences in the two years of her study. Fledging
occurs at night and has not yet been described in detail,
but it is likely that the chicks flutter or walk to water
in the manner of other puffins.

RATES.
Wilson
(1977)judged that there was a fairly high rate of nest
desertion as a result of his study, and he estimated that
the hatching success of undisturbed burrows was 30-40
percent higher than in disturbed burrows, or about 86
percent. He estimated a chick mortality of 3.I -7.4 percent before fledging, suggesting an overall breeding success rate of about 82 percent for undisturbed burrows.
Leschner (1976)reported a very low hatching success
rate of 29.7 to 44.0 percent in the two years of her study,

BREEDING SUCCESS A N D RECRUITMENT

with similar high rates of desertion. Excluding deserted
nests, the hatching success would have been 50 -7ercent.
She found a prefledging mortality rate of 18 percent as
noted, with most chick losses apparently caused by
peck wounds from strange adults whose burrows the
young might have wandered into. This suggests a minimum breeding success of 41 percent for undisturbed
nests. A third estimate of nesting and fledging success
is that of Leschner and Burrell (19771, from Chowiet Island, Alaska, where 3 2 chicks hatched from 45 eggs
(7I. I percent) and 2 3 fledged young were produced (7I .9
percent), providing an overall breeding success rate of
5 1.1 percent. Similarly, Summers and Drent (1979)reported that on Cleland Island, British Columbia, 49 eggs
resulted in 44 chicks (go percent) and 13 of 18 hatched
chicks fledged (72 percent), for an overall breeding success of 66 percent. However, in some twinning experiments only 8 of 26 young survived to fledging, and in no
case of artificially twinned broods did both chicks survive to fledging. All of these studies suggest that under
undisturbed conditions an approximate 50-60 percent
breeding success might be typical of rhinoceros auklets.
There do not appear to be any estimates of the incidence of nonbreeders in the population or of recruitment rates.

ward, but it is uncertain in both Washington and southeastern Alaska (Manuwal and Campbell 1979).About
half of Washington's population nests on Protection Island, and only a third of this island's nesting birds are
found within a bird sanctuary. However, removal of
sheep and other grazing animals from the area in the
early 1960s has allowed for a substantial population increase since that time (Wilson 1977).In the Aleutian Islands and elsewhere in Alaska the rhinoceros auklet has
apparently been eliminated from much of its original
breeding range because of the introduction of arctic
foxes into many of its breeding islands, and Forrester Island has the only remaining large colony in the state
(Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978).King and Sanger
(1979)have assigned the species an oil vulnerability index of 74, less than the average for the entire family Alcidae.

Evolutionary History and Relationships

O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Sea parrot; old man of
the sea; toporkie (Aleut);macareux huppe (French);
Schoplund (German);etopirika (Japanese);toporik (Russian); pugharuwuk (Saint Lawrence Island).

All recent workers seem to agree that this species is
more closely related to the puffins than to the other
auklets. Its bill structure is somewhat less modified for
digging than that of the typical puffins, but its hind
limbs are similarly modified for terrestrial locomotion
(Hudson et al. 1969; Kozlova 1961). Storer (1945)considered the rhinoceros auklet the most primitive of the
puffins, with the other species having more highly modified bills, claws of the second toe, and coloration of the
feet and mouth linings. There are also similarities in
the sternum, pelvis, and esophageal structures of the
puffins and the rhinoceros auklet (Kuroda 1954).
Population Status and Conservation
In California the rhinoceros auklet was extirpated from
the Farallon Islands in the mid-1800s but has recently
returned and is probably increasing there. Most California breeding occurs on Castle Rock, where the birds are
also possibly now increasing (Sowls et al. 1980).The
species may be increasing its range to a limited extent
elsewhere i n California as well (Scott et al. I 974). The
Oregon population appears to be a healthy one (Varoujean 1979)~although no trends have been mentioned. In
British Columbia the population trend is probably up-

Tufted Puffin
Fratercula cirrhata (Pallas)

Distribution of Species (See Map 26)
B R E E D S from the Kolyuchin Islands, East Cape, and the
Diomede Islands to Kamchatka, the Commander Islands, Kurile Islands, the Sea of Okhotsk, Sakhalin,
Maritime Province, and Hokkaido; and from Cape
Lisburne south through the Bering Sea to the Aleutian
Islands, Kodiak Island, Kenai Peninsula, southeastern
Alaska, British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, and
central California (Farallon Islands, formerly to Anacapa
Island).
R E S I D E N T except in the Far North; wanders north to
Point Barrow, Alaska, and south to Honshu, Japan, and
San Nicolas Island, California.

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Upperparts slightly glossy sooty black, passing into uniform
dark sooty brown (dark clove brown) on sides of head
and neck, the chin, throat, and foreneck very slightly
ADULTS I N B R E E D I N G PLUMAGE

26. Current North American distribution of the tufted puffin,

including colony locations and limits of nonbreeding range
(brokenline).The Asian range is shown on the inset map.

lighter, passing into deep grayish brown (between
fuscous and benzo brown or hair brown) on underparts
of body; under wing coverts uniform deep brownish
gray or hair brown; anterior portion of forehead, whole
of loral, orbital, and rictal regions, and anterior portion
of malar region and chin immaculate white; elongated
postocular tufts naples yell'ow to creamy buff; distal
half (approximately)of bill salmon, basal portion light
olive green, the cylindrical ridge more apple green; rictal rosette mostly purplish flesh color, the narrow line
of skin between base of bill and feathering of head,
rictus, part of the rosette, and naked eyelid vermilion;
iris creamy white; legs and feet bright salmon, the soles
reddish brown, claws black. Two-year-old birds have
white feathers on the sides of the head, short white
tufts behind the eyes, and a white bill ring. The bill is
shallowly grooved toward the tip and is usually smaller
than in adults (Kozlova 1961).
W I N T E R P L U M A G E . Sides of head wholly dusky, but
lighter in region of insertion of nuptial plumes, which
are wholly absent; horny nasal cuirass, basal lamina,
and other deciduous parts covering basal half of bill absent and replaced by dusky brown membrane; otherwise as in summer, but legs and feet paler red. Basal
portion of bill covering brownish, terminal part red. The
first-winter plumage is very similar to the juvenal
plumage but has more distinct brownish gray edging on
the white chest and underpart feathers. By the following
spring these edges wear away, resulting in white underparts (Kozlova 196 I).

J U V E N I L E S .A

vague gray stripe behind eye, chest and
abdomen white with brownish gray markings, otherwise upperparts similar to those of adults in winter. The
iris is brownish gray, the bill is brownish, and the feet
are light gray (Kozlova 1961).
D O W N Y Y O U N G . Uniform dark sooty grayish brown,
paler below, especially on abdomen, where inclining to
sooty gray. A small percentage of birds have white underparts (Wehle 1980).

Measurements and Weights
M E A S U R E M E N T S .Wing:

males 187-206 m m (average of
11, 194.4);females 179.5-196.5 m m (average of 9,
189.2).Culmen: males 53-65 m m (average of 11, 57.1);
females 54.6-60.0 m m (average of 9, 57.1) (Ridgway
1919). Eggs: average of 43, 72 x 49.2 m m (Bent 1919).

w E I G H T S . A sample of 62 adult males during the breeding season averaged 792.3 g (range 732-986 g), and 5 I
adult females averaged 734.9 g (range 643-862). A sample of I 17 eggs averaged 94.3 g (Wehle 1980).Estimated

fresh egg weight, 91 g (Schonwetter 1967) Newly
hatched chicks average 5 8 g (Thoreson, in press).
Identification
I N T H E F I E L D .This Pacific-coast puffin is the only one
with blackish underparts and the only puffin with a
hanging tuft of feathers behind the eyes. Breeding adults
have whitish eyes, and the reddish bill is tinged with
greenish basally. In winter the face becomes completely
dark brown, the tufts are lost or are rudimentary, and
the underparts become more whitish but remain distinctly darker than in the horned puffin. This species is
relatively silent but produces growling notes near the
nest.

This is the only puffinlike species that
has a dark gray to blackish underpart coloration, especially in adult breeding birds. Immature birds are
paler underneath but are still distinctly dusky, and this
feature plus their bills (with inward-curving grooves)
separates them from young of the other puffin species.

IN THE HAND.

Ecology and Habitats
This species
is widely distributed along the western coast of North
America and the eastern coast of Asia between the
areas having August surface water temperatures of
about 5°C and 18°C. However, population densities are
greatest toward the northern portions of its North
American range, and relatively few birds breed south of
Alaskan waters. The species has a similarly broad tolerance for diverse nesting habitats, including grassy
slopes, rocky slopes, sodded boulder rubble, cliff faces,
and cliff edges, and it is able either to use natural crevices in rocks or to excavate burrows in softer substrates. During the nonbreeding seasons the tufted
puffin is probably the most pelagic of all alcids, with
birds often occurring as far as 800 kilometers from land
in the Gulf of Alaska. There the densest winter concentrations have been found to occur in a band about
100-zoo kilometers offshore, while in California the
highest numbers have been seen within 50 kilometers
of land. Even during summer periods the birds have
been seen as far as 300 kilometers from land, though
most birds are much closer to land at such times (Sanger 1975).
BREEDING A N D NONBREEDING HABITATS.

S O C I A L I T Y A N D D E N S I T I E S .In some areas the density
of breeding birds is extraordinarily high; the largest
Alaskan population may be that of Kaligagan Island (a
tiny island south of the western end of Unimak Island),
where about 37 5,000 birds breed. The average number

of birds reported at all the 502 known Alaskan breeding
sites is nearly 8,000 (Sowls, Hatch and Lensink 1978).
On Triangle Island, British Columbia, over 16,000 pairs
were estimated to nest in an area of less than 9 hectares, about 2,000 pairs per hectare (Vermeer 1979).
Highest average breeding densities of 29.3 burrows per
25 square meter plot were found in areas of clifftop with
hairgrass (Deschampia)cover, especially where there
were steep slopes and narrow strips of sloping cliff perimeter just above cliff faces. Amaral (1977)estimated
densities of from 0.19 to 0.69 burrow per square meter
in various habitat types on East Amatuli Island, Alaska.
On 13 hectare Destruction Island, Washington, where
some 350 pairs nest (27 pairs per hectare), most nests
are within a few meters of the tops of the steepest and
least vegetated cliff faces (Burrell 1980).
Amaral(1977) found
that on East Amatuli Island, Alaska, potential predators
included common ravens (Corvus corax), gulls, peregrines (Falcoperegrinus), bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), and river otters (Lutra canadensis). No
evidence of predation was found for ravens or gulls, but
peregrines evidently occasionally took adult birds, and
bald eagles were found to be feeding their chicks in part
on tufted puffins. Likewise, river otters were found to
prey on adults and especially on nestlings when they
were available. Wehle (1980)reported egg losses to
glaucous-winged gulls (Larus glaucescens) and ravens
but considered these losses minimal because of the inaccessibility of nest sites. Fred Zeillemaker (pers.
comm.) saw a parasitic jaeger (Stercorcariusparasiticus)
chase a tufted puffin out to sea, where it finally escaped
by plunging into the ocean.
Probably the major competitor of the tufted puffin
over most of its range is the horned puffin. Wehle (1976)
judged that competition between these two species is
mitigated by partially asynchronous breeding cycles,
temporal differences in the rhythm of diurnal activity,
spatial segregation in foraging areas of fledged birds, differences in adult diet, and differences in foods brought
to nestlings. Similarly, Amaral(1977)found that the
major basis for niche segregation between these species
was differences in preferred nesting habitats (tufted
were predominantly burrowers, horned were crevice
nesters), with less substantial differences in temporal
breeding cycles (tufted earlier nesters) and diurnal
rhythms. Nestling foods and activity patterns of adults
during the nestling periods overlapped considerably,
though in general tufted puffins tended to rely more on
benthic fish species than did horned puffins. Horned
puffins also have a smaller wing loading than tufted
puffins and thus can probably use lower nesting sites
PREDATORS A N D COMPETITORS.

and more gentle slopes (Lehnhausen 1980).On Triangle
Island, where tufted puffins nest in large numbers together with rhinoceros auklets, these two species differ
in nesting sites (tufted nesting at higher elevations and
steeper slopes, for easier takeoff), in circadian activity
rhythms (tufted are diurnal, rhinoceros auklets are nocturnal), foraging locations (tufted feed mostly offshore,
rhinoceros auklets feed inshore and offshore), and in
foods brought to their young (in part based on relative
diurnality of foraging behavior in the two species).
General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G B E H A V I O R . Wehle (1980) has
analyzed the foods of all the species of puffin based on
his own data and that of other investigators. In 280
samples of adult tufted puffins he summarized, the relative frequencies of major food types of adults included
fish ( 5 2 percent), squid (37.8 percent), crustaceans (7 percent), and polychaetes (2.9 percent). In general, a larger
number of pelagic or offshore species of fish are utilized
by the tufted puffin than by the other species, although
as in the others there is a good deal of seasonal, yearly,
and geographic variation in its diet. Hunt, Burgeson,
and Sanger (1981) examined 23 adult birds from the
vicinity of the Pribilof Islands and found a predominance of fish in their diets, especially walleye pollock
(Theragra chalcogramma), which made up almost half
of the total food. Subtidal, inshore species were lacking,
and nereid worms (Polychaeta)were the major invertebrate food. A sample of 19 adults from south of the
Aleutians and the eastern Bering Sea contained a mixture of fish, squid, and amphipods (Sanger 1975)~while
89 birds from the Kodiak Island area exhibited a high
rate of use by osmerids, especially capelin (Mallotus villosus), a small incidence of squid (13.5 percent), and no
crustaceans. Wehle (1980)reported that during seven
colony-years of study either Pacific sand launce (Ammodytes hexapterus) or capelin was the most common
prey species brought to nestlings, with these species
constituting over 90 percent of the food delivered in five
of the seven years. Other foods brought to nestlings included squid, octopus, sculpins (Hemilepidotus jordani), greenling (Hexagrammus stelleri), Atka mackerel
(Pleurogrammusmonopoterygius), and cod (Eleginus
gracilis).Squid and octopus may be the most important
food types for tufted puffin nestlings exclusive of sand
launce and capelin, whereas in the horned puffin greenling and cod seem to be the prime subsidiary foods.
Prey are captured by extended dives, often in very
deep waters. Wehle (1980) summarized a variety of data
on average bill loads of this species, finding a range of
mean weights varying from 7.5 to 20.4 grams and a

mean number of prey items varying from 3.4 to 10.I .
Chicks up to a week old were fed an average of I .6
times per day, and those from 4 to 6 weeks old were fed
an average of 3.8 times per day. Early in the chick-raising period, adult tufted puffins were found by Amaral
( I977) to carry an average of I . 3 fish per load, while later the average increased to 3.8. Although older chicks
are fed more often than younger ones, there is no apparent tendency for the adults to select larger prey for
these older nestlings (Amaral 1977).
M O V E M E N T S A N D MIGRATIONS.
Evidently tufted
puffins can be found well out to sea at all times of the
year; summer observations of such birds probably represent immature nonbreeders. The fall and winter movements of the birds evidently occur within the overall
latitudes of the species' breeding distribution, although
a few individuals may penetrate farther south. Generally the birds winter from the northern limits of open
water southward, including the Aleutian Islands and occasionally also as far north as the Pribilof Islands (Wehle
1980).Probably most birds wintering in bay habitats are
immatures; adults tend to occur in deeper waters and
farther offshore. The birds also show a tendency to be
solitary when at sea; Sanger (1975)noted that of 170
birds seen during winter in the Gulf of Alaska 65 percent were single birds and z5 percent were pairs. Limited Alaskan observations suggest that the distribution
of the birds may be limited by water temperatures of
less than 4°C to 6OC (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).

a softer, purring call similar to the threat call but lasting
much longer and of unknown function. A third vocalization was the "bisyllabic call," which consists of a
short er followed by a second higher-pitched note. This
call was heard most often among birds in the colony but
was sometimes uttered on the water as well. Finally, a
multinoted call was recorded, consisting of at least
three syllables, with the final syllable repeated many
times, varying rhythmically in frequency and intensity
and producing a sirenlike effect. This call was heard
most often during the prelaying and incubation phases
and might have some sexual function.
According to Wehle (1980),courtship in tufted
puffins occurs on waters near the breeding colony,
among flocks of rafting birds. Courting males typically
lower the back of the head to the shoulders while holding the bill parallel. The bill is then repeatedly raised
nearly to the vertical while being opened, and lowered
to the resting position while being closed (fig. 46E). A
vocalization possibly is associated with this movement.
The performing male usually follows a female at a distance of several meters, and if she is receptive to copulation she will swim rapidly ahead of him and assume a
crouched position on the water. As the male approaches, he increases the rate of his head jerking, and
the movements become more exaggerated. When he is
within a meter or so of her he flaps his wings, rises out

Social Behavior
TERRITORIALITY.
All the available evidence indicates that prolonged monogamy is
typical of this species. Wehle (1980)noted that the same
birds were present in at least 2 of 7 burrows where
marked birds had nested the previous year. According to
him, tufted puffins defend a territory that includes the
burrow entrance, the path to the burrow, and a specific
area used for landing and resting within the colony,
often an earthen mound or protruding rock. This territory usually had a radius of less than half a meter from
the burrow entrance. Territorial defense is strongest
during the prelaying stage of reproduction and gradually
declines through the breeding season.
MATING SYSTEM A N D

DISPLAY.
Amaral(1977)reported that this
species is rather silent, uttering little more than a low
growl when caught or harassed, though the young birds
vocalize frequently, especially when being fed. Wehle
(1980)recognized four vocalizations, the most common
of which was a short, low-pitched errr, a threat or warning note uttered upon being disturbed. He also described

VOICE AND

46. Social behavior of tufted puffin (mostly after Wehle 1980):
A, wing flapping; B, yawning; C, gaping; D, head bowing; E,
head jerking; F, copulation; G, postcopulatory wing flapping.

of the water, and lands on her back (fig. 46F). During
copulation the female sinks down so that only her head
is above water, while the male continues to flap his
wings and sometimes also continues his head jerking.
He may also peck the female's nape. Copulation normally ends with the female's diving. Afterward one or
both of the participants usually wing flap (fig.46G). Several other displays or possible displays occur at other
times and are unrelated to the sex of the individual.
These include bill dipping, wing flapping (fig. 46A), billing, bowed head posture (fig. 46D), and bill gaping (fig.
46C). Bill dipping and wing flapping may simply be
comfort movements rather than actual displays, but bill
gaping is the most important threat display of the species. It is rather similar to yawning (fig. 46B), but during
yawning the neck feathers are not strongly ruffled and
the tongue is usually not visible as it typically is during
gaping. During the bowed head display the bird stands
on the ground with its head held low and the body almost horizontal and tilts its bill strongly downward.
The head is then slowly swung from side to side, the
body is sometimes convulsed, and a vocalization may
possibly be uttered. This display is most often performed near a burrow entrance, usually facing inward.
Often the behavior has the effect of drawing the bird's
mate to the burrow, at which point mutual billing may
occur. As in other puffins, billing is an important social
display between niates, and it often occurs after one
bird lands next to its mate in the colony. It often also
occurs just before both birds enter their nest site, after
an aggressive interaction with an intruder, and after a
bowed head display by one of the partners. In all these
cases it seems to function as a pair-bonding or pairmaintaining display. One last display is a landing display, performed immediately after landing in a colony.
Once on the ground, the bird holds its body low while
stretching its wings upward and holding its head in line
with the body or bending it down to varying degrees. It
may then take several exaggerated steps while in this
posture before adopting a normal stance (Wehle 1980).
As noted earlier, somewhat similar postlanding postures
occur in guillemots and murres.

Reproductive Biology
BREEDING SEASON AND NESTING SUBSTRATE.

California egg records extend from April 30 to July 8,
with a peak between May 27 and June 17 (Bent 1919).
Egg records cited by Bent from Washington are from
May 30 to July 23, but Burrell (1980)indicated a mean
egg-laying date for Destruction Island of May 16, with
extremes of May 6 and June 8, and a hatching range
from June 21 to July 24, with a mean of July I. Various

egg records from British Columbia are from June I Z to
July 24, and unfledged birds have been observed as late
as August 2 5 . On East Amatuli Island, Alaska, egg laying occurred from late May to late June, with 90 percent
of the eggs laid between June I and 15 (Amaral 1977),
and a study on Ugaiushak and Buldir islands indicated
that on Ugaiushak Island the peak of the laying occurred 7-10 days earlier, although the onset of laying
was at about the same time. However, the period of egg
laying, including replacement clutches, generally lasted
about a month, and the egg laying period in tufted
puffins was 1-3 weeks earlier than in horned puffins.
Over the entire geographic range egg laying in tufted
puffins tends to peak between the last week of May and
mid-June (Wehle 1980).The tufted puffin prefers to nest
in burrow sites on grassy slopes, though the birds also
often nest in rocky crevices, especially where burrow
sites are unavailable. Amaral(1977)reported the highest
nesting densities in steep sea-facing slopes with grassy
and herbaceous cover, and he noted progressively lower
densities on cliff edges adjacent to vertical slopes and
with grassy cover, in rock crevices, and on gradual
slopes of about 4s0. Lehnhausen (1980)judged that slope
angle, vegetation cove, and the presence of other birds
are major factors influencing nest site choice in tufted
puffins. The birds favored steep slopes and low or sparse
vegetation and avoided vegetation forming dense mats
or having dense, intertwining root systems. Tufted
puffins can probably outcompete the smaller horned
puffins for nest sites, and, though colonial, they tend to
maintain some spacing relative to other tufted puffins.
Other factors that might influence nest site choice include proximity to landing and takeoff sites, soil particle size, soil moisture, and soil depth.
Tufted puffins
spend considerable time excavating and cleaning nest
sites, sometimes beginning with their return to the
colony and at other times variably later, evidently depending on the damage sustained over the winter and
on when the burrows become ice-free. Both members
participate, but most is done by the larger bird, presumably the male. Excavation is done with both the bill and
the feet, the bill being used mainly as a chisel for excavating or as pliers for tearing and wrenching. Rocks as
much as twice the weight of the bird might be removed
during excavation. Burrows are probably not used the
same year in which they are initially excavated; thus
subadults probably excavate burrows during the year before initial breeding. Egg laying was found by Wehle
(1980)to begin 3-4 weeks after initial arrival and probably was dependent upon relative accessibility of nest
sites. Although two incubation patches are present, the

NEST B U I L D I N G A N D E G G L A Y I N G .

birds lay only single eggs and will apparently incubate
only one even if a second egg is provided them, according to Wehle. Wehle also removed 10 freshly laid eggs
from burrows and found that 7 of these burrows subsequently contained replacement eggs. From 10 to 21 days
elapsed between egg removal and egg replacement.
BROODING.
Both sexes incubate,
typically exchanging places in the morning, again in
midafternoon, and usually again before darkness
(Amaral 1977).However, birds may at times incubate
for an entire day and at other times may leave the egg
unattended for a day or longer (Wehle 1980). The average incubation period was determined by Amaral(1977)
to be 45.2 days (range 43 to 5 3 days for I I eggs) and by
Wehle (1980)to be 46.5 days (range 42 to 53 days for 35
eggs). Continuous incubation may not begin for as long
as 4 days after the egg is laid, and there is also considerable variation in the hatching (initial cracking or pipping to emergence) period, which averages 3-4 days but
may vary from I to I Z days (Wehle 1980).
INCUBATION AND

Y O U N GBrooding
.
of the
chick is more or less continuous for the first several
days after hatching, though after 3-5 days the adults are
normally not present in the burrow except while feeding their chicks. Wehle (1980)reported a total average
nestling period of 43.6 days for 13 chicks, and Amaral
(1977)noted a 47 day average for 9 chicks. Variations in
fledging periods result from differential feeding abilities
of the adults. Amaral noted an average of I .6 to 4 feedi n g ~(the larger numbers typical of older age-classes) per
24 hour period and an average food load of 14.9 grams,
with about 95 percent of the prey brought to chicks
being capelin. Usually the first feeding is shortly after
sunrise, with a second feeding peak at midday and a final peak before sunset. In some cases chicks were fed
up to 6 times a day, but normally a trimodal pattern of
colony attendance was typical in the colony Amaral
studied. He reported a chick weight of 69.7 grams
shortly after hatching and a fledging weight of 5 50
grams, and Burrell (1980)reported a fledging weight of
496.8 grams and a maximum average prefledging weight
of 5 5 1.8 grams. Immediately before fledging the chicks
spend increasing amounts of time at the burrow entrance, sometimes exercising their wings. Fledging occurs at night or during early morning hours, and
evidently most birds are still flightless at the time of
nest departure. The birds apparently walk or flutter
down the nesting slopes toward the sea without parental involvement, and on entering the sea they gradually work their way offshore, occasionally diving
(Amaral 1977).

SURVIVAL AND GROWTH OF

B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES. About
half of the active tufted puffin burrows never have eggs
laid in them at all; many of these presumably are inhabited by subadult birds. Wehle (1980)has summarized
hatching and fledging success rates for a variety of areas
and studies. These studies suggest an average hatching
success of about 50 percent, but with substantial variations that at least in part are the result of differential
human disturbance. Probably most egg losses under natural conditions are caused by infertility or death of the
chick at the time of hatching. Wehle estimated that a
natural hatching success of 75-90 percent is probably
typical of undisturbed birds. He also judged that fledging success is probably 60-70 percent, with major variations the result of weather, food availability, and
predation or kleptoparasitism (stealing by gulls of fish
being brought to chicks). Evidently most chick losses
occur during the first 2 weeks after hatching, with the
major cause of death in older chicks being lack of food.
There are no available estimates of recruitment rates for
this species, but if only half the active burrows contain
eggs and there is an average reproductive success of
about 0.5 young per adult pair, it is likely to be no more
than about 10 percent, assuming that a substantial if
unmeasurable part of the total population consists of
immature nonbreeders.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
Clearly this species is a close relative of the typical Fratercula puffins, though it lacks such features as the epidermal adornments around the eyes and has a unique
"roll" along the crest up the basal portion of the upper
mandible. It also has longer hind limbs than the typical
puffins, and there are some minor differences in bill and
pterygoid structure (Kozlova 1961). Hudson et al. (1969)
judged that Lunda and Fratercula are very closely related, and Strauch (1977)considered the puffins (including Cerorhinca) a sister group to all other alcids. It
seems possible that Lunda is an evolutionary link between Cerorhinca and Fratercula on the basis of its burrowing rather than crevice-nesting tendencies and some
similarities in display posturing (such as the head bowing display), but it is questionable whether a separate
genus for it is warranted.

Population Status and Conservation
The highest populations of tufted puffins in North
America occur in Alaska, where more than 500 colonies
have been reported and an estimated population of
4,000,000 birds occurs (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink

1978).The largest population south of Alaska is at Triangle Island, British Columbia, which contains about 80
percent of the British Columbian population of this species (Vermeer 19791. The British Columbian population
is probably stable, but that in Washington may be declining (Manuwal and Campbell 19791. The population
in Oregon is relatively small, and its trends have apparently not been characterized. In California the species'
population has declined greatly from those known to be
present in historical times, and its range has contracted
northward from an original limit in the Channel Islands. Oil pollution and a crash in the Pacific sardine
population have been cited as possible causes (Sowls et
al. 19801. The species has been assigned an oil vulnerability index of 72 (King and Sanger 1979).

Atlantic Puffin
Fratercula arctica (Linnaeus)
O T H E R V E R N A C U L A R NAMES:
Common puffin; sea parrot; lunde (Danish];macareux moine (French);Papageitaucher (German);qilangag (Greenland);lundi
(Icelandic];tupik (Russian);lunnefdgel (Swedish].

Distribution of North American Subspecies (See Map
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Fratercula arctica arctica (Linnaeus]
B R E E D S from western Greenland south along the coasts
of western Greenland and Labrador to southeastern
Quebec, Newfoundland, southern New Brunswick, and
eastern Maine; and on Iceland, Bear Island, and northern Norway.
in western Atlantic waters from the ice line
south to Massachusetts, casually to southern New
Jersey; on the European side to the Faeroes and western
Sweden, rarely to Denmark.

WINTERS

Fratercula arctica n a u m a n n i Norton
B R E E D S in northern Greenland, on Jan Mayen,
Spitsbergen, Novaya Zemlya, and the Murmansk coast,
intergrading with F. a. arctica in Finland and east along
the Kola Peninsula.
WINTERS

in adjacent seas.

drab] passing into light brownish gray on anterior portion of forehead; rest of upperparts, together with sides
of neck and a broad band across foreneck, uniform
black, the band across foreneck, however, inclining toward color of pileum, the black of nape sharply defined
against the dark grayish brown of pileum; sides of head
very pale brownish gray or almost grayish white on
loral and suborbital regions, passing into light mouse
gray posteriorly (including supra-auricular region], the
malar region mostly mouse gray passing into grayish
white next to base of mandible (narrowly]but posteriorly separated from the blackish of neck by a space of
pale brownish gray; underparts of body, together with
lower foreneck, immaculate white; under wing coverts
light brownish gray; bill with basal lamina of maxilla
and first ridge of both maxilla and mandible dull yellow,
the nasal cuirass and basal portion of mandible grayish
blue or bluish gray, the remainder vermilion, the tip of
mandible and terminal grooves yellowish; rictal rosette
gamboge yellow; inside of mouth, together with tongue,
yellow; iris dark grayish to grayish brown; eyelids vermilion, the callosities bluish gray or grayish blue; legs
and feet vermilion or coral.
P L U M A G Similar
E.
to the breeding plumage except for color and form of basal portion of bill, color of
anterior portion of sides of head, and other minor details; nasal cuirass and basal lamina of bill absent and
replaced by membrane of brownish black; rictal rosette
much reduced and dull purplish red instead of yellow;
eyelids dull purplish red and destitute of the callous
appendages; whole of loral and orbital regions blackish;
legs and feet paler red. First-winter birds are darker
around the eyes and on the lores than are adults, and
second-winter birds may be distinguished from adults
by the bill shape, which is more slanted and less bent
toward the tip (Kozlova 1961).
WINTER

IUVENILES.
Similar to winter adults, but with bill much
smaller, much duller in color, and without grooves or
ridges.
D O W N Y Y O U N GPlain
.
dark sooty grayish brown, paler
below, the breast and upper abdomen dull grayish white
or pure white. The legs and feet are black, the iris is
brown, and the mouth is pale flesh color. The bill is
dark reddish gray.

Measurements and Weights
(of arctica].Wing: males 158-68 m m
(average of 14, I 62.8); females I 5 7-68 m m (average of
14, I 62.9). Culmen: males 45 .o-5 3.5 m m (average of 14,
49.81; females 44-51 m m (average of 14, 48). Eggs: average of 41, 6 3 x 44.2 m m (Bent 1919).
MEASUREMENTS

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike]. Pileum
uniform deep grayish brown (deep fuscous or chaetura

ADULTS I N B R E E D I N G PLUMAGE

27. Current North American distribution of the Atlantic
puffin, including colony locations and limits of nonbreeding

range (broken line). The European range is shown on the
inset map.

W E I G H T S (of arctica).Nettleship (1972)reported that 39
males from Newfoundland averaged 479 g (range 429524), while 57 females averaged 445 .s g (range 3865 I I ) . These weights are somewhat less than averages reported for arctica in the USSR by Dementiev and
Gladkov (19681, especially for more northerly populations. The average of I S O eggs from Newfoundland was
65.3 g (Nettleship 1972).Newly hatched young average
48 g (Glutz and Bauer 1982).

to be strongly aggregated with respect to particular habitat features (Grant and Nettleship 1971).Thus densities are highest on steep slopes adjacent to the sea and
having associated turfs for easy burrowing. In Great
Britain there are local densities of burrows as high as
1.7 per square meter, while in Iceland the average breeding density over a large area (of 22.5 hectares) was 0.66
burrow per square meter, with local maxima as high as
2.72.
COMPETITOR
Various
S.
predators of
nestlings or newly fledged young have been reported as
possibly affecting this species, including domestic cats
(Felis cattus), crows (Corvus spp.), and various gulls including herring gulls (Larus argentatus).It is possible
that in some areas fledglings may at times be killed by
common ravens (Corvus corax) as the chicks fly out to
sea (Myrberget 1962), and it is probable that some
adults are taken by the larger falcons or other raptors.
Eggs, nestlings, and adults may also be taken by foxes
(Alopex and Vulpes), larger weasels (Mustela),and otters
(Lutra),while rats (Rattus)may locally steal and destroy
eggs (Kartashev 1960).In many areas gulls, crows, jaegers (Stercorarius spp.), or jackdaws (Corvus monedula)
that steal from adults returning to feed their young may
have an important effect on rearing success (Corkhill
1973; Nettleship 1972).Additionally, egg loss resulting
from disturbance by nest-prospecting Manx shearwaters
(Puffinuspuffinus)has been found to be locally significant (Ashcroft 1979).
PREDATORS AND

Identification
I N T H E FIELD.
In breeding plumage this species is unmistakable; it is the only Atlantic-coast puffin, characterized by a rounded white face and a semicircular and
colorfully banded bill that is dark basally. The horned
puffin is similar, but their ranges do not overlap, and the
bill of the horned puffin lacks a black band near the
base. In winter the two species are very similar, but in
the horned puffin the area around the lores and chin is
darker, almost as dark as the crown. In both species the
white facial pattern is largely lost during winter. Low
purring notes are uttered in flight, and a low, deep awe
note is also produced.

HAND.The distinctive puffin bill separates the
species from all others except the horned puffin. At
least adults of the two species can be separated on the
basis of tail length (no more than 5 3 m m in the common puffin, compared with at least 60 mm in the
horned), and by the more oblique grooving of the bill of
the Atlantic puffin. Distinction of immature birds is
more difficult, but in all ages and plumages the Atlantic
puffin has a light gray to whitish chin and throat, while
that of the horned puffin tends toward brownish black.
IN THE

Ecology and Habitats
HABITATS.
This species
occupies rocky coastal areas of the North Atlantic from
temperate to arctic seas having August surface temperatures of from about 0°C to 17°C (Voous 1960).Coastlines that have sharp cliff edges where the slope angle is
too high for most predators to reach and that provide
landing sites near the burrow so it is difficult for gulls
to rob adults returning with food for the chicks (Nettleship 1972) are preferred for nesting over those with
gradual slopes or with landing sites well separated from
the nesting burrows. Outside the breeding season the
birds are pelagic, spending much of the winter period
along pack ice areas of the North Atlantic well away
from coastlines.
BREEDING AND NONBREEDING

DENSITIES.
This is a highly social species, and the distribution of burrows in colonies tends

SOCIALITY A N D

General Biology
F O O D A N D F O R A G I N G B E H A V I O R . Relatively little information on the food of adult Atlantic puffins is available for North America, and even the data on European
birds are limited by comparison with information on
tufted and horned puffins. Wehle (1980)summarized information obtained from stomach analysis of r 17 Atlantic puffins and reported a concentration on fish, which
based on frequency of occurrence represented 83.1 percent of the collective sample, while polychaetes and
crustaceans composed I 1.8 and 5.1 percent respectively.
Most of the fish taken during the chick-rearing period
are schooling species such as sand launce (Ammodytes),
sprats (Sprattus sprattus), capelin (Mallotus villosus),
and herring (Clupea harengus), with supplemental use
of various forms of cod (Pallachius, Gadus, Merlangius,
Ciliata, Gaidropsarus) (Glutz and Bauer 1982).In Great
Britain young puffins have been found to be reared primarily on sand launce, sprats, and herring (Harris and
Hislop 1978).Most individual fish that are brought to
chicks are 10-15 centimeters long and rarely may range
up to 33 grams in weight. Typically from 5 to 12 rather

small prey items (averaging about a gram) are brought
back per load by adults, but as many as 62 prey in a single load have been reported by Harris and Hislop. These
authors also observed a usual variation of feeding frequencies of from 3.8 to 15.7 trips per day, with a maximum of 24 trips recorded. Pearson (1968)observed a
considerable range in weights of individual prey fish
and in the length of sand launce captured, and also a
substantial overlap in these respects with prey taken by
eight other species of seabirds breeding in the same general area. However, Swennen and Duiven ( 1977) reported that hand-raised puffins preferred prey fish (of
Clupea and Trisopterus) offered in an experimental situation that averaged 4-6 grams and had an average
length of I 5 millimeters. This prey size was identical to
that preferred by razorbills, which are substantially
larger birds.
The migration routes
off eastern North America are still not well documented. After the breeding season the birds are most
commonly found in the Labrador Sea and off southeastern Labrador, although their breeding origins are
still uncertain. In any case, migration away from the
arctic breeding areas is almost complete by October.
Movements after that period are undocumented (Brown
et al. 1975).Breeding birds and young from Greenland
evidently begin to move south directly after the breeding season, with part of the population remaining in the
southern parts of the Davis Strait (asfar north as Sukkertoppen) but most birds leaving Greenland waters and
probably following the Labrador Current south to Labrador and Newfoundland. There is some dispersal eastward to the open Atlantic Ocean, where some subadults
may remain through the summer. There is also a westward dispersal of some European birds that may rarely
winter as far west as the southernmost post of Greenland's west coast. Birds arrive back on the Greenland
breeding grounds during the first half of May (Salomonsen 1967).
MOVEMENTS AND MIGRATIONS.

Social Behavior
M A T I N G S Y S T E M A N D TERRITORIALITY.
Mate retention
and nest site tenacity have been proved typical of this
species. Ashcroft (1979)found that over 142 pair-years
accumulated for banded birds, there was a 7.8 percent
"divorce" rate per year, exclusive of cases where one of
the members died. In more than half of these cases one
member of the pair was displaced by another bird, and
in several cases pairs broke up after both members were
evicted from their burrow. Of 7 females whose mates
had disappeared, 7 bred in the same burrows with new
mates the following year, and in 3 cases where one of

the pair members (the female) was late in returning to
the colony the male in each case paired with a new female but re-paired with his original mate when she returned. In general mate fidelity is high, but birds are
quick to re-pair when their original mates disappear,
and birds evidently only rarely ( I observed case in 13)
miss a year's breeding because of losing a previous
mate. Apparently obtaining a new mate or changing
burrows does not measurably affect breeding success. In
502 bird-years, only 7.8 percent of burrow owners left
their burrows each year, either voluntarily or because
they were evicted by other birds. Birds that failed as
breeders the previous year were found by Ashcroft
(1979)to be more than twice as prone to move as were
successful pairs. Nettleship (1972)reported an overall
77 percent rate of nest site tenacity for 61 marked birds
in two different habitats, with no observations of any of
the missing birds in other locations. Territorial defense
in Atlantic puffins evidently includes the burrow, its
entrance, the path to the burrow, and a raised area used
for landing, taking off, and resting (Wehle 1980).
V O I C E A N D DISPLAY.
A full comparative study of puffin
vocalizations remains to be done, but Wehle (1980)concluded that Atlantic puffins have four adult vocalizations comparable to those of tufted and horned puffins.
These include a short, harsh urrrr that functions as a
threat call, a deeper, purring arrr that corresponds to the
purring call of tufted and horned puffins, a bisyllabic
call that sounds like haa-haa or co-o-or-aa, and a long,
multinote call that consists of a prolonged haa-aa . . .
aa-aa-aa-aa-aa.Two call notes of young Atlantic puffins
have been described and illustrated by Glutz and Bauer
(1982),as have the adult multinote and a short orr call
(probably the purring call mentioned above) that may
serve as a contact note.
Displays of the Atlantic puffin consist of both
aquatic and terrestrial courtship and agonistic postures.
Although attempts at copulation have been observed on
land, all successful copulations evidently occur on the
water. As in the other puffins, courtship is social and
often involves one or more birds' following a female. At
such times the males perform a rapid head jerking display that has a hiccoughlike quality, and in which the
bill is quickly raised toward the vertical and returned
again to the horizontal, as illustrated in figure 47F for
the horned puffin. It is likely that soft vocalizations accompany these head jerking movements. There are at
least two types of head raising movements; one appears
to be used primarily in various social including aggressive situations, while the other is used as a sexual display. Myrberget (1962)described these two displays as
social nodding and sexual nodding. During sexual nodding the bill is sometimes directed vertically upward at

the bills in lateral contact, the birds' heads are rapidly
moved from side to side for a variable period (fig.
47B,C). The tail may be raised somewhat during the
billing ceremony, but the bills remain closed and thus
are not clenched together (Lockley 195 3 ) . Behavior associated with copulation is apparently almost identical to
that described and illustrated for the horned puffin.

Reproductive Biology
SUBSTRATE.
Egg records for the Gulf of Saint Lawrence extend from June 6
to July 10, with a peak between June I 5 and 26. A small
number of records from Newfoundland and eastern Labrador are from June 8 to July 7, and a few from Maine
are from June 19 to July 27. Greenland egg records extend from June I to July 16, peaking about June zo (Bent
1919).Egg-laying records Nettleship (197%)obtained for
Newfoundland extend from early May to mid-June,
with the median dates for two years falling between
May 17 and 24. Grant and Nettleship (1971)determined
that in Iceland nest substrate choice and nesting density
were related to the cliff edge, with burrow density decreasing with distance from the cliff edge above the cliff
and positively correlated with the relative abundance
(perimeter)of boulders in study plots below the cliff.
That is, at the junction of rock and soil at the foot of
the cliff, the relative density of boulders influences burrow site selection, perhaps because these boulders provide landmarks for rapid identification of burrow sites
for landing puffins. Nettleship ( I972) found that at
Great Island, Newfoundland, puffins nesting above the
cliffs were at higher densities on sloping habitats close
to the cliff edge than on adjacent level ground away
from the cliff edge. This seemed to be related to the incidence of egg loss to predatory gulls as well as to the
ease with which adults can reach their burrows to provide food for their chicks without danger of having their
food stolen by gulls and to a resulting difference in
breeding success in these two habitats (twice as high on
slopes as on level habitats).
B R E E D I N G SEASON A N D N E S T I N G

47. Social behavior of Atlantic and horned puffins (after Lockley 1953 and Wehle 1980): A-C, billing sequence, D, aggressive
bowing, and E, head nodding by Atlantic puffin; F, head jerk-

ing, G, copulation, H, postcopulatory wing flapping by horned
puffin.

its maximum intensity, and the display serves as an invitation to mating. This display may be performed on
land as well as in the usual courtship situation on water, but when performed on land it is always directed
only toward the mate (fig. 47E) Social nodding is performed only on land and is less intense than sexual nodding, with the bill less strongly oriented upward and
moved less rapidly back and forth. During gaping the
tongue is usually raised and visible, and the neck feathers are strongly ruffled. Aggressive gaping is used frequently and is usually performed with the opened bill
oriented toward the opponent, although the bill may
also be directed downward in an aggressive bowing display (fig. 4 7 D ) The same or a very similar bowing posture may indicate a desire for billing (Myrberget 1962).
Billing is frequently performed between members of a
pair and often is initiated when one of the birds approaches its mate with a lowered bill (fig.47A), then
raises its bill to meet the lower part of its mate's bill,
which is typically pointed somewhat downward. With

N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G L A Y I N G . Atlantic puffins do
not establish continuous occupancy of burrows until
several weeks after they arrive on the breeding areas.
The beginning of continuous occupancy in this species
is correlated with the start of egg laying. Nettleship
(1972)reported that on Great Island the highest frequencies of fighting over burrow sites occurred in early May
on the favored slope habitats and from mid-May to midJune on level habitats, and the median onset of egg laying was in late May on both habitats. Burrow digging
and repair is probably performed by both sexes, al-

though some have reported that it is done mostly by the
male. Most digging of new burrows is done not during
the laying stage but rather in later stages of the breeding
season, presumably by subadult birds or by those that
have lost or abandoned their earlier burrows (Wehle
1980).Egg laying in colonies tends to be spread out over
about a month, with young birds breeding for the first
time tending to lay later than experienced birds and
with a low level (4-14 percent) of replacement laying by
pairs that have lost their first egg (Ashcroft 1979). Replacement eggs are apparently laid only when the first
is lost early in incubation, and Ashcroft found that such
eggs hatched 13-23 days later than the initial egg would
have hatched. Uspenski (1958)reported a re-laying interval of 14-17 days. Nettleship (1972)also found that
birds nesting i n preferred slope habitats tended to lay
sooner and more synchronously than those nesting on
level sites.
BROODING.
Incubation is performed
by both sexes, with shifts occurring at least once a day.
Myrberget (1962)noted that during incubation most of
the nest exchanges occurred at night, and shifts averaged 32.5 hours. As with the other puffins, a substantial
amount of egg neglect appears typical, sometimes with
both birds present at a burrow but neither incubating
the egg (Lockley 195 3). The average incubation time has
been estimated to be as short as 3 5 days and as long as
45, but most estimates of averages are 39-42 days (Myrberget 1962; Ashcroft 1976; Lockley 1953).The hatching period from initial shell cracking to emergence
averaged 4.3 days in Myrberget's study.

INCUBATION AND

G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GThe
. young begin
to be fed by both parents as soon as hatching is completed. Myrberget (1962)noted that 47 percent of 66
food-carrying puffins were females. He found that the
average weight of loads was 10.3 grams, with an average
of 5.2 fish per load early in the season and 3.6 later on,
although the average load weight increased later in the
summer because larger prey were selected, especially
herring (Clupea).Most feeding of the young was done
early in the mornings and again in the afternoon, with
an average of 2.5 feedings per day in Myrberget's study.
The young gained weight steadily until they were 33-34
days old, then held a nearly constant weight until 4142 days old, and finally decreased in average weight during the last few days as nestlings, when the parents
stopped feeding them. On average the young lay fasting
in their nests for 8.2 days (range 5-11 days), becoming
restless and irritable and sometimes walking out of
their nests at night. In Myrberget's study the average
nestling period was 47.7 days (range 43-52 days); most
young apparently then flew down to the sea at night,

though some probably walked down. Various other estimates of average fledging periods have ranged from 37.3
to 54.5 days, suggesting substantial variations in fledging times, no doubt reflecting temporal or local differences in food availability, incidence of food stealing
by gulls, and resultant feeding rates (Wehle 1980). Harris
( I98 3b) believed that young puffins can influence the
number of feedings they receive from adults by their
begging calls, based on experimental use of recorded
begging calls.
B R E E D I N G S U C C E S S A N D R E C R U I T M E N T RATES.
Estimates of breeding success rates of the Atlantic
puffin in North America have been provided by Nettleship (1972),while similar data have been summarized
for Skomer and Skokholm Islands, United Kingdom, by
Ashcroft (1976, 1979)and Dickinson (1958)and for Lovunden, Norway, by Myrberget (1962).These studies indicate hatching success rates of from 46 to 78 percent
and fledging success rates of from 21.4 to 98 percent.
Overall breeding success rates of from 10 to 90.5 percent have been reported, indicating a very great range in
success rates, even within single areas such as the various nesting habitats reported on by Nettleship (1972).
As in the other puffins, hatching success under natural,
undisturbed conditions is probably in the range of 7590 percent, while typical fledging success seems to be
about 70 percent (Wehle 1980),resulting in an annual
productivity of about 0.5 fledged young per breeding
pair. Ashcroft (1979)estimated that each year 20-27
percent of the colony adults were without nesting burrows, and 5-16 percent of those pairs with burrows did
not lay any eggs. At least 10-16 percent of the fledglings survived to 4 years old, which she established to
be the earliest age of initial breeding in that colony.
However, it was not determined whether this survival
of young balanced the 5 percent estimated annual adult
mortality rate. Harris (1981)found one case of breeding
by a 3-year-old, but of 127 known-age breeders only 9
were under 5 years old, and 46 were at least 8 years old.
He (198ja)judged that on the Isle of May the annual
survival rate of adults is 96 percent, that the average
production is 0.5 6 fledged young per nesting pair, and
that 39 percent of the fledged young survive to reach
initial breeding age at 5 years. It thus appears that the
age structure of Atlantic puffin colonies is strongly
skewed toward older and more experienced age-classes.

Evolutionary History and Relationships
The close relationships and probable evolutionary histories of the horned and Atlantic puffins are discussed in
the former's species account.

Population Status and Conservation
It has been estimated that in the late 1970s about
6 ~ 4 , o o obirds were associated with 28 colonies of eastern Canada. Of these, the colonies of Labrador and eastern Newfoundland were stable or of uncertain
population trend, while those on the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy region were declining (Nettleship 1977). There is some evidence of a recent minor
range extension of the species into Hudson Strait at
Digges Sound (Gaston and Malone 1980).At least during
this century the breeding population of Maine has been
extremely small; in 1904 only a single colony of 300
birds existed (on Machias Seal Island), plus two pairs on
Matinicus Rock (Bent 1919).As of 1977 an estimated
I z pairs of puffins were censused on Matinicus Rock
(Erwin and Korschgen 1979). On Machias Seal Island,
which is jointly claimed by the United States and Canada, the population had increased to about 750 pairs in
the 1970s but declined sharply in 1977 (Korschgen
1979). Since 1977 efforts have been under way to restore
the species on Egg Rock, Muscongus Bay, Maine. As of
1981, I I I of 530 transplanted puffins had returned to
the general area where they had previously been raised
and had been seen at Egg Rock, Machias Seal Island, or
Matinicus Rock. In 1981 four pairs successfully hatched
young on Egg Rock (Kress 1982).By 1984 a total of 14
pairs bred on the island, and that year also marked the
first return to the island of a young puffin that had been
raised there by wild adults.

Horned Puffin
Fratercula corniculata (Naumann)
NAMES:
Sea parrot; macareux
cornu (French);Hornlun (German);tsunomedori (Japanese); ipatka (Russian);kupruwuk (Saint Lawrence Island).

OTHER VERNACULAR

tian Islands, along the Alaska Peninsula east and south
to Glacier Bay and Forrester Island, and to the Queen
Charlotte Islands of British Columbia, possibly to Triangle Island.
in open waters throughout the breeding range,
south to British Columbia, Washington, and Oregon; casually to California and central Japan.

WINTERS

Description (Modified from Ridgway I 9 I 9)
(sexes alike). Pileum
uniform grayish brown or drab; entire side of head, including superciliary and supra-auricular regions, white;
all of the neck and entire upperparts uniform black, the
throat more sooty, this passing into brownish gray on
chin; underparts, including lower foreneck, immaculate
white; under wing coverts brownish gray; tip of bill, to
between second and third grooves, salmon along culmen and gonys, elsewhere brownish red; basal portion
of bill (including first ridge and basal maxillary lamina)
clear light chrome yellow; rictal rosette, tongue, and interior of the mouth bright orange; iris brownish gray;
eyelids vermilion, the soft appendages brownish black;
legs and feet deep vermilion.
ADULTS IN BREEDING PLUMAGE

Bill differently shaped, being
broader through middle than at base, the deciduous
nasal cuirass, basal lamina, and so on having been shed,
all this basal portion dusky instead of yellow; the rictal
rosette greatly reduced and pale yellow instead of red;
superciliary hornlike appendage absent, and eyelids
brownish gray instead of red; sides of head gray, becoming sooty blackish on orbital and loral regions, and legs
and feet much paler red. Birds in second fall are like
winter adults, but the bill has no terminal grooves, and
the crest of the upper mandible gradually curves downward (Kozlova I 96 I ) .

WINTER PLUMAGE.

JUVENILES.
Similar in coloration of plumage to winter
adults, but bill very different, being much less deep, the
culmen much less arched, the terminal portion of both
maxilla and mandible destitute of grooves or ridges and
horn color or brownish, without reddish tinge.
YOUNG.
Uniform dark sooty grayish brown,
the breast and upper abdomen rather abruptly white.

DOWNY

Distribution (See Map 28)
in northeastern Siberia from Kolyuchin Bay to
the southeastern Chukotski Peninsula, the Diomede Islands to the Gulf of Kresta, the east coast of Kamchatka, the Commander Islands, the Gulf of Shelekhova, the
Shantarskie Islands, Sakhalin, and the northern Kurile
Islands; and from the Alaskan coast at Cape Lisburne
south through the islands of the Bering Sea to the AleuBREEDS

Measurements and Weights
MEASUREMENTS.
Wing: males 170.0-187.5 m m (average of 7, 181.4); females 168-85 m m (average of 12,
177.9). Culmen: males 46-55 m m (average of 7, 50.6);
females 47.0-52.5 m m (average of 12, 49.7) (Ridgway
1919). Eggs: average of 5, 66.7 x 45.6 m m (Amaral 1977).

28. Current North American distribution of the horned puffin,
including colony locations and limits of nonbreeding range
(broken line].The Asian range is shown on the inset map.

WEIGHTS.
A sample of 29 adult males during the breeding season averaged 5 18.7 g (range 41 s-6oz), and one of
57 adult females averaged 490.8 g (range 41 5-5 59).A
sample of 71 eggs averaged 7 5.3 g (Wehle 1980). Estimated fresh egg weight, 80 g (Schonwetter 1967).Newly
hatched chicks average 57 g (Sealy 1973a).

Identification
I N T H E FIELD.
In breeding plumage this species greatly
resembles the closely related Atlantic puffin, but the
bill is uniformly yellowish behind the reddish tip, and
the "horn" above the eye is long and pointed. Otherwise
the rounded white face and white underparts will serve
to distinguish it from the tufted puffin of the same area.
In juveniles and during winter these two species are
more similar, but the horned puffin always exhibits
white flanks and underparts, while the tufted puffin is
grayish to blackish in these areas.

HAND.The distinctly puffinlike bill of even
young birds allows for separation from all species except the very similar Atlantic puffin. Adult horned
puffins have a bill that shows more nearly vertical
grooving than does that of the Atlantic puffin, and in
nonbreeding or immature stages the longer tail of the
horned puffin (at least 60 m m in adults, compared with
no more than 5 3 m m in Atlantic adults) should provide
for separation.

I N THE

Ecology and Habitats
B R E E D I N G A N D N O N B R E E D I N G HABITATS.
The North
American and Asian breeding range of this species extends across a region of high-arctic and low-arctic coastlines with adjoining surface water temperatures ranging
from about 5°C to 1z0C,primarily where rocky coastlines occur. They tend to be more common at the
higher latitudes of their breeding range, where strongly
glaciated and rocky coastlines prevail, and are sympatric over much of their range with the tufted puffin,
with which they probably compete locally for nest sites.
Outside the breeding season the birds tend to occur well
away from shore, but they are not as pelagic as tufted
puffins and are usually found within the limits of the
continental shelf.
SOCIALITY A N D D E N S I T I E S . Of the 435 known Alaskan
colonies, I 5 sites have estimated populations of more
than ~ o , o o obirds, and on the Semidi Islands the estimated populations include a colony of more than
~oo,ooobirds on Chowiet Island, while an estimated
140,000 breed at Amagat Island (east of Unimak Island)

in an area of less than a square mile. More specific estimates of nesting densities do not appear to have been
made for this species, probably because of the great difficulty of censusing actual nest sites, which are almost
always in inaccessible rock crevices.
P R E D A T O R S A N D COMPETITORS.
The usual array of
avian predators affect the horned puffin, including common ravens (Corvus corax), glaucous-winged gulls
(Larus glaucescens), peregrines (Falcoperegrinus), bald
eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), and others. Peregrines have been observed taking horned puffins near
colonies, and puffin remains have been found near eagle
roosts (Amaral 1977).In Wehle's (1980)study areas
snowy owls (Nyctea scandiaca), peregrines, and bald eagles were found to be the major predators of adult
puffins, while elsewhere both arctic foxes (Alopex
lagopus) and red foxes (Vulpes fulva) have been implicated as predators. However, the major actions of these
predators may be simply to restrict the birds to more
protected nest sites (Wehle 1980).Where foxes are lacking the birds may nest among rocks at the bases of
cliffs, but under predation pressure they tend to use the
steep cliff faces (Lehnhausen 1980).
Probably the major competitor of the horned puffin
over much of its range is the tufted puffin, and it is believed that owing to its smaller size the horned puffin is
generally unable to compete equally with tufted puffins
for available nest sites. However, it is able to use
smaller rock crevices and prefers these to earthen burrows, which it uses only where tufted puffins are rare or
absent. In some areas the birds may dig through a layer
of soil to reach subsurface rock cavities. Probably they
are easily able to displace any of the small auklets that
might be using the same or similar nesting habitats.
Foods taken by the tufted and horned puffin are very
similar, although there is some evidence of ecological
segregation between these species. When foods are
abundant both may forage in inshore waters, but during
food shortages the tufted puffin apparently feeds farther
offshore, thus reducing food competition (Wehle 1976,
1980).

General Biology
BEHAVIOR.
Wehle's (1980)studies on this species included materials from 64 adults
collected at Buldir and Ugalushak islands, and he summarized additional information on the species, including that of Hunt, Burgeson, and Sanger (1981)and
Swartz (1966).Most of these studies suggest that fish is
the predominant food taken by adults, with
cephalopods and crustaceans usually secondary. HowFOOD AND FORAGING

ever, the precise types of fish taken tend to vary between colonies as well as exhibiting seasonal variations
within colonies. In general, Wehle (1980)concluded that
horned puffins tend to supplement their diets with
squid more often than do tufted puffins and also take a
greater variety of fish, especially inshore, subtidal
forms. On the basis of 133 samples of adult stomach
contents from various areas and studies, Wehle found
the relative frequency of major food types to be fish
(47.9 percent), squid (3I .4 percent), polychaetes (12.4
percent), and crustaceans (8.3 percent). In a similar summary of information on foods provided to chicks, Wehle
concluded that sand launce (Ammodytes)and capelin
(Mallotus)are the primary foods and that greenling
(Hexagrammos)and cod (Gadus)are important subsidiary prey, with squid and sandfish (Trichodon) still less
important.
Wehle ( I980, 1983) reported seeing horned puffins
feed during the entire breeding season in inshore waters, usually within I or 2 kilometers of shore. The actual depths at which the birds feed is still unknown.
During the nestling period the adults bring food to their
chicks 2-6 times a day, with an average of 5.2 prey per
load (98 samples) and an average load weight of I I .9
grams (74 samples) (Wehle 1983). Other studies have
found average load weights of 7.9-17.0 grams, and 1.512.6 prey per load (Wehle 1980).The number of prey per
load and the average weight of the loads did not appear
to change during the nestling period in Wehle's study,
although in unpublished observations of G. Burrell cited
by Wehle the average load weight did increase during
the nestling period.
MIGRATIONS.
Little is known of
horned puffin migrations. During fall the birds apparently disperse into oceanic habitats, with only a few remaining in bays and near shore areas; furthermore, they
tend to migrate singly or in small groups, making their
movements difficult to trace. Estimates of wintering
birds in the Gulf of Alaska total fewer than zoo,ooo in
winter, or only a fraction of the known breeding population of the region (Gould, Forsell, and Lensink 1982).
There are surprisingly few British Columbian records,
but probably at least along the Queen Charlotte Islands
the birds are regular winter and spring visitors (Sealy
and Nelson 197 3). There is also fairly good evidence
that the species may be colonizing British Columbia as
a breeder (Campbell, Carter, and Sealy 1979).There are
also some winter records for Washington, Oregon, and
California (Hoffman, Elliott, and Scott 1975),but it is
likely that many birds winter along the Aleutian chain
and probably also at sea, from the limits of open water
southward (Sealy I 973a)

MOVEMENTS AND

Social Behavior
It is assumed
that prolonged monogamy occurs in this species, as is
typical of the Atlantic puffin and other alcids, though
direct evidence is lacking. Wehle (1980)was unable to
obtain evidence on nest site tenacity, but since he found
nests in successive years in exactly the same locations
in talus slopes and under beach boulders that were isolated by several hundred yards from their nearest neighbors, it is highly likely that such tenacity does exist. He
suspected that, unlike the tufted puffin, the horned
puffin defends only its cavity rather than the cavity entrance and immediately surrounding areas.

MATING SYSTEM A N D TERRITORIALITY.

DISPLAY.
Wehle (1980)noted four vocalizations of adult horned puffins, all of which were similar
to those he observed in tufted puffins. The first was a
short, low-pitched errr note that seemed to be a threat
or warning. The second was a similar but more prolonged purring call that was catlike and in this species
trailed off gradually and was not repeated. It was of undetermined function but usually was produced by birds
resting in the colony. The third vocalization was a
bisyllabic call that consisted of a short, intense er note
followed by a second and higher-pitched note with an
undulating pitch. It was uttered both on land and on
water. The final adult call was a multinoted call of six
or seven syllables, with the first two notes identical
with the bisyllabic call, the third note the highest in
pitch, and the remaining syllable matching the first one
in acoustic characteristics. It was judged to possibly
have sexual significance.
Courtship behavior and displays have been discussed
by Amaral(1977) and Wehle (1980).According to Wehle,
the ceremonies of the tufted and horned puffins are very
similar, with the horned puffin somewhat more social
than the tufted puffin. In such social groups males begin
display activity by following the female while raising
and partially lowering the bill (fig. 47F) This movement
is faster in the horned puffin than in the tufted, and the
bill is only partially lowered on the downward portion
of the display. The bill is apparently opened somewhat
on the upward phase and closed on the downward
phase, but it is not known whether vocalizations accompany the display. If the female is receptive she allows the male to approach to within about a meter, at
which point he flies to her and alights on her back (fig.
4 7 G ) Copulation lasts a rather long time; Amaral
( I977) reported an average of 3 5 seconds for horned
puffins compared with 48 seconds for tufted puffins,
and the male continues to beat his wings during treading. Treading ends with the female's submerging and reVOICE A N D
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appearing about a meter away. Afterward one and
usually both birds wing flap (fig.4 7 H ) Besides precopulatory head jerking, horned puffins also perform
head jerking in other contexts, sometimes even when
alone. Rarely, both members of a courting pair will perform head jerking, and in some cases head jerking between two individuals leads to billing. Billing is
probably the most important pair-bonding behavior in
puffins and occurs throughout the breeding season. In
horned puffins it often follows a bird's landing near its
mate before the two enter their nest-site, after aggressive actions toward a third bird, or after head jerking. As
in the Atlantic puffin, billing involves pressing or slapping the lateral surfaces of the bills together as the birds
face one another, often as one stands erect and the other
crouches somewhat (fig. 47A-C]. Such bouts of billing
sometimes last several minutes. Bill gaping is the major
threat display and takes the same form as in the Atlantic puffin, with the bill pointed toward the opponent,
wide open, and the tongue often visible. Immediately
after landing in the colony, birds usually assume a posture with the wings held up above the back, the body
held low, and the head in line with the body or tilted
downward. This "landing display" is held longest when
the bird performing it lands close to several other birds
in the colony (Wehle 1980).
Reproductive Biology
B R E E D I N G S E A S O N A N D N E S T I N G SUBSTRATE.
Egg records from Alaska north to the Alaska Peninsula are
from June 24 to September I, with a peak between June
27 and July 9. Records from south of the peninsula are
from June 6 to July I I, with a peak between June 17 and
July 5 (Bent 1919). On the Pribilof Islands egg laying
typically occurs between mid-June and mid-July (Hunt,
Burgeson, and Sanger 1981). Generally, peak egg laying
over the Alaskan range of this species occurs between
mid-June and the first week of July, 1-3 weeks later
than the tufted puffin's egg-laying peak. In general there
is about a month-long period of egg laying, including replacement clutches, with about two-thirds of the sample populations laying within a week (Wehle 1980).The
usual nest substrate of horned puffins consists of natural rock crevices, with secondary use of talus slopes and
boulder rubble at the base of cliffs and even more limited use of earthen burrows (Lehnhausen 1980).In some
areas the birds may dig through thin layers of soil and
vegetation to reach subterranean rock cavities, but
there is still no detailed information on optimum cavity
or crevice size for this species. Probable effects of competition with tufted puffins for suitable sites where
both species breed together has been mentioned earlier.

N E S T B U I L D I N G A N D E G G L A Y I N G . Although in some
areas actual nest excavation does occur, in most cases
horned puffins utilize preexisting cavities and crevices
for nesting, and so no nest building as such is normally
required. However, some nest preparation is typical, including the removal of fallen vegetation, eggshells, and
other debris that might have accumulated in the nest
since the previous season. Both sexes participate in this,
with the operation usually requiring several bouts of a
few minutes each (Wehle 1980).Egg laying begins about
2-3 weeks after continuous occupancy of a burrow has
been established, which occurs almost immediately after initial arrival on the breeding grounds. This is in
contrast to the situation in the tufted puffin, in which
continuous occupancy usually begins a week or two after initial arrival, after which egg laying begins within
about a week. In a test of egg replacement, Wehle (1980)
removed 10 newly laid eggs from horned puffin nests.
Eggs were later found in 3 of these nests. Two nests
were rebuilt after egg loss, and one of these subsequently contained a replacement egg. All three nests
containing replacement eggs were abandoned shortly after the second egg was laid, though in one of these nests
a third egg was eventually laid, possibly, but not certainly, by the original pair.

BROODING.
Both sexes participate
in incubation, probably normally exchanging places in
the early evening (Amaral 1977). However, additional
exchanges might occur during daylight, since the adults
make frequent visits to nest crevices at such times.
Like tufted puffins, horned puffins sometimes leave
their eggs unattended for a day or more and may at
times incubate longer than a day without relief. Sealy
( I97 3a) reported an average incubation period of 41. I
days, with observed extremes of 40-43 days for 5 eggs.
Amaral(1977) reported an average period of 40.2 days,
with a range of 39-42 days for 5 eggs. Wehle (1980)
noted considerable variation in the hatching period,
averaging 3 days from initial cracking to emergence and
varying in z cases from 2-4 days.
INCUBATION AND

G R O W T H A N D S U R V I V A L O F Y O U N GChick
.
weight at
hatching was reported by Sealy (1973a)to average 58.6
grams ( 2 chicks) and by Amaral(1977)to average 54.3
grams (3 chicks). Sealy determined a fledging period of
38 days for one chick, while Amaral(1977)observed an
average period of 40 days (range 38-42) and Wehle
(1980)an average (for z chicks) of 38.5 days. Amaral
(1977)noted an average weight gain by chicks of 13.4
grams per day during the period of most rapid growth
and reported that maximum average nestling weight
was attained at 37.5 days (71 percent of adult weight).
The major prey species fed to chicks is sand launce, as

with the other puffins, with no general trends apparent
in load weight or number of prey per load during the
nestling period. As with other puffin nestlings, there is
a slight weight loss during the last few days of nestling
life, probably as a result of voluntarily reduced feeding
by the chick, increased levels of activity, and loss of water during tissue maturation. Although information is
limited, chick losses appear to be greatest shortly after
hatching, when the young are vulnerable to drowning
when nesting crevices flood following heavy precipitation. Food availability probably also influences chick
survival, and predation near the time of fledging may
also have an effect.
Wehle
(1980) reported that hatching success during various
years and in different study areas ranged from 56 to IOO
percent and averaged about 80 percent. Amaral(1977)
found a similar (79 percent) hatching success rate, and
other observers cited by Wehle have provided similar estimates of hatching success in this species, which
seems less vulnerable to flooding and perhaps also to
fox predation than the tufted puffin. Fledging success
rates are rather poorly documented but also appear to be
moderately high, judging from estimates of 5 3-77 percent reported by Wehle for his own studies and other
sources. All told, i t is thus likely that an overall breeding success of about 0.5 young fledged per nesting pair
is fairly typical of homed puffins. The incidence of nonbreeding by subadult birds attending the breeding colonies is still unknown, as is the percentage of immatures
that do not visit breeding colonies at all. There are also
BREEDING SUCCESS A N D RECRUITMENT RATES.

no estimates of recruitment rates or adult mortality
rates for the species.
Evolutionary History and Relationships
The horned and Atlantic puffins obviously constitute a
closely related superspecies, and in the opinion of
Kozlova (1961) speciation of these two forms resulted
from climatic changes during the Quaternary period,
with isolated populations evolving in the Bering Sea and
North Atlantic respectively. She believed that an earlier
separation from the ancestral Lunda line had occurred
during Pliocene times in the Pacific region. It seems
likely that separation of precerorhinca stock probably
occurred at about the same time as that of "Lunda."

Population Status and Conservation
Almost all the breeding in North America is confined to
Alaska, where there are an estimated 1.5 million birds
in 43 5 known nesting grounds (Sowls, Hatch, and Lensink 1978).However, no population estimates are available for 54 of these areas, and thus this overall statewide estimate may prove too conservative.
Observations during the 1970s suggest that horned
puffins are now extending their breeding range into British Columbia, although apparently in small numbers
(Campbell, Carter, and Sealy 1979).No estimates are
available on the possible population trends of this species, which has been assigned an oil vulnerability index
of 72 (King and Sanger 1979).

